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Agenda

Please Note
1

Call to Order

2

Pursuant to RIGL 42-46-6(c), notice of this meeting has been posted on the Secretary
of State's website

3

General Business
3.a

Discussion and Recommendation: CRMC File Number: 2021-07-005 and RIDEM
File Numbers: WQC 21-135, DP21-187application of: Revolution Wind, LLC, 56
Exchange Terrace, Suite 300 Providence, RI 02903 for a State of Rhode Island
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Assent, RIDEM Water Quality Certificate and RIDEM Dredge Permit to construct
and maintain: Two new 23-mile submarine export cables co-located within a
single corridor within state waters through the West Passage of Narragansett
Bay to the cable landing location at the Quonset Point Business Park in North
Kingstown. The State Assent application also includes: preparation of a landfall
work area; installation of two transition joint bays; installation and operation of
an approximate 1-mile long underground onshore transmission cable;
construction and operation of a new onshore substation located at Assessor’s
Plat 179, Lots 001 and 030; and associated underground interconnection
circuits.
2021-07-005 CRMC.pdf
Rev Wind Executive Summary.pdf
Cat B-site plan package.pdf
Snips from Cat B report.pdf
Avoidance Min and Mitigation Meaures-Nat Res.pdf
Cat B - marine mammals.pdf
Cat B-CRMP regulatory standards.pdf
Cat B-geological hazards.pdf
Cat B-state listed species impact.pdf
Ocean SAMP compliance.pdf
Cat B- Freshwater wetlands in vicinity of coast.pdf
Snips from WC Cert and Dredging.pdf
WQ Cert and Dedging-Project location.pdf
WQ Cert and Dredging-impact avoidance mini and mitigation.pdf
WQ Cert and Dredging-project description.pdf
3.b

Discussion and Recommendation: CRMC File Number: 2021-07-010 - Application
of Revolution Wind, LLC, 56 Exchange Terrace, Suite 300, Providence, RI 02903
and The Narragansett Electric Company, 280 Melrose Street, Providence, RI
02907, for a State of Rhode Island Assent to construct and maintain: A new
Interconnection facility (ICF) and associated overhead interconnection circuits
located at Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 005, Camp Avenue, North Kingstown. The
proposed ICF is a land-based component as part of the Revolution Wind 704
megawatt (MW) offshore wind project. Application to Alter Freshwater
Wetlands for the proposed construction of the ICF that includes work within
CRMC regulated freshwater wetlands in the vicinity of the coast.
2021-07-010 CRMC.pdf
Appliation to alter wetlands-executive summary.pdf
Application to Alter - summary.pdf
Application to Alter - wetlands funtion and value assessment.pdf
Application to Alter-CRMC Prelim Determination.pdf
Application to Alter-endangered species.pdf
Application to Alter-impact avoidance mini and mitigation.pdf
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Application to Alter-project layout and wetlands impacts.pdf
Application to Alter-site evaluation report.pdf
Application to Alter-site evaluation report-2.pdf
Application to Alter-site photos.pdf
Application to Alter-Vernal pools report.pdf
Snips from Application to Alter Freshwater Wetalnds.pdf
4

Adjournment

THE TOWN OF NORTH KINGSTOWN WILL PROVIDE INTERPRETERS FOR THE DEAF AND HARD
OF HEARING AT ANY MEETING PROVIDED A REQUEST IS RECEIVED THREE (3) DAYS PRIOR TO
SAID MEETING BY CALLING 294-3331, EXT. 120.
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Conservation Commission Agenda Item
Report
Submitted by: Becky Lamond
Submitting Department: Planning and Development
Meeting Date: October 28, 2021

Agenda Action:
Discussion and Recommendation: CRMC File Number: 2021-07-005 and RIDEM File Numbers: WQC 21-135,
DP21-187application of: Revolution Wind, LLC, 56 Exchange Terrace, Suite 300 Providence, RI 02903 for a State of
Rhode Island Assent, RIDEM Water Quality Certificate and RIDEM Dredge Permit to construct and maintain: Two
new 23-mile submarine export cables co-located within a single corridor within state waters through the West Passage
of Narragansett Bay to the cable landing location at the Quonset Point Business Park in North Kingstown. The State
Assent application also includes: preparation of a landfall work area; installation of two transition joint bays; installation
and operation of an approximate 1-mile long underground onshore transmission cable; construction and operation of a
new onshore substation located at Assessor’s Plat 179, Lots 001 and 030; and associated underground interconnection
circuits.
Motion:

ATTACHMENTS
 2021-07-005 CRMC.pdf
 Rev Wind Executive Summary.pdf
 Cat B-site plan package.pdf
 Snips from Cat B report.pdf
 Avoidance Min and Mitigation Meaures-Nat Res.pdf
 Cat B - marine mammals.pdf
 Cat B-CRMP regulatory standards.pdf
 Cat B-geological hazards.pdf
 Cat B-state listed species impact.pdf
 Ocean SAMP compliance.pdf
 Cat B- Freshwater wetlands in vicinity of coast.pdf
 Snips from WC Cert and Dredging.pdf
 WQ Cert and Dedging-Project location.pdf
 WQ Cert and Dredging-impact avoidance mini and mitigation.pdf
 WQ Cert and Dredging-project description.pdf
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Coastal Resources Management Council
Oliver Stedman Government Center
4808 Tower Hill Road; Suite 116
Wakefield, RI 02879
401-783-3370

Dept. of Environmental Management
Office of Water Resources
235 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 02908

60 Day JOINT AGENCY PUBLIC NOTICE

CRMC File Number:
RIDEM File Numbers:

2021-07-005

Date: October 15, 2021

WQC 21-135, DP21-187

These Agencies have under consideration the application of:
Revolution Wind, LLC
56 Exchange Terrace, Suite 300
Providence, RI 02903
for a State of Rhode Island Assent, RIDEM Water Quality Certificate and RIDEM Dredge
Permit to construct and maintain: Two new 23-mile submarine export cables co-located within a
single corridor within state waters through the West Passage of Narragansett Bay to the cable
landing location at the Quonset Point Business Park in North Kingstown. The State Assent
application also includes: preparation of a landfall work area; installation of two transition joint
bays; installation and operation of an approximate 1-mile long underground onshore
transmission cable; construction and operation of a new onshore substation located at Assessor’s
Plat 179, Lots 001 and 030; and associated underground interconnection circuits. These project
components are part of the overall Revolution Wind 704 megawatt (MW) offshore wind project.
The RIDEM Water Quality Certificate and RIDEM Dredge Permit pertain only to the proposed
project activities within state waters.
Two submarine export cables (275 kilovolt high voltage alternating current) are proposed for the
Revolution Wind project. Each cable measures approximately 23 miles in total length within
state waters designated as CRMC Type 4 in Rhode Island Sound and the West Passage of
Narragansett Bay (Figure 1). Revolution Wind, LLC proposes to install the cables at a target
burial depth of 4 to 6 feet below the seabed using a combination of jet-plowing, mechanical
plowing, and mechanical cutters as necessary, which will create a total estimated disturbance of
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730 acres within state waters. Cable protection in the form of rock bags, concrete mattresses,
fronded mattresses, and/or rock berms will be used where the target burial depth cannot be
achieved. Cable protection will also be necessary for any crossing of existing cables or pipelines,
and it is estimated that 10 percent of the cable route may require some form of cable protection.
Any proposed cable protection necessary to protect segments of the export cable or existing
utilities is considered the placement of fill in state waters (CRMC Type 4 waters). In addition to
the CRMC Assent, the activities associated with the export cable installation within state waters
also require a State of Rhode Island Dredge Permit in accordance with the Marina Infrastructure
Maintenance Act of 1996 and the Marine Waterways and Boating Facilities Act of 2001, R.I.
General Laws Chapter 46-6.1 and a State of Rhode Island Water Quality Certification in
accordance with Chapter 42-35 pursuant to Chapters 46-12 and 42-17.1 of the R.I. General
Laws, as amended. RIDEM will be responsible for issuing the State Dredge Permit and Water
Quality Certification.

Figure 1: Proposed export cable route in State waters
The export cables will make landfall at the Quonset Business Park in North Kingstown on
Assessor’s Plat 185, Lots 001, 004 and 008 via horizontal directional drilling (HDD) from two
temporary exit pits approximately 800 feet offshore (Figure 2). The two temporary HDD
offshore exit pits are estimated to be 110 feet in length and 30 feet in width. The estimated soil
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volume to be excavated for the proposed offshore exit pits is approximately 4,352 cubic yards,
and all excavated material will be loaded onto a support barge for reuse in filling the exit pits and
no side casting of excavated material will occur. These activities will require both a State Water
Quality Certification and Dredging Permit from the RI Department of Environmental
Management. The RIDEM Water Quality Certification file is WQC 21-135 and the RIDEM
Dredge Permit file is DP 21-187.

Figure 2: Proposed export cable landing area

Preparation of the landfall area will consist of the construction of two transition joint bays that
will receive the offshore cables. Following completion of the cable installation the landfall area
on Assessor’s Plat 185, Lot 001 will be converted into a parking lot. The onshore transmission
cable will be installed along Burlingham Avenue, Circuit Drive and Camp Avenue to a
connection with the proposed new onshore substation (OSS) located on Assessor’s Plat 179, Lots
001 and 030 (Figures 3 and 4). The OSS has an operational footprint of approximately 4 acres
and its proposed construction is considered a regulated activity pursuant to Rule § 2.5 under the
CRMC Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and Management of Freshwater
Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR-20-00-2). As part of its Assent application with
the CRMC Revolution Wind, LLC has also filed an Application to Alter Freshwater Wetlands in
the Vicinity of the Coast for the proposed construction of the OSS. The proposed activity will
permanently alter approximately 0.11 acres of perimeter wetland (area of land within 50-feet)
and approximately 0.35 acres of perimeter wetland will be cleared of trees to create a safe zone
around the OSS security fence and will be replanted in native warm season grasses, wildflowers,
and shrubs with mature heights under 15 feet.
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Figure 3: Proposed landside cable route to the onshore substation

Figure 4: Proposed onshore substation
Plans of the proposed work may be seen at CRMC offices in Wakefield. Please call CRMC at
(401) 783-3370 to make an appointment. Plans may also be viewed online at CRMC website:
http://www.crmc.ri.gov/windenergy/revolution.html
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The CRMC will also be issuing a separate public notice under file 2021-07-010 for the
application of Revolution Wind, LLC and The Narragansett Electric Company to Alter
Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast for construction of a new interconnection
facility (ICF) and associated interconnection circuits. The proposed ICF will be located at
Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 005 and adjacent to the proposed onshore substation, as described
herein.
In addition, the CRMC has issued a separate public notice under file 2021-06-029 for the
portion of the Revolution Wind project located exclusively within federal waters, namely the
wind farm itself and a portion of the export cables, that are subject to CRMC Federal
Consistency review authority pursuant to Section 307 of the Coastal Zone Management Act.
Revolution Wind’s construction and operation plan along with other project information are
available on the BOEM website at: https://www.boem.gov/Revolution-Wind.
This Joint Agency Public Notice also serves as notice that the RI Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Water Resources, Water Quality Certification Program has under
consideration and review the same proposed activity as described above for compliance with the
State’s Water Quality Regulations (Authority: in accordance with Clean Water Act, as amended
[33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.; Chapter 42-35 pursuant to Chapters 46-12 and 42-17.1 of the Rhode
Island General Laws of 1956, as amended]).
In accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act (Chapter 42-35 of the R.I. General Laws)
you may request a hearing on this matter. You are advised that if you have good reason to enter
protest against the proposed work it is your privilege to do so. It is expected that objectors will
review the application and plans thoroughly, and visit the site of proposed work as necessary to
familiarize themselves with the conditions and cite what law or laws, if any, would in their
opinion be violated by the proposed work.
If you desire to protest, you must attend the scheduled hearing and give sworn testimony. A
notice of the time and place of such hearing will be furnished to you as soon as possible after
receipt of your request for hearing. If you desire to request a hearing, to receive consideration,
the request should be in writing and be received at this office on or before
_December 15, 2021.
You may also submit comments that pertain to this Joint Agency Public Notice, and any
comments must be submitted in writing and addressed to:
Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council
Oliver H. Stedman Government Center
4808 Tower Hill Road
Wakefield, RI 02879
(401) 783-3370
and
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
Office of Technical and Customer Assistance
235 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 02908-5767
(401) 222-4700
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Coastal Resources Management Council Category B Assent Application

Executive Summary

Revolution Wind, LLC (formerly known as DWW Rev I, LLC) (“Revolution Wind”), which is a
50|50 joint venture partnership between Orsted North America Inc. (“Orsted”) and
Eversource Investment LLC (“Eversource”), proposes to construct the Revolution Wind Project
(“Project”), an offshore wind farm that will deliver approximately 704 megawatts (“MW”) of
renewable energy to the States of Rhode Island and Connecticut. The Project will provide
clean, reliable offshore wind energy that will significantly increase the renewable energy pool
available to Rhode Island and Connecticut and reduce carbon emissions across the region.
The Project will displace electricity generated by fossil fuel-powered plants, improve energy
system reliability and security, and enhance economic competitiveness by attracting new
investments and job growth opportunities.
Revolution Wind developed the Project in direct response to the ambitious clean energy
goals of the State of Rhode Island. The Project significantly advances Rhode Island’s
renewable energy directives set forth in the State energy plan – Energy 2035 – which calls for
Rhode Island to “increase sector fuel diversity, produce net economic benefits, and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 45 percent by the year 2035” in part “through support for state
and federal offshore wind projects.” The Project plays an integral role in advancing Rhode
Island’s goal of procuring 1,000 MW of renewable energy by 2020 and a 100 percent
Renewable Energy Future by 2030, as set forth in former Governor Gina Raimondo’s
Executive Order No. 20-01. Moreover, the Project helps to meet the State of Rhode Island’s
needs under the Resilient Rhode Island Act to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to eighty
percent (80%) below 1990 levels by the year 2050.
Rhode Island and Connecticut have awarded Revolution Wind five Power Purchase
Agreements (“PPAs”) to-date, totaling approximately 704 MW of generation capacity. These
PPAs help meet the region’s expressed need and demand for additional renewable energy
resources. The Project will fulfill Revolution Wind’s obligations to both Connecticut and
Rhode Island in accordance with the PPAs and provide substantial environmental and
economic benefits. Revolution Wind is also committed to supporting offshore wind
education and supply chain and workforce development for the growing offshore wind
industry in Rhode Island and Connecticut. Revolution Wind has memoranda of
understanding with both states setting forth the specific initiatives and commitments to be
undertaken—positioning both states as offshore wind leaders.
Project components include wind turbine generators (“WTGs”), a network of inter-array cable
(“IAC”), offshore substations (“OSS”), and an OSS-Link cable in federal waters on the Outer
Continental Shelf (“OCS”) and within the designated Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
(“BOEM”) Renewable Energy Lease Area OCS-A 0486 (“Lease Area”), which at its closest edge,
is approximately 15 miles southeast of the Rhode Island coast. The boundaries of this Lease

ES-1

Executive Summary
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Coastal Resources Management Council Category B Assent Application

Area were established by BOEM utilizing the diverse and detailed research datasets
commissioned for the preparation of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(“NOAA”) Office of Coastal Management federally-approved Coastal Resources Management
Council (“CRMC”) Ocean Special Area Management Plan (“Ocean SAMP”). The Project’s two
subsea export cables (referred to as the “RWEC”) travel north from the Lease Area before
trending in a northwest direction after entering Rhode Island state waters. The RWEC travels
north through the West Passage of Narragansett Bay to a landfall location at Quonset Point
in the Town of North Kingstown. The Project’s point of interconnection is The Narragansett
Electric Company d/b/a National Grid’s (“TNEC”) Davisville Substation, also in North
Kingstown.
Revolution Wind is submitting this Category B Assent application in compliance with
650- Rhode Island Code of Regulations (“RICR”)-20-00-1 for the installation and operation of
approximately 23 miles of the RWEC within Rhode Island state waters (“RWEC-RI”);
preparation of a Landfall Work Area and installation of two Transition Joint Bays (“TJBs”);
installation and operation of an approximate 1-mi (1.6-km) -long underground Onshore
Transmission Cable; and construction and operation of a new Onshore Substation (“OnSS”)
and associated underground interconnection circuits.
An Interconnection Facility (“ICF”) and associated overhead interconnection circuits to the
existing Davisville Substation will also be constructed by Revolution Wind within CRMC’s
jurisdiction as part of the overall Project. A separate Application to Alter a Freshwater
Wetland has been filed for construction and operation of this Project component by coapplicants Revolution Wind and TNEC under the Rules and Regulations Governing the
Protection and Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (Freshwater
Wetland Rules) (650-RICR-20-00-2). The ICF will be constructed by Revolution Wind on
property owned by TNEC; TNEC will own and operate this facility after it is constructed by
Revolution Wind. The Application to Alter a Freshwater Wetland for the ICF and associated
overhead circuits was filed with CRMC on June 30, 2021.
The Coastal Resources Management Plan (“CRMP”) and in particular the Ocean SAMP
recognize the detrimental effects unmitigated climate change threatens to marine ecology
and the existing uses of the Rhode Island coastal and offshore regions and acknowledges
the importance Rhode Island offshore renewable energy production can play in mitigating
these effects. Revolution Wind collected, assembled, and analyzed extensive resource data
sets characterizing the Project Area and leveraged the pioneering research and data
synthesis completed by the CRMC and BOEM to strike a balance between the needs for
clean renewable energy with the protection of Rhode Island’s and the region’s ocean based
resources and existing uses during the Project design. Revolution Wind believes This Project
complies with the goals, policies, and standards contained within the CRMP, the Ocean
SAMP and the Freshwater Wetland Rules and offers a meaningful opportunity to reduce
future carbon emissions in the Rhode Island region. Revolution Wind has reviewed Table 1 in
Section 1.1.5 in the CRMP and has determined that a Category B Assent application is
required for the Project. Revolution Wind respectfully requests that the Council approve this
Category B Assent application.

ES-2

Executive Summary
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Issued for

Permitting

Date Issued

June 30, 2021

Latest Issue

June 30, 2021

vhb.com

Project Plans
See On-Shore Key Plan

Revolution Wind
Proposed
Onshore/Offshore
Cable Transmission
Route and Onshore
Substation

1 Cedar Street
Suite 400

See Off-Shore Key Plan

Providence, RI 02903

Designers:

401.272.8100

Revolution Wind Proposed Onshore Substation
Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

c/o Susan Moberg PWS

1 Cedar Street Suite 400

Providence, Rhode Island 02903
(401) 457-2055

smoberg@vhb.com

Revolution Wind 275-kV and 115-kV Transmission Line Onshore
Cable Route Underground Transmission Line Construction
Contract Drawings

Burns & McDonnell
c/o Nathan Scott

9400 Ward Parkway

Kansas City, Missouri 64114
(816) 654-6759

ndscott@bursnmcd.com

North Kingstown, RI
and Tidal Waters of the
State of Rhode Island

Revolution Wind Proposed Onshore Transmission Facilities Soil
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

c/o Susan Moberg PWS

1 Cedar Street Suite 400

Providence, Rhode Island 02903
(401) 457-2055
smoberg@vhb.com

Revolution Wind HDD Landfall Design

Revolution Wind, LLC
c/o Kenneth Bowes
56 Exchange Terrace, Suite 300
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
(860) 883-5830
Kenneth.bowes@eversource.com

Mott MacDonald, Inc.

c/o Christopher A. Cockshaw

134 Capital Drive, Suite D

West Springfield, Massachusetts 01089

(413) 315-2146

christopher.cockshaw@mottmac.com

Revolution Wind Export Cable

Mott MacDonald, Inc.

Assessor's Map: 179
Lots: 001, 011, 030

134 Capital Drive, Suite D

West Springfield, Massachusetts 01089

(413) 315-2146

Assessor's Map: 185
Lots: 001, 004, 008

christopher.cockshaw@mottmac.com

Camp Avenue and Circuit Drive
Tidal Waters of the State of Rhode Island

0

2500

5000 Feet

73032.01 Revolution Wind Proposed Cable Route
Permitting 06/30/2021

c/o Christopher A. Cockshaw

VHB Project :
Issued for :

\\VHB\GBL\PROJ\PROVIDENCE\73032.01 RWF-EXPORT CABLE (2)\CAD\EV\PLANSET\OVERALL PLANS KEYSHEET\KEY PLANS 30 June 2021

Owner/Applicant
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ABAN

ABANDON

1.

CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY "DIG-SAFE" (1-888-344-7233) AT LEAST 72 HOURS BEFORE EXCAVATING.

HEAVY DUTY PAVEMENT

ACR

ACCESSIBLE CURB RAMP

2.

RIGHT-OF-WAY/PROPERTY LINE

BUILDINGS
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ADJUST

CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SITE SECURITY AND JOB SAFETY. CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OSHA STANDARDS AND LOCAL REQUIREMENTS.

EASEMENT

RIPRAP

APPROX

APPROXIMATE

3.

BUILDING SETBACK

CONSTRUCTION EXIT

AREAS DISTURBED DURING CONSTRUCTION AND NOT RESTORED WITH IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
(BUILDINGS, PAVEMENTS, WALKS, ETC.) SHALL RECEIVE 6 INCHES LOAM AND SEED.

BIT

BITUMINOUS

PARKING SETBACK

WASHED CRUSHED STONE YARD

4.

BS

BOTTOM OF SLOPE

WORK WITHIN THE LOCAL RIGHTS-OF-WAY SHALL CONFORM TO LOCAL MUNICIPAL STANDARDS.
WORK WITHIN STATE RIGHTS-OF-WAY SHALL CONFORM TO THE LATEST EDITION OF THE STATE
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.

TOP OF CURB ELEVATION

BWLL

BROKEN WHITE LANE LINE

BOTTOM OF CURB ELEVATION

CONC

CONCRETE

SPOT ELEVATION

DYCL

DOUBLE YELLOW CENTER LINE

TOP & BOTTOM OF WALL ELEVATION

EL

ELEVATION

LIMIT OF DISTURBANCE

BORING LOCATION

ELEV

ELEVATION

WETLAND LINE WITH FLAG

TEST PIT LOCATION

FLOODPLAIN

MONITORING WELL

EX

EXISTING

FDN

FOUNDATION

UNDERDRAIN

FFE

FIRST FLOOR ELEVATION

DRAIN

GRAN

GRANITE

ROOF DRAIN

GTD

GRADE TO DRAIN

SEWER

LA

LANDSCAPE AREA

LOD

LIMIT OF DISTURBANCE

MAX

MAXIMUM

MIN

MINIMUM

NIC

NOT IN CONTRACT

GAS

NTS

NOT TO SCALE

ELECTRIC

PERF

PERFORATED

STEAM

PROP

PROPOSED

TELEPHONE

REM

REMOVE

RET

RETAIN

R&D

REMOVE AND DISPOSE

PROPERTY LINE

CONCRETE

PROJECT LIMIT LINE

BASELINE
CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT
ZONING LINE
TOWN LINE

AREA OF LAND WITHIN 50' FEET
100' FOOT RIVERBANK WETLAND
BORDERING LAND SUBJECT
TO FLOODING
WETLAND BUFFER ZONE
NO DISTURB ZONE
200' RIVERFRONT AREA
GRAVEL ROAD
EDGE OF PAVEMENT
BITUMINOUS BERM
BITUMINOUS CURB
CONCRETE CURB
CURB AND GUTTER
EXTRUDED CONCRETE CURB
MONOLITHIC CONCRETE CURB
PRECAST CONC. CURB

FORCE MAIN
OVERHEAD WIRE
WATER
FIRE PROTECTION
DOMESTIC WATER

FIRE ALARM
CABLE TV

SLOPED GRAN. EDGING

CATCH BASIN CONCENTRIC

R&R

REMOVE AND RESET

VERT. GRAN. CURB

CATCH BASIN ECCENTRIC

SWEL

SOLID WHITE EDGE LINE

LIMIT OF CURB TYPE

DOUBLE CATCH BASIN CONCENTRIC

SAWCUT

DOUBLE CATCH BASIN ECCENTRIC

SWLL

SOLID WHITE LANE LINE

TS

TOP OF SLOPE

TYP

TYPICAL

GUTTER INLET

5.

UPON AWARD OF CONTRACT, CONTRACTOR SHALL MAKE NECESSARY CONSTRUCTION NOTIFICATIONS
AND APPLY FOR AND OBTAIN NECESSARY PERMITS, PAY FEES, AND POST BONDS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE WORK INDICATED ON THE DRAWINGS, IN THE SPECIFICATIONS, AND IN THE CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS. DO NOT CLOSE OR OBSTRUCT ROADWAYS, SIDEWALKS, AND FIRE HYDRANTS, WITHOUT
APPROPRIATE PERMITS.

6.

AREAS OUTSIDE THE LIMITS OF PROPOSED WORK DISTURBED BY THE CONTRACTOR'S OPERATIONS
SHALL BE RESTORED BY THE CONTRACTOR TO THEIR ORIGINAL CONDITION AT THE CONTRACTOR'S
EXPENSE.

7.

IN THE EVENT THAT SUSPECTED CONTAMINATED SOIL, GROUNDWATER, AND OTHER MEDIA ARE
ENCOUNTERED DURING EXCAVATION AND CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES BASED ON VISUAL, OLFACTORY,
OR OTHER EVIDENCE, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL STOP WORK IN THE VICINITY OF THE SUSPECT
MATERIAL TO AVOID FURTHER SPREADING OF THE MATERIAL, AND SHALL NOTIFY THE OWNER
IMMEDIATELY SO THAT THE APPROPRIATE TESTING AND SUBSEQUENT ACTION CAN BE TAKEN.

8.

CONTRACTOR SHALL PREVENT DUST, SEDIMENT, AND DEBRIS FROM EXITING THE SITE AND SHALL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR CLEANUP, REPAIRS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION IF SUCH OCCURS.

9.

DAMAGE RESULTING FROM CONSTRUCTION LOADS SHALL BE REPAIRED BY THE CONTRACTOR AT NO
ADDITIONAL COST TO OWNER.

11. THIS PROJECT DISTURBS MORE THAN ONE ACRE OF LAND AND FALLS WITHIN THE RIPDES
CONSTRUCTION GENERAL PERMIT (CGP) PROGRAM AND RIDEM JURISDICTION. PRIOR TO THE START
OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR IS TO FILE A NOTICE OF INTENT WITH THE RIDEM IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE RIPDES REGULATIONS.
12. STAGING AND STOCKPILE AREAS SHALL NOT BE LOCATED WITHIN ANY WETLAND AND ABUTTING
RESOURCE AREA AND SHALL BE LOCATED WITHIN THE LOD.
11. THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR LOCATING AND INSTALLING THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ON SITE
AND REDLINING THE PLAN FOR RECORD KEEPING PURPOSES AS REQUIRED BY THE RIPDES PERMIT:
a. BUILDING MATERIALS STAGING AREAS
b. STOCKPILE AREAS. EROSION CONTROLS SHALL BE PLACED AT THE BASE OF ALL STOCKPILES
c. DESIGNATED WASHOUT AND REFUELING AREAS.
d. TEMPORARY SEDIMENT BASIN AREAS.

Existing Conditions Information
1.

BASE PLAN: THE PROPERTY LINES SHOWN WERE DETERMINED BY AN ACTUAL FIELD SURVEY
CONDUCTED BY VHB,INC. THE TOPOGRAPHY AND PHYSICAL FEATURES ARE FROM AERIAL MAPPING
COMPILED BY WSP FROM IMAGERY ACQUIRED IN 2010 AND SUPPLEMENTED BY A FIELD SURVEY
CONDUCTED BY VHB, INC. BETWEEN OCTOBER, 2019 AND JANUARY 2021.
A. DELINEATION OF THE WETLANDS AND PLACEMENT OF THE FLAGS WAS PERFORMED BY: VHB.

DRAIN MANHOLE CONCENTRIC

BUILDING ENTRANCE

DRAIN MANHOLE ECCENTRIC

Utility

LOADING DOCK

TRENCH DRAIN

BOLLARD

CB

CATCH BASIN

PLUG OR CAP

CMP

CORRUGATED METAL PIPE

Document Use

CO

CLEANOUT

1.

DCB

DOUBLE CATCH BASIN

DMH

DRAIN MANHOLE

THESE PLANS AND CORRESPONDING CADD DOCUMENTS ARE INSTRUMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE, AND SHALL NOT BE USED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, FOR ANY PURPOSE OTHER THAN FOR
WHICH IT WAS CREATED WITHOUT THE EXPRESSED, WRITTEN CONSENT OF VHB. ANY UNAUTHORIZED
USE, REUSE, MODIFICATION OR ALTERATION, INCLUDING AUTOMATED CONVERSION OF THIS
DOCUMENT SHALL BE AT THE USER'S SOLE RISK WITHOUT LIABILITY OR LEGAL EXPOSURE TO VHB.

CIP

CAST IRON PIPE

2.

COND

CONDUIT

CURB STOP & BOX

DIP

DUCTILE IRON PIPE

CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT RELY SOLELY ON ELECTRONIC VERSIONS OF PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND
DATA FILES THAT ARE OBTAINED FROM THE DESIGNERS, BUT SHALL VERIFY LOCATION OF PROJECT
FEATURES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PAPER COPIES OF THE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE
SUPPLIED AS PART OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.

WATER VALVE & BOX

FES

FLARED END SECTION

3.

TAPPING SLEEVE, VALVE & BOX

FM

FORCE MAIN

F&G

FRAME AND GRATE

SYMBOLS AND LEGENDS OF PROJECT FEATURES ARE GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND ARE NOT
NECESSARILY SCALED TO THEIR ACTUAL DIMENSIONS OR LOCATIONS ON THE DRAWINGS. THE
CONTRACTOR SHALL REFER TO THE DETAIL SHEET DIMENSIONS, MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE, SHOP
DRAWINGS AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF SUPPLIED PRODUCTS FOR LAYOUT OF THE PROJECT
FEATURES.

F&C

FRAME AND COVER

GI

GUTTER INLET

GT

GREASE TRAP

HDPE

HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE PIPE

HH

HANDHOLE

HW

HEADWALL

HYD

HYDRANT

INV

INVERT ELEVATION

I=

INVERT ELEVATION

LP

LIGHT POLE

MES

METAL END SECTION

UTILITY POLE

PIV

POST INDICATOR VALVE

GUY POLE

PWW

PAVED WATER WAY

GUY WIRE & ANCHOR

PVC

POLYVINYLCHLORIDE PIPE

RCP

REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE

R=

RIM ELEVATION

RIM=

RIM ELEVATION

SMH

SEWER MANHOLE

TSV

TAPPING SLEEVE, VALVE AND BOX

UG

UNDERGROUND

UP

UTILITY POLE

SIGN

FLARED END SECTION

DOUBLE SIGN

HEADWALL

STEEL GUARDRAIL

SEWER MANHOLE CONCENTRIC

WOOD GUARDRAIL
PATH
TREE LINE
WIRE FENCE
FENCE
STOCKADE FENCE
STONE WALL
RETAINING WALL
STREAM / POND / WATER COURSE
DETENTION BASIN
HAY BALES

SEWER MANHOLE ECCENTRIC

SIAMESE CONNECTION
FIRE HYDRANT
WATER METER
POST INDICATOR VALVE
WATER WELL
GAS GATE
GAS METER

SILT FENCE

ELECTRIC MANHOLE

SILT SOCK / STRAW WATTLE

ELECTRIC METER

MINOR CONTOUR
MAJOR CONTOUR

LIGHT POLE
TELEPHONE MANHOLE
TRANSFORMER PAD

HAND HOLE
PULL BOX

2.

CONTRACTOR SHALL INSPECT AND MAINTAIN EROSION CONTROL MEASURES DAILY, AND REMOVE
SEDIMENT THEREFROM ON A WEEKLY BASIS AND WITHIN TWELVE HOURS AFTER EACH STORM EVENT
AND DISPOSE OF SEDIMENTS IN AN UPLAND AREA SUCH THAT THEY DO NOT ENCUMBER OTHER
DRAINAGE STRUCTURES AND PROTECTED AREAS.

3.

CONTRACTOR SHALL BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE TO CONTROL CONSTRUCTION SUCH THAT
SEDIMENTATION SHALL NOT AFFECT REGULATORY PROTECTED AREAS, WHETHER SUCH
SEDIMENTATION IS CAUSED BY WATER, WIND, OR DIRECT DEPOSIT.

4.

CONTRACTOR SHALL PERFORM CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCING SUCH THAT EARTH MATERIALS ARE
EXPOSED FOR A MINIMUM OF TIME BEFORE THEY ARE COVERED, SEEDED, OR OTHERWISE STABILIZED
TO PREVENT EROSION.

5.

UPON COMPLETION OF CONSTRUCTION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF PERMANENT GROUND COVER,
CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF EROSION CONTROL MEASURES AND CLEAN SEDIMENT
AND DEBRIS FROM ENTIRE DRAINAGE AND SEWER SYSTEMS.

6.

A CROSS SLOPE SHALL BE PLACED ON THE STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION EXIT TO DIRECT RUNOFF TO AN
ONSITE SETTLING AREA. IF DEEMED NECESSARY AFTER CONSTRUCTION BEGINS, A WASH PAD MAY BE
INCLUDED TO WASH OFF VEHICLE WHEELS BEFORE LEAVING THE PROJECT SITE.

7.

TEMPORARY SEDIMENT BASINS WILL BE DESIGNED EITHER AS EXCAVATIONS OR BERMED
STORMWATER DETENTION STRUCTURES THAT WILL RETAIN RUNOFF FOR A SUFFICIENT PERIOD OF
TIME TO ALLOW SUSPENDED SOIL PARTICLES TO SETTLE OUT PRIOR TO DISCHARGE. BASINS WILL BE
LOCATED AS DETERMINED BY THE CONTRACTOR BASED ON CONSTRUCTION NEEDS. POINT OF
DISCHARGE FROM SEDIMENT BASINS WILL BE STABILIZED TO MINIMIZE EROSION.

8.

10. CONTRACTOR SHALL CONTROL STORMWATER RUNOFF DURING CONSTRUCTION TO PREVENT ADVERSE
IMPACTS TO OFF SITE AREAS, AND SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE TO REPAIR RESULTING DAMAGES, IF ANY, AT
NO COST TO OWNER.

BUILDING

CLEANOUT

PRIOR TO STARTING ANY OTHER WORK ON THE SITE, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY APPROPRIATE
AGENCIES AND SHALL INSTALL EROSION CONTROL MEASURES AS SHOWN ON THE PLANS AND AS
IDENTIFIED IN FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL APPROVAL DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO THIS PROJECT.

B. FLAGS MARKING THE WETLANDS WERE LOCATED BY: VHB, SURVEY.
2.

9.

Erosion Control Maintenance Requirements
SITE OWNERS AND OPERATORS MUST ENSURE THAT ALL EROSION, RUNOFF, SEDIMENT, AND POLLUTION
PREVENTION CONTROLS REMAIN IN EFFECTIVE OPERATING CONDITION AND ARE PROTECTED FROM
ACTIVITIES THAT WOULD REDUCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS. SITE OWNERS AND OPERATORS MUST ALSO
ENSURE THAT ALL EROSION, RUNOFF, SEDIMENT, AND POLLUTION PREVENTION CONTROLS ARE
INSPECTED AT THE REQUIRED FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS LISTED BELOW. IF THE DESIGNATED SITE
INSPECTOR FINDS A PROBLEM (I.E. EROSION, RUNOFF, SEDIMENT OR POLLUTION PREVENTION CONTROLS
REQUIRE REPLACEMENT, REPAIR, OR MAINTENANCE), THE OWNER AND OPERATOR MUST ENSURE THAT
THE NECESSARY REPAIRS OR MODIFICATIONS ARE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING:
1.

INITIATE WORK TO FIX THE PROBLEM IMMEDIATELY AFTER DISCOVERING THE PROBLEM, AND
COMPLETE SUCH WORK BY THE CLOSE OF THE NEXT WORK DAY, IF THE PROBLEM DOES NOT REQUIRE
SIGNIFICANT REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT, OR IF THE PROBLEM CAN BE CORRECTED THROUGH ROUTINE
MAINTENANCE.

2.

WHEN INSTALLATION OF A NEW CONTROL OR A SIGNIFICANT REPAIR IS NEEDED, SITE OWNERS AND
OPERATORS MUST ENSURE THAT THE NEW OR MODIFIED CONTROL PRACTICE IS INSTALLED AND
MADE OPERATIONAL BY NO LATER THAN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS FROM THE TIME OF DISCOVERY
WHERE FEASIBLE. IF IT IS INFEASIBLE TO COMPLETE THE INSTALLATION OR REPAIR WITHIN SEVEN (7)
CALENDAR DAYS, THE REASONS WHY IT IS INFEASIBLE MUST BE DOCUMENTED IN THE SESC PLAN
ALONG WITH THE SCHEDULE FOR INSTALLING THE STORMWATER CONTROL(S) AND MAKING IT
OPERATIONAL AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE AFTER THE 7-DAY TIMEFRAME. WHERE THESE ACTIONS
RESULT IN CHANGES TO ANY OF THE STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES OUTLINED IN THE SESC
PLAN, SITE OWNERS AND OPERATORS MUST MODIFY THE SESC PLAN ACCORDINGLY WITHIN SEVEN
(7) CALENDAR DAYS OF COMPLETING THIS WORK IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING:
a. THE OWNER AND OPERATOR SHALL AMEND THE SESC PLAN WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS WHENEVER
THERE IS A CHANGE IN DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE OR OTHER
PROCEDURE WHICH HAS A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE POTENTIAL FOR THE DISCHARGE OF
POLLUTANTS, OR IF THE SESC PLAN PROVES TO BE INEFFECTIVE IN ACHIEVING ITS OBJECTIVES. IN
ADDITION, THE SESC PLAN SHALL BE AMENDED TO IDENTIFY ANY NEW OPERATOR THAT WILL
IMPLEMENT A COMPONENT OF THE SESC PLAN. THE AMENDED SESC PLAN MUST BE KEPT ON FILE
AT THE CONSTRUCTION SITE AND ANY SESC PLAN MODIFICATIONS MUST BE DOCUMENTED. ANY
AMENDMENTS TO CONTROL MEASURES WHICH INVOLVED THE PRACTICE OF ENGINEERING, MUST
FIRST BE REVIEWED, SIGNED, AND STAMPED BY A PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER REGISTERED IN THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND.

VEGETATIVE SLOPE STABILIZATION WILL BE IMPLEMENTED WITHIN 14 DAYS AFTER GRADING OR
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES HAVE TEMPORARILY OR PERMANENTLY CEASED. VEGETATIVE SLOPE
STABILIZATION WILL BE USED TO MINIMIZE EROSION ON SLOPES OF 3:1 OR STEEPER. ESTABLISHMENT
OF TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT VEGETATIVE COVER MAY BE ESTABLISHED BY HYDRO-SEEDING OR
SODDING. A SUITABLE TOPSOIL, GOOD SEEDBED PREPARATION, AND ADEQUATE LIME, FERTILIZER AND
WATER WILL BE PROVIDED FOR EFFECTIVE ESTABLISHMENT OF THESE VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION
METHODS. MULCH WILL ALSO BE USED AFTER PERMANENT SEEDING TO PROTECT SOIL FROM THE
IMPACT OF FALLING RAIN AND TO INCREASE THE CAPACITY OF THE SOIL TO ABSORB WATER.

3.

STABILIZATION OF DISTURBED AREAS MUST BE INITIATED IMMEDIATELY WHENEVER CLEARING,
GRADING, EXCAVATION OR OTHER EARTH DISTURBANCE ACTIVITIES ARE PERMANENTLY CEASED ON
ANY PORTION OF THE SITE, OR TEMPORARILY CEASED ON ANY PORTION OF THE SITE AND WILL NOT
BE RESUMED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING FOURTEEN (14) CALENDAR DAYS. STABILIZATION MUST BE
COMPLETED USING VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION MEASURES WHERE POSSIBLE.

IF CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ARE REQUIRED, THE SITE OWNER AND OPERATOR MUST ENSURE THAT ALL
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ARE DOCUMENTED ON THE INSPECTION REPORT IN WHICH THE PROBLEM WAS
FIRST DISCOVERED. THESE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS MUST BE DOCUMENTED, SIGNED, AND DATED BY
THE SITE OPERATOR ONCE ALL NECESSARY REPAIRS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.

4.

SOIL EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
MINIMUM FREQUENCY - EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS MUST BE INSPECTED BY OR UNDER THE
SUPERVISION OF THE OWNER AND OPERATOR AT LEAST ONCE EVERY SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS AND
WITHIN TWENTY FOUR (24) HOURS AFTER ANY STORM EVENT WHICH GENERATES AT LEAST 0.25
INCHES OF RAINFALL PER TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOUR PERIOD AND/OR AFTER A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT
OF RUNOFF:

10. ALL DISTURBED SOILS EXPOSED PRIOR TO OCTOBER 15TH SHALL BE SEEDED BY THAT DATE. ANY SUCH
AREAS WHICH DO NOT HAVE ADEQUATE VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION BY NOVEMBER 15TH MUST BE
STABILIZED THROUGH THE USE OF NON-VEGETATIVE EROSION CONTROL MEASURES. IF WORK
CONTINUES WITHIN ANY OF THESE AREAS DURING THE PERIOD FROM OCTOBER 15TH TO APRIL 15TH
CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT ONLY THE AREA REQUIRED FOR THE DAY'S WORK IS EXPOSED,
AND ALL ERODIBLE SOIL MUST BE STABILIZED WITHIN FIVE (5) WORKING DAYS.

a. ALL AREAS THAT HAVE BEEN CLEARED, GRADED, OR EXCAVATED AND THAT HAVE NOT YET
COMPLETED STABILIZATION;
b. ALL STORMWATER EROSION, RUNOFF, AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES (INCLUDING
POLLUTION PREVENTION PRACTICES) INSTALLED AT THE SITE TO COMPLY WITH THIS PERMIT;
c. CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL, UNSTABILIZED SOIL STOCKPILES, WASTE, BORROW, OR EQUIPMENT
STORAGE, AND MAINTENANCE AREAS THAT ARE COVERED BY THIS PERMIT AND ARE EXPOSED TO
PRECIPITATION;
d. ALL AREAS WHERE STORMWATER TYPICALLY FLOWS WITHIN THE SITE, INCLUDING TEMPORARY
DRAINAGE WAYS DESIGNED TO DIVERT, CONVEY, AND/OR TREAT STORMWATER;
e. ALL POINTS OF DISCHARGE FROM THE SITE;
f. ALL LOCATIONS WHERE TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT SOIL STABILIZATION MEASURES HAVE BEEN
IMPLEMENTED.
g. ALL LOCATIONS WHERE VEHICLES ENTER OR EXIT THE SITE.

TOPOGRAPHY: ELEVATIONS ARE BASED ON NAVD 88.
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2" X 2" WOOD STAKE,
PLACED 10' O.C.
CATCH BASIN GRATE

3"-4"

COMPOST FILLED
SILTSOCK (12" TYP.)

1" REBAR FOR
BAG REMOVAL

SILTSACK

BIODEGRADABLE
MESH NETTING

WORK
AREA

FLOW
INSTALL SUPPLEMENTAL
COMPOST MATERIAL

PLAN VIEW

PROTECTED AREA

TOP OF
GROUND

12" (MIN.)

CATCH BASIN GRATE

FLOW

SILTSACK

FLOW

EXPANSION RESTRAINT

NOTES

Curb Inlet or Drop Inlet Catch Basin Protection
Source: VHB

N.T.S.

06/2021

SECTION VIEW

1.

SILTSOCK SHALL BE FILTREXX SILTSOXX, OR APPROVED EQUAL.

2.

SILTSOCKS SHALL OVERLAP A MINIMUM OF 12 INCHES.

3.

SILTSOCK SHALL BE INSPECTED PERIODICALLY AND AFTER ALL STORM
EVENTS, AND REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT SHALL BE PERFORMED PROMPTLY
AS NEEDED.

4.

COMPOST MATERIAL SHALL BE DISPERSED ON SITE, AS DETERMINED BY THE
ENGINEER.

5.

IF NON BIODEGRADABLE NETTING IS USED THE NETTING SHALL BE
COLLECTED AND DISPOSED OF OFFSITE.

Siltsock - Erosion Control Barrier

1/16

Source: VHB

N.T.S.

LD_658

NOTES

1. INSTALL SILTSACK IN ALL CATCH BASINS WHERE INDICATED ON THE PLAN
BEFORE COMMENCING WORK OR IN PAVED AREAS AFTER BINDER COURSE IS
PLACED AND HAY BALES HAVE BEEN REMOVED.

2. GRATE TO BE PLACED OVER SILTSACK.
3. SILTSACK SHALL BE INSPECTED PERIODICALLY AND AFTER ALL STORM
EVENTS AND CLEANING OR REPLACEMENT SHALL BE PERFORMED
PROMPTLY AS NEEDED. MAINTAIN UNTIL UPSTREAM AREAS HAVE BEEN
PERMANENTLY STABILIZED

Siltsack Sediment Trap
N.T.S.

1/16

Source: VHB

LD_674

FIELD VARIABLE

1/2" LAG SCREW

VARIES

PLYWOOD 48"x24"
PAINTED WHITE

TREE TRUNK

BLACK LETTERS
6" HEIGHT

STAKED BALES (TYP.)

A
IMPERVIOUS POLYLINER
(MINIMUM 10-MIL.)

STAKE (TYP.)

8'-0"
MAX. O.C.

WOOD POST
3"x3"x8'

3'-0"

PLAN

CONCRETE
WASHOUT

3'-0"

VARIES

A

PLAN VIEW

ORANGE PLASTIC
WEB FENCE (TYP.)

NON-WOVEN
GEOTEXTILE
FILTER FABRIC
10' (MIN)

FILTER FABRIC
MIRAFI 140N
(OR APPROVED
EQUAL)

CONCRETE WASHOUT
SIGN DETAIL

TYPE "ABOVE GRADE" WITH BALES

4'-0" (TYP.)

1"X1"X6'
POST (TYP.)

SECURE FABRIC
WITH EROSION
CONTROL
STAPLES

1' OVERLAP

FIELD VARIABLE

DRIP LINE

(OR EQUIVALENT)

IMPERVIOUS POLYLINER
(MINIMUM 10-MIL.)
NATIVE MATERIAL
(OPTIONAL)

WOODEN STAKES,
2 PER BALE

STAKED BALES

DISCHARGE HOSE

BINDING WIRE
BALE

PLAN VIEW
FILTER FABRIC (MIRAFI 140N OR APPROVED EQUAL)

ELEVATION

(3) EQUALLY
SPACED TIES (TYP.)

DISCHARGE HOSE

SECURE HOSE
DISCHARGE

WOOD OR METAL STAKES
(2 PER BALE)

CROSS-SECTION A-A
CROSS-SECTION

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

1.

1.
2.
3.

1.

NUMBER OF BALES MAY VARY DEPENDING ON SITE CONDITIONS.

2.

THE BASIN TO BE SIZED TO PREVENT DISCHARGE WATER FROM
OVERTOPPING BASIN.

INSTALL TREE PROTECTION FENCE AT THE DRIP
LINE OF EXISTING TREES TO REMAIN.

Tree Protection Fence
N.T.S.

Source: VHB

1/16
LD_610

FINAL LOCATION TO BE DETERMINED BY CONTRACTOR BASED ON SITE CONDITIONS.
KEEP AS FAR FROM DRAINAGE CHANNELS AND WETLAND AREAS AS PRACTICAL.
SUMPS TO BE CLEANED AND WASTE CONCRETE REMOVED AND PROPERLY DISPOSED
OF UPON COMPLETION OF WORK.

Concrete Washout
N.T.S.

Source: VHB

12/17

Dewatering Straw Bale Basin
N.T.S.

Source: VHB
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See Revolution Wind Proposed
Onshore Substation, Camp Avenue,
North Kingstown, RI plans by VHB
for continuation of soil and erosion
control measures.
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LONG: W071° 25' 31.26"
N: 15112280.4556
E: 977105.9357

8" PVC WATER
COASTAL BEACH

6" PVC
SANITARY SEWER

PROPOSED HDD WEST
ALIGNMENT

FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 03 ALT

HDD EXIT POINT (WEST ALIGNMENT)
STA. 12+29.45
ELEV: -27.61'
LAT: N041° 34' 56.83"
LONG: W071° 25' 31.50"
N: 15112368.5282
E: 977089.9589

SITE BOUNDARY

MANMADE
SHORELINE

C

HDD OVERALL SITE PLAN

B

CROSSING SPECIFIC HDD NOTES:

A

1. ALL EQUIPMENT SHALL BE STAGED WITHIN THE IDENTIFIED WORK SPACE.
2. ELEVATIONS REFERENCED TO 0.00' MLLW = 4.11' MHHW, 3.86' MHW, 2.24' NAVD88, 1.87' MSL, and 0.16'
MLW. HORIZONTAL DATUM REFERS TO NAD83 UTM ZONE 19 US FOOT CENTRAL MERIDIAN 69D W.
3. DIMENSIONS PROVIDED ON THE DRAWING ARE IN FEET, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
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HDD OVERALL SITE PLAN
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3 CABLES
(ABAND)

H
EBB

LIGHTING
(ELECTRIC)

HDD ENTRY POINT (EAST ALIGNMENT)
STA. 0+00.00
ELEV:10.49'
LAT: N041° 35' 08.83"
LONG: W071° 25' 34.34"
N: 15113589.2239
E: 976908.3502

FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 01

HEADWALL
INV 2.37'

HDD EXIT POINT (EAST ALIGNMENT)
STA. 11+36.40
ELEV: -28.47'
LAT: N041° 34' 58.02"
LONG: W071° 25' 30.29"
N: 15112487.0506
E: 977185.1517

FLOOD

48" (CPP)
HDPE
18" CM STORM
DRAIN

G
ELECTRIC
DUCT

BLIND FLANGE
STA. -0+38.66
ELEV: 5.22'
LAT: N041° 35' 09.20"
LONG: W071° 25' 34.48"
N: 15113626.7195
E: 976898.9334

BLIND FLANGE
STA. 12+18.92
ELEV: -24.20'
LAT: N041° 34' 57.24"
LONG: W071° 25' 30.00"
N: 15112407.0160
E: 977205.2517

PROPOSED HDD EAST
ALIGNMENT

CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL

CULVERT

BUILDING

BH-QP-05VC

STORM DRAIN

F

RETAINING WALL

COMMUNICATIONS LINE

ELECTRIC
FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 02

PROJECT SITE /
WORKSPACE AREA

2" PE GAS
8" PVC WATER
6" PVC
SANITARY SEWER

COASTAL BEACH

MANMADE
SHORELINE

BUILDING

FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 03 ALT

BUILDINGS TO BE REMOVED
BY CURRENT LANDOWNERS
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION

E

14°

HORIZONTAL LENGTH: 1136.40'
TRUE PIPE LENGTH: 1147.06'

NATURAL GROUND

21'

06/21/2021
ISSUED FOR PERMIT - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

HDD EXIT LOCATION
STA. 11+36.40, ELEV. -28.47'

D

HDD ENTRY LOCATION
STA. 0+00.00, ELEV. 10.49'

HDD EAST SITE PLAN

MEAN HIGHER HIGH WATER
ELEV. +4.11
APPROXIMATE
LOCATION OF SEAWALL

48" TO 60" DIA. X 100'
LONG CASING PIPE

NATURAL GROUND
(SEABED)

MEAN LOWER LOW WATER
ELEV. 0.00'

END OF CASING PIPE
STA. 96+98
ELEV. -13.69'

POINT OF CURVATURE
STA. 1+35.00
ELEV. -23.17'

PROPOSED 32-INCH OUTER
DIAMETER IPS DR11 PE4710
HDPE CONDUIT

1,500' RADIUS

11°

24.79'

50' 54.36'

C

ASSUMED BARGE
ELEV +10'

POINT OF TANGENCY
STA. 4+97.88
ELEV. -67.72'

END OF CASING PIPE
STA. 10+87.38
ELEV.-37.99'

65.72'

PROPOSED EXIT
PIT EXCAVATION

43.54

48" TO 60" DIA. X 250'
LONG CASING PIPE

POINT OF TANGENCY
STA. 10+76.23
ELEV. -40.16'

POINT OF CURVATURE
STA. 7+90.01
ELEV. -67.72'
1,500' RADIUS

B
PROFILE

LEGEND:

SCOW(S) MAY REQUIRE OCCASIONAL DECANTING TO REMOVE EXCESS WATER DURING DREDGING
22. HDPE CONDUIT SHALL BE INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY DEBEADED AS IT IS FABRICATED.
NATURAL GAS
OPERATIONS. UPON COMPLETION OF THE HDD INSTALLATION, THE DREDGED SEDIMENT SHALL23.
BEPRE-INSTALLATION LOW PRESSURE AIR TEST AND MANDREL TEST SIZED 90 PERCENT OF THE HDPE
ELEVATIONS REFERENCED TO 0.00' MLLW = 4.11' MHHW, 3.86' MHW, 2.24' NAVD88, 1.87' MSL, and 0.16'USED TO BACKFILL AND RESTORE THE EXIT PIT TO ITS PRE-EXCAVATION CONDITIONS. IF ADDITIONAL
CONDUIT INTERNAL DIAMETER SHALL BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO TOWING TO HDD EXIT LOCATION.
PROPERTY LINE
MLW. HORIZONTAL DATUM REFERS TO NAD83 UTM ZONE 19 US FOOT CENTRAL MERIDIAN 69D W. FILL IS NECESSARY TO RESTORE THE AREA TO ITS PRE-EXCAVATED CONDITIONS, CLEAN FILL OF
24.
POST-INSTALLATION
TEST
SHALL
CONSIST
OF
PULLING
A
CALIBRATION
TOOL
WITH
A
GAUGING
SIMILAR GRAINSIZE SHALL BE ACQUIRED FROM AN UPLAND SOURCE AND PLACED AS BACKFILL.
DIMENSIONS PROVIDED ON THE DRAWING ARE IN FEET, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
PLATE SIZED TO 90 PERCENT OF HDPE INNER DIAMETER THROUGH THE INSTALLED CONDUIT.
12. STEEL CASING AT EXIT LOCATION SHALL BE INSTALLED OVER THE DRILL PIPE ONCE THE PILOT BORE
X'
MINOR CONTOUR
MANDREL TO BE SIZED TO 90 PERCENT OF THE HDPE CONDUIT INTERNAL DIAMETER.
ALIGNMENT STATIONING IS HORIZONTAL.
HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
25. CONTRACTOR SHALL FULLY FILL THE HDPE CONDUIT WITH WATER DURING PULLBACK OPERATIONS.
METHOD OF HDPE CONDUIT INSTALLATION SHALL BE BY HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILL.
13. THE MINIMUM ALLOWABLE DRILLING RADIUS SHALL BE 900 FEET BASED ON A 3-JOINT AVERAGE. CONDUIT TO BE LEFT FULL OF WATER.
X'
CONTRACTOR SHALL DETERMINE FINAL LOCATIONS AND DIMENSIONS OF ALL MUD PITS NECESSARY
MINOR CONTOUR
14. HDD OPERATIONS SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS. 26. EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL: CONTRACTOR SHALL SUPPLY, INSTALL AND MAINTAIN SEDIMENT
TO ACCOMMODATE THEIR MEANS AND METHODS.
15. DOWNHOLE ANNULAR DRILLING FLUID PRESSURES SHALL BE MONITORED AT ALL TIMES DURING THE
CONTROL STRUCTURES IN ACCORDANCE WITH SOIL EROSION AND CONTROL PLAN.
IT IS THE CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO IDENTIFY AND PROTECT ANY FOREIGN UTILITY THATPILOT BORE DRILLING PROCESS. LOCATION OF MONITORING SHALL BE AS CLOSE TO THE DRILL BIT
27. CLEANUP / STABILIZATION / RESTORATION: ALL DISTURBED AREAS ONSHORE SHALL BE RETURNED
ITEM
MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR SHALL CALL DIG SAFE PRIOR TO
AS POSSIBLE. CONTRACTOR SHALL MAINTAIN FLUID PRESSURES AS LOW AS POSSIBLE AND REACTTO THE ORIGINAL CONTOURS. DISTURBED AREAS SHALL BE RETURNED TO ORIGINAL CONDITION OR
CONSTRUCTION. EXISTING UTILITY LOCATIONS AND DEPTHS, INCLUDING PRIVATE SERVICES, ARE TO CLEAN THE BORE SHOULD FLUID PRESSURES DIFFER FROM CALCULATED VALUES.
BETTER.
APPROXIMATE AND SHALL BE FIELD VERIFIED BY THE CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO ANY CONSTRUCTION
PILOT ENTRY ANGLE
16. PILOT BORE SHALL BE CONTINUOUSLY TRACKED AT ALL TIMES. NO BLIND SECTIONS SHALL BE28. AERIAL IMAGERY PROVIDED BY ESRI BASEMAP IMAGERY, 2020.
OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR TO STAGE ALL PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT WITHIN THE PERMITTED
PERMITTED, EVEN WHEN THE DRILL BIT IS UNDER WATER.
LIMIT OF DISTURBANCE, UNLESS OTHERWISE AUTHORIZED BY THE CLIENT.
29. THIS DRAWING IS BASED ON TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY DATA PROVIDED BY VHB SEPTEMBER, 2020 AND
PILOT ENTRY LOCATION
CONTRACTOR SHALL DETERMINE DIAMETER, GRADE, WALL THICKNESS AND ANY ADDITIONAL 17. ROCK BAGS OR EQUIVALENT MAY BE TEMPORARILY PLACED WITHIN EXCAVATION TO PREVENT BATHYMETRY PROVIDED BY NOAA APRIL, 2021. THIS DATA IS USED AS IS AND HAS NOT BEEN
INFILLING
DURING
HDD
OPERATIONS.
LENGTH OF THE TEMPORARY CONDUCTOR CASING. ANY INSTALLED TEMPORARY CONDUCTOR
VERIFIED BY MOTT MACDONALD.

CROSSING SPECIFIC HDD NOTES:

1. ALL EQUIPMENT SHALL BE STAGED WITHIN THE IDENTIFIED WORK SPACE.
2.
3.
4.

A

5.
6.
7.

8.

CASING AND OFFSHORE GOAL POSTS SHALL BE FULLY REMOVED UPON COMPLETION OF PULLBACK
18. PRIOR TO CABLE PULL IN, THE DREDGED AREA AT THE END OF THE HDPE CONDUIT MAY REQUIRE
30. SPILL KITS SHALL BE STAGED AT THE HDD ENTRY AND EXIT LOCATIONS.
PILOT
OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR TO DETERMINE OFFSHORE GOAL POST SUPPORTS NECESSARY FOR TARGETED REMOVAL/CLEARING OF ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT DUE TO INFILLING. TO AVOID
SUPPORTING THE CASING PIPE.
DAMAGING THE CONDUIT, THIS WORK SHALL BE CONDUCTED WITH THE USE OF AN AIRLIFT, 31. WATER SOURCE: CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SOURCING A RELIABLE WATER SOURCE FOR
ALL HDD OPERATIONS. DRILL WATER SHALL BE OBTAINED FROM COMPANY APPROVED SOURCE.
9. HDD EXIT POINT IS LOCATED WITHIN AN EXCAVATION. THIS EXCAVATION WILL HELP ACHIEVE THE CONTROLLED FLOW EXCAVATION, AND/OR SUCTION DREDGING OR SIMILAR EQUIPMENT.
PILOT
32. OF
DRILL PATH SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS REFERS TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE PROPOSED HDD
REQUIRED BURIAL DEPTH OF THE HDPE CONDUIT. DEPTH AND EXTENT OF EXCAVATION SHOWN
19.ONSOIL IN VICINITY OF THE HDD ENTRY LOCATION SHALL BE COMPACTED FOLLOWING COMPLETION
INSTALLATION. DRILLING TOLERANCES MAY RESULT IN SLIGHT DEVIATIONS FROM THESE STATIONS
DRAWINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
HDD OPERATIONS TO AVOID FUTURE SETTLEMENT.
AND ELEVATIONS. PILOT BORE DRILLING TOLERANCES ARE AS INDICATED IN TOLERANCE TABLE.
PILOT
10. APPROXIMATE EXIT PIT LOCATION MAY INCLUDE TEMPORARY SUPPORT STRUCTURES. TEMPORARY
20. SPILL-PREVENTION: REFUELING OF ALL EQUIPMENT SHALL BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SUPPORT STRUCTURES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONDUIT SUPPORT PILES AND SECONDARY
CONTRACTORS JOB SAFETY PLAN.
PROTECTION MAY BE INSTALLED AT THE EXIT PIT LOCATION TO AID IN THE INSTALLATION OF THE
21. THE HDPE CONDUIT SHALL BE FABRICATED WITHIN THE APPROVED PRODUCT PIPE STRINGING AND
HDD. THESE FEATURES WILL BE REMOVED UPON COMPLETION OF THE CABLE INSTALLATION.
FABRICATION AREA.
11. THE INITIAL EXIT PIT EXCAVATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED WITH TOOTHED BUCKET. DREDGED
SEDIMENT SHALL BE PLACED IN A HOPPER SCOW(S) OR SIMILAR FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE. THE

EXIT ANGLE

WATER LINE

ELECTRIC & POLE

SANITARY SEWER
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EXISTING FENCE

X

X
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COMMUNICATIONS LINE

RETAINING WALL

SIGN

^

^

^

^

^

ELECTRIC BOX

^

STORM DRAIN

TOLERANCE
INCREASE ANGLE UP TO 1° (STEEPER), BUT NO DECREASE IN
ANGLE ALLOWED.
AS STAKED BY OWNER. NO CHANGES WITHOUT OWNER
APPROVAL.
DECREASE ANGLE UP TO 2° (FLATTER), BUT NO INCREASES IN
EXIT ANGLE ALLOWED.

EXIT LOCATION

UP TO FIVE (5) FEET SHORTER AND 15 FEET LONGER.

DEPTH

UP TO THREE (3) FEET SHALLOWER ALLOWED. UP TO EIGHT
(8) FEET DEEPER ALLOWED.

PILOT ALIGNMENT

STORM MANHOLE

E(B)

UP TO FIVE (5) FEET LEFT OR RIGHT OF THE OWNER SURVEY
CENTERLINE BUT NOT WITHIN THREE (3) FEET OF THE
RIGHT-OF-WAY/EASEMENT BOUNDARY.

EB
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HDD PLAN & PROFILE
HDD EAST LANDFALL
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3 CABLES
(ABAND)

LIGHTING
(ELECTRIC)

FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 01

EBB

HEADWALL
INV 2.37'

FLOOD

HDD ENTRY POINT (WEST ALIGNMENT)
STA. 0+00.00
ELEV:11.19'
LAT: N041° 35' 08.71"
LONG: W071° 25' 34.84"
N: 15113578.2349
E: 976870.5120

G

48" (CPP)
HDPE

18" CM STORM
DRAIN

ELECTRIC
DUCT

CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL
CULVERT

BLIND FLANGE
STA. -0+38.66
ELEV: 5.92' (SPRINGLINE)
LAT: N041° 35' 09.09"
LONG: W071° 25' 34.94"
N: 15113616.2741
E: 976863.6115

F

BLIND FLANGE
STA. 13+18.96
ELEV: -23.34'
LAT: N041° 34' 55.96"
LONG: W071° 25' 31.26"
N: 15112280.4556
E: 977105.9357

BH-QP-05VC

PROPOSED HDD WEST
ALIGNMENT

STORM DRAIN
COMMUNICATIONS LINE

RETAINING WALL

HDD EXIT POINT (WEST ALIGNMENT)
STA. 12+29.45
ELEV: -27.61'
LAT: N041° 34' 56.83"
LONG: W071° 25' 31.50"
N: 15112368.5282
E: 977089.9589

FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 03 ALT

FUGRO
BOREHOLE - 02

ELECTRIC
PROJECT SITE /
WORKSPACE AREA

MANMADE
SHORELINE

8" PVC WATER
2" PE GAS
6" PVC
SANITARY SEWER

E

COASTAL BEACH

BUILDING

BUILDINGS TO BE REMOVED
BY CURRENT LANDOWNERS
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION

D

14°

HORIZONTAL LENGTH: 1236.34'
ACTUAL PIPE LENGTH: 1247.02'

06/21/2021
ISSUED FOR PERMIT - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
HDD EXIT LOCATION
STA. 12+36.34, ELEV. -27.61'

HDD ENTRY LOCATION
STA. 0+00.00, ELEV. 11.19'

HDD WEST SITE PLAN

ELEV = 17.23'
NATURAL GROUND
APPROXIMATE LOCATION
OF SEAWALL

MEAN HIGHER HIGH WATER
ELEV. +4.11'

NATURAL GROUND
(SEABED)

MEAN LOWER LOW WATER
ELEV. 0.00'

27.46'
END OF CASING PIPE
STA. 99+89
ELEV. -13.69'

48" TO 60" DIA. X 100'
LONG CASING PIPE

11°

54.48'

C

ASSUMED BARGE
ELEV. +10'

20.65'

50.06'

POINT OF CURVATURE
STA. 1+35.10
ELEV. -22.47'

PROPOSED 32-INCH OUTER
DIAMETER IPS DR11 PE4710
HDPE CONDUIT
1,500' RADIUS

END OF CASING PIPE
STA. 11+85.88
ELEV.-37.44'

65.02'

48" TO 60" DIA. X 250'
LONG CASING PIPE
45.60'

POINT OF TANGENCY
STA. 4+97.98
ELEV. -67.02'

POINT OF CURVATURE
STA. 8+89.22
ELEV. -67.02'

PROPOSED EXIT
PIT EXCAVATION

POINT OF TANGENCY
STA. 11+75.44
ELEV. -39.466'
1,500' RADIUS

B
PROFILE

LEGEND:

SCOW(S) MAY REQUIRE OCCASIONAL DECANTING TO REMOVE EXCESS WATER DURING DREDGING
22. HDPE CONDUIT SHALL BE INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY DEBEADED AS IT IS FABRICATED.
NATURAL GAS
OPERATIONS. UPON COMPLETION OF THE HDD INSTALLATION, THE DREDGED SEDIMENT SHALL23.
BEPRE-INSTALLATION LOW PRESSURE AIR TEST AND MANDREL TEST SIZED 90 PERCENT OF THE HDPE
ELEVATIONS REFERENCED TO 0.00' MLLW = 4.11' MHHW, 3.86' MHW, 2.24' NAVD88, 1.87' MSL, and 0.16'USED TO BACKFILL AND RESTORE THE EXIT PIT TO ITS PRE-EXCAVATION CONDITIONS. IF ADDITIONAL
CONDUIT INTERNAL DIAMETER SHALL BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO TOWING TO HDD EXIT LOCATION.
PROPERTY LINE
MLW. HORIZONTAL DATUM REFERS TO NAD83 UTM ZONE 19 US FOOT CENTRAL MERIDIAN 69D W. FILL IS NECESSARY TO RESTORE THE AREA TO ITS PRE-EXCAVATED CONDITIONS, CLEAN FILL OF
24.
POST-INSTALLATION
TEST
SHALL
CONSIST
OF
PULLING
A
CALIBRATION
TOOL
WITH
A
GAUGING
SIMILAR GRAINSIZE SHALL BE ACQUIRED FROM AN UPLAND SOURCE AND PLACED AS BACKFILL.
DIMENSIONS PROVIDED ON THE DRAWING ARE IN FEET, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
PLATE SIZED TO 90 PERCENT OF HDPE INNER DIAMETER THROUGH THE INSTALLED CONDUIT.
12. STEEL CASING AT EXIT LOCATION SHALL BE INSTALLED OVER THE DRILL PIPE ONCE THE PILOT BORE
X'
MINOR CONTOUR
MANDREL TO BE SIZED TO 90 PERCENT OF THE HDPE CONDUIT INTERNAL DIAMETER.
ALIGNMENT STATIONING IS HORIZONTAL.
HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
25. CONTRACTOR SHALL FULLY FILL THE HDPE CONDUIT WITH WATER DURING PULLBACK OPERATIONS.
METHOD OF HDPE CONDUIT INSTALLATION SHALL BE BY HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILL.
13. THE MINIMUM ALLOWABLE DRILLING RADIUS SHALL BE 900 FEET BASED ON A 3-JOINT AVERAGE. CONDUIT TO BE LEFT FULL OF WATER.
X'
CONTRACTOR SHALL DETERMINE FINAL LOCATIONS AND DIMENSIONS OF ALL MUD PITS NECESSARY
MINOR CONTOUR
14. HDD OPERATIONS SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS. 26. EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL: CONTRACTOR SHALL SUPPLY, INSTALL AND MAINTAIN SEDIMENT
TO ACCOMMODATE THEIR MEANS AND METHODS.
15. DOWNHOLE ANNULAR DRILLING FLUID PRESSURES SHALL BE MONITORED AT ALL TIMES DURING THE
CONTROL STRUCTURES IN ACCORDANCE WITH SOIL EROSION AND CONTROL PLAN.
IT IS THE CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO IDENTIFY AND PROTECT ANY FOREIGN UTILITY THATPILOT BORE DRILLING PROCESS. LOCATION OF MONITORING SHALL BE AS CLOSE TO THE DRILL BIT
27. CLEANUP / STABILIZATION / RESTORATION: ALL DISTURBED AREAS ONSHORE SHALL BE RETURNED
ITEM
MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR SHALL CALL DIG SAFE PRIOR TO
AS POSSIBLE. CONTRACTOR SHALL MAINTAIN FLUID PRESSURES AS LOW AS POSSIBLE AND REACTTO THE ORIGINAL CONTOURS. DISTURBED AREAS SHALL BE RETURNED TO ORIGINAL CONDITION OR
CONSTRUCTION. EXISTING UTILITY LOCATIONS AND DEPTHS, INCLUDING PRIVATE SERVICES, ARE TO CLEAN THE BORE SHOULD FLUID PRESSURES DIFFER FROM CALCULATED VALUES.
BETTER.
APPROXIMATE AND SHALL BE FIELD VERIFIED BY THE CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO ANY CONSTRUCTION
PILOT ENTRY ANGLE
16. PILOT BORE SHALL BE CONTINUOUSLY TRACKED AT ALL TIMES. NO BLIND SECTIONS SHALL BE28. AERIAL IMAGERY PROVIDED BY ESRI BASEMAP IMAGERY, 2020.
OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR TO STAGE ALL PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT WITHIN THE PERMITTED
PERMITTED, EVEN WHEN THE DRILL BIT IS UNDER WATER.
LIMIT OF DISTURBANCE, UNLESS OTHERWISE AUTHORIZED BY THE CLIENT.
29. THIS DRAWING IS BASED ON TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY DATA PROVIDED BY VHB SEPTEMBER, 2020 AND
PILOT ENTRY LOCATION
CONTRACTOR SHALL DETERMINE DIAMETER, GRADE, WALL THICKNESS AND ANY ADDITIONAL 17. ROCK BAGS OR EQUIVALENT MAY BE TEMPORARILY PLACED WITHIN EXCAVATION TO PREVENT BATHYMETRY PROVIDED BY NOAA APRIL, 2021. THIS DATA IS USED AS IS AND HAS NOT BEEN
INFILLING
DURING
HDD
OPERATIONS.
LENGTH OF THE TEMPORARY CONDUCTOR CASING. ANY INSTALLED TEMPORARY CONDUCTOR
VERIFIED BY MOTT MACDONALD.

CROSSING SPECIFIC HDD NOTES:

1. ALL EQUIPMENT SHALL BE STAGED WITHIN THE IDENTIFIED WORK SPACE.
2.
3.
4.

A

5.
6.
7.

8.

CASING AND OFFSHORE GOAL POSTS SHALL BE FULLY REMOVED UPON COMPLETION OF PULLBACK
18. PRIOR TO CABLE PULL IN, THE DREDGED AREA AT THE END OF THE HDPE CONDUIT MAY REQUIRE
30. SPILL KITS SHALL BE STAGED AT THE HDD ENTRY AND EXIT LOCATIONS.
PILOT
OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR TO DETERMINE OFFSHORE GOAL POST SUPPORTS NECESSARY FOR TARGETED REMOVAL/CLEARING OF ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT DUE TO INFILLING. TO AVOID
SUPPORTING THE CASING PIPE.
DAMAGING THE CONDUIT, THIS WORK SHALL BE CONDUCTED WITH THE USE OF AN AIRLIFT, 31. WATER SOURCE: CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SOURCING A RELIABLE WATER SOURCE FOR
ALL HDD OPERATIONS. DRILL WATER SHALL BE OBTAINED FROM COMPANY APPROVED SOURCE.
9. HDD EXIT POINT IS LOCATED WITHIN AN EXCAVATION. THIS EXCAVATION WILL HELP ACHIEVE THE CONTROLLED FLOW EXCAVATION, AND/OR SUCTION DREDGING OR SIMILAR EQUIPMENT.
PILOT
32. OF
DRILL PATH SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS REFERS TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE PROPOSED HDD
REQUIRED BURIAL DEPTH OF THE HDPE CONDUIT. DEPTH AND EXTENT OF EXCAVATION SHOWN
19.ONSOIL IN VICINITY OF THE HDD ENTRY LOCATION SHALL BE COMPACTED FOLLOWING COMPLETION
INSTALLATION. DRILLING TOLERANCES MAY RESULT IN SLIGHT DEVIATIONS FROM THESE STATIONS
DRAWINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
HDD OPERATIONS TO AVOID FUTURE SETTLEMENT.
AND ELEVATIONS. PILOT BORE DRILLING TOLERANCES ARE AS INDICATED IN TOLERANCE TABLE.
PILOT
10. APPROXIMATE EXIT PIT LOCATION MAY INCLUDE TEMPORARY SUPPORT STRUCTURES. TEMPORARY
20. SPILL-PREVENTION: REFUELING OF ALL EQUIPMENT SHALL BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SUPPORT STRUCTURES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONDUIT SUPPORT PILES AND SECONDARY
CONTRACTORS JOB SAFETY PLAN.
PROTECTION MAY BE INSTALLED AT THE EXIT PIT LOCATION TO AID IN THE INSTALLATION OF THE
21. THE HDPE CONDUIT SHALL BE FABRICATED WITHIN THE APPROVED PRODUCT PIPE STRINGING AND
HDD. THESE FEATURES WILL BE REMOVED UPON COMPLETION OF THE CABLE INSTALLATION.
FABRICATION AREA.
11. THE INITIAL EXIT PIT EXCAVATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED WITH TOOTHED BUCKET. DREDGED
SEDIMENT SHALL BE PLACED IN A HOPPER SCOW(S) OR SIMILAR FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE. THE
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STORM DRAIN
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Certificate of Authorization #: 0017019
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ISSUED FOR PERMITTING ONLY - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Notes:
1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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ISSUED FOR PERMITTING ONLY - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Notes:
1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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ISSUED FOR PERMITTING ONLY - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Notes:
1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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ISSUED FOR PERMITTING ONLY - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Notes:
1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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ISSUED FOR PERMITTING ONLY - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Notes:
1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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ISSUED FOR PERMITTING ONLY - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Notes:
1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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Indicative Cable Burial
Profile - Circuit 2
(Page 6 of 6)

1) Preliminary design, not for construction, and pending final pUXO assessment and micro route
engineering.
2) Burial of the RWEC will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target
burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an assessment of seabed conditions, seabed
mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a
site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
3) The RWEC Corridor will consist of two distinct buried marine circuits. Micro-siting within the corridor
will be completed by the installation contractor.
4) The Indicative Cable Burial Profile shown in this drawing is subject to change based on final cable
routing.
5) The elevation data shown in the chart is derived from 2019 Bathymetry from Fugro in MLLW.
6)*Please refer to REV01 Cable Crossing Detail Drawings.
7) Sources: Inspire Environmental, NOAA, NASCA, NPS, BOEM and (c) OpenStreetMap and
contributors, Creative Commons-Share Alike License (CC-BY-SA).
8) This drawing has been prepared according to data provided and QA/QC'd by Orsted and to be
considered solely for cable installation permitting purposes.
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Table 2.2-8 Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures for Natural Resources
Project Component

Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures: Natural Resources

Design Phase
RWEC-RI

›
›
›

Onshore Project Components

To the extent feasible, the RWEC-RI will typically target a burial depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below seabed. The target burial depth will be determined based on an assessment of seabed
conditions, seabed mobility, the risk of interaction with external hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a site-specific Cable Burial Risk Assessment.
The RWEC-RI will be sited to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive habitats (e.g., hard bottom habitats) to the extent practicable.

Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries monitoring studies are being planned to
assess the impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will
build upon monitoring efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region.

›

A preconstruction submerged aquatic vegetation (“SAV”) survey will be completed to identify any new or expanded SAV beds. The Project design will be refined to avoid impacts to SAV to the extent
practicable.

›

Onshore Project components were sited within previously disturbed and developed areas to the extent practicable.

›

In accordance with Section 2.9(B)(1)(d) of the Freshwater Wetland Rules, the onshore Project components were designed to avoid and minimize impacts to freshwater wetlands to the maximum extent
practicable. Any wetlands that will be impacted as a result of the Project will be mitigated via the federal and state permitting process in accordance with Section 404 of the CWA and the Freshwater
Wetland Rules.

›

To the extent feasible, installation of the RWEC-RI will occur using equipment such as mechanical cutter, mechanical plow, or jet plow.

Construction Phase
›
›

›
›
›
›
›
›
RWEC-RI

Construction and operational lighting will be limited to the minimum necessary to ensure safety and to comply with applicable regulations.

Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries monitoring studies are being planned to
assess the impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will
build upon monitoring efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region.
RWEC-RI will avoid identified shallow hazards to the extent practicable.

Exclusion and monitoring zones for marine mammals and sea turtles will be established for impact and pneumatic hammering and vibratory pile driving activities.

Revolution Wind will comply with FAA and USCG requirements for lighting while using lighting technology (e.g., low-intensity strobe lights) that minimizes impacts on avian species.

A ramp-up or soft-start will be used at the beginning of each pile segment during pile driving to provide additional protection to mobile species in the vicinity by allowing them to vacate the area
prior to the commencement of pile driving activities.

Environmental protection measures will be implemented for pile driving activities. These measures will include seasonal restrictions, soft-start measures, shut-down procedures, marine mammal and
sea turtle monitoring protocols, the use of qualified and NOAA-approved protected species observers, and noise attenuation systems such as bubble curtains, as appropriate.
Vessels:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

41

Vessels will follow NOAA and BOEM guidelines for marine mammal and sea turtle strike avoidance measures, including vessel speed restrictions.
All personnel working offshore will receive training on marine mammal and sea turtle awareness and marine debris awareness.
Vessels providing construction or maintenance services will use low sulfur fuel, where possible.

Vessel engines will meet the appropriate EPA air emission standards for nitrogen oxide(s) (“NOX”) emissions when operating within Emission Controls Areas.

Marine engines with a model year of 2007 or later and non-road engines complying with the Tier 3 standards (in 40 CFR 89 or 1039) or better will be used to satisfy Best Available Control
Technology or Lowest Achievable Emission Rate.
Revolution Wind will require all construction and operations vessels to comply with regulatory requirements related to the prevention and control of spills and discharges.
Accidental spill or release of oils or other hazardous materials offshore will be managed through the Oil Spill Response Plan.
DP vessels will be used for installation of the RWEC to the extent possible.

A plan for vessels will be developed prior to construction to identify no-anchorage areas to avoid documented sensitive resources.

All vessels will comply with USCG and EPA regulations that require operators to develop waste management plans, post informational placards, manifest trash sent to shore, and use special
precautions such as covering outside trash bins to prevent accidental loss of solid materials. Vessels will also comply with BOEM lease stipulations that require adherence to NTL 2015-G03, which
instructs operators to exercise caution in the handling and disposal of small items and packaging materials, requires the posting of placards at prominent locations on offshore vessels and
structures, and mandates a yearly marine trash and debris awareness training and certification process.
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Project Component

Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures: Natural Resources
›
Revolution Wind will document any dead (or injured) birds/bats found incidentally on vessels and structures during construction and post-construction and provide an annual report to BOEM
and USFWS.
›

HDD drilling fluids will be managed within a contained system following punch out of the pilot drilling to be collected for reuse as necessary. An HDD Contingency Plan will be prepared and
implemented to minimize the potential risks associated with release of drilling fluids.

›

General environmental protective measures that apply to all Onshore Project components (i.e., Landfall Work Area, Onshore Transmission Cable, OnSS, and Interconnection ROW):
›
›
›
›

Onshore Project Components

›

›
›
›
›

Compliance with the RIPDES General Permit for Stormwater Discharges associated with Construction Activities which requires the implementation of an SESC Plan and spill prevention and
control measures.

A SESC Plan, including erosion and sedimentation control measures, will be implemented to minimize potential water quality impacts during construction and operation of the onshore Project
components.

The operator must implement the site-specific SESC Plan and maintain it during the entire construction process until the entire worksite is permanently stabilized by vegetation or other means.
The measures employed in the SESC Plan use BMPs to minimize the opportunity for turbid discharges leaving a construction work area.
Accidental spill or release of oils or other hazardous materials will be managed through the Oil Spill Response Plan.

The spill prevention and control measures mandate that the operator identify all areas where spills can occur and their accompanying drainage points. The operator must also establish spill
prevention and control measures to reduce the chance of spills, stop the source of spills, contain and clean-up spills, and dispose of materials contaminated by spills. Spill prevention and control
training will be provided for relevant personnel.
Construction and operational lighting will be limited to the minimum necessary to ensure safety and to comply with applicable regulations.

Onshore Project components equipment and fuel suppliers will provide equipment and fuels that comply with the applicable EPA or equivalent emission standards.

To the extent feasible, tree and shrub removal for onshore Project components will occur outside the avian nesting and bat roosting period; May 1 through August 15. If tree and shrub removal
cannot avoid this season, Revolution Wind will coordinate with appropriate agencies to determine appropriate course of action.

The Onshore Transmission Cables will be buried; therefore, avoiding the risk to avian and bat species associated with overhead lines.

›

The documented sickle-leaved golden aster population on the OnSS parcel will be protected during construction.

›

Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries monitoring studies are being planned to
assess the impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will
build upon monitoring efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region.

Post-Construction Phase
RWEC-RI

›

Onshore Project Components

Revolution Wind is developing an Avian Post-Construction Monitoring Plan for the Project that will summarize the approach to monitoring; describe overarching monitoring goals and objectives;
identify the key avian species, priority questions, and data gaps unique to the region and Project Area that will be addressed through monitoring; and describe methods and time frames for data
collection, analysis, and reporting. Post-construction monitoring will assess impacts of the Project with the purpose of filling select information gaps and supporting validation of the Project’s Avian
Risk Assessment. Focus may be placed on improving knowledge of ESA-listed species occurrence and movements offshore, avian collision risk, species/species-group displacement, or similar topics.
Where possible, monitoring conducted by Revolution Wind will build on and align with post-construction monitoring conducted by the other Orsted/Eversource offshore wind projects in the
Northeast region. Revolution Wind will engage with federal and state agencies and environmental groups (“eNGOs”) to identify appropriate monitoring options and technologies, and to facilitate
acceptance of the final plan.

›

Revolution Wind will document any dead (or injured) birds/bats found incidentally on vessels and structures during construction and post-construction and provide an annual report to BOEM and
USFWS.

›

The perimeter surrounding onshore Project components will be managed to encourage the growth of native grasses, ferns, and low growing shrubs. The management strategy will include the
removal of invasive plants in compliance with state and federal regulations (e.g. herbicide use will not be permitted within regulated wetlands).

›

Construction and operational lighting will be limited to the minimum necessary to ensure safety and to comply with applicable regulations.

Note: Onshore Project components applicable to this Category B Assent application include the Landfall Work Area, Onshore Transmission Cable, Onshore Substation, and Interconnection Transmission ROW.
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Table 2.2-9 Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures for Socioeconomic, Cultural, and Visual Resources
Project Component

Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures

Design Phase
› The RWEC-RI will be sited to avoid or minimize impacts to potential submerged cultural sites and paleolandforms, to the extent practicable.
›
›

RWEC-RI

›

›
Onshore Project
Components1

Native American Tribal representatives were involved, and will continue to be involved, in marine survey protocol design, execution of the surveys, and interpretation of the results.
RWEC-RI was sited to avoid conflicts with DoD use areas and navigational areas identified by the USCG, as applicable.

Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries monitoring studies are being planned to assess the
impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will build upon monitoring
efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region.

Communications and outreach with the commercial and recreational fishing industries will be guided by the Project-specific Fisheries Communication Plan.

› Onshore Project components will be sited within previously disturbed and developed areas to the extent practicable.

› Onshore Project components will be sited to avoid or minimize impacts to potential terrestrial archeological resources, to the extent practicable.

› Native American Tribal representatives were involved, and will continue to be involved, in terrestrial survey protocol design, execution of the surveys, and interpretation of the results.

Construction Phase
› Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries monitoring studies are being planned to assess the
impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will build upon monitoring
efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region.
› Communications and outreach with the commercial and recreational fishing industries will be guided by the Project-specific Fisheries Communication Plan.
› Where possible, local workers will be hired to meet labor needs for Project construction and O&M.

› A plan for vessels will be developed prior to construction to identify no-anchorage areas to avoid documented sensitive resources.

RWEC-RI

› Revolution Wind will consult with USCG, the U.S. Navy Undersea Warfare Command (“NUWC”) Newport RI, Northeast Marine Pilots Association and regional ferry service operators to avoid or reduce use conflicts.
› Project construction and O&M activities will be coordinated with appropriate contacts at USCG, the NUWC Newport, and the Northeast Marine Pilots.

› A comprehensive communication plan will be implemented during offshore construction to inform all mariners, including commercial and recreational fishermen, and recreational boaters of construction activities
and vessel movements. Communication will be facilitated through a Fisheries Liaison, Project website, and public notices to mariners (in coordination with USCG).
›

As appropriate and feasible, BMPs will be implemented to minimize impacts on fisheries, as described in the Guidelines for Providing Information on Fisheries Social and Economic Conditions for Renewable Energy
Development on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf Pursuant to 30 CFR Part 585 (BOEM, 2015).

›

Revolution Wind will use Aircraft Detection Lighting System (“ADLS”) (or a similar system), pursuant to approval by the FAA and commercial and technical feasibility at the time of FDR/FIR approval.

› Where possible, local workers will be hired to meet labor needs for Project construction and O&M.

› The onshore Project components construction schedule will be designed to minimize impacts to the local community during the summer tourist season, generally between Memorial Day and Labor Day.
Onshore Project
Components

› Revolution Wind will coordinate with local authorities during construction of onshore Project components to minimize local traffic impacts; further, these Project components will be constructed in compliance with
applicable regulations related to environmental and community concerns (e.g., traffic and erosion). In addition, traffic will be temporary and will not impact long term property values.
›

The Onshore Transmission Cables will be buried; therefore, minimizing potential impacts to adjacent properties.

›

An Unanticipated Discovery Plan (“UDP”) will be implemented that will include stop-work and notification procedures to be followed if a potentially significant archaeological resource is encountered during
construction.

› Investigation and remediation of contaminated soil and groundwater must be carried out in accordance with RIDEM regulations and policies regarding Environmental Justice Focus Areas including enhanced
stakeholder outreach.

› An UDP will be implemented that will include stop-work and notification procedures to be followed if a cultural resource is encountered during installation.
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Project Component

Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures

Post-Construction Phase
› Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries monitoring studies are being planned to assess the
impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will build upon monitoring
efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region.

RWEC-RI

› Communications and outreach with the commercial and recreational fishing industries will be guided by the Project-specific Fisheries Communication Plan.
› Where possible, local workers will be hired to meet labor needs for Project construction and O&M.

› Project construction and O&M activities will be coordinated with appropriate contacts at USCG, NUWC Newport, and the Northeast Marine Pilots.
Onshore Project
Components

› Where possible, local workers will be hired to meet labor needs for Project construction and O&M.

› Screening will be implemented at the OnSS to the extent feasible, to reduce potential visibility and noise.

Note: Onshore Project components applicable to this Category B Assent application include the Landfall Work Area, Onshore Transmission Cable, Onshore Substation, and Interconnection Transmission ROW.
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› A ramp-up or soft-start will be used at the beginning of each pile segment during impact
pile driving and/or vibratory pile driving to provide additional protection to mobile
species in the vicinity by allowing them to vacate the area prior to the commencement of
pile driving activities.

› Construction and operational lighting will be limited to the minimum necessary to ensure
safety and to comply with applicable regulations.

› All vessels will comply with USCG and EPA regulations that require operators to develop

waste management plans, post informational placards, manifest trash sent to shore, and
use special precautions such as covering outside trash bins to prevent accidental loss of
solid materials. Vessels will also comply with BOEM lease stipulations that require
adherence to NTL 2015-G03, which instructs operators to exercise caution in the handling
and disposal of small items and packaging materials, requires the posting of placards at
prominent locations on offshore vessels and structures, and mandates a yearly marine
trash and debris awareness training and certification process.

Finally, as described in Section 2.2.5.1, in general, offshore site preparation and installation
north of the COLREGS line of demarcation will occur between the day after Labor Day and
February 1 to avoid and minimize impacts to winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes
americanus) and shellfish.

Marine Mammals and Sea Turtles
3.2.5.1

Affected Environment
The description of the affected environment for marine mammals was developed by
reviewing current public data sources related to marine mammals including: the NOAA
Northeast Fisheries Science Center’s (“NEFSC’s”) Atlantic Marine Assessment Program for
Protected Species (“AMAPPS”) (Palka et al., 2017), the Northeast Large Pelagic Survey
Collaborative Aerial and Acoustic Surveys for Large Whales and Sea Turtles (Kraus et al.,
2016), Remote Marine and Onshore Technology surveys for New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority (“NYSERDA”) (Normandeau Associates Inc. [Normandeau] and
APEM, 2019); a technical report for the Ocean SAMP (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010);
available marine mammal habitat density data available on the Northeast Ocean Data Portal
(Curtice et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; Roberts, 2018, 2020); NOAA stock
assessment reports (Hayes et al., 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020); and relevant journal publications.
As summarized in Table 3.2-9 below, 36 species of marine mammals inhabit the regional
waters of the western North Atlantic OCS. Of these, 5 species are not expected to occur
within the RWEC-RI Project Area and 21 species are considered rare or uncommon in the
RWEC-RI Project Area. See Appendix R for additional detail regarding marine mammals and
sea turtles.
Information regarding distances from shore for marine mammal migratory routes are not
available for all species. Surveys suggest that some cetacean species, notably the North
Atlantic Right Whale (NARW) and humpback whale, can be found between 50 and 2,000 m
from shore while migrating (Best et al., 1998; Hayes et al., 2020). Fin whales, humpback
whales, NARWs, and minke whales have all been observed in the RWEC-RI Project Area and
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will be most abundant in the winter and spring (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010; Kraus et
al., 2016). Sei whales and blue whales are not expected to occur within the RWEC-RI Project
Area. Sperm whales in this area have been observed in Rhode Island state waters near Block
Island following prey species and may therefore be encountered in the RWEC-RI Project Area
during summer and fall (Cetacean and Turtle Assessment Program [“CETAP”], 1982; Kenney
and Vigness-Raposa, 2010). Common bottlenose dolphin, common dolphins, and Atlantic
white-sided dolphins are the only dolphin species expected to occur with regularity in the
RWEC–RI Project Area (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010; Hayes et al., 2020). Harbor
porpoises are known to prefer shallower waters closer to shore and are likely to occur in
Rhode Island state waters as they travel between their winter habitat in the Mid-Atlantic to
their summer habitat in the Gulf of Maine (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010). They are
predominantly expected in the winter and spring. Historically, seals were rare in Rhode Island
state waters, but since the passing of the MMPA in 1972 observations of harbor and gray
seals have increased and they are most abundant in these waters from late fall until late
spring (McLeish, 2016). Arctic species such as harp, hooded, and ringed seals have also been
reported in Narragansett Bay, although sightings of these species are rare (Kenney and
Vigness-Raposa, 2010). Harbor seals are the most frequently observed seal species
throughout the coastal waters of Rhode Island and adjacent state waters (Kenney and
Vigness-Raposa, 2010). Gray seals are less common in Rhode Island, but recovery of the
Massachusetts and Canadian breeding populations has led to a recent increase in gray seal
observations in New England waters (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010; Hayes et al., 2020).
Both species are expected to occur in the RWEC–RI; harbor seals may be present year-round
in lower densities, but peak presence of both species is likely to occur in late spring through
early summer (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010).
The only species of marine mammal that can regularly be found onshore are seals. There
have been six identified haul-out sites in Narragansett Bay, with the most observations at the
Dumplings off Conanicut Island and Rome Point in North Kingstown (Kenney and VignessRaposa, 2010). The nearest haul-out site to the proposed landfall location at Quonset Point
in North Kingstown, Rhode Island, is approximately 1.86 mi (3 km) away.
Table 3.2-9 Marine Mammals Potentially Occurring Within the Regional Western North Atlantic OCS
Waters and the RWEC-RI Project Area
Common
Name

Current Population
Status

Occurrence in
the RWEC-RI
Project Area

Best
Abundance
Estimate1

Scientific Name

Stock

Fin whale

Balaenoptera
physalus

Western North
Atlantic

ESA Endangered
MMPA Depleted and
Strategic
RI State Endangered

Common

7,418

Sei whale

Balaenoptera
borealis

Nova Scotia

ESA Endangered
MMPA Depleted and
Strategic

Uncommon

6,292

Blue whale

Balaenoptera
musculus

Western North
Atlantic

ESA Endangered

Not Expected
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Common
Name

Scientific Name

Stock

Current Population
Status

Occurrence in
the RWEC-RI
Project Area

Best
Abundance
Estimate1

MMPA Depleted and
Strategic
North Atlantic
right whale

Eubalaena
glacialis

Western North
Atlantic

ESA Endangered
MMPA Depleted and
Strategic
RI State Endangered

Common

428

Minke whale

Balaenoptera
acutorostrata

Canadian East
Coast

MMPA Non-strategic

Common

24,202

Humpback
whale

Megaptera
novaeangliae

Gulf of Maine

MMPA Non-strategic
RI State Endangered

Common

1,396

Sperm whale

Physeter
macrocephalus

North Atlantic

ESA Endangered
MMPA Depleted and
Strategic

Regular

4,349

Pygmy sperm
whale

Kogia breviceps

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

7,750

Dwarf sperm
whale

Kogia sima

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

7,750

Northern
bottlenose
whale

Hyperoodon
ampullatus

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Not Expected

Cuvier’s
beaked whale

Ziphius cavirostris

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

21,818

Mesoplodont
beaked
whales

Mesoplodon spp.

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Depleted

Rare

21,818

Killer whale

Orcinus orca

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

Unknown

False killer
whale

Pseudorca
crassidens

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Strategic

Rare

1,791

Pygmy killer
whale

Feresa attenuata

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Not Expected

Short-finned
pilot whale

Globicephala
macrorhynchus

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Strategic

Rare

28,924

Long-finned
pilot whale

Globicephala
melas

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Strategic

Uncommon

39,215

Melonheaded whale

Peponocephala
electra

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Not Expected

Risso’s
dolphin

Grampus griseus

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Uncommon
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Common
Name

Current Population
Status

Occurrence in
the RWEC-RI
Project Area

Best
Abundance
Estimate1

Scientific Name

Stock

Common
dolphin

Delphinus delphis

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Common

Fraser’s
dolphin

Lagenodelphis
hosei

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

Atlantic
white-sided
dolphin

Lagenorhynchus
acutus

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Common

93,233

Whitebeaked
dolphin

Lagenorhynchus
albirostris

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

536,016

Pantropical
spotted
dolphin

Stenella attenuata

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

6,593

Clymene
dolphin

Stenella clymene

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Not Expected

Striped
dolphin

Stenella
coeruleoalba

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

67,036

Atlantic
spotted
dolphin

Stenella frontalis

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Uncommon

39,921

Spinner
dolphin

Stenella
longirostris

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

4,102

Rough
toothed
dolphin

Steno bredanensis

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

136

Western North
Atlantic, offshore

MMPA Non-strategic

Common

62,851

Western North
Atlantic, Northern
migratory coastal

MMPA Depleted and
Strategic

Rare

6,639

172,825
Unknown

Unknown

Common
bottlenose
dolphin

Tursiops truncatus

Harbor
porpoise

Phocoena
phocoena

Gulf of Maine/Bay
of Fundy

MMPA Non-strategic
RI State SGCN

Common

95,543

Harbor seal

Phoca vitulina

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic
RI State SGCN

Regular

75,834

Gray seal

Halichoerus
grypus

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Regular

27,131

Harp seal

Pagophilus
groenlandica

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

Unknown

Hooded seal

Cystophora
cristata

Western North
Atlantic

MMPA Non-strategic

Rare

Unknown
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Common
Name

Scientific Name

Florida
manatee2

Trichechus
manatus latirostris

Current Population
Status

Stock
-

ESA Threatened
MMPA Depleted and
Strategic

Occurrence in
the RWEC-RI
Project Area
Rare

Best
Abundance
Estimate1
Unknown

1

Best abundance estimate from the Draft 2019 Marine Mammal Stock Assessment Report, published by NMFS on the Federal
Register on 27 November 2019 (84 FR 65353).
2
Under management jurisdiction of United States Fish and Wildlife Service rather than National Marine Fisheries Service (USFWS,
2019).
Definitions: Common – Occurring consistently in moderate to large numbers; Regular – Occurring in low to moderate numbers on a
regular basis or seasonally; Uncommon – Occurring in low numbers or on an irregular basis; Rare – Records for some years but
limited; and Not expected – Range includes the Project Area but due to habitat preferences and distribution information
species are not expected to occur in the Project Area although records may exist for adjacent waters.

Species densities will likely be lower in state waters for some groups relative to OCS waters,
and a few of the more offshore species whose densities are already low, are unlikely to occur
in state waters. Information regarding distances from shore for marine mammal migratory
routes are not available for all species. Surveys suggest that some cetacean species, notably
the NARW and humpback whale, can be found between 50 and 2,000 m from shore while
migrating (Best et al., 1998; Hayes et al., 2020). Fin whales, humpback whales, NARWs, and
minke whales have all been observed in the Rhode Island state waters associated with the
RWEC and will be most abundant in the winter and spring (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa,
2010; Kraus et al., 2016). Sei whales and blue whales are not anticipated in state waters.
Sperm whales have been observed in Rhode Island state waters near Block Island following
prey species and may be encountered in the RWEC–RI area during summer and fall (CETAP,
1982; Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010).
Common bottlenose dolphin, common dolphins, and Atlantic white-sided dolphins are the
only dolphin species expected to occur with regularity in the RWEC–RI (Kenney and VignessRaposa, 2010; Hayes et al., 2020). Harbor porpoises are known to prefer shallower waters
closer to shore and are likely to occur in Rhode Island state waters as they travel between
their winter habitat in the Mid-Atlantic to their summer habitat in the Gulf of Maine (Kenney
and Vigness-Raposa, 2010). They are predominantly expected in the winter and spring.
Historically, seals were rare in Rhode Island state waters, but since the passing of the MMPA
in 1972 observations of harbor and gray seals have increased and they are most abundant in
these waters from late fall until late spring (McLeish, 2016). Arctic species such as harp,
hooded, and ringed seals have also been reported in Narragansett Bay, although sightings of
these species are rare (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010). Harbor seals are the most
frequently observed seal species throughout the coastal waters of Rhode Island and adjacent
state waters (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010). Gray seals are less common in Rhode
Island, but recovery of the Massachusetts and Canadian breeding populations has led to a
recent increase in gray seal observations in New England waters (Kenney and VignessRaposa, 2010; Hayes et al., 2020). Both species are expected to occur in the RWEC–RI; harbor
seals may be present year-round in lower densities, but peak presence of both species is
likely to occur in late spring through early summer (Kenney and Vigness-Raposa, 2010).
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The Northeastern United States coast, including waters off Rhode Island, contains a variety
of marine habitats that are suitable for these sea turtles, such as the shallow enclosed waters
of the Peconic Bay and other bays in Long Island, the deeper waters of Long Island Sound
and the Atlantic Ocean (Burke et al., 1993). With Rhode Island state waters being located
within three miles of shore, more suitable habitat for adult sea turtles would be available
compared to areas farther offshore.
There are four sea turtle species commonly found throughout the western North Atlantic
which may occur within the Study Area. Consequently, these four species are considered
potentially affected species. These species include the green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas),
Kemp’s ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys kempii), leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea),
and loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta). A fifth species, hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys
imbricata), may potentially occur within the region, but was not considered further in the
impact assessment due to its use of tropical waters and coral reef habitats. Since this habitat
is not present within the North Atlantic region, the presence of the hawksbill sea turtle would
be extremely rare (NOAA Greater Atlantic Region Fisheries Office [“GARFO”], 2017). The four
turtle species discussed in this section are listed as Endangered or Threatened under the ESA
and are also listed as Endangered by the state of Rhode Island (RIDEM, 2020). USFWS and
NMFS share the responsibility for sea turtle recovery under the authority of the ESA.
3.2.5.2

Potential Project Impacts
Construction and Decommissioning
Seafloor disturbances associated with installation and removal of the RWEC-RI may impact
marine mammals and sea turtles by disrupting and temporarily displacing potential benthic
prey species in the immediate area around the cable route. Marine mammals and sea turtles
occurring in the area would likely be transiting in search of prey species, which may
occasionally be benthic species. As discussed within Section 3.2.3, benthic species are
expected to recover within 1 to 3 years.
Underwater noise generated by construction activities (including use of a pneumatic
hammer and/or vibratory hammer at the landfall location for installation of the casing pipe
and “goal posts”) could result in potential physiological and behavioral impacts on marine
mammals and sea turtles. However, some marine mammal species show a preference for
deeper waters and are less likely to occur in shallower Rhode Island state waters of the
RWEC–RI, which may reduce the risk for potential impacts from nearshore construction.
Seasonal increases in marine mammal presence within offshore areas may increase the risk
of exposure to above-threshold noise. For those very few individuals that may perceive the
non-impulsive noise from DP vessels, impacts may be considered consequential if behavioral
disruptions, short-term disruptions in communication, or temporary displacement from the
ensonified area were to occur as this could result in the interruption of biologically
significant behaviors.
Pinnipeds that may be present along the RWEC–RI could also be susceptible to in-air noise
disturbance at haul out sites or pupping grounds, and in-air thresholds have been
established by NMFS. However, above water noise impacts to pinnipeds are not expected to
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4

CRMP Regulatory Standards
The CRMP requires that the applicant provide sufficient information on the Project for CRMC
to render a decision. Portions of the Project are subject to CRMC jurisdiction and the
requirements of the CRMP (See Figure 1.1-1). In addition, the Landfall Work Area, Onshore
Transmission Cables and OnSS are subject to the Shoreline Change (Beach) Special Area
Management Plan (SAMP) which is incorporated into Part 1.1.6(I) of the CRMP. The Onshore
Transmission Cables and OnSS are also subject to the Rules and Regulations Governing the
Protection and Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR20-00-2). Furthermore, the RWEC-RI from the mouth of Narragansett Bay to the threenautical mile limit of state waters is subject to the policies and regulations of the Ocean
SAMP, 650-RICR-20-05-11.
The following sections of the CRMP are addressed in this Chapter 4: Sections 1.1.5, 1.1.6(F),
1.1.6(I), 1.1.7, 1.1.8, 1.1.9, 1,1,10, 1.1.11, 1.2.1(E), 1.2.1(G), 1.2.2(A), 1.2.2(C), 1.2.2(F), 1.2.3,
1.3.1(B), 1.3.1(C), 1.3.1(F), 1.3.1(G), 1.3.1(H), 1.3.1(I), 1.3.1(J), 1.3.1(R), 1.3.3, 1.3.5, and 1.3.6.
Note, Section 1.3.1(A) of the CRMP (Category B Requirements) is addressed in Section 1.3.2
of this Category B Assent application; whereas Section 1.1.4(D) of the CRMP (Freshwater
wetlands in the vicinity of the coast) is addressed in Appendix B of this application. For ease
of review, Revolution Wind sets forth the applicable CRMP section and then provides its
response. As demonstrated below, Revolution Wind meets all of the applicable standards.

4.1 CRMP Section 1.1.5 – Review Categories and Water Types
The RWEC-RI will pass through waters designated as Type 4 Multi-Purpose Waters
within Narragansett Bay and Type 6 Industrial Waterfront and Commercial Navigation
Channels in the nearshore area (See Figure 3.2-1). According to Table 1 in Section
1.1.5(A) of the CRMP, activities classified as “Energy-related Activities/Structures”,
“Dredging-Improvement”, and “Filling in Tidal Waters” in Tidal Waters designated as
Types 4 and 6 require a Category B Assent Application. Thus, Revolution Wind has
submitted this application for Category B Assent. Similarly, activities listed in Table 2 in
Section 1.1.5(B) of the CRMP specifically Energy related structures require a Category B
Assent Application.
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4.2 CRMP Section 1.1.6 – Applications for Category B Council
Assents

Subparts A-E, G and H of Section 1.1.6 of the CRMP are noted and/or do not apply to

the Project and are therefore not restated herein. Subparts F and I of Section 1.1.6 are
applicable to the Project and addressed below.

CRMP Section 1.1.6(F) – Category B Applications
1. Applicants for activities and alterations listed as "B" in Tables 1, 2, or 3 in § 1.1.5 of this
Part, in addition to adhering to the applicable policies, prerequisites, and standards, are
required to address all Category B requirements as listed in applicable sections of the program
and, where appropriate, other issues identified by the Council.
As demonstrated through responses to the applicable CRMP sections reviewed in this
application, the Project will conform to the goals, policies, prerequisites, informational
requirements, and standards of the CRMP.
2. Formal notice will be provided to all interested parties once completed forms for a Category
B application have been filed with the Council. The notice shall set forth the nature of the
application, any variances requested and the applicable sections of the CRMP from which a
variance is requested. A public hearing will be scheduled if there are one or more substantive
objections to the project, or at the consensus of four or more members of the Council.
Noted.
3. A Category B Assent shall be issued if the Council finds that the proposed alteration
conforms to the goals, policies, prerequisites, informational requirements and standards of this
Program.
See above response to §1.1.6(F)(1).

CRMP Section 1.1.6(I) – Coastal Hazard Analysis Application
Requirements

1. The following new projects when subject to the jurisdiction of the CRMC must file a coastal
hazard analysis with their CRMC application using the “CRMC Coastal Hazard Application
Guidance” provided in Chapter 5 of the CRMC Shoreline Change Special Area Management
Plan (Beach SAMP):
b. construction of new commercial and industrial structures as defined in § 1.1.2 of this Part;
d. Construction of any new private or public roadway, regardless of length;
e. construction of any new infrastructure project subject to §§ 1.3.1(F), (H), and (M) of this Part;
Revolution Wind will construct the above-referenced new structures. For this reason, a
Coastal Hazard Analysis has been completed for the onshore Project components. (See
Appendix C). Based on the Project Design Life of up to 35 years, a projected sea level
rise of 5 ft (1.5 m) was used for the Hazard Assessment. A 5-ft (1.5-m) rise in sea levels
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will not impact the onshore Project components which are located inland of the shore.
The same 5-foot scenario does not expose the TJBs to future tidal inundation.
2. The following modifications to existing projects subject to the jurisdiction of the CRMC must
file a coastal hazard analysis with their CRMC application using the “CRMC Coastal Hazard
Application Guidance” provided in Chapter 5 of the CRMC Shoreline Change Special Area
Management Plan (Beach SAMP): (list of modifications omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose modification to existing projects
referenced in this standard.
3. All projects meeting the analysis thresholds established in §§ 1.1.6(I)(1) and (2) of this Part
above shall complete the CRMC coastal hazard application worksheet
(http://www.crmc.ri.gov/coastalhazardapp.html) and provide the following information as part
of the application: : (list of information omitted)
The information listed in this standard is included in the Coastal Hazard Analysis
completed for the Project (see Appendix C).
4. All projects meeting the analysis thresholds established in §§ 1.1.6(I)(1) and (2) of this Part
above shall provide site plans of the proposed project with the following overlays: (list of
information omitted)
The required overlays are provided in Appendix C.
5. All projects meeting the analysis thresholds established in §§ 1.1.6(I)(1) and (2) of this Part
above shall describe the proposed coastal adaptation techniques incorporated into the project
design to overcome or accommodate any coastal hazard exposure risks resulting from the
analyses required by § 1.1.6(I) of this Part.
The OnSS is sited in an area of the site that is higher than the surrounding ground. The
elevation OnSS yard grade ranges between 18 and 20 feet NAVD88 and equipment
within the OnSS is elevated above the 500-year coastal flood elevation of 23 feet
NAVD88. This elevation is still higher than the modeled Stormtools Design Envelope
(RICRMC, 2019) for the Project.
The TJBs will be located underground and located over 200 feet (61 m) from the shore.
The TJBs are not predicted to be inundated by 5 feet (1.5 m) of SLR or Projected
Erosion Rate for the Project. Buried transmission lines are often subject to groundwater
inundation and the cables are designed to be resilient to inundation. The cable and
joints are designed for water submersion. The conductor and XLPE insulation both
contain outer layers of water swellable tapes. All manhole hardware and cable supports
will be non-corrosive to ensure system can operate with corrosive water inside the
manhole for extended periods.

CRMP Section 1.1.7 – Variances
A. Applicants desiring a variance from a standard shall make such request in writing and
address the six criteria listed below in writing. Except as otherwise provided herein, the
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application shall then be granted a variance only if the Council finds that the following six
criteria are met.
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not anticipate requiring a variance from any
standard in the CRMP.

CRMP Section 1.1.8 – Special Exceptions
The Project does not require a special exception. Specifically, Revolution Wind does
not propose to conduct any of the prohibited activities listed under Section 1.1.5.A.,
Table 1, or any other prohibited activities in tidal or coastal pond waters, on shoreline
features and their contiguous areas as listed in Sections 1.3.1.B. through 1.3.1.R.

CRMP Section 1.1.9 – Setbacks
Revolution Wind acknowledges the standards set forth in Section 1.1.9 and does not
restate those standards herein. Revolution Wind notes that none of these standards is
applicable to the Project. More specifically, Revolution Wind notes that at the landfall
location at AP 185 Lot 008, the Coastal Feature is Coastal Beach backed by Manmade
Shoreline. Based on the existing vegetated area within AP 185 Lot 008, it appears that
the Coastal Buffer has been reduced to approximately 50 feet (15.24 m). The
corresponding Setback from this Coastal Buffer is 75 feet (23 m).
The Landfall Work Area includes land within the 200-ft Contiguous Area of the
Manmade Shoreline coastal feature, but installation of the RWEC-RI at the landfall will
occur using HDD. The HDD entry pits will be approximately 200 ft (61 m) inland of the
coastal feature such that no disturbance will occur within the existing 50-ft (15.24 m)
vegetated Coastal Buffer or the corresponding 75 ft (22.86 m) Setback. Land disturbing
activities are not proposed on AP 185 Lot 008; however, the existing parking lot within
this property may be used for construction-related logistics such as parking, surveying
equipment, and temporary staging of materials, if needed.

CRMP Section 1.1.10 – Climate Change and Sea Level Rise
Revolution Wind acknowledges policies in Section 1.1.10(A) and does not restate those
herein. Revolution Wind has reviewed the 100-year storm event with 5 feet (1.5 m) of
sea level rise (18 ft NAVD88) and has determined that this scenario would have no
effect on Project infrastructure. The OnSS will be constructed with the substation
equipment yard elevations ranging between 18 ft above NAVD88 on the east side and
approximately 20 feet above NAVD88 on the west side. Critical electrical equipment
within the yard will be elevated above the surrounding grade by 6 feet (1.8 m) which
accommodates the 500-year coastal flood elevation at the OnSS site (23 ft NAVD88).
The Onshore Transmission Cable and TJBs will be installed underground within duct
banks or concrete vaults. Based on a sea level rise assessment using Stormtools (RI
CRMC, 2019), the Onshore Transmission Cable route will not be affected by sea level
rise up to including 7 feet (2.1 m) of sea level rise. Regardless, buried transmission lines
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are often subject to groundwater inundation and the cables are designed to be
resilient to inundation. The cable and joints are designed for water submersion. The
conductor and XLPE insulation both contain outer layers of water swellable tapes. All
manhole hardware and cable supports will be non-corrosive to ensure system can
operate with corrosive water inside the manhole for extended periods.
The RWEC-RI will be installed at the landfall via HDD methodology, which will result in
the export cables being buried approximately 65 feet (19.8 m) below ground,
transitioning up to the entry and exit pits. The design of the RWEC-RI (including
offshore and at the landfall location) anticipates that the cable will be submerged and
incorporates watertight sheathing around the cable to protect the conductors. The
design bears all inherent features of a marine cable meant to be fully immersed in
water and installed and operated at high-sea depths under considerable water
pressures.

CRMP Section 1.1.11 – Coastal Buffer Zones
Revolution Wind acknowledges the policies, prerequisites, prohibitions, and standards
set forth in Section 1.1.11 and does not restate those herein. Revolution Wind
acknowledges these policies and notes that the Project will not negatively affect the
benefits of the Coastal Buffer Zones.
The Project’s Landfall Work Area is proposed within existing developed properties (AP
185 Lots 001,004 and 008) adjacent to Type 6 Waters. The coastal feature in this
location is Coastal Beach backed by Manmade Shoreline. Landward of the coastal
feature within AP 185 Lot 008 an existing approximately 50-foot (15.24 m) wide
vegetated Coastal Buffer Zone is present separating the existing commercial
development from the coastal feature. The Coastal Buffer Zone is contained entirely
with Lot 008 and doesn’t extend to other portions of the Landfall Work Area. The
Landfall Work Area does not lie within a RIDEM-mapped Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program (“NHESP”) Area (RIDEM, 2021b). Existing vegetation
within the Coastal Buffer Zone is composed of native low shrubs, grasses, and herbs.
The existing development within AP 185 Lot 008 was permitted under CRMC Assents
2004-10-009 and 2014-04-089 which outline the Assent conditions that apply to the
current property owner, including approved activities within the Coastal Buffer Zone.
Revolution Wind has secured an easement with the property owner for the use of a
portion of Lot 008 for the Project. Therefore, maintenance of the Coastal Buffer Zone
and any authorized improvements such as such as shoreline access paths falls to the
property owner and is not applicable to the Project.
The Onshore Transmission Cable within Circuit Drive crosses through a Coastal Buffer
Zone extending north from Wetland 1. This area of Coastal Buffer Zone is developed
and includes landscaped areas, access roads and parking lots associated with existing
developments within AP 179, Lots 010, 013, 018 and 025, and AP 185 Lot 009; a
stormwater detention basin within AP 179 Lot 021; and the Blue Beach parking lot and
access path within AP 179 Lot 033 and 022, respectively. Constructing the Onshore
Transmission Cable below Circuit Drive within this Coastal Buffer Zone will not alter the
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character of the Buffer Zone nor affect the existing uses and benefits currently
provided.

4.3 CRMP Section 1.2.1 – Tidal and Coastal Pond Waters
Subparts A-D and F of Section 1.2.1 of the CRMP are not applicable to the Project and
are therefore not restated herein; however, Subparts E and G of Section 1.2.1 are
applicable to the Project and addressed below.
E. Type 4 Multipurpose Waters
1. This category includes:
a. Large expanses of open water in Narragansett Bay and the Sounds which support a variety
of commercial and recreational activities while maintaining good value as a fish and wildlife
habitat; and
b. Open waters adjacent to shorelines that could support water dependent commercial,
industrial, and/or high intensity recreational activities.
Approximately 0.5 mi of the RWEC-RI is located within Type 6 Waters at the landfall
location. The remainder of the RWEC-RI (approximately 22.5 mi) is located in Type 4
Waters through the West Passage of Narragansett Bay to the three-nautical mile limit
of state waters. The RWEC-RI is considered a water dependent activity.
2. Polices
a. The Council's goal is to maintain a balance among the diverse activities that must coexist in
Type 4 waters. The changing characteristics of traditional activities and the development of
new water dependent uses shall, where possible, be accommodated in keeping with the
principle that the Council shall work to preserve and restore ecological systems.
Revolution Wind proposes to install two submarine export cables in state waters (i.e.,
the RWEC-RI) to a target burial depth of 4 to 6 feet (1.2 to 1.8 m) beneath Type 4
Waters for a distance of approximately 22.5 miles (36.2 km). The route for RWEC-RI
was carefully selected through consultation with stakeholders to avoid conflicts with
traditional activities and disturbance of sensitive ecosystems. The entire RWEC-RI in
state waters is located within the recently proposed Narragansett Bay West Passage
Renewable Energy Cable Corridor which was developed through collaboration with
various stakeholders along with the collection of geophysical, geotechnical, and
ecological studies within Narragansett Bay (RI CRMC, 2021).
b. The Council recognizes that large portions of Type 4 waters include important fishing
grounds and fishery habitats, and shall protect such areas from alterations and activities that
threaten the vitality of Rhode Island fisheries.
Refer to Sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4, and 3.2.8 of this Category B Assent application for a
discussion of benthic and shellfish resources, finfish and EFH, and commercial and
recreational fisheries, respectively. Potential impacts to these resources resulting
from installation of the RWEC-RI are localized and short-term in nature and will occur
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over a limited portion of the available fishing grounds; therefore, installation and
operation of the RWEC-RI will not threaten the vitality of Rhode Island fisheries. In
addition, the burial depth of the RWEC-RI will allow static and mobile gear fisheries to
operate along the cable corridor following installation.
c. Aquaculture leases...
Not Applicable.
d. The Council shall work to promote the maintenance of good water quality within the Bay.
While recognizing that stresses on water quality will always be present in urban areas such as
the Providence River, the Council shall work to promote a diversification of activities within the
upper Bay region through the water quality improvement process.
The Project is expected to result in short-term impacts to water quality within the Bay
during installation of the RWEC-RI. Refer to Section 3.2.2.3 and Appendix O of this
Category B Assent application for a discussion of these short-term impacts to water
quality. Revolution Wind will apply for a Section 401 Water Quality Certificate with
RIDEM.
G. Type 6 Industrial waterfronts and commercial navigation channels
1. These water areas are extensively altered in order to accommodate commercial and
industrial water dependent and water enhanced activities. They include all or portions of the
following areas:
…
c. Quonset Point and Davisville
…
Landfall of the RWEC-RI is proposed in the southwestern portion of Type 6 Waters at
Quonset Point in North Kingstown.
2. Policies
a. The Council's goals for Type 6 waters and adjacent lands under Council jurisdiction are to
encourage and support modernization and increased commercial activity related to shipping
and commercial fisheries.
b. Highest priority uses of Type 6 waters and adjacent lands under Council jurisdiction are:
(1) berthing, loading and unloading, and servicing of commercial vessels;
(2) construction and maintenance of port facilities, navigation channels, and berths; and
(AA) The Council shall prohibit activities that substantially detract from or interfere with these
priority uses.
The RWEC-RI approaches Quonset Point to make landfall approximately 0.6 mi west of
Quonset Point Pier at the western boundary of the Type 6 Waters. Onshore, the RWEC
and Onshore Transmission Cable cross under existing developed properties. At the
landfall, AP 185 Lot 008 is developed as an office building. The RWEC-RI will not
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interfere with any existing navigation channels, berthing, loading and unloading, and
servicing of commercial vessels, or maintenance of port facilities, navigation channels,
and berths.
c. The Council will encourage and support port development and modernization and increased
economic activity in the marine industries by participating wherever possible in the joint long
range planning and development activities with other state and local agencies, including the
R.I. Port Authority, the Department of Environmental Management, and coastal cities and
towns.
Noted. Overall, the Project will bring substantial benefits to Rhode Island, including the
marine economic sector. Guidehouse evaluated the direct12, indirect13, and induced
jobs14; labor earnings15; gross output16; and economic value added17 expected from the
Project (inclusive of the RWF, RWEC, and onshore Project components). Based on this
evaluation, the Project would have beneficial effects for the national economy across
both phases – construction and operation – with an expected gross output (i.e. the sum
value of all goods and services at all stages of production resulting from the Project) of
roughly $1,360.3 million and valued add (the best indicator of economic development
benefits to the local economy) of roughly $737.9 million. For Rhode Island, the
expected gross output and value add are $726.8 million and $390.6 million,
respectively. This includes the generation of 3,059 direct, indirect, and induced jobs
during the construction phase, and 233 direct, indirect, and induced annual jobs during
the operations phase (Guidehouse, 2020).
d. Through its Special Area Management Plan for Providence Harbor, and other planning
initiatives, the Council will identify and designate acceptable disposal solutions and sites
adequate to meet the need for dredging, and provide the assurances required by industry that
channel depths will be maintained, while minimizing environmental effects. …
Not applicable.

12

13
14
15
16
17

Direct jobs are on-site labor and professional services. On-site labor is given in job years, which are full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs
multiplied by the number of construction years. Construction jobs are given as FTE job-years since they are spread over a multi-year
construction period. Some construction jobs will last only a portion of a year while others may last the entire expected construction
period of three years. Operations jobs are given as annual FTE jobs over the entire operating period.
Indirect jobs are driven by the increase in demand for goods and services from direct on-site spending from the Project.

Induced jobs are driven by the local expenditures of those receiving payments within the first two job categories or increased household
spending by workers.
Labor earnings are the additional earnings (wages and employer paid benefits) associated with the additional local jobs.
Gross output is the sum value of all goods and services at all stages of production resulting from the Project.

Value added is the best indicator of economic development benefits to the local economy. The sum total of value added of all enterprises
and self-employed in a given state comprises that state’s gross domestic product. These values are the sum of earnings from capital and
labor or the difference between total gross output and the cost of intermediate inputs. It is comprised of payments made to workers,
proprietary income, other property type income, indirect business taxes, and taxes on production and imports less subsidies.
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4.4 CRMP Section 1.2.2 – Shoreline Features
Subparts B, D, E and G of Section 1.2.2 are not applicable to the Project and are
therefore not stated herein; however, Subparts A, C, and F of Section 1.2.2 are
applicable to the Project and addressed below.
A. Coastal Beaches
1. Policies
a. The Council's goals are:
(1) to preserve the qualities of, and public access to those beaches which are an important
recreational resource (adjacent to Type 1 and 2 waters);
Blue Beach, a Coastal Beach adjacent to Type 2 waters, is located west of the Project’s
landfall location. No work is proposed at Blue Beach. Access to Blue Beach may be
temporarily disrupted during the installation of the Onshore Transmission Cable in the
shoulder of Circuit Drive, but any disruption will be intermittent during the limited
construction period. As referenced in Table 2.2-10, the construction schedule for
onshore construction will be designed to minimize impacts to the local community
during the summer tourist season, generally between Memorial Day and Labor Day,
and Revolution Wind will coordinate with local authorities during construction to
minimize local traffic impacts. Also, in state waters north of the COLREGS line of
demarcation, RWEC-RI construction will occur between Labor Day and February 1 to
avoid and minimize impacts to winter flounder and shellfish (see Section 2.2.5.1 of this
Category B Assent application).
(2) to prevent activities that will significantly disrupt longshore and/or onshore offshore beach
processes, thereby creating an erosion or flooding hazard; and,
The Project will not disrupt longshore and/or onshore-offshore beach processes.
Utilizing an HDD methodology, the RWEC-RI will make landfall beneath the intertidal
zone, Coastal Beach, Manmade Shoreline and Coastal Buffer Zone. The use of HDD will
avoid activities that could temporarily or permanently affect longshore or onshore
beach processes.
(3) to prevent construction in high hazard areas; and
High hazard areas associated with Project construction along the shoreline is limited to
the FEMA-designated Coastal Velocity Zone (VE Elevation 21) and FEMA Coastal A
Zone (AW Elevation 12) in other landward portions of the Landfall Work Area. The
Project infrastructure will be entirely below ground within these flood zones and will
not be affected by these hazard conditions. Furthermore, CRMC’s Shoreline Change
Mapping (RI CRMC, 2016) indicates that this section of shoreline has experienced little
erosion and in fact have accreted at a rate of approximately 0.5 ft (0.15 m) per year
during the study period (reference transects 1684 and 1685).
(4) to protect the scenic and ecologic value of beaches.
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All Project infrastructure near Blue Beach (i.e., the RWEC-RI, TJBs, and Onshore
Transmission Cable) will be installed below-ground and, therefore, will not affect the
scenic value of the beach. Also, no work is proposed at Blue Beach and, therefore, the
ecological value of the beach will not be affected.
Nearshore and onshore construction activities may temporarily affect the scenic value
of Blue Beach. However, this will be limited to the limited construction duration (up to
18 months). As referenced in Table 2.2-9, the construction schedule for onshore
construction will be designed to minimize impacts to the local community during the
summer tourist season, generally between Memorial Day and Labor Day. Also, in state
waters north of the COLREGS line of demarcation, RWEC-RI construction will occur
between Labor Day and February 1 to avoid and minimize impacts to winter flounder
and shellfish (see Section 2.2.5.1 of this Category B Assent application).
b. Alterations to beaches adjacent to Type 1 and Type 2 waters are prohibited except where the
primary purpose of the project is to preserve or enhance the area as a natural habitat for
native plants and wildlife. In no case shall structural shoreline protection facilities be used to
preserve or enhance these areas as a natural habitat or to protect the shoreline feature.
Not applicable. The Project will not alter a Coastal Beach.
c. Alterations to beaches adjacent to Type 3, 4, 5, and 6 waters may be permitted if: (subparts
omitted)
Not applicable. The Project will not alter a Coastal Beach.
d. Vehicular use of beaches where not otherwise prohibited or restricted by property owners or
by private or public management programs is permitted only under the following conditions:
(subparts omitted)
Not applicable. The Project does not propose vehicular use on a Coastal Beach.
2. Prohibitions
a. The construction of new structures other than access ways, walkover structures, and beach
facilities, are prohibited in setback areas.
Not applicable. The Project will install the RWEC-RI below grade using an HDD
methodology and will not construct new structures that interfere with the Council’s
goals for the Setback.
b. The use of plastic snow fencing is prohibited due to the hazards presented to fish, marine
mammals, and other wildlife in the aftermath of a storm event.
Revolution Wind will comply.
c. Alterations to beaches adjacent to Type 1 and Type 2 waters are prohibited except where the
primary purpose of the project is to preserve or enhance the area as a natural habitat for
native plants and wildlife.
Not applicable. The Project will not alter a Coastal Beach.
C. Coastal Wetlands
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Revolution Wind acknowledges the prerequisites, standards, and prohibitions set forth
in Section 1.2.2(C) and does not restate those herein.
The Project will not alter Coastal Wetland. The Onshore Transmission Cable is located
within 50 ft (15.2 m) of Coastal Wetland 1 (refer to Onshore Transmission Cable plans in
Appendix A). However, construction and installation of the Onshore Transmission
Cable near Coastal Wetland 1 will be confined to within the existing paved roadway;
thus, there will be no impact to or effect on existing functions and values of this
coastal wetland. In accordance with the Project’s SESC Plan (refer to Revolution Wind
Onshore Transmission Facilities SESC Plan in Appendix A) compost filter sock along the
road shoulder and catch basin inlet protection along the entire Onshore Transmission
Cable route will be installed during construction to prevent the discharge of sediments
to sensitive coastal environments.
F. Manmade Shorelines
Revolution Wind acknowledges the prerequisites, standards, and prohibitions set forth
in Section 1.2.2(F) and does not restate those herein.
The RWEC-RI landfall location includes Manmade Shoreline which currently consists of
a cast-in-place concrete revetment fronted by riprap (refer to the HDD Landfall Design
plans sheets 2, 3 and 4 in Appendix A).
Using an HDD method to install the RWEC-RI at the landfall location, the Project
avoids alteration of the existing cast-in-place concrete revetment. Revolution Wind will
have no ownership, repair, or maintenance interest in the existing Manmade Shoreline.

4.5 CRMP Section 1.2.3 – Areas of Historic and Archaeological
Significance
A. Policies
1. The Council's goal is to, where possible, preserve and protect significant historic and
archaeological properties in the coastal zone.
Revolution Wind has submitted to BOEM a Terrestrial Archaeological Resources
Assessment. A copy of this report is provided under confidential cover to this Category
B Assent application because it contains confidential commercial information not
subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552) (Appendix K).
Moreover, Revolution Wind has submitted to BOEM a Marine Archaeological
Resources Assessment. A copy of this report is provided under confidential cover to
Category B Assent application because it contains confidential commercial information
not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552) (Appendix
N).
A VRA was prepared for the OnSS which assessed visibility of the OnSS from all areas
within a 3-mile radius (VSA; 30.5 sq mi). VSRs and proximate residences within 150 ft
were considered. The VRA concluded that proximate abutters may be temporarily
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impacted during construction and decommissioning and limited visual impact during
operation. Public resources in the VSA will experience negligible visual impacts (Refer
to Section 3.1.8 and Appendix I of this application).
Revolution Wind will avoid adverse impacts to historic and archaeological resources to
the extent practicable. BOEM is required to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA, which
requires consultation with State Historic Preservation Offices (“SHPOs”), Tribal Historic
Preservation Offices (“THPOs”), and other interested parties, as well as assessment and
mitigation of unavoidable adverse effects to historic properties.
2. Preservation of significant historic and archaeological properties is a high priority use of the
coastal region. Activities which damage or destroy important properties shall be considered a
low priority.
As noted above, Revolution Wind will avoid adverse impacts to historic and
archaeological resources to the extent practicable. Any unavoidable adverse impacts
will require mitigation, as determined through BOEM’s Section 106 Consultation
obligations.
3. The Council shall require modification of, or shall prohibit proposed actions subject to its
jurisdiction where it finds a reasonable probability of adverse impacts on properties listed in
the National Register of Historic Places. Adverse impacts are those which can reasonably be
expected to diminish or destroy those qualities of the property which make it eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places. The Council shall solicit the recommendations of the RI
Historical Preservation and Heritage Commission regarding impacts on such properties.
BOEM is consulting with the RIHPHC in order to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA.
Revolution Wind has shared information and data with the RIHPHC to support their
review of the Project under Section 106 of the NHPA.
4. Prior to permitting actions subject to its jurisdiction on or adjacent to properties eligible for
inclusion (but not actually listed in the National Register of Historic Places), and/or areas
designated as historically or archaeologically sensitive by the RI Historical Preservation and
Heritage Commission as the result of their predictive model, the Council shall solicit the
recommendations of the Commission regarding possible adverse impacts on these properties.
The Council may, based on the Commission's recommendations and other evidence before it,
including other priority uses of this Program, require modification of or may prohibit the
proposed action where such adverse impacts are likely.
BOEM is consulting with the RIHPHC in order to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA.
Revolution Wind has shared information and data with the RIHPHC to support their
review of the Project under Section 106 of the NHPA.
5. Structural shoreline protection facilities may be permitted in Type 1 Waters provided that
the structure is necessary to protect a structure which is currently listed in the National Register
of Historic Places.
Not applicable.
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4.6 CRMP Section 1.3.1 – In Tidal and Coastal Pond Waters, On
Shoreline Features And Their Contiguous Areas
Subpart A of Section 1.3.1 is reviewed in Section 1.3.2 of this Category B Assent
application. Subparts B, C, F-J, and R of Section 1.3.1 of the CRMP are applicable the
Project and addressed in the following subsections. Subparts A, D, E, and K-Q of
Section 1.3.1 are not applicable to the Project and are therefore not restated herein.

CRMP Section 1.3.1(B) – Filling, removing, or grading of shoreline
features
1.

Policies

a. Established agricultural practices in areas contiguous to shoreline features are excluded from
this section.
Not applicable.
b. All filling, removing or grading activities shall be done in accordance with the policies and
standards of this section and the standards and specifications set forth in the most recent
edition of the Rhode Island Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook.
No filling or grading will occur on the shoreline feature. The HDD entry pits are about
290 ft (88.4 m) inland from the coastal feature (see HDD Landfall Design HDD Plan &
Profile HDD East and HDD West in Appendix A). The Onshore Transmission Cable will
follow Circuit Drive and enter the 200-foot Contiguous Area measured from Coastal
Freshwater Wetland 1 (see Onshore Transmission Cable plans in Appendix A).
Temporary excavation and backfill of the HDD entry pits in the Landfall Work Area and
trenching for the Onshore Transmission Cable will be carried out with appropriate
sediment and erosion controls in place that are consistent with the 2016 update to the
RISESCH (see Onshore Transmission Facilities SESC Plan in Appendix A).
c. All new activities subject to §§ 1.3.1(C) (residential, commercial, and industrial structures),
1.3.1(M) and 1.3.3 of this Part, or those activities which disturb more than five thousand (5,000)
square feet of land on a site shall prepare and implement an erosion and sediment control
plan approved by the Council which references all necessary practices for erosion and sediment
control. All erosion and sediment control plans shall be consistent with applicable policies and
standards contained in the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Program and the
standards and specifications set forth in the most recent edition of the Rhode Island Soil
Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook. All erosion and sediment control plans shall be
strictly adhered to.
Refer to Revolution Wind Onshore Transmission Facilities SESC Plan and Revolution
Wind Proposed Onshore Substation SESC Plan (Appendices E and F, respectively)
prepared for RIPDES authorization under the Construction General Permit. All erosion
and sediment control plans are consistent with applicable policies and standards in the
CRMP and the standards and specifications set forth in the most recent edition of the
RISESCH.
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d. The Council recognizes the most recent version of the Rhode Island Soil Erosion and
Sediment Control Handbook, and its amendments, published jointly by the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management and the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), as containing appropriate Best
Management Practices (BMP) for use within the CRMC’s jurisdiction. All erosion and sediment
control plans shall be consistent with this manual. Applicants are also encouraged to consult
the most recent version of the Rhode Island Stormwater Design and Installation Standards
Manual during the preparation of their erosion and sediment control plan in order to ensure
consistency with the Council’s stormwater management requirements (see § 1.3.1(F) of this
Part).
The SESC Plan prepared for the OnSS was developed following the template prepared
by the RIPDES Program and construction BMPs were developed following guidance in
the 2016 revision to the RISESCH. The long-term stormwater management practices
incorporated into the OnSS design are consistent with the Stormwater Management,
Design and Installation Rules (RIDEM, 2018b)and the latest edition of the Rhode Island
Stormwater Design and Installation Standards Manual. Note, utility installation work in
roadways does not trigger the Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules
in accordance with Minimum Standard 6 A.4. Pavement excavation and patching that is
incidental to the primary project purpose, such as replacement of a collapsed storm
drain, is not classified as redevelopment.18 In this instance, the primary project purpose
is the installation of an underground transmission line.
e. Routine filling, removing, or grading of bulk materials (e.g. coal, salt, etc.) that occurs as
part of the normal operations of an existing bulk transfer facility (e.g., the Port of Providence)
which is adjacent to type 6 waters is excluded from the provisions of this section…
Not applicable.
f. Filling, removing, or grading activities shall be reviewed at the Category B level when:
(1) the filling or removing involves more than 10,000 cubic yards of material;
(2) the affected area is greater than two acres; or
(3) the affected area is a designated historic area or archaeologically sensitive site.
Construction of the onshore Project components will disturb more than 2 acres.
Revolution Wind understands the Project is being reviewed at the Category B level.
2. Prohibitions (list omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose any activities listed in this subpart
3. Standards
a. The following standards apply in all cases where filling, removal, or grading is undertaken:
(1) Fill slopes shall have a maximum grade of thirty percent (30%);

18

Personal communication with Nicholas Pisani PE on August 11, 2020.
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Excavations associated with the Landfall Work Area and the Onshore Transmission
Cable are temporary and will be backfilled and restored to pre-existing grades and
conditions. Graded slopes associated with the OnSS are proposed to have a 3:1 slopes
and a structural retaining wall will be installed to minimize graded slope lengths to
meet existing grades. Refer to Onshore Substation plans at Appendix A. These plans
are provided under confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because
they contain confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under
Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act
(“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. § 552).
(2) All excess excavated materials, excess fill, excess construction materials, and debris shall be
removed from the site and shall not be disposed in tidal waters or on a coastal feature;
Excess excavated materials, excess fill, excess construction materials, and debris will be
collected, sorted for recycling or disposal, and re-interred within the construction
footprint if appropriate or shipped offsite to an appropriately approved, licensed
disposal facility. Waste storage and disposal will be conducted in accordance with
applicable state and federal requirements.
(3) Disturbed uplands adjacent to a construction site shall be graded and re-vegetated or
otherwise stabilized to prevent erosion during or immediately after construction. Nutrients
shall be applied at rates necessary to establish and maintain vegetation without causing
significant nutrient runoff to surface waters;
The closest construction to the coast begins at the HDD entry pits within a previously
developed site in Quonset Business Park, approximately 200 ft (61 m) from the Coastal
Feature. The OnSS and Onshore Transmission Cable construction will be carried out
following the Project-specific SESC Plan. All stabilization work will be undertaken in
accordance to the time frames provided in the RIPDES Construction General Permit. .
(4) Removal or placement of sediments along jetties or groins may be permitted only as part of
an approved dredging or beach nourishment project (see § 1.3.1(I) of this Part);
Not Applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose removal or placement of sediments
along jetties or groins.
(5) All fill shall be clean and free of materials which may cause pollution of tidal waters;
Onshore Project components involving excavation and backfill (the HDD entry pits and
Onshore Transmission Cable) will reuse suitable excavated materials for backfill. Where
these excavated materials are not suitable for re-use, fill material will be imported to
the site. In accordance with the RIDEM Remediation Regulations requirements, fill
materials will be “certified clean fill” determined by laboratory analysis and visual
assessment for debris and rubble. At the OnSS, structural fill meeting specific
gradation requirements will similarly be certified clean fill.
(6) Cutting into rather than filling out over a coastal bank is the preferred method of changing
upland slopes; and
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Coastal Bank is not present in the Project Area. Coastal Features are Coastal Beach
backed by Manmade Shoreline. The Project will not alter existing Coastal Features as
the landfall will be made using HDD.
(7) Limit the application, generation, and migration of toxic substances and ensure that toxic
substances are properly stored and disposed of onsite in accordance with all applicable federal,
state, and local requirements.
The Project does not include application of toxic substances as part of the construction
activities. Any oils or toxic materials that may be kept at the substation will be properly
labeled and stored according to all applicable federal, state, and local requirements.
Equipment will be mounted on concrete foundations with concrete secondary
insulating fluid containment designed for 110 percent containment. A SPCC Plan will be
developed for the Project to address potential for discharges and releases from
onshore construction.
b. The following upland and shoreline earthwork standards shall be required in those cases
where the Council determines that additional measures are warranted in order to protect the
environment of the coastal region. Such requirements shall be listed on Assents as stipulations.
Noted, see responses below.
c. For earthwork on shoreline features:
(1) Prior to initiation of construction, the contractor may be required to meet on site with the
CRMC staff to discuss and clarify the conditions of the permit;
Noted; however, earthwork is not proposed on a shoreline feature.
(2) A re-vegetation plan shall be submitted for review and approval when construction is
undertaken on a barrier beach. This plan shall describe plant material, methods of planting,
time of planting, soil amendments, and maintenance;
Not applicable. The Project does not include construction on a Barrier Beach.
(3) Construction materials and excavated soils shall not be placed or stored on any shoreline
feature excepting developed barrier beaches and manmade shorelines;
Excavated material is not proposed to be stored on a Shoreline Feature; note, the
Shoreline Feature present at the landfall location is Manmade Shoreline. The HDD
entry pits are positioned approximately 290 ft landward of the coastal feature (See
Revolution Wind Excavation Details in the HDD Landfall Design plan set).
(4) All disturbed soils shall be graded smooth to a maximum 3:1 slope and re-vegetated
immediately after construction, or temporarily stabilized with mulch, jute matting, or similar
means until seasonal conditions permit such re-vegetation;
No new slopes will be graded within the CRMC contiguous area. All excavations
associated with the Landfall Work Area and the Onshore Transmission Cable will be
backfilled and graded to restore pre-construction grades and conditions (e.g. level
paved or landscaped areas). At the OnSS, slopes will be graded to 3:1 and stabilized
with vegetation in accordance with the SESC Plans for this Project component (see
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Appendix A). These plans are provided under confidential cover to this Category B
Assent application because they contain confidential commercial information not
subject to disclosure under Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or
Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. § 552).
(5) In sensitive areas, work shall be carried out from areas above slope from coastal features.
Machinery and construction equipment shall normally not be allowed to operate on a coastal
wetland. For unavoidable work on a coastal wetland, a protective cover shall be deployed to
minimize disturbance;
Equipment will not be operated on Coastal Features or in a Coastal Wetland.
(6) In instances where the CRMC permits temporary disturbance of a coastal feature, shoreline
slope, buffer zone, or area of beach grass, the disturbed area shall be completely restored by
the owner under the guidance of CRMC staff; and
Disturbance of Coastal Features or any vegetated area adjacent to the coast is not
proposed. The Landfall Work Area is within an existing developed parcel and the HDD
entry pits will be located within a paved area approximately 290 ft north of the
Manmade Shoreline (See Revolution Wind Excavation Details in the HDD Landfall
Design plan set). At the landfall location, the RWEC-RI will be installed using HDD and,
therefore, will avoid the Coastal Feature and adjacent vegetated areas.
(7) Concrete structures which will come in contact with salt water shall be constructed with
concrete which utilizes a Type II or Type V air entraining Portland cement or an equivalent that
is resistant to sulfate attacks of seawater.
No onshore concrete structures are proposed within shoreline features that would
contact saltwater.
d. For upland earthwork measures shall be taken to minimize erosion:
(1) A line of staked hay bales or other erosion preventing devices (including diversion ditches,
check dams, holding ponds, filter barrier fabric, jute or straw mulch) shall be placed at the
downslope perimeter of the proposed area of construction prior to any grading, filling,
construction, or other earthwork. Hay bales shall be toed-in to a depth of 3 to 4 inches and
maintained by replacing bales where necessary until permanent re-vegetation of the site is
completed. No soils or other materials are authorized to pass beyond the bale line;
All perimeter soil erosion and sediment controls will be selected and installed
consistent with the latest version of the RISESCH. Compost filled filter sock and straw
wattles may be used with or without silt fence for perimeter erosion control. Refer to
Revolution Wind Onshore Transmission Facilities SESC Plan and Revolution Wind
Proposed Onshore Substation SESC Plan (Appendix A). These plans are provided under
confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because they contain
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under Access to Public
Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. §
552).
(2) All slopes shall be returned to the original grade unless otherwise specified;
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All excavations associated with the Landfall Work Area and the Onshore Transmission
Cable will be backfilled and graded to restore pre-construction grades and conditions
(e.g. level paved or landscaped areas). At the OnSS, slopes will be graded to 3:1 and
stabilized with vegetation in accordance with the SESC Plans for this Project
component (see Appendix A). These plans are provided under confidential cover to this
Category B Assent application because they contain confidential commercial
information not subject to disclosure under Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL
§ 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. § 552).
(3) Where natural or manmade slopes are or have become susceptible to erosion, the slopes
shall be graded to a suitable slope and re-vegetated with thick rooting brush vegetation. Mulch
shall be applied as necessary to provide protection against erosion until the vegetation is
established;
The Project SESC Plans specify proposed measures for avoiding and mitigating erosion.
The measures will comply with the latest version of the RISESCH. Refer to Revolution
Wind Onshore Transmission Facilities SESC Plan and Revolution Wind Proposed
Onshore Substation SESC Plan (Appendix A). These plans are provided under
confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because they contain
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under Access to Public
Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. §
552).
(4) Construction shall be timed to accommodate stream and/or runoff flow and not allow flows
over exposed, un-stabilized soils, or into or through the excavation. Flows shall not be restricted
in such a manner that flooding or inhibition or normal flushing occurs;
Not Applicable. The Project does not involve in-stream work.
(5) Any pumping of groundwater which may be necessary for de-watering shall be discharged
into sediment traps consisting of a minimum of staked hay bale rings enclosing crushed stone
or trap rock of a size sufficient to disperse inflow velocity. Hay bales shall be recessed 4 to 6
inches into the soil and maintained; and
Noted. All groundwater discharges will be governed by the limitations of the RIPDES
General Permit for Construction Activity or the RIPDES Remediation General Permit, as
appropriate.
(6) There shall be no discharge of sediment laden waters into storm drains. Storm drains shall
be surrounded by staked hay bales to intercept sediment.
Storm drain inlet protection will be provided. Discharges will be directed to temporary
sediment basins and/or vegetated areas away from sensitive receptors and storm
drains.
e. For any disturbance of steep slopes (over 15 percent): (standards omitted)
Not applicable. Existing steep slopes over 15 percent will not be altered by the Project.
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CRMP Section 1.3.1(C) – Residential, Commercial, Industrial, and
Recreational Structures

Revolution Wind acknowledges the policies and prerequisites set forth in Section
1.3.1(C)(1) and (2) and does not restate those herein. Revolution Wind proposes a light
industrial facility within AP 185, Lots 001, 004 and 008, along Burlingham Avenue and
Circuit Drive, within AP 179 Lot 011, along Camp Avenue and within AP 179 Lots 001 and
030 in the Town of North Kingstown, Rhode Island. The Project is predominately within
the Quonset Business Park, and within those areas is subject to the authority of the
Quonset Development Corporation (“QDC”). Project components within Camp Avenue
are subject to the authority of the Town of North Kingstown.
The Project does not require public water or sewer system connections, or on-site
water withdrawal and/or sewage disposal. Revolution Wind proposes a light industrial
facility that does not require transportation services. The OnSS will require a
connection to backup electric, telephone and fiberoptic services. These services are
available in the Project Area, and the connection will be made from the closest utility
pole proximate to the OnSS and through consultation with TNEC.
Revolution Wind has filed an Application for Development Plan Review (QDC, 2018)
with the QDC for the OnSS and will file an application for a utility easement for
portions of the Onshore Transmission Cable to be located within QDC-managed
roadways. Based upon consultation with QDC, Revolution Wind does not anticipate the
need for a Zoning Permit, Variance or Special Use Permit. Because the Quonset
Business Park is a state-managed development area, the State Building Commission
has authority over the issuance of building permits. State Building Commission review
includes review by the State Fire Marshall’s office. Consultation with the State Building
Commission has been initiated.19 A Building Official Form signed by the State Building
Commission Official is included with this application.
At the municipal level, street opening permits and/or easements for the portion of the
Project in Camp Avenue will be obtained from the Town of North Kingstown prior to
construction.
3. Prohibitions
Subparts 1.3.1(C)(3)(a-f) do not apply to the Project. Subpart 1.3.1(C)(3)(g) relates to
activities proposed in the 200-foot Contiguous Area landward of the coastal feature.
Revolution Wind provides the following responses:

›
›
›
›
19

Filling, removal, and grading of shoreline features – See Section 4.6.1 of this
application.
Residential buildings – Not applicable.
Commercial and industrial structures features – See Section 4.6.2 of this
application.
Recreational structures – Not applicable.

State Agency Project Plan Review File ID 37455.
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›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Municipal sewage treatment facilities – Not applicable.
Onsite wastewater treatment systems (“OWTS”) – Not applicable.
Point discharges – runoff – Not applicable. See Section 4.6.3 of this application.
Point discharges – other – Not applicable. See Section 4.6.3 of this application.
Structural shoreline protection – Not applicable.
Non-structural shoreline protection – Not applicable.
Upland dredged material disposal – Not applicable.
Energy related structure – See Section 4.6.4 of the application.
Mining – Not applicable.
Construction of public roads, bridges, parking lots, railroad lines, and airports –
Not applicable
Associated residential structures – Not applicable.

4. Standards
a. General:
(1) See standards given in "Filling, Removing, or Grading of Shoreline Features" in § 1.3.1(B) of
this Part, as applicable.
Refer to Section 4.6.1 of this Category B Assent application.
(2) See standards given in "Sewage Treatment and Disposal" in § 1.3.1(F) of this Part, as
applicable.
Refer to Section 4.6.3 of this Category B Assent application.
(3) Commercial and Industrial docks, wharves and piers shall be designed and certified by a
registered professional engineer.
Not applicable.
(4) All commercial and industrial structures and operations in tidal waters shall have a defined
structural perimeter for in-water facilities, which shall describe and limit that area in which
repair or alteration activities may take place. Structural perimeters shall be defined on the
basis of in-water facilities in place as of September 30, 1971, or subsequently assented
structures. All new or modified structural perimeter limit lines shall be a maximum of ten (10)
feet (3 m) outside of the structures. The structural perimeter limit (SPL) shall be designated on
all plans with the corners designated by their State Plane Coordinates. However, in all cases
the SPL shall be setback at least fifty (50) feet (15.24 m) from approved mooring fields. In
addition the SPL shall be setback at least three times the authorized project depth from federal
navigation projects (e.g. navigation channels and anchorage areas).
Revolution Wind proposes a water dependent, light industrial facility in Rhode Island
state waters (i.e., the RWEC-RI). Revolution Wind will seek a license and/or commercial
lease of submerged lands for renewable energy development rather than a structural
perimeter limit, as appropriate, from CRMC pursuant to CRMC’s Enabling Act, R.I. Gen.
Laws Section 46-23-1 et seq, and applicable CRMC regulations. The RWEC-RI is a
submarine facility buried below the sea floor and will not conflict with navigation or
preclude other uses of Rhode Island state waters. The RWEC-RI was sited to avoid
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conflicts with DoD use areas and navigational areas identified by the USCG, as
applicable.
(5) It is permissible to have vessels berthed at a facility outside of the structural perimeter limit
if, in the opinion of the Executive Director, there are no conflicts with other users, impacts to
resources, or conflicts with the DEM Shellfish Program. All vessels shall be berthed parallel to
piers and docks if outside of the structural perimeter limit.
Not applicable.
b. All new or existing commercial marine facilities (CMF) as defined in § 1.1.2 of this Part shall
perform fitness of purpose inspections in accordance with the CRMC “Guidelines for Fitness of
Purpose Investigations and Certifications.” The addition of new structural components or
systems on existing CMFs that are structurally independent of the existing components or
systems shall be considered as “new.” (subparts omitted)
Not applicable.
c. Residential, commercial, industrial, and recreational buildings:
(1) Excavation and grading shall be restricted to those activities and areas necessary for the
construction of the building and/or appurtenant structures (see § 1.3.1(B) of this Part).
(2) Applicants shall be required to reduce the inflow of pollutants carried by surface runoff in
accordance with the policies and standards contained in § 1.3.1(F) of this Part and as detailed
in the most recent version of the Rhode Island Stormwater Design and Installation Standards
Manual.
Revolution Wind will comply. Refer to Section 4.6.3 of this application for a description
of compliance with the Rhode Island Stormwater Design and Installation Standards
Manual.
6. Flood zone construction. In many instances lands under the jurisdiction of the CRMC are by
virtue of their topographic position subject to flooding. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency has evaluated the risk of flooding and has established one hundred (100) year return
frequency elevations of the flood waters (i.e., the Base Flood Elevation, (BFE) for all of the
State’s coastal communities. The approximate limits of the flood zones and the associated Base
Flood Elevations are shown on the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps, which are commonly
available at each communities building official's office. In recognition that structures located
within Flood Hazard Zones must be designed to meet more severe conditions than those not,
the Rhode Island State Building Code, (RISBC) contains specific requirements for flood zone
construction.
A FEMA-designated Coastal Velocity Zone (VE Elevation 21) is mapped along the
shoreline in the Landfall Work Area and a FEMA Coastal A Zone (AW Elevation 12) is
mapped in other landward portions of the Landfall Work Area and Onshore
Transmission Cable. The Project infrastructure will be entirely below ground within
these flood zones and will not be affected by these hazard conditions. At the OnSS, a
coastal flood zone is present with a base flood elevation of 13 ft NAVD88. The OnSS
site is outside of the Limit of Moderate Wave Action associated with the coastal flood
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zone. The OnSS will be constructed with the substation yard elevations ranging
between 18 ft (5.5 m) above NAVD88 on the east side and approximately 20 ft (6.1 m)
above NAVD88 on the west side. Critical electrical equipment within the yard will be
elevated above the surrounding grade by 6 ft (1.8 m) which accommodates the 500year coastal flood elevation at the OnSS site (23 ft NAVD88). Compliance with the
Rhode Island State Building Code will be addressed through consultation with the
State Building Commission and is demonstrated by the enclosed signed Building
Official Form.
a. The CRMC requires all applicants proposing construction within flood hazard zones to
demonstrate that all applicable portions of the RISBC are to be met. This demonstration shall
be made by submitting to the CRMC at the time of application a building official’s form
properly completed and signed by the local building official.
The signed Building Official Form is provided with this application.
7. Construction in flood hazard zones. In addition to the requirements of the RISBC, the CRMC
suggests that applicants incorporate the following items into their proposed designs:
a. For construction in wave velocity (V) zones as defined by FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps:
(list omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose above-grade structures within the
FEMA velocity zone.
b. For construction in coastal (A) Flood Zones. (list omitted)
Portions of the Landfall Work Area and Onshore Transmission Cable are located within
the FEMA-designated coastal A zone. These facilities will be entirely below grade and
are not intended for habitation.
At the OnSS, a coastal A zone is present with a base flood elevation of 13 ft NAVD88.
The OnSS site is outside of the Limit of Moderate Wave Action associated with the
coastal flood zone. In order to minimize grading at the site and meet Eversource’s
design standards for construction in flood zones, the OnSS will be constructed at
elevations ranging between 18 feet (5.5 m) above NAVD88 on the east side and
approximately 20 feet (6.1 m) above NAVD88 on the west side. Critical electrical
equipment within the yard will be elevated above the surrounding grade by 6 feet
which accommodates the 500-year coastal flood elevation at the OnSS site (23 ft or 7
m NAVD88).

CRMP Section 1.3.1(F) – Treatment of Sewage and Stormwater
Revolution Wind acknowledges the policies and prerequisites set forth in Section
1.3.1(F) (1) and (2) and does not restate those herein.
A stormwater management plan has been developed which addresses storm water
runoff treatment based on the Stormwater Management, Design, and Installation Rules
(250-RICR-150-10-8; Stormwater Rules) (see Appendix U) and emphasizes the use of
Low Impact Development techniques. A long-term stormwater operation and
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maintenance (“O&M”) plan is provided in Appendix V. The O&M plan was developed
to ensure the continued proper functioning of the stormwater system for this Project.
A SESC Plan has been prepared for the Project that complies with the RISESCH (RI State
Conservation Committee et al., 2016).
The OnSS will comply with the Stormwater Rules. The proposed stormwater
management design employs qualifying pervious area (“QPA”) to treat proposed
compacted gravel roadways within the substation yard. Subdrains beneath the gravel
surface of the substation yard will collect pre-treated stormwater and discharge to
infiltration basins. Runoff from proposed building roofs within the yard and access
driveways outside of the yard will be directed to infiltration basins. The proposed
infiltration basin system has been designed to treat and infiltrate up to and including
the 100-year storm event. The use of infiltration for stormwater management will
mitigate any potential thermal or low dissolved oxygen impacts by avoiding point
source discharges. Alterations to existing drainage patterns will be avoided by the
proposed stormwater management design which matches or reduces existing peak
discharge rates at the existing design points. Refer to Revolution Wind Proposed
Onshore Substation Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U).
At the OnSS, the Project proposes to restore disturbed areas outside of the substation
and related improvements with an assemblage of native planting selected from the
Rhode Island Coastal Plant Guide. Refer to the Revolution Wind Proposed Onshore
Substation plans sheets W1.01 and W2.01 at Appendix A. These plans are provided
under confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because they contain
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under Access to Public
Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. §
552).
The Project does not propose any new or increased discharges and will not discharge
to salt marshes, tidal channels, unconsolidated coastal banks or bluffs. The Project
does not require public water or sewer system connections, or on-site water
withdrawal and/or sewage disposal.
The Project requires authorization under the RIPDES Construction General Permit and
requires a Section 401 Water Quality Certification from RIDEM.
3. Prohibitions
a. Point source discharges of sewage and/or stormwater runoff are prohibited on
unconsolidated coastal banks and bluffs.
Not applicable. Revolution Wind will not have any such point source discharges.
b. New and enlarged stormwater discharges to the high salt marsh environment bordering
Type 1 and Type 2 waters and within salt marshes designated for preservation which border
Type 3, 4, 5, and 6 waters are prohibited. Stormwater discharges to existing well flushed tidal
channels within high marshes shall not be subject to this prohibition. All such discharges,
however, shall meet the applicable standards contained herein.
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Not applicable. Revolution Wind will not have any new or enlarged discharges to salt
marsh or tidal channels.
c. Point source discharges of sewage are prohibited in Type 1 waters.
Not applicable. Revolution Wind will not generate or discharge sewage.
4. Standards
a. For Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS):
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose an OWTS.
b. The requirements of the RIDEM Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules
(250-RICR-150-10-8) shall apply to all CRMC applications.
Revolution Wind complies with this standard. A stormwater management design was
prepared in accordance with 250-RICR-150-10-8 (RIDEM, 2018b). Refer to Revolution
Wind Proposed Onshore Substation Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U).
c. For stormwater management the Council requires, in accordance with the “Smart
Development for a Cleaner Bay Act of 2007” (see R.I. Gen. Laws Chapter 45-61.2), that all
applicable projects meet the following requirements:
(1) Maintain pre-development groundwater recharge and infiltration on site to the maximum
extent practicable;
(2) Demonstrate that post-construction stormwater runoff is controlled, and that postdevelopment peak discharge rates do not exceed pre-development peak discharge rates; and
Revolution Wind complies with this standard. The proposed stormwater management
design meets or reduces existing peak discharge rates and infiltrates up to and
including the 100-year storm event. Refer to Revolution Wind Proposed Onshore
Substation Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U).
(3) Use low impact-design techniques as the primary method of stormwater control to the
maximum extent practicable.
Revolution Wind complies with this standard. Stormwater management at the OnSS
emphasizes the use of infiltration to manage up to and including the 100-year storm
event. Refer to Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U).
d. Residential, commercial, industrial or public recreational structures as defined in § 1.3.1(C) of
this Part shall provide treatment and management of stormwater runoff for all new structural
footprint expansions, including building rooftops, greater than six (600) hundred square feet in
size and any new impervious pavement, driveways, sidewalks, or parking areas, regardless of
size. Applicable projects shall submit a stormwater management plan that demonstrates
compliance with the eleven (11) minimum stormwater management standards and
performance criteria as detailed in the most recent version of the RIDEM Rhode Island
Stormwater Design and Installation Standards Manual. Single-family dwelling projects,
however, may meet these provisions as detailed below in §§ 1.3.1(F)(3)(h) and (i) of this Part,
below.
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Revolution Wind complies with this standard. Stormwater management at the OnSS
emphasizes the use of infiltration to manage up to and including the 100-year storm
event. The stormwater design complies with 250-RICR-150-10-8. Refer to Stormwater
Management Report (Appendix U).
e. Roadways, highways, bridges, and other projects subject to § 1.3.1(M) of this Part shall….
provide treatment and management of stormwater runoff for all new impervious surfaces.
These projects shall submit a stormwater management plan that demonstrates compliance
with the eleven (11) minimum stormwater management standards and performance criteria as
detailed in the most recent version of the RIDEM Rhode Island Stormwater Design and
Installation Standards Manual. Any improvement projects to existing roads, highways and
bridges and other projects subject to § 1.3.1(M) of this Part that result in the creation of new
impervious surfaces shall provide treatment and management of stormwater as above for all
new impervious surfaces. Maintenance activities such as pavement resurfacing projects,
replacement of existing drainage systems, minor roadway repairs, or emergency roadway and
drainage repairs are excluded from these requirements provided the project does not result in
an expansion of the existing impervious surface area, new or enlarged stormwater discharges,
or the removal of roadway materials down to the erodible soil surface of ten thousand (10,000)
square feet or more of existing impervious area.
The Project does not propose any new roadways but will conduct utility installation
along public roads maintained by the QDC and the Town of North Kingstown.
Appropriate soil erosion and sediment control measures incorporated into the SESC
Plan will be implemented during construction such that the interests of this section are
protected. Subsequent parts of this section are not applicable to this Project.
Because the Project does not propose any new Public roadways, bridges, parking lots,
railroad lines, and airports subject to Section 1.3.1(M), the policies prohibitions and
standards in 1.3.1(M) are not applicable to the Project.
f. Unless exempted as a maintenance activity herein, any redevelopment that disturbs ten
thousand (10,000) square feet or more of existing impervious surface coverage shall comply
with Minimum Stormwater Standard 6: Redevelopment and Infill Projects of the RIDEM
Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules (250-RICR-150-10-8). Maintenance
activities subject to § 1.3.1(N) of this Part are excluded from these requirements provided there
is no expansion of the existing impervious surface area and no new or enlarged stormwater
discharges resulting from the maintenance activity.
Not applicable. While the Onshore Transmission Cable and Landfall Work Area
construction may temporarily disturb up to 2.2 acres (0.89 ha) of existing impervious
surfaces, this work is exempt from Minimum Standard 6 as stipulated under Minimum
Standard 6 A.4. Pavement excavation and patching that is incidental to the primary
project purpose, such as replacement of a collapsed storm drain, is not classified as
redevelopment 18 In this instance, the primary project purpose is the installation of an
underground transmission line.
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g. All stormwater management plans shall take into consideration potential impacts associated
with the discharge of stormwater runoff into the coastal environment. Applicants shall address
these potential impacts to include, but not limited to, the following:
(1) Impacts to coastal wetlands such as changes in species composition due to the introduction
of freshwater to high marsh areas;
(2) Changes in the salinity of tidal receiving waters;
(3) Thermal impacts to receiving waters;
(4) Effects of introducing stormwater runoff to receiving waters that have low dissolved oxygen
concentrations; and
(5) Other potential water quality impacts as may be identified by CRMC staff.
The stormwater management design for the Project emphasizes the use of infiltration
practices which infiltrate up to and including the 100-year storm event which addresses
(2) through (5) above. The Project will not discharge to salt marshes.
h. Applicants for single-family residential dwellings and accessory structures …
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose any single-family dwellings.

i. Applicants for single-family dwellings and accessory structures located on CRMCdesignated barriers shall manage stormwater runoff as follows: (list omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose any single-family dwellings or
accessory structures located on CRMC-designated barriers.
j. New or enlarged stormwater discharges to salt marshes and well flushed tidal channels
within high marshes …
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose any new or enlarged discharges to
salt marsh or tidal channels.
k. Stormwater open drainage and pipe conveyance systems must be designed to provide
adequate passage for flows leading to, from, and through stormwater management facilities
for at least the ten (10) year, twenty-four (24) hour Type III storm event. Applicants may not be
required to control post-development peak discharge rates at pre-development peak discharge
rates provided the project design provides for non-erosive stormwater discharges to tidal
waters.
The OnSS stormwater drainage and conveyance systems have been sized for the
anticipated ten (10) year, twenty-four (24) hour Type III storm event and match or
reduce peak discharge rates.
l. Applicants may be required to submit a pollutant loading analysis to demonstrate that a
proposed project will not unduly contribute to, or cause, water resource degradation when such
projects are located in sensitive coastal resource areas. When a pollutant loading analysis is
required, the applicant shall use the method detailed in the RIDEM Stormwater Management,
Design and Installation Rules (250-RICR-150-10-8). If the Council determines that any
proposed stormwater discharge will result in an unacceptable discharge of pollutants to the
tidal waters of Rhode Island, the Council shall require the applicant to mitigate the pollutant
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loads to acceptable levels using the practices detailed in the stormwater rules. Frequently, this
can be accomplished using these practices in series to achieve higher pollutant removal
efficiencies.
Revolution Wind complies with this standard. The proposed stormwater management
design emphasizes the use of infiltrate practices at the OnSS. Specifically, the
substation incorporates QPAs as a pretreatment mechanism prior to discharge of
runoff from the substation yard into surface infiltration basins. Other impervious
surfaces discharge directly to these infiltration basins. The stormwater management
design will infiltrate up to and including the 100-year storm event. Refer to Revolution
Wind Proposed Onshore Substation Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U).
m. The use of proprietary hydrodynamic (swirl) separator or filter devices …
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose the use of any proprietary
treatment devices.
n. For outfalls:
(1) Work on outfalls, drainage channels, etc., shall proceed from the shoreline toward the
upland in order that no unfinished or un-stabilized lower channel portions be subjected to
erosion-producing velocities from upstream. If this cannot be accomplished, all flow shall be
diverted from the unfinished areas until stabilization is completed.
Not applicable. The Project does not propose work on outfalls, drainage channels, etc.
(2) Where possible, outfall pipe slopes shall be designed for an exit velocity of less than five (5)
feet per second.
Revolution Wind complies with this standard. The outlet pipe from the OnSS
infiltration system is designed with a 0.84 percent slope and a 4.0 cfs outlet velocity.
(3) Screens or grates shall be placed over the end of large outfalls to trap debris.
Not applicable. The Project does not include the construction of large outfalls. A 10”
diameter outfall is proposed at the OnSS.
(4) Beaches or other coastal features in front of outfalls shall be returned to original grade.
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose outfalls on beaches or other coastal
features.
(5) Riprap placed on beaches shall not increase the grade of the beach higher than one foot in
order to maintain lateral access below mean high water.
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose riprap on beaches or other coastal
features.
(6) Riprap shall be compact, hard, durable, angular stone, with an approximate unit weight of
one hundred sixty-five (165) lbs/cubic foot.
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose riprap on beaches or other coastal
features.
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(7) Riprap shall be placed with an adequate bedding of crushed rock or other suitable filtering
material.
Riprap at the flared end section of the outlet pipe at the OnSS is proposed to have a
bedding layer of 6 inches (15.24 cm) of 2-inch (5 cm) crushed stone.
o. Applicants with new or modified single-family dwelling projects subject to the stormwater
management provisions herein shall submit the following information: (list omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose any single-family dwellings.
p. Applicants for all other projects subject to the stormwater management provisions herein
shall submit the following information:
(1) 8.5 x 11 inch site plan depicting the location of all structural stormwater (LID or otherwise)
components;
Site plans depicting the location of all structural stormwater (LID or otherwise)
components are provided at 24 in (61 cm) by 36 in (91.4 cm) size are in Appendix A.
The Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U) is provided at 8.5 (21.6 cm) x
11inches (28 cm) within the exception of the subwatershed figures which are 11 in (28
cm) x17in (43.18 cm).
(2) Operation & Maintenance Plan that meets the specifications detailed in the most recent
version of the RIDEM Rhode Island Stormwater Design and Installation Standards Manual; and
An O&M Plan is provided in Appendix V.
(3) Following completion of the approved project, a post-construction certification by a Rhode
Island registered P.E. and Rhode Island registered Landscape Architect, where required,
demonstrating that all stormwater structures, LID components, and requisite planting
materials necessary for the function of the stormwater management system were installed in
accordance with the approved permit, specifications and approved site plans.
Revolution Wind will comply.

CRMP Section 1.3.1(G) – Construction of Shoreline Protection Facilities
Not Applicable. The Project does not include construction of Shoreline Protection
Facilities. Using an HDD methodology, the RWEC-RI will be installed beneath the
existing cast-in place concrete revetment fronted by riprap; thus, the Project will not
impact the existing Shoreline Protection Facility in the Project Area.

CRMP Section 1.3.1(H) – Energy-Related Activities and Structures
Please note, Revolution Wind understands CRMC is evaluating whether Section 1.3.1(H)
applies to this Category B application. Revolution Wind has provided the following
responses, which may be withdrawn if agreement is reached that these provisions are
not applicable.
1. Planning for energy facilities
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a. Planning policies
(1) For applicable policies and standards pertaining to offshore renewable energy facilities see
Subchapter 05 of this Chapter (CRMC Rhode Island Ocean Special Area Management Plan).
Not Applicable. Offshore renewable energy facilities are referred to in Chapter 20
Subchapter 05 of the Ocean SAMP. The Ocean SAMP applies to all offshore renewable
energy facilities that are proposed for or located within state waters of the Ocean
SAMP area. Responses to Ocean SAMP requirements applicable to portions of the
Project in state waters are provided in Section 5 of this Category B Assent application.
There are no power generation facilities associated with the Project within state waters
or state boundaries.
In addition, the offshore wind farm components of the Project on the Outer
Continental Shelf will be reviewed under CRMC’s enforceable policies during the
federal consistency review under the Ocean SAMP.
2. Siting of energy facilities
a. Policies and regulations
(1) Facilities for the processing, transfer and storage of petroleum products and the production
of electrical power provide services necessary to support and maintain the public welfare and
the state’s economy. Such facilities, whether sited in the coastal region or elsewhere, have a
high probability of affecting coastal resources and land uses because of their large size,
environmental and aesthetic impacts, and impacts on surrounding land uses and broad
development patterns.
(2) In order to properly and effectively discharge legislatively delegated responsibilities related
to the location, construction, alteration and/or operation of energy facilities, including facilities
for the processing, transfer and storage of petroleum products and the production of electrical
power, the Council finds a need to require in all instances a permit for such location,
construction, alteration and/or operation within the State of Rhode Island where there is a
reasonable probability of conflict with a Council plan or program, or damage to the coastal
environment.
Noted. Revolution Wind complies with this standard through submission of this
Category B Assent application for the portion of the Project within the State of Rhode
Island.
(3) The siting, construction, alteration and/or operation of petroleum processing, transfer or
storage facilities and power generating facilities within the State of Rhode Island shall require a
Council permit when there is reasonable probability demonstrated by reliable and probative
evidence that the proposal will:
(AA) Conflict with any Council management plan or program.
Revolution Wind complies with CRMC’s management plans and programs as
documented herein.
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(BB) Make any area unsuitable for any uses or activities to which it is allocated by a Council
Plan or Program, or
Revolution Wind complies with this policy. Project components located within areas
that are allocated a designated use include the RWEC-RI, the Landfall Work Area and
portions of the Onshore Transmission Cable. Temporary disruption of allocated uses
and activities in these areas may occur during construction, maintenance and
decommissioning of these Project components. However, given design of these Project
components, operations will not interrupt any Council-designated uses and activities.
(CC) Significantly damage the environment of the coastal region.
As demonstrated in Section 3 of this application, Revolution Wind has undertaken an
extensive analysis of environmental conditions in the Project Area. The Project will not
result in significant damage to the environment. Where impacts are unavoidable,
Revolution Wind has minimized the extent of the impact and proposed environmental
protective measures to mitigate for these impacts. Refer to tables 2.2-8 and 2.2-9 of
this application for a description of proposed environmental protective measures.
(4) Applicants for energy facilities must consider the projected impacts of climate change,
including but not limited to projected storm surge, coastal erosion and sea level rise to these
facilities.
Refer to Section 4.2.6 of this Category B Assent application.
(5) Applicants shall be further required to demonstrate by reliable and probative evidence that:
(AA) Alternative sites have been considered and rejected for environmental, economic and/or
operational reasons.
Refer to Section 2.1 for a description of alternatives considered.
(BB) Construction and/or operation will be in conformance with all applicable environmental
standards, guidelines and objectives.
In addition to the Category B Assent requested in this application, the Project requires
a multitude of other local, state and federal permits and approvals which are
summarized in Table 1.4-1. Revolution Wind has initiated consultation with all of the
agencies having jurisdiction over the Project and will be required to meet the
standards, guidelines and objectives of these agencies.
(CC) Siting will not cause secondary developments that are inconsistent with the State Guide
Plan or approved municipal comprehensive plans.
As an industrial facility, principally buried underground, the Project will not induce
secondary development.
(DD) Operation will not degrade aquifers or water bodies utilized for public water supply, and
Refer to Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 of this application.
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(EE) Adequate procedures for the safe transport and/or disposal of products, materials and/or
wastes hazardous to man or the coastal environment will be taken, including emergency
containment and cleanup.
Revolution Wind will comply. The Project will implement an ERP/OSRP for work in the
offshore environment (Appendix G). Onshore, the Project will comply with the
applicable state and federal regulations regarding solid waste and hazardous waste
storage, transport and disposal; and oil pollution control.
(6) Where on the basis of such evidence and/or demonstrations the Council finds a reasonable
probability of noncompliance with any applicable policy or regulation, including § 1.3.8(B) of
this Part, it shall require appropriate modification of or shall deny the application in question.
Revolution Wind has carefully designed the Project to comply with applicable policies
and regulations.
(7) Recipients of approved Council permits shall be required to maintain such records as may
be necessary to monitor and ensure compliance of facility operations with all applicable
Policies as set forth above.
Revolution Wind will comply.
(8) Offshore renewable energy projects shall comply with the policies and standards in
Subchapter 05 of this Chapter (CRMC Rhode Island Ocean Special Area Management Plan).
Compliance with Ocean SAMP policies and standards is demonstrated in Section 5 of
this application.
3. Certified verification agent (CVA) requirement for energy-related activities defined in § 1.1.2
of this Part for which the CRMC has jurisdiction or requires a permit in accordance with §§
1.1.4 and 1.3.3 of this Part, and as required by the CRMC executive director to review projects
that are outside the scope of CRMC staff expertise. (subparts omitted)
Revolution Wind has submitted a CVA nomination to BOEM. BOEM approved the CVA
nomination on June 10, 2021. Revolution Wind anticipates filing a similar nomination
with CRMC to satisfy this requirement of the Category B Assent application.
4. Prerequisites
a. Applicants must demonstrate that all relevant local zoning ordinances, building codes, flood
hazard standards, and all state safety codes, fire codes, and environmental requirements have
or will be met.
Refer to Section 4.6.2 of this application.
5. Prohibitions
a. Industrial operations and structures are prohibited in Type 1 and 2 waters or on shoreline
features and their contiguous areas abutting these waters.
Not applicable. The Project does not propose industrial operations and structures in
Type 1 or Type 2 waters.
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6. Additional Category B requirements
a. Unless preempted under the regulations of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission the
following summary defines the scope of the topics that shall be addressed by applicants for
power generating and petroleum processing and storage as they apply to construction,
operation, decommissioning, and waste disposal:
(1) Environmental impacts,
Refer to Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.6 and 3.2.1 through 3.2.6 of this Category B Assent
application.
(2) Social impacts,
Refer to Sections 3.1.7, 3.1.8, and 3.2.7 through 3.2.11 of this Category B Assent
application.
(3) Economic impacts,
Refer to Sections 1.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.8 of this Category B Assent application.
Also, refer to response to Section 1.2.1(G)(2)(c) in Section 4.3 of this Category B Assent
application for a summary of the economic benefits to Rhode Island associated with
the Project.
(4) Alternative sites,
Refer to Section 2.1 of this Category B Assent application.
(5) Alternative means to fulfill the need for the facility,
Refer to Sections 1.3 and 2.1 of this Category B Assent application.
(6) Demonstration of need, and
Refer to Section 1.3 of this Category B Assent application.
(7) Consistency with state and national energy policies.
Refer to Section 1.3 of this Category B Assent application.
b. Shorefront sites shall demonstrate the need for access to navigable waters or cooling and/or
process water.
Not applicable. The Project does not require access to navigable waters or cooling
and/or process water.
c. The above requirements for energy facilities do not have to be addressed if the proposal is
for an electrical generating facility of forty (40) megawatt capacity or less, or for a petroleum
storage facility of less than two thousand four hundred (2,400) barrel capacity. Such smallscale facilities shall be considered commercial or residential structures (see § 1.3.1(C) of this
Part).
Not applicable.
7. Standards
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a. See standards given in "Filling, removing, or grading" in § 1.3.1(B) of this Part, as applicable.
Refer to Section 4.6.1 of this Category B Assent application.
b. See standards given in “Residential, commercial, industrial, and public recreational
structures” in § 1.3.1(C) of this Part, as applicable.
Refer to Section 4.6.3 of this Category B Assent application.
c. See standards given in “Treatment of sewage and stormwater” in § 1.3.1(F) of this Part, as
applicable.
Refer to Section 4.6.3 of this Category B Assent application.
8. Transfer of petroleum products (list omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose the transfer of petroleum
products.

CRMP Section 1.3.1(I) – Dredging and Dredged Material Disposal
1. Policies
a. The Council shall support necessary maintenance dredging activities in Type 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
waters, provided environmentally sound disposal locations and procedures are identified.
Not applicable. The Project is not a maintenance dredging activity.
b. Where beneficial re-use options as set forth in R.I. Gen. Laws § 46-6.1-3 are not practical, the
Council favors offshore open-water disposal for large volumes of dredged materials, providing
that environmental impacts are minimized.
The Project does not propose disposal of dredged material. Dredge material at the
HDD exit pits will be re-used for backfill of the pits. Sediments disturbed during cable
installation will naturally backfill or fallback into the cable trench.
c. The Council encourages the use of innovative nearshore methods of dredged materials
disposal, particularly when small volumes of material must be disposed. These options include
but are not limited to the creation of wetlands, shellfish habitat, and beach nourishment in
suitable areas.
As noted above, the Project will re-use excavated material at the HDD exit pits for
backfill. This method will minimize impacts to benthic resources in the disturbance
area. Also, sediments disturbed during RWEC-RI installation beyond the HDD exit pits
will naturally backfill or fallback with use of cable installation methods described in
Section 2.2.3 of this Category B Assent application.
d. For disposal of dredged material resulting from maintenance dredging operations, a
Category A Review may be permitted provided the Executive Director determines that the
disposal is conducted consistent with the RIDEM’s dredging regulations and that the disposal is
at an approved disposal facility, or at an approved federal disposal facility. Category A reviews
may also be permitted when: (list omitted)
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Not applicable. The Project is not a maintenance dredging operation.
e. For beach replenishment, a Category A review may be permitted for the placement of clean
sands provided the Executive Director determines that the placement of the materials shall be
for beach replenishment only, and the proposal meets the standards of §§ 1.1.4(E) and 1.3.1(I)
of this Part as applicable.
Not applicable. The Project does not involve beach replenishment.
f. The Council utilizes and follows the prescribed processes outlined in the army corps
regulations and manuals for both upland and in-water dredged material disposal.
Not applicable. The Project does not propose upland or in-water disposal of dredge
material.
g. The Council may require performance assurance bonds for projects that utilize in-water
disposal or transit federal channels with loaded scows.
Not applicable. The Project does not propose in-water disposal of dredge material or
transit federal channels with loaded scows.
2. Prerequisites: R.I. Gen. Laws § 46-6.1-7 specifies that approvals for dredging and dredged
material disposal require Council and DEM approval. Further, the Council, as the lead agency
for dredging, shall be the initial point of contact for application submittals. The Council and
DEM have developed protocols that set out how proposed dredging activities shall be
coordinated for review. A pre-application consultation request with the Council and DEM (and
other agencies as appropriate) is an element of these protocols and is strongly encouraged for
all applicants.
For ease of reference, Revolution Wind acknowledges the standards set forth in
Section 1.3.1(I)(2)(a-g) and does not restate those standards herein. See Section 3.2.2.3
for a discussion regarding analytical sediment sampling results. A pre-application
meeting was held with the CRMC and RIDEM on June 18, 2020 to discuss
environmental sampling in accordance with Rules and Regulations for Dredging and
the Management of Dredged Materials (250-RICR-150-05-2).
The Project will submit a Dredge Permit application to CRMC and RIDEM pursuant to
the Rules and Regulations for Dredging and the Management of Dredged Materials
(250-RICR-150-05-2.1 et seq.) for temporary excavation and backfill of HDD exit pits.
3. Prohibitions
a. The disposal of dredged materials on or adjacent to coastal wetlands…
Not applicable. The Project does not propose disposal of dredge material on coastal
features or coastal wetlands.
b. No dredging for navigational purposes is permitted in Type 1 waters…
Not applicable. The Project does not propose dredging for navigational purposes, or in
Type 1 or Type 2 waters.
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c. It is prohibited to utilize any mechanical system to remove, relocate, wash or otherwise alter
the seabed in any Rhode Island waters…
Revolution Wind is seeking a Council Assent for the Project through this application.
The Project proposes a temporary excavation of sediments at the HDD exit pits for the
purposes of the HDD installation.
4. Additional Category B requirements
a. Applicants for all dredging projects shall provide accurate soundings in the area of the
proposed dredging operation.
Plans for the RWEC-RI and HDD Landfall are provided at Appendix A. These plans
provide accurate bathymetric contours based on information collected during Projectspecific surveys.
b. Applicants shall describe any temporary or permanent disturbance to a coastal feature…
Not applicable. Disturbances of coastal features are avoided through the use of HDD
installation techniques.
c. When fine-grained sediments are to be removed, the applicant shall employ proper turbidity
controls as necessary to control the transport of materials placed in suspension by dredging
unless the applicant demonstrates to the Council on the basis of competent professional
analysis that such transport will not be significant or will be controlled by other measures.
Sediment samples collected within the proposed exit pit vicinity contained fine grained
sediments throughout the profile (0-15 feet or 4.6 m below grade) (see Section 3.2.2.3).
Revolution Wind does not propose side casting material and excavated material will be
stored on a support barge during excavation of sediments at the HDD exit pits.
d. The applicant shall limit dredging and disposal to specific times of the year…
Revolution Wind will adhere to TOY restrictions, as determined through coordination
with RIDEM and NOAA NMFS (see Section 2.2.4.1 of this Category B Assent
application).
e. Applicants for improvement dredging projects…
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose an improvement dredging project.
f. When dredged materials are removed from a marine to an upland environment for
disposal…
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose upland disposal of sediments.
g. Applicants proposing dredging operations associated with residential boating facilities…
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose dredging associated with a
residential boating facility.
5. Standards: All applications submitted to the Council for dredging and disposal shall
demonstrate that they have met all applicable sections of the CRMC/DEM dredging application
checklist.
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a. All materials to be dredged for either open water disposal or upland disposal must be
classified by the Department of Environmental Management (DEM). Applicants for dredging or
open water disposal of dredged materials shall also be required to obtain a dredging permit
(which contains the Section 401 Clean Water Act Water Quality Certification) from the DEM.
Revolution Wind will comply. An application for dredging will be submitted to the
CRMC and RIDEM. A Section 401 Water Quality Certification will also be requested
from RIDEM. The Project does not propose dredged materials disposal.
b. For dredging:
(1) Bottoms of dredged areas shall slope downward into the waterway so as to maximize tidal
flushing.
Revolution Wind does not propose a permanent excavation of sediments therefore
maximizing of tidal flushing is not proposed nor is it optimal given the temporary
nature of the excavations.
(2) Bottom slopes at the edges of dredged areas shall have a maximum slope of fifty percent
(50%) percent.
Revolution Wind does not propose a permanent excavation of sediments therefore the
slopes of the excavations will be determined based on the engineering parameters of
the HDD exit pits.
(3) Dredging shall be planned so as to avoid undermining adjacent shoreline protection
facilities and/or coastal features.
The proposed HDD exit pit excavation is approximately 1,000 ft (305 m) from the
closest shoreline protection feature.
(4) Shellfish dredged from waters classified SB or lower shall not be made available for human
consumption or bait.
Not applicable. Shellfish dredging is not proposed.
(5) All dredging at any marina shall be bounded to the footprint of the Marina Perimeter Limit
(MPL). Side slopes associated with such dredging shall be allowed to extend beyond the MPL
and then only when all adjacent structures are not impacted.
Not applicable. Dredging at a marina is not proposed.
c. For dredged materials disposal in open water: (list omitted)
Not applicable. Revolution Wind does not propose dredged materials disposal. Dredge
material at the HDD exit pits will be re-used for backfill of the pits.
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CRMP Section 1.3.1(J) – Filling in Tidal Waters
1. Policies
a. It is the Council's policy to discourage and minimize the filling of coastal waters.
Revolution Wind proposes to install two submarine export cables (RWEC-RI) in coastal
waters of Narragansett Bay and Rhode Island Sound to bring offshore renewable
energy into the regional transmission grid which serves Rhode Island and Connecticut.
Burial of the RWEC-RI will typically target a depth of 4 to 6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) below
seabed. The target burial depth for the RWEC will be determined based on an
assessment of seabed conditions, seabed mobility, the risk of interaction with external
hazards such as fishing gear and vessel anchors, and a site-specific Cable Burial Risk
Assessment. Where burial cannot occur, sufficient burial depth cannot be achieved, or
protection is required due to cables crossing other cables or pipelines, additional cable
protection methods may be used. It is estimated that approximately 22 acres (8.9 ha)
of seafloor will be filled for cable protection. Refer to Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.6 of
this Category B Assent application for additional detail regarding cable burial and
secondary cable protection, respectively. In addition, concrete mattresses or equivalent
protection will be used to protect the HDPE conduit at the HDD exit pits.
b. Filling which is determined by the Council to be incidental to activities conducted in
accordance with § 1.3.1(G) of this Part is not "filling in tidal waters" and is addressed by the
policies, prerequisites, prohibitions, requirements, and standards contained in § 1.3.1(G) of this
Part.
Not Applicable. The Project does not involve the construction or maintenance of a
Shoreline Protection Facility.
c. In considering the merits of any given proposal to fill tidal waters, the Council shall weigh
the public benefit to be served by the proposal against the loss or degradation of the affected
public resource(s).
Refer to Section 1.2 for a description of the purpose and need of the Project.
d. Filling may be permitted where necessary for an approved erosion control or bulkheading
project, but only when it has been demonstrated that the amount of filling has been minimized
in accordance with the requirements of § 1.3.1(G) of this Part.
The Project does not propose bulkheading or coastal erosion control.
e. It is the Council’s policy to require a public access plan, in accordance with § 1.3.6 of this
Part, as part of any application for filling of tidal waters. A variance from this policy may be
granted if an applicant can meet the variance requirements set forth in § 1.1.7 of this Part and
demonstrate that no significant public access impacts will occur as a result of the proposed
project.
Not applicable. The Project will not result in a significant impact to public access to the
shoreline. The Project occurs within the Quonset Business Park which has existing
dedicated public access points (QDC, 2015). Construction of the Onshore Transmission
Cable will temporarily restrict access to the Blue Beach public access point during
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active construction phases. However, access will not be blocked and any impact
resulting from construction traffic would be limited in duration and intermittent.
f. In accordance with R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 46-23-6(4)(iii) and 46-23-16, the Council is authorized
to grant, modify, or deny licenses, permits, and easements for the use of coastal resources
which are held in trust by the state for all its citizens, and impose fees for private use of these
resources. Licenses, permits and easements issued by the Council for the use of public trust
resources remain subject to the public trust, convey no title, are valid only with the conditions
and stipulations with which they are granted, and imply no guarantee of renewal.
Through this application, the Project will seek a license and/or commercial lease of
submerged lands for renewable energy development, as appropriate, from CRMC
pursuant to CRMC’s Enabling Act, R.I. Gen. Laws Section 46-23-1 et seq, and applicable
CRMC regulations. All other real estate licenses, permits, and easements have been or
will be negotiated by the Project with the state local or private entity having authority
over the subject real estate (Refer to Proof of Ownership documentation provided with
this application).
g. Filling which is determined by the Council to be incidental to activities conducted in
accordance with § 1.3.1(G) of this Part is not "filling in tidal waters" and is addressed by the
policies, prerequisites, prohibitions, requirements, and standards contained in § 1.3.1(G) of
this Part.
Refer to response to § 1.3.1(G) above.
2. Prerequisites
a. Except for federal consistency reviews, applicants for projects requiring filling in tidal waters
shall be required to obtain a Section 401 (Clean Water Act 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251–1387) Water
Quality Certification…
The Project will file an application with the RIDEM for a Section 401 Water Quality
Certificate.
b. Permits for projects requiring filling in tidal waters must be obtained concurrently from the
Army Corps of Engineers and the Council….
The Project will file an Individual Permit application with the USACE for activities
subject to the jurisdiction of Section 404 of the CWA and Section 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Appropriation Act of 1899.
3. Prohibitions
a. Filling in Type 1 and 2 waters is prohibited.
Not applicable. The Project is located in Type 4 and Type 6 waters.
b. Regulations governing the filling and other disturbances to wetlands are set forth in §
1.2.2(D) of this Part.
Not applicable. The Project avoids filling and disturbance of coastal wetlands.
c. Filling in Type 3, 4, 5, and 6 waters is prohibited unless:
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(1) The filling is made to accommodate a designated priority use for that water area;
(2) The applicant has examined all reasonable alternatives and the Council has determined
that the selected alternative is the most reasonable; and
(3) The filling is the minimum necessary to support the priority use.
Refer to response to Section 1.3.1(J)(1)(a) above.
4. Fees
Not applicable. The Project does not propose to create land by the filling of tidal
waters or the dead storage of vessels.

CRMP Section 1.3.1(R) – Submerged Aquatic Vegetation and Aquatic
Habitats of Particular Concern
1. Policies
a. The Council's goal is to preserve, protect and where possible, restore SAV habitat….
As summarized in Section 3.2.3 and detailed in Appendix P to this Category B Assent
application, SAV was identified in the proximity of the landfall location during surveys
performed for the Project in 2020. The Project is designed to avoid SAV and, therefore,
will not result in permanent loss or significant alteration of SAV.
b. Activities under CRMC jurisdiction…shall avoid and minimize impacts to SAV habitat.
As noted above, the Project is designed to avoid SAV and, therefore, will not result in
permanent loss or significant alteration of SAV.
The proposed HDD exit pits will be located approximately 845 feet (257.56 m) east of
the identified SAV. As noted in Section 2.2.4.1 of this Category B Assent application,
Revolution Wind will comply with TOY restrictions as determined through coordination
with RIDEM and NOAA NMFS, which will result in avoidance of the peak SAV growing
season (July to September). In addition, as noted in Table 2.2-8, Revolution Wind will
perform a preconstruction SAV survey to identify any new or expanded SAV beds prior
to construction; the Project design will be refined to avoid impacts to SAV to the
extent practicable.
Impacts to any nearby SAV resulting from cable installation would be associated with
sediment resuspension and subsequent deposition during cable burial and HDD exit
pit excavation. Detailed sediment transport modeling has been performed to
accurately predict the volume of sediment resuspension, concentration of sediments in
the water column during construction activities, the extent of this sediment plume
from the location of activity, and the spatial distribution of sediment deposition depths
from the activity (Refer to Appendix O). The results of this model aid in assessing the
potential impacts on SAV as a result of increased turbidity (sediment resuspension)
and sediment deposition.
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Installation of the RWEC will result in elevated total suspended solids in the water
column (sediment suspension) and sediment deposition. Modeling indicates that
sediment deposition exceeding 0.4 inches (1 cm) may be deposited up to 1,033 feet
(315 m) from cable installation activities and up to 738 feet (225 m) from HDD exit pit
excavation (Refer to Appendix O). Modeling results indicate that elevated turbidity
exceeding 100 mg/L may extend up to 5,839 feet (1,780 m) from cable installation
activities and to 1312 feet (400 m) from HDD exit pit excavation (RPS 2021).
Experimental results revealed Z. marina experienced 50% mortality following rapid
burial of 1.57 inches (4 cm) (1/4 the shoot height) of sediment and 100% mortality
following 4.72 inches (12 cm) (3/4 the shoot height) of rapid burial (Mills and Fonseca
2003). The modeled maximum sediment deposition resulting from installation
activities is below these values (maximum threshold of 0.4 inches [1 cm] was modeled).
Increased total suspended solids in the water column has the potential to block
photosynthetically active radiation (“PAR)” levels. However, Project induced turbidity
levels are expected to be short-lived and not likely to have a direct effect on SAV
photosynthesis or productivity.
c. The Council supports cooperative efforts to determine the current status and identify trends
in the health and abundance of SAV species in Rhode Island using the best information as it
becomes available.
Revolution Wind and their consultant, INSPIRE Environmental, have been in contact
with several agencies and organizations involved with the management and
documentation of SAV habitat distribution in Narragansett Bay including Save the Bay.
The State will update its SAV data by conducting an aerial survey in 2021; data analysis
will be conducted by the Environmental Data Center. Revolution Wind will coordinate
with the State to ensure these data are integrated into its database and considered
during final construction and monitoring planning.
d. Deep water habitats include subtidal waters bordering the immediate shoreline where a
depth of three (3) or more meters is typically achieved within 100 to 200 feet seaward of the
MLW mark. In these areas, eelgrass is typically limited to the shoreline fringe. This
environmental setting is typical of the open waters of Narragansett Bay, Block Island and
Rhode Island Sounds. Examples of these areas include the shorelines of Prudence Island,
Jamestown and Block Island.
Deep water habitats occur along the majority of the RWEC-RI.
e. Shallow water habitats include subtidal waters where a depth of 3 meters is not attained
within 100 – 200 feet of the shoreline and where the average waterbody depth is generally less
than 3 meters. This situation is typical of the salt ponds and other shallow coastal
embayments.
Shallow water habitats occur at the Project’s landfall location at Quonset Point.
f. The Council shall assess the potential impacts to SAV and its habitat from proposed
activities on a case-by-case basis. Such impacts may include, but shall not be limited to the
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introduction of excess nutrients, sedimentation, shading, and/or disruption of SAV and SAV
habitats.
The RWEC-RI avoids SAV and, therefore, will not result in permanent loss or significant
alteration of SAV. Impacts to any nearby SAV resulting from cable installation would
be associated with sediment resuspension and subsequent deposition during cable
burial and HDD exit pit excavation. These impacts are described above in response to
Section 1.3.1(R)(1)(b).
g. All impacts to SAV and SAV habitat shall be avoided where possible and minimized to the
extent practicable. Where the impacts are substantial or cannot be avoided or minimized, the
Council may deny the application. The Council may exercise greater discretion if the proposed
site is adjacent to or includes a restoration site and/or the site includes the sole source of SAV
habitat.
As noted above, the RWEC-RI avoids known SAV habitat, although temporary impacts
associated with sediment resuspension are possible. Refer to response to Section
1.3.1(R)(1)(b) above.
Revolution Wind sought information from Save the Bay regarding previous SAV
restoration efforts located at Sauga Point, which is at the mouth of Wickford Harbor,
southwest of the Project’s landfall location. This restoration effort consisted of
transplanting SAV shoots between 2003 and 2007. SAV beds in this vicinity were not
documented in the RIGIS 2017 datasets. The Project will not impact the SAV restoration
efforts at Sauga Point.
h. SAV habitats designated for preservation within the boundaries of the Narragansett Bay
National Estuarine Reserve (NBNERR)…
Not applicable. No Project activities are in the vicinity of the NBNERR.
i. In tidal waters where applicants propose activities under §§ 1.3.1(C), (D), (F), (I), (J), (K), and
(O) of this Part, and the Council’s staff determines that SAV habitat is not present, an SAV
survey will not be required. When such activities are proposed in areas of current or historic
SAV habitat, an SAV survey shall be required (see § 1.3.1(R)(3) of this Part).
INSPIRE Environmental conducted a SAV survey over three days in September 2020
(Refer to Appendix P). More information regarding this survey effort is provided in
responses to 3(a)-(d) below.
In addition, as noted in Table 2.2-8, Revolution Wind will perform a preconstruction
SAV survey to identify any new or expanded SAV beds prior to construction; the
Project design will be refined to avoid impacts to SAV to the extent practicable.
j. It is the policy of the Council that SAV surveys shall be completed during peak biomass. SAV
surveys shall be completed in Narragansett Bay between July 1 and September 15….
Consistent with this policy, the 2020 SAV survey performed by Revolution Wind
occurred on September 4, 5, and 14. The preconstruction SAV survey will be conducted
between July 1 and September 15.
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k. Aquaculture operations, which utilize floating racks and bottom culture techniques, can
shade SAV….
Not applicable. The Project does not propose aquaculture.
2. Prohibitions (list omitted)
None of the prohibitions listed in this standard are applicable to the Project.
3. Standards
a. For activities under §§ 1.3.1(C), (D), (F), (I), (J), (K), and (O) of this Part, where the Council’s
staff is satisfied that SAV is not present within the limits of the proposed activity, an SAV survey
will not be required.
Refer to response to 3(b) below. An SAV survey was performed for the Project in
September 2020.
b. For activities under §§ 1.3.1(C), (D), (F), (I), (J), (K), and (O) of this Part, the Council shall
require SAV surveys in tidal waters of the south shore salt ponds and other shallow water
embayments, around Jamestown, Newport and in other areas when the Council’s staff has
evidence of SAV habitats. In areas where the Council’s Staff lacks enough evidence to make a
determination of SAV presence or absence, an SAV survey may be required.
A GIS analysis of available eelgrass mapping data for Narragansett Bay (RIGIS, 2017),
was initially conducted to evaluate potential for SAV in the Project Area. This included
data from 2009, 2012, and 2016 (RIGIS 2017). Based on this GIS analysis, a small section
of eelgrass is present on the western side of Dutch Island, approximately 1,150 feet
(350 m) from the proposed RWEC-RI. The next closest area of mapped eelgrass is on
the western side of Conanicut Island, approximately 1,411 feet (430 m) from the RWECRI. In the vicinity of the Project’s landfall location, known SAV locations in the general
vicinity of the Project’s landfall location include at the mouth of Wickford Harbor and
adjacent to Cornelius Island (documented in 2016 and located approximately 5,000 ft
(1,524 m) west of the landfall location) and on the west side of Compass Rose Beach
(documented in 2012 and located approximately 2,430 ft (740.6 m) east of the landfall
location).
Given these existing data and the potential for SAV habitat in the shallow waters near
the landfall location, an SAV survey was conducted in subtidal shallow waters around
the landfall location.
c. A survey that has been conducted three or more years prior to the date of the application
will not satisfy the requirements of this section.
The September 2020 survey was performed within one year of this Category B Assent
application. Also, as noted in Table 2.2-8, Revolution Wind will perform a
preconstruction SAV survey to identify any new or expanded SAV beds and will refine
Project design to avoid impacts to SAV to the extent practicable.
d. Where an SAV survey is required, the following standards are required. CRMC staff may
require additional information: (list omitted)
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The 2020 SAV survey was conducted onboard a 23-ft (7 m) Carolina Skiff using a
towed underwater video sled to assess the presence/absence of SAV. The survey
focused on the nearshore area off Quonset Point in the area between Blue Beach and
the western edge of the Electric Boat property, out to a depth of approximately 15 ft
(4.6 m). A total of 52 transect lines varying in length and orientation were performed.
Video transect data were analyzed to identify the presence or absence of SAV in each
video file. Additional parameters were analyzed where SAV was present including SAV
bed extent (percent cover) and general sediment type, in accordance with federal and
state agency protocols.
e. Standard design options for the construction of residential boating facilities in areas of SAV
habitat.
This standard and its subparts are not applicable as the Project is not a residential
boating facility.
f. In order to minimize impact upon SAV, all operations and docking of vessels shall be
confined to the terminal portion of the facility. Docking and operation of motorized boats
and/or other vessels elsewhere along the facility shall only be permitted over areas of no SAV
habitat, as determined during staff review.
Not applicable.

CRMP Section 1.3.3 – Inland Activities and Alterations that are subject to
Council Permitting
A. Policies
1. For consistency with state land development legislation, the Council hereby adopts the
activities identified by R.I. Gen Laws. § 45-23-27 as applicable for review.
Not applicable. The Project does not propose activities subject to review under these
provisions of the RIGL.
2. The Council shall review all proposals inland of the area contiguous to shoreline features
which involve any of the above identified activities and alterations….
Revolution Wind acknowledges CRMC’s authority to require an Assent for the Project
as demonstrated by this application for Category B Assent.
3. Council Assents are also required for any other activity or alteration not listed in Table 1,
Table 1A, or Table 1B, but which has a reasonable probability of conflicting with the Council’s
goals and its management plans or programs, and/or has the potential to damage the
environment of the coastal region.
Revolution Wind acknowledges CRMC’s authority to require an Assent for the Project
as demonstrated by this application for Category B Assent.
4. Persons proposing subdivisions, cooperatives, and other multi ownership facilities, [of six (6)
units or more] or activities generating more than 40,000 square feet (3,716 m²) of impervious
surface any portion of which extends onto a shoreline feature or its contiguous area, or within
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critical coastal areas, or those areas as identified in R.I. Gen. Laws § 45-23-27 are required to
apply for a Council Assent.
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose a subdivision. Revolution Wind does not
propose to generate 40,000 sf (3,716 m²) of impervious surfaces on a shoreline feature
or its 200-foot (61-m) Contiguous Area.
5. Applicants proposing any of these activities shall satisfy all requirements specified in the
RICRMP and any applicable special area management plan. Applicants shall also submit the
following with their applications:
a. A stormwater management plan as required in § 1.3.1(F) of this Part and as described in the
most recent version of the DEM Stormwater Management, Design, and Installation Rules (250RICR-150-10-8).
A Stormwater Management Plan prepared for the OnSS is included with this
application. The plan was prepared consistent with 250-RICR-150-10-8 (Refer to
Appendix U).
b. A soils map of the property (suggested scale 1:200) with an accompanying analysis of the
best use potential of the soils present; the soils maps and use potentials analysis prepared by
the U.S.D.A. Natural Resources Conservation Service should be used as the basis for this
analysis.
This mapping has been included in the Stormwater Management Plan (Appendix U).
c. An overlay map showing the principal vegetation types or any significant features
identified by the R.I. Natural History Survey and the R.I. Historic Preservation and Heritage
Commission on the property; the maps prepared by McConnell (1974) and Kupa and Whitman
(1972) may be the basis for information on vegetation.
An overlay plan showing existing cover types has been prepared for the OnSS and is
included in the Stormwater Management Plan (Appendix U).
d. An overlay showing the proposed subdivision layout, including buildings, roadways, parking
areas, drainage systems, sewage treatment and disposal facilities, and undisturbed lands.
The Project does not propose a subdivision or to construct a sewage treatment system
but plans which show the proposed development of the OnSS are provided.
e. A Site Plan as detailed in the most recent version of the Rhode Island Stormwater Design
and Installation Standards Manual.
The Grading, Drainage, and Utility Plans (Drawing No. C-3.00) and SESC Plans (Drawing
No. SESC-2) included in the Plan Set for the OnSS (Appendix A) provide the
information required in the Rhode Island Stormwater Design and Installation
Standards Manual. These plans are provided under confidential cover to this Category
B Assent application because they contain confidential commercial information not
subject to disclosure under Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or
Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. § 552).
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f. Prior to permitting, an archeological survey when recommended by the state Historical
Preservation & Heritage Commission.
Revolution Wind has performed surveys to identify buried archaeological sites in areas
of potential ground disturbance focusing on the Onshore Project Area. Revolution
Wind is continuing to investigate the potential for impacts to terrestrial archaeological
resources in consultation with RIHPHC and Native American Tribes. A copy of the
Project’s current Terrestrial Archaeological Resources Assessment is provided under
confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because it contains
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 382-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552)( (Appendix K).
6. Applicants shall submit this information to the Council for review at the earliest stages of
planning such projects and are required to utilize the Council's Preliminary Determination
process in accordance with applicable requirements of the Land Development and Subdivision
Review Enabling Act (R.I. Gen. Laws § 45-23-25 et seq.). Where so requested, all parties shall
discuss their findings and recommendations at the municipality's pre-application conference,
preliminary hearing, or similar proceeding. The findings and recommendations resulting from
the coordinated, joint review shall be forwarded to the full Council. Where the Council finds a
reasonable probability of conflict with this Program or with an adopted CRMC Special Area
Management Plan, or finds there is a potential to damage the coastal environment, the
Council shall require that suitable modification to the proposal be made or shall deny its
Assent.
Revolution Wind has coordinated closely with CRMC leading up to submission of this
Category B Assent application and a Preliminary Determination was filed with CRMC
on February 8, 2021. See Appendix W Preliminary Determination Application Report of
Findings.
7. In those cases where a subdivision has been approved by the Council, any person wishing to
conduct an approved activity, in accordance with the stipulations of the Council Assent, need
not apply for a separate Assent unless so required by a stipulation of the Assent.
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose a subdivision.
8. Applicants proposing the following projects are required to submit these projects for the
Council's review:
a. Power generating plants over 40 megawatts;
Not Applicable. This application only involves portions of the Project that are in state
waters or onshore which do not include power generation.
b. Chemical or petroleum processing, transfer or storage facilities (excluding storage facilities of
less than 2,400 barrel capacity);
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose these petroleum facilities.
c. Freshwater wetlands in the vicinity of the coast;
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The OnSS is proposed to be constructed in an area subject to this regulation. Review
criteria provided in 650-RICR-20-00-2.10 are presented in this application at Appendix
B.
d. Minerals extraction;
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose minerals extraction.
e. Sewage treatment and disposal facilities (excluding onsite wastewater treatment systems);
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose sewage treatment or disposal facilities.
f. Solid waste disposal facilities; and,
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose solid waste disposal facilities.
g. Desalination plants.
Not Applicable. The Project does not propose desalination plants.
9. Applicants proposing these activities shall demonstrate in writing that the Additional
Category B requirements contained in § 1.3.1(A) of this Part have been satisfied. If the Council
determines that there is a reasonable probability that the project may impact coastal
resources, then it shall be required to obtain a Council Assent in accordance with all applicable
requirements of this program.
Refer to Table 1.3-1 which demonstrates Revolution Wind’s compliance with
requirements listed in Section 1.3.1(A) of the CRMP.
B. Prerequisites
1. Solid waste disposal: permits from the Department of Environmental Management are
required pursuant to the Solid Waste Management Act; and Air Quality Permit will have to be
obtained from DEM if disposal practices include incineration. Disposal of hazardous wastes
requires DEM permits pursuant to the R.I. Hazardous Waste Management Program as well as
EPA permits.
Not applicable. The Project disposal practices do not include incineration of hazardous
waste. Solid waste generated during construction, operation and decommissioning of
the Project will be disposed of at an appropriately licensed facility.
2. Minerals extraction….
Not applicable. The Project does not include any mineral extraction activities.
3. Chemical processing, transfer, and storage….
Not applicable. The Project does not include chemical processing, transfer, or storage.
4. Power generation: persons proposing a hydroelectric plant are required by DEM to obtain a
Wetlands Permit, Dam Safety Certificate, and a Section 401 Water Quality Certification; a
Preliminary Permit will also have to be obtained from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). Other power generating facilities may require a DEM Air Quality
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Certificate, Section 401 Water Quality Certification, and Spill Contingency Plan. An NPDES
permit may have to be obtained from EPA Region 1.
Not applicable. The Project does not include a hydroelectric plant. Revolution Wind
will file an application for a 401 Water Quality Certification and a RIPDES Authorization
under the Construction General Permit.
5. Petroleum processing, transfer, and storage….
Not applicable. The Project does not include chemical processing, transfer, or storage.
6. Sewage treatment and disposal….
Not applicable. The Project does not include sewage treatment or disposal. The Project
uses surface infiltration to treat stormwater at the OnSS and will not need a
Underground Injection Control (UIC) permit.

CRMP Section 1.3.5 – Policies for the Protection and Enhancement of
the Scenic Value of the Coastal Region
A. Policies
1. The primary goal of all Council efforts to preserve, protect, and, where possible, restore the
scenic value of the coastal region is to retain the visual diversity and often unique visual
character of the Rhode Island coast as it is seen by hundreds of thousands of residents and
tourists each year from boats, bridges, and such public vantage points as roadways, public
parks, and public beaches.
The Onshore Transmission Cable will be installed underground, and the RWEC-RI is a
submarine cable. Thus, these Project components will not be visible once constructed.
At a maximum height of 65 ft (20 m) above grade and set back over 400 ft (122 m)
from the road, the proposed OnSS will not be out of scale or character with the
existing types of development currently present in the vicinity, such as the existing
Davisville Substation, or the structures at nearby Quonset Business Park. As such, it is
anticipated that the Project will result in negligible visual impacts to the public
resources present in the VSA. Some Camp Avenue residences are likely to experience
limited visual impacts as a result of the vegetative clearing associated with the OnSS
and the OnSS access driveway. While these impacts are expected to alter the existing
views experienced by the residents directly adjacent to the Project, they are generally
localized and can be minimized through implementing site specific measures, such as
visual screening (refer to Section 3.1.8 and Appendix I).
2. Every effort should be made to safeguard from obstruction significant views to and across
the water from highways, scenic overlooks, public parks, and other vantage points enjoyed by
the public.
The OnSS will be located inland and will not obstruct views to and across the water.
The Onshore Transmission Cable will be below ground and will not cause any visual
effects. The RWEC-RI will be buried in the seafloor and will not affect visual aesthetics.
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3. The importance of the skyline as seen from tidal waters in determining the character of a
view site must be recognized; it should, where possible, not be disrupted by visually intrusive
structures.
The OnSS will not alter the character of the skyline as seen from tidal waters. The OnSS
will be approximately 0.3 miles (0.48 km) north of the Fishing Cove estuary and
obscured by terrain and vegetation.
4. On sites in or adjacent to historic features and districts, new structures should be designed
to provide continuity with the existing scenic and historic character. Within historic districts,
applicants shall consult with the Historic Preservation Commission to identify means for
minimizing disruption and, where possible, enhancing the historic value of the area.
The OnSS is not within a Historic District and will not be out of scale or character with
the existing types of development currently present in the vicinity, such as the existing
Davisville Substation, or the structures at nearby Quonset Business Park.
5. Excellent guidance for preserving the visual character and quality of coastal landscapes in
Rhode Island are contained in "Building at the Shore: A Handbook for Residential Development
on the Rhode Island Coast." Review copies are available at the Council's office in Wakefield.
Noted.
B. In and Adjacent to Type 1, 2, and 4 Water
1. Structures along the water's edge should be screened by vegetation, preferably with native
species typical to the area rather than exotic.
2. Trees that form the first line of visual definition as one looks landward from the water should
be preserved.
3. In new developments, trees should be planted in the drifts that generally follow land
contours and parallel the water's edge rather than in lines that cut across landscape contours.
4. Disruptions of natural landform and vegetation should be minimized.
5. New developments should not compete visually with such significant shoreline features as
coves, peninsulas, cliffs, and bluffs; they should be set back and screened.
The RWEC-RI will be installed within Type 4 Waters; however, as a submarine cable,
this Project component will not be visible once constructed. No above-ground features
are proposed by the Project adjacent to Type 1 or Type 2 waters, or along the water’s
edge.
C. In and Adjacent to Type 3, 5, and 6 Waters
1. In all areas adjacent to Type 3 and 5 waters and, where appropriate, adjacent to Type 6
waters, the public should, where possible, be provided a sense of the water from within the
townscape. Views to and across the water through yards, between houses, and from roadways
should be preserved and, where possible, created.
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The Project’s landfall location is in Type 6 waters. Installation of the RWEC-RI at the
landfall location will be completed using HDD and no above-ground features are
proposed adjacent to Type 3, 5, or 6 waters.
2. When new structures are proposed adjacent to Type 3 and 5 waters….
Not applicable. The Project is proposed in Type 4 and Type 6 waters.
2. When new structures are proposed adjacent to Type 3 and 5 waters….
Not Applicable. The Project is proposed in Type 4 and Type 6 waters.

CRMP Section 1.3.6 – Protection and Enhancement of Public Access to
the Shore
A. Policies
1. As trustee of Rhode Island's coastal resources and in accordance with state and federal
statutory mandates, the Council has a responsibility to ensure that public access to the shore is
protected, maintained and, where possible, enhanced for the benefit of all.
Noted.
2. It is the Council's policy to protect, maintain and, where possible, enhance public access to
and along the shore for the benefit of all Rhode Islanders.
The Project will not prevent public access to the shore. Blue Beach is the nearest public
access point to the shore, approximately 0.2 miles (0.32 km) west of the Project’s
landfall location. Access to the Blue Beach parking lot and trail may be temporarily
impacted as a result of construction activity associated with the Onshore Transmission
Cable. However, access will not be blocked and any impact resulting from traffic would
be limited in duration and intermittent.
3. It is the Council's policy to require applicants to provide, where appropriate, on-site access of
a similar type and level to that which is being impacted as the result of a proposed activity or
development project.
Refer to response to 1.3.6.(A)(2) above.
4. Certain activities which require the private use of public trust resources to the exclusion of
other public uses necessarily impact public access. Due to their likelihood of impacting public
access and/or the public's use and enjoyment of Rhode Island's public trust resources, it is the
Council's policy to require that applications for the following activities include a public access
plan. (a-c omitted)
Refer to response to 1.3.6.(A)(2) above.
5. In accordance with § 1.1.7 of this Part, a variance from this policy may be granted if an
applicant can demonstrate that no significant public access impacts will occur as a result of the
proposed project.
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Refer to response to 1.3.6.(A)(2) above. The Project does not require a variance from
this policy.
6. Publicly funded beach nourishment projects shall contain a public access component.
Not applicable.
7. In accordance with R.I. Gen. Laws § 32-6-5(b), limited liability applies when the CRMC
stipulates public access as a permit condition and when the Council designates a public rightof-way to the shore.
Noted.
B. General Policies
1. Any public access impacts associated with a proposed project should be avoided and
minimized to the maximum extent possible.
Refer to response to 1.3.6.(A)(2) above.
2. Any public access created to compensate for proposed project impacts should be of a type
and level similar to that which will be impacted.
Not applicable. The Project will not prevent public access to the shore in a manner that
requires compensation.
3. In cases where access cannot practically be provided onsite, due to safety, security,
environmental or other considerations, the Council may permit access be provided offsite.
Not applicable. Refer to response to 1.3.6.(A)(2) above..
4. All structural shoreline protection facilities should be designed and constructed in a manner
which does not reasonably interfere with the public's right to pass and re-pass along the shore.
Not applicable. The Project does not propose new shoreline protection facilities.
C. Policies for the development of public access plans
Not Applicable.
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5

Ocean SAMP Regulatory Compliance
For the purposes of this Category B Assent Application and as discussed within Section 1.3.4,
the portion of the RWEC-RI from the mouth of Narragansett Bay to the three-nautical mile
limit of state waters is subject to the policies and regulations of the Ocean SAMP (650-RICR20-05-11) (See Figure 1.1-1). For Project components beyond the three-nautical mile state
waters boundary, the CRMC will review the Project components under its enforceable
policies of CRMC’s federally approved coastal resources management program. The CZMA
federal consistency regulations. Applicable sections from these enforceable policies and
regulations in the Ocean SAMP are referenced below followed by the applicant’s responses.

5.1 Ocean SAMP §11.9 General Policies
A. Ocean SAMP policies and regulatory standards represent actions the CRMC must take to
uphold its regulatory responsibilities mandated to them by the Rhode Island General Assembly
and the CZMA to achieve the Ocean SAMP goals and principles described in the Introduction
Chapter. ... However, for state permitting purposes, offshore developments proposed to be sited
in state waters are bound by both the General Policies (§ 11.9 of this Part) and regulatory
standards (§ 11.10 of this Part) listed herein, The Policies of the Ocean SAMP. ...
Revolution Wind acknowledges the portion of the RWEC-RI within the Ocean SAMP
area is subject to both the General Policies (Section 11.9 of the Ocean SAMP) and
regulatory standards (Section 11.10 of the Ocean SAMP). The applicable policies and
standards are addressed herein.
B. § 11.9 of this Part presents all Ocean SAMP general policies, while § 11.10 of this Part
integrates the regulatory standards into a regulatory process that ensures the Council’s ability
to uphold its mandatory requirements.
Revolution Wind acknowledges the portion of the RWEC-RI within the Ocean SAMP
area is subject to both the General Policies (Section 11.9 of the Ocean SAMP) and
regulatory standards (Section 11.10 of the Ocean SAMP). The applicable policies and
standards area addressed herein.
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C. Any assent holder of a CRMC-approved offshore development, as defined in § 11.10.1(A) of
this Part, shall:
1. Design the project and conduct all activities in a manner that ensures safety and shall not
cause undue harm or damage to natural resources, including their physical, chemical, and
biological components to the extent practicable; and take measures to prevent unauthorized
discharge of pollutants including marine trash and debris into the offshore environment.
Refer to Section 2.2.5 for a description of measures that will be implemented by
Revolution Wind to avoid undue harm or damage to natural resources. In addition,
refer to Appendices X and G for the Project’s Safety Management System and
Emergency Response Plan/Oil Spill Response Plan, which are provided under
confidential cover to this application because they contain confidential commercial
information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. §
552).
2. Submit requests, applications, plans, notices, modifications, and supplemental information
to the Council as required;
Revolution Wind will comply.
3. Acknowledge, in writing, any oral request or notification made by the Council, within three
(3) business days and follow up in writing on such request or notification within a reasonable
period of time as determined jointly by the assent holder and CRMC considering the
circumstances;
Revolution Wind will comply.
4. Comply with the terms, conditions, and provisions of all reports and notices submitted to
the Council, and of all plans, revisions, and other Council approvals, as provided in § 11.10.5 of
this Part;
Revolution Wind will comply.
5. Make all applicable payments on time;
Revolution Wind will comply.
6. Conduct all activities authorized by the assent in a manner consistent with the provisions of
this document, the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Program, and all relevant
federal and state statutes and regulations;
The Project design is intended to be consistent with the provisions of the Ocean SAMP,
the CRMP, and all relevant federal and state statutes and regulations, and Revolution
Wind will comply with all relevant federal and state statutes and regulations in
conducting activities authorized by the assent.
7. Compile, retain, and make available to the Council within the time specified by the Council
any information related to the site assessment, design, and operations of a project; and
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This information is provided within this application for a Category B Assent and the
Project’s COP. Revolution Wind will comply with this policy to the extent the Council
requires additional information.
8. Respond to requests from the Council in a timeframe specified by the Council.
Revolution Wind will comply.
D. Administrative processing fee: For large-scale offshore developments, underwater cables,

and other projects as determined by the Council, the CRMC may asses the applicant with an
administrative processing fee to help defray costs to conduct the CZMA federal consistency

review, including the mitigation negotiations. This fee shall be $20,000. The Council cannot
issue a conditional concurrence or an objection for failure to pay the fee.

This fee is not applicable to this Category B Assent application; Revolution Wind is
supplying the required application fee for this Category B Assent application.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.1 Ecology
A. The Council recognizes that the preservation and restoration of ecological systems shall be

the primary guiding principle upon which environmental alteration of coastal resources will be
measured. Proposed activities shall be designed to avoid impacts and, where unavoidable
impacts may occur those impacts shall be minimized and mitigated.

Noted. The RWEC-RI is designed to avoid adverse impacts and, where unavoidable
impacts may occur those impacts will be minimized and mitigated. All reasonable
efforts have been made to avoid sensitive ecological and benthic resources with
respect to the RWEC-RI cable corridor. Refer to Sections 3.2.3 through 3.2.6 for

discussions regarding potential ecological impacts associated with the RWEC-RI and
proposed avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures.

B. As the Ocean SAMP is an extension and refinement of CRMC’s policies for Type 4

multipurpose waters as described in § 00-1.2.1(E) of this Chapter, CRMC will encourage a

balance among the diverse activities, both traditional and future water dependent uses, while
preserving and restoring the ecological systems.

Noted. The RWEC-RI was sited, planned, and designed to avoid and minimize impacts
and foster coexistence with other water-dependent uses. To the extent there are
potential adverse impacts that cannot be avoided, these will be minimized and
mitigated. Overall, the RWEC-RI is consistent with CRMC’s policies for Type 4

multipurpose waters as it is a water dependent use and will not have any long-term
adverse impacts to activities that coexist in Type 4 waters, such as commercial and

recreational fishing. Refer to Sections 3.2.8 through 3.2.10 for discussions regarding
potential impacts to other water-dependent uses associated with the RWEC-RI and
proposed avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures.
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C. The Council recognizes that while all fish habitat is important, spawning and nursery areas

are especially critical in providing shelter for these species during the most vulnerable stages of
their life cycles. The Council will ensure that proposed activities shall be designed to avoid

impacts to these sensitive habitats, and, where unavoidable impacts may occur, those impacts
shall be minimized and mitigated. In addition, the Council will give consideration to habitat
used by species of concern as defined by the NMFS Office of Protected Resources.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the RWEC-RI is designed to avoid and minimize any

adverse impacts to sensitive habitats. Where impacts cannot be fully avoided, they

will be minimized and mitigated. Revolution Wind is committed to adhering to TOY
restrictions to avoid impact to sensitive taxa during critical times in their life cycles
(e.g., winter flounder eggs) (see Section 2.2.5.1).

Revolution Wind is also committed to collaborative science with the commercial and
recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries

monitoring studies are being planned to assess the potential impacts associated with
the Project on ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies will be
conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will build upon

monitoring efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind
farms in the region.

D. Because the Ocean SAMP is located at the convergence of two eco-regions and therefore
more susceptible to change, the Council will work with partner federal and state agencies,
research institutions, and environmental organizations to carefully manage this area,

especially as it relates to the projected effects of global climate change on this rich ecosystem.
Noted.
E. The Council shall appoint a standing Habitat Advisory Board (HAB) which shall provide
advice to the Council on the ecological function, restoration and protection of the marine

resources and habitats in the Ocean SAMP area and on the siting, construction, and operation
of off shore development in the Ocean SAMP study area and in NOAA-approved geographic
location descriptions (GLDs). …
Noted.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.2 Global Climate Change
A. The Council recognizes that the changes brought by climate change are likely to result in
alteration of the marine ecology and human uses affecting the Ocean SAMP area. The Council
encourages energy conservation, mitigation of greenhouse gasses and adaptation approaches
for management. The Council, therefore, supports the policy of increasing offshore renewable
energy production in Rhode Island as a means of mitigating the potential effects of global
climate change.
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As an offshore renewable energy project, the Project is consistent with this policy.
B. The Council shall incorporate climate change planning and adaptation into policy and
standards in all areas of its jurisdiction of the Ocean SAMP and its associated land-based
infrastructure to proactively plan for and adapt to climate change impacts such as increased
storm intensity and temperature change, in addition to accelerated sea level rise. For example,
when evaluating Ocean SAMP area projects and uses, the Council will carefully consider how
climate change could affect their future feasibility, safety and effectiveness. When evaluating
new or intensified existing uses within the Ocean SAMP area, the Council will consider
predicted impacts of climate change especially upon sensitive habitats, most notably spawning
and nursery grounds, of particular importance to targeted species of finfish, shellfish and
crustaceans.
Noted. The Project will provide clean, reliable offshore wind energy that will
significantly increase the renewable energy pool available to Rhode Island and
Connecticut and reduce carbon emissions across the region, thereby contributing to
the region’s efforts to combat climate change. Therefore, the Project is consistent
with CRMC’s policy of increasing offshore renewable energy production in Rhode
Island as a means of mitigating the potential effects of global climate change.
C. The Council will convene a panel of scientists, biannually, to advise on findings of current
climate science for the region and the implications for Rhode Island’s coastal and offshore
regions, as well as the possible management ramifications.…
Noted.
D. The Council will prohibit those land-based and offshore development projects which based
on a sea level rise scenario analysis will threaten public safety or not perform as designed
resulting in significant environmental impacts. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has developed
and is implementing design and construction standards that consider impacts from sea level
rise. These standards and other scenario analyses should be applied to determine sea level rise
impacts.
The modeled 5 feet of SLR during the life of the Project is not expected to impact the
onshore Project components in a manner that threatens public safety or impacts the
environment. See attached Coastal Hazard Application Worksheets for the OnSS and
TJB (see Appendix C).
E. The Council supports the application of enhanced building standards in the design phase of
rebuilding coastal infrastructure associated with the Ocean SAMP area, including port facilities,
docks, and bridges that ships must clear when passing underneath.
Not applicable. The Project does not involve rebuilding coastal infrastructure.
F. The Council supports the development of design standards for marine platforms that
account for climate change projections on wind speed, storm intensity and frequency, and
wave conditions and will work with the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,
Department of the Interior, Department of Energy, and the Army Corps of Engineers to develop
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a set of standards that can then be applied in Rhode Island projects. The Council will re-assess
coastal infrastructure and seaworthy marine structure building standards periodically not only
for sea level rise, but also for other climate changes including more intense storms, increased
wave action, and increased acidity in the sea.
Not applicable. The offshore portion of the Project applicable to this Category B
Assent application (i.e., the RWEC-RI) does not include marine platforms.
G. The Council supports public awareness and interpretation programs to increase public
understanding of climate change and how it affects the ecology and uses of the Ocean SAMP
area.
Noted.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.3 Cultural and Historic Resources
A. The Council recognizes the rich and historically significant history of human activity within
and adjacent to the Ocean SAMP area. These numerous sites and properties, that are located
both underwater and onshore, should be considered when evaluating future projects.
Revolution Wind has submitted to BOEM, the lead federal agency reviewing the
Project, technical reports evaluating cultural and historic resources potentially
affected by the Project. One shipwreck and two geomorphic features of
archaeological interest were identified within the portion of the Ocean SAMP Area
subject to this Category B Assent application during Project surveys (i.e., from the
mouth of Narragansett Bay to the three nautical mile state water line). Revolution
Wind has submitted to BOEM a Marine Archaeological Resources Assessment. A copy
of this report is provided under confidential cover to Category B Assent application
because it contains confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure
under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552) (Appendix N).
Revolution Wind also notes that BOEM is required to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA,
which requires consultation with SHPOs, THPOs, and other interested parties, as well
as assessment and mitigation of any adverse effects to historic properties. BOEM
initiated Section 106 consultation for the Project on April 2, 2021.20
B. The Council has a federal obligation as part of its responsibilities under the federal Coastal
Zone Management Act to recognize the importance of cultural, historic, and tribal resources
within the state's coastal zone, including Rhode Island state waters. It has a similar

20

The regulations at 36 CFR § 800.8 provide for use of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process to fulfill a Federal agency’s
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 review obligations in lieu of the procedures set forth in 36 CFR § 800.3 through
800.6. This process is known as NEPA substitution for Section 106 and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) is using this
process for the Project.
https://www.boem.gov/sites/default/files/documents/renewable-energy/stateactivities/BOEM_NEPASubstitution_ConsultingPartyGuide_Final.pdf
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responsibility under the Rhode Island Historic Preservation Act. The Council will not permit
activities that will significantly impact the state's cultural, historic and tribal resources.
Noted. As stated in response to Section 11.9.3(A) above BOEM, as the lead federal
agency, is required to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA which requires consultation
with SHPOs, THPOs, and other interested parties, as well as assessment and mitigation
of any adverse effects to historic properties.
C. The Council will engage federal and state agencies, and the Narragansett Indian Tribe's
Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO), when evaluating the impacts of proposed
development on cultural and historic resources. The Rhode Island Historic Preservation and
Heritage Commission (RIHPHC) is the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) for the State of
Rhode Island and is charged with developing historical property surveys for Rhode Island
municipalities, reviewing projects that may impact cultural and historic resources, and
regulating archaeological assessments on land and in state waters. For other tribes outside of
Rhode Island that might be affected by a federal action it is the responsibility of the applicable
federal agency to consult with affected tribes.
Noted. Revolution Wind has engaged with applicable federal and state agencies,
SHPOs, and THPOs (including the Narragansett Indian Tribe’s TPHO) as part of
cultural resource investigations and assessments performed for the Project. BOEM is
required to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA, which requires consultation with SHPOs,
THPOs, and other interested parties.
D. Project reviews will follow the policies outlined in §§ 00-1.2.3 (Areas of Historic and
Archaeological Significance) and 00-1.3.5 of this Chapter (Guidelines for the Protection and
Enhancement of the Scenic Value of the Coastal Region) of the State of Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Management Program, as amended (Subchapter 00 Part 1 of this Chapter). The
standards for the identification of cultural resources and the assessment of potential effects on
cultural resources will be in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106
regulations, 36 C.F.R. Part 800, Protection of Historic Properties.
Noted. Revolution Wind has engaged with applicable federal and state agencies,
SHPOs, and Native American Tribes (including the Narragansett Indian Tribe’s Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer [THPO]) as part of cultural resource investigations and
assessments performed for the Project. Identification and evaluation surveys
conducted for the Project are implemented in accordance with the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation’s 36 C.F.R. Part 800 federal regulations and the Rhode Island
Historical Preservation and Heritage Commission’s (RIHPHC’s) Performance Standards
and Guidelines for Archaeology in Rhode Island (as revised) and the RIHPHC’s
archaeological permitting policies.
E. Historic shipwrecks, archeological or historical sites located within Rhode Island's coastal
zone are Areas of Particular Concern (APCs) for the Rhode Island coastal management
program. Direct and indirect impacts to these resources must be avoided to the greatest extent
possible. Other areas, not noted as APCs, may also have significant archeological sites that
could be identified through the permit process. For example, the area at the south end of Block
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Island waters within the 30 foot depth contour is known to have significant archeological
resources. As a result, projects conducted in the Ocean SAMP area may have impacts to Rhode
Island's underwater archaeological and historic resources.
As noted above, one shipwreck and two geomorphic features of archaeological
interest were identified during Project surveys within the portion of the Ocean SAMP
Area subject to this Category B Assent application. Revolution Wind will avoid the
identified shipwreck and 164 ft (50 m) buffer from the outer extent of its magnetic
signature during installation of the RWEC-RI to the greatest extent practicable.
Additionally, installation of the RWEC-RI will avoid to the greatest extent practicable,
the two geomorphic features of archaeological interest located within the Ocean
SAMP area subject to this Category B Assent application. Mitigation of any
unavoidable adverse impacts to historic properties will be addressed through the
Section 106 process lead by BOEM.
F. Archaeological surveys shall be required as part of the permitting process for projects which
may pose a threat to Rhode Island's archaeological and historic resources. During the filing
phase for state assent, projects needing archaeological surveys will be identified through the
joint review process. The survey requirements will be coordinated with the SHPO and, if tribal
resources are involved, with the Narragansett THPO.
Revolution Wind has completed archaeological surveys within the portion of the
RWEC-RI in the Ocean SAMP area consistent with state and federal guidelines and in
consultation with SHPOs and THPOs.
G. Areas of Particular Concern may require a buffer or setback distance to ensure that
development projects avoid or minimize impacts to known or potential historic or
archaeological sites. The buffer or setback distance during the permitting process will be
determined by the SHPO and if tribal resources are involved, the Narragansett THPO.
Noted. Revolution Wind’s Qualified Marine Archaeologist (“QMA”) has recommended
avoidance buffers for resources identified within the RWEC-RI. Revolution Wind will
avoid the identified buffers to the greatest extent practicable. Revolution Wind
understands buffer distances may be adjusted through BOEM’s consultation with
SHPOs and THPOs per Section 106 of the NHPA.
H. In addition to general Area of Particular Concern buffer/setback distances around
shipwrecks or other submerged cultural resources, the Council reserves the right, based upon
recommendations from RIHPHC, to establish protected areas around all submerged cultural
resources which meet the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
Noted.
I. Projects conducted in the Ocean SAMP area may have impacts that could potentially affect
onshore archaeological, historic, or cultural resources. Archaeological and historical surveys
may be required of projects which are reviewed by the joint agency review process. During the
filing phase for state assent, projects needing such surveys will be identified and the survey
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requirement will be coordinated with the SHPO and if tribal resources are involved, with the
Narragansett THPO.
Revolution Wind has performed surveys to identify buried archaeological sites in areas
of potential ground disturbance focusing on the Onshore Project Area. Revolution
Wind is continuing to investigate the potential for impacts to terrestrial archaeological
resources in consultation with RIHPHC and the Narragansett THPO. A copy of the
Project’s current Terrestrial Archaeological Resources Assessment is provided under
confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because it contains
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 382-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552) (see Appendix K).
J. Guidelines for onshore archaeological assessments in the Ocean SAMP area can be obtained
through the RIHPHC in their document, “Performance Standards and Guidelines for
Archaeological Projects: Standards for Archaeological Survey” (RIHPHC 2007), or the lead
federal agency responsible for reviewing the proposed development. In addition, guidelines for
landscape and visual impact assessment in the Ocean SAMP area can be obtained through the
lead federal agency responsible for reviewing the proposed development.
Noted. Revolution Wind has performed onshore archaeological surveys consistent
with state and federal guidelines and in consultation with SHPOs and THPOs. A visual
impact assessment of Project components within the Ocean SAMP area subject to this
Category B Assent application was not conducted because the RWEC-RI will not be
visible.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.4 Commercial and Recreational Fisheries
A. The commercial and recreational fishing industries, and the habitats and biological
resources of the ecosystem they are based on, are of vital economic, social, and cultural
importance to Rhode Island's fishing ports and communities. Commercial and recreational
fisheries are also of great importance to Rhode Island's economy and to the quality of life
experienced by both residents and visitors. The Council finds that other uses of the Ocean
SAMP area could potentially displace commercial or recreational fishing activities or have
other adverse impacts on commercial and recreational fisheries.
Refer to Section 3.2.8 of this Category B Assent application for an evaluation of
commercial and recreational fisheries within state waters and potential impacts
associated with the RWEC-RI, which are expected to be temporary and localized
during construction and decommissioning. During O&M, commercial and recreational
fisheries are expected to experience no effect or limited effects from the presence of
the RWEC-RI because it will be buried beneath the seabed. The USCG’s stated policy is
that “in the United States vessels will have the freedom to navigate through [wind
farms], including export cable routes” (see Coast Guard Navigation and Vessel
Inspection Circular 01-19 dated 1 August 2019). Therefore, commercial fishermen will
have the ability to continue to fish along the RWEC-RI corridor.
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B. The Council recognizes that finfish, shellfish, and crustacean resources and related fishing
activities are managed by a host of different agencies and regulatory bodies which have
jurisdiction over different species and/or different parts of the SAMP area. Entities involved in
managing fish and fisheries within the SAMP area include, but are not limited to, the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission, the R.I. Department of Environmental Management, the
R.I. Marine Fisheries Council, the NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service, the New England
Fishery Management Council, and the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council. The Council
recognizes the jurisdiction of these organizations in fishery management and will work with
these entities to protect fisheries resources. The Council will also work in coordination with
these entities to protect priority habitat areas.
Noted. Refer to Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 of this Category B Assent application for an
evaluation of shellfish and finfish resources within state waters and potential impacts
associated with the RWEC-RI. Also refer to Appendix P of this Category B Assent for a
description of benthic habitats present within state waters.
C. The Council's policy is to protect commercial and recreational fisheries within the Ocean
SAMP area, and the 2011 and 2018 GLDs, from the adverse impacts of other uses, while
supporting actions to make ongoing fishing practices more sustainable. The Council anticipates
that over time there will be improved scientific knowledge of the impacts of fishing on habitats
and fish populations. Improvements in more sustainable gear technology, fishing practices, and
management tools may improve the state of fisheries resources. A general goal of the Council
is to improve the health of the Ocean SAMP area ecosystem and the populations of fish and
shellfish it provides. Cooperative research, using the unique skills and expertise of the fishing
community, will be a cornerstone to this goal.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(A) above.
Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and
recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries and
benthic monitoring studies are being planned to assess the potential impacts
associated with the Project (including the RWEC-RI) on economically and ecologically
important fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with
the local fishing industry and will build upon monitoring efforts being conducted by
affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region. Revolution Wind’s
Fisheries and Benthic Monitoring Plan was submitted to CRMC under separate cover
on June 7, 2021.
D. Commercial and recreational fisheries activities are dynamic, taking place at different places
at different times of the year due to seasonal species migrations and other factors. The Council
recognizes that fisheries are dynamic, shaped by these seasonal migrations as well as other
factors including shifts in the regulatory environment, market demand, and global climate
change. The Council further recognizes that the entire Ocean SAMP area is used by
commercial and recreational fishermen employing different fishing methods and gear types.
Changes in existing uses, intensification of uses, and new uses within the area could cause
adverse impacts to these fisheries. Accordingly, the Council shall:
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1. In consultation with the Fishermen's Advisory Board, as defined in § 11.3(E) of this Part,
identify and evaluate prime fishing areas on an ongoing basis through an adaptive framework.
2. Review any uses or activities that could disrupt commercial or recreational fisheries
activities.
Noted. Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(A) above.
E. The Council shall work together with the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, NOAA, fishermen's organizations, marine pilots, recreational boating
organizations, and other marine safety organizations to promote safe navigation, fishing, and
recreational boating activity around and through offshore structures and developments, and
along cable routes, during the construction, operation, and decommissioning phases of such
projects. The Council will promote and support the education of all mariners regarding safe
navigation around offshore structures and developments and along cable routes.
Revolution Wind has worked and continues to work regularly with all the agencies
and entities listed above to promote safe navigation, fishing, and recreational boating
during development, construction, and operation of the Project. Revolution Wind’s
Marine Affairs team posts twice-weekly Mariners Briefings to its website
(https://us.orsted.com/wind-projects/mariners), which is also published in the USCG
Local Notice To Mariners. The Marine Affairs team also briefs the greater southeastern
New England maritime community at each of the USCG’s quarterly Port Safety Forum.
The Marine Affairs team has three Fisheries Liaisons for the northeast region who
regularly attend local and regional fishing industry meetings (such as the New
England Fishery Management Council) to provide project updates and seek mariner
feedback, and also visit fishing docks in Rhode Island to ensure continuous contact
with stakeholders. Throughout these engagements and as new potential conflicts are
identified, Revolution Wind will continue to work with potentially affect parties to
deconflict waterway usage and ensure there are no significant impacts to mariners.
F. Discussions with the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have indicated that no vessel access
restrictions are planned for the waters around and through offshore structures and
developments, or along cable routes, except for those necessary for navigational safety.
Commercial and recreational fishing and boating access around and through offshore
structures and developments and along cable routes is a critical means of mitigating the
potential adverse impacts of offshore structures on commercial and recreational fisheries and
recreational boating. The Council endorses this approach and shall work to ensure that the
waters surrounding offshore structures, developments, and cable routes remain open to
commercial and recreational fishing, marine transportation, and recreational boating, except
for navigational safety restrictions. The Council requests that federal agencies notify the
Council as soon as is practicable of any federal action that may affect vessel access around and
through offshore structures and developments and along cable routes. The Council will
continue to monitor changes to navigational activities around and through offshore
developments and along cable routes. Any changes affecting existing navigational activities
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may be subject to CZMA federal consistency review if the federal agency determines its activity
will have reasonably foreseeable effects on the uses or resources of Rhode Island's coastal zone.
Revolution Wind continues to work with the USCG on a safety zone plan that
minimizes the implementation of vessel control measures to ensure navigation safety
during construction of the Project. The USCG is expected to issue a Federal
rulemaking proposal in 2022 which will describe the plan in detail. The public will be
afforded an opportunity to comment on the proposal. Revolution Wind does not
anticipate requesting the USCG to establish safety zones during operation of the
Project.
G. The Council recognizes that commercial and recreational fishermen from other states, such
as the neighboring states of Connecticut, New York, and Massachusetts, often fish in the Ocean
SAMP area. The Council also recognizes that many fish species that are harvested in adjacent
waters may rely on habitats and prey located within the Ocean SAMP area. Accordingly, the
Council will work with neighboring states to ensure that offshore development and other uses
of the Ocean SAMP area do not result in significant impacts to the fisheries resources or
activities of other states.
Noted. Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(A) above.
H. The Council shall appoint a standing Fishermen's Advisory Board (FAB) which shall provide
advice to the Council on the siting and construction of other uses in marine waters. ...
Noted.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.5 Recreation and Tourism
A. The Council recognizes the economic, historic, and cultural value of marine recreation and
tourism activities in the Ocean SAMP area to the state of Rhode Island. The Council's goal is to
promote uses of the Ocean SAMP area that do not significantly interfere with marine
recreation and tourism activities or values.
Refer to Section 3.2.9 of this Category B Assent application for an evaluation of
recreation and tourism within state waters and potential impacts associated with the
RWEC-RI. Installation of the RWEC-RI will not significantly interfere or detract from
marine recreation and tourism uses. As discussed within Section 3.2.9.2, potential
impacts to recreational boating, which includes fishing, diving, races, and wildlife
viewing, will generally be limited to construction and decommissioning, and any
potential impacts these phases will be minimized with Revolution Wind’s compliance
with TOY restrictions in state waters (e.g., offshore work generally occurring between
Labor Day and February 1; see Section 2.2.5.1). As a submarine cable, the RWEC-RI will
have no impact on recreation and tourism activities once installed.
B. When evaluating proposed offshore developments, the Council will carefully consider the
potential impacts of such activities on marine recreation and tourism uses. Where it is
determined that there is a significant impact, the Council may modify or deny activities that
significantly detract from these uses.
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Refer to response to Section 11.9.5(A) above.
C. The Council will encourage and support uses of the Ocean SAMP area that enhance marine
recreation and tourism activities.
Noted.
D. The Council recognizes that the waters south of Brenton Point and within the 3-nautical
mile boundary surrounding Block Island are heavily-used recreational areas and are commonly
used for organized sailboat races and other marine events. The Council encourages and
supports the ongoing coordination of race and marine event organizers with the U.S. Coast
Guard, the U.S. Navy, and the commercial shipping community to facilitate safe recreational
boating in and adjacent to these areas, which include charted shipping lanes and Navy
restricted areas (see Ocean SAMP Chapter 7, Marine Transportation, Navigation, and
Infrastructure). The Council shall consider these heavily-used recreational areas when
evaluating offshore developments in this area. Where it is determined that there is a significant
impact, the Council may suitably modify or deny activities that significantly detract from these
uses. The Council also recognizes that much of this organized recreational activity is
concentrated within the circular sailboat racing areas as depicted in Figure 6 in § 11.10.2(I) of
this Part, and accordingly has designated these areas as Areas of Particular Concern. See §
11.10.2 of this Part for requirements associated with Areas of Particular Concern.
Revolution Wind has and will continue to engage with the USCG and the organizers of
major marine events in state waters to avoid any potential waterway conflicts with the
installation of the RWEC-RI. During installation of the RWEC-RI, Revolution Wind will
maintain regular contact with the USCG to avoid waterway conflicts to the extent
feasible.
E. See § 11.9.4(E) of this Part for policy regarding safe navigation around and through offshore
structures and developments and along cable routes.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(E) above in Section 5.1.4 of this Category B Assent
application.
F. See § 11.9.4(F) of this Part for policy regarding vessel access around and through offshore
structures and developments and along cable routes.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(F) above in Section 5.1.4 of this Category B Assent
application.
G. The Council recognizes that offshore wildlife viewing activities are reliant on the presence
and visibility of marine and avian species which rely on benthic habitat, the availability of food,
and other environmental factors. The Council shall consider these environmental factors when
evaluating proposed offshore developments in these areas. Where it is determined that there is
a significant impact, the Council may modify or deny activities that significantly detract from
these uses.
Refer to Section 3.2 of this Category B Assent application for an evaluation of
biological and benthic resources, including marine and avian species, within state
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waters and potential impacts associated with the RWEC-RI. As described in applicable
subsections in Section 3.2 (i.e., benthic and shellfish resources, marine mammals and
sea turtles, and coastal and marine birds), significant impacts to these resources are
not anticipated in state waters given the limited scale and intensity of the RWEC-RI
activities.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.6 Marine Transportation, Navigation, and
Infrastructure
A. The Council recognizes the importance of designated navigation areas, which include
shipping lanes, precautionary areas, recommended vessel routes, pilot boarding areas,
anchorages, military testing areas, and submarine transit lanes to marine transportation and
navigation activities in the Ocean SAMP area. The Council also recognizes that these and other
waters within the Ocean SAMP area are heavily used by numerous existing users who have
adapted to each other with regard to their uses of ocean space. Any changes in the spatial use
patterns of any one of these users will result in potential impacts to the other users. The
Council will carefully consider the potential impacts of such changes on the marine
transportation network. Changes to existing designated navigational areas proposed by the
U.S. Coast Guard, NOAA, the R.I. Port Safety and Security Forums, or other entities could
similarly impact existing uses. The Council requests that they be notified by any of these parties
if any such changes are to be made to the transportation network so that they may work with
those entities to achieve a proper balance among existing uses.
Refer to Sections 3.2.10 and 3.2.11 of this Category B Assent application for an
evaluation of commercial shipping and other marine uses (e.g., anchorage areas, ferry
routes, pilot boarding areas, etc.), respectively, within state waters and potential
impacts associated with the RWEC-RI.
Revolution Wind does not intend to request that the USCG modify any precautionary
areas, recommended vessels routes, pilot boarding areas, etc. In conjunction with the
RWEC-RI route through the West Passage of Narragansett Bay, the USCG may
consider modifying some of the U.S. Navy anchorages north of the Jamestown Bridge,
which the USCG considers to be obsolete.
B. The Council recognizes the economic, historic, and cultural value of marine transportation
and navigation uses of the Ocean SAMP area to the state of Rhode Island. The Council's goal is
to promote uses of the Ocean SAMP area that do not significantly interfere with marine
transportation and safe navigation within designated navigation areas, which include shipping
lanes, precautionary areas, recommended vessel routes, pilot boarding areas, anchorages,
military testing areas, and submarine transit lanes. See § 11.10.2 of this Part for discussion of
navigation areas which have been designated as Areas of Particular Concern.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.6(A) above. Refer to Section 5.2.2 of this Category B
Assent application for discussion of Areas of Particular Concern.
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C. The Council will encourage and support uses of the Ocean SAMP area that enhance marine
transportation and safe navigation within designated navigation areas, which include shipping
lanes, precautionary areas, recommended vessel routes, pilot boarding areas, anchorages,
military testing areas, and submarine transit lanes.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.6(A) above.
D. See § 11.9.4(E) of this Part for policy regarding safe navigation around and through offshore
structures and developments and along cable routes.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(E) above in Section 5.1.4 of this Category B Assent
application.
E. See § 11.9.4(F) of this Part for policy regarding vessel access around and through offshore
structures and developments and along cable routes.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.4(F) above in Section 5.1.4 of this Category B Assent
application.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.7 Offshore Renewable Energy and Other Offshore
Development

A. The Council supports offshore development in the Ocean SAMP area that is consistent with
the Ocean SAMP goals, which are to:
1. Foster a properly functioning ecosystem that can be both ecologically effective and
economically beneficial;
2. Promote and enhance existing uses; and
3. Encourage marine-based economic development that considers the aspirations of local
communities and is consistent and complementary to the state's overall economic
development needs and goals.
Revolution Wind developed the Project in direct response to the expressed needs of
the States of Rhode Island and Connecticut to increase the renewable energy load
serving each state. Refer to Section 1.3 of this Category B Assent application for
further description of the Project’s purpose and need. The RWEC-RI is a water
dependent use proposed in Type 4 and Type 6 waters which will facilitate transfer of
renewable energy generated by the Project to the States of Rhode Island and
Connecticut. The RWEC-RI was sited, planned, and designed to avoid and minimize
impacts to ecological resources. To the extent there are potential adverse impacts
that cannot be avoided, these will be mitigated.
B. The Council supports the policy of increasing renewable energy production in Rhode Island.
The Council also recognizes:
1. Offshore wind energy currently represents the greatest potential for utility-scale renewable
energy generation in Rhode Island;
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2. Offshore renewable energy development is a means of mitigating the potential effects of
global climate change;
3. Offshore renewable energy development will diversify Rhode Island's energy portfolio;
4. Offshore renewable energy development will aid in meeting the goals set forth in Rhode
Island's Renewable Energy Standard;
5. Marine renewable energy has the potential to assist in the redevelopment of urban
waterfronts and ports.
As an offshore wind energy project, the Project is consistent with this policy of the
Ocean SAMP. As noted in Section 1.3 of this Category B Assent application, the Project
will contribute 400 MW of renewable energy toward Rhode Island’s ambitious goal of
converting Rhode Island to 100% renewable energy by 2030. The RWEC-RI is a water
dependent use proposed in Type 4 and Type 6 waters which will facilitate transfer of
renewable energy generated by the Project to the States of Rhode Island and
Connecticut.
C. The Council's support of offshore renewable energy development shall not be construed to
endorse or justify any particular developer or particular offshore renewable energy proposal.
Noted.
D. The Council may require the applicant to fund a program to mitigate the potential impacts
of a proposed offshore development to natural resources and existing human uses. The
mitigation program may be used to support restoration projects, additional monitoring,
preservation, or research activities on the impacted resource or site.
The RWEC-RI avoids and minimizes impacts to natural resources and existing uses to
the extent practicable. Refer to Section 3.2 for discussions of potential impacts
associated with the RWEC-RI and proposed avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
measures for resources in the Ocean SAMP Area subject to this Category B Assent
application.
E. To the greatest extent possible, offshore development structures and projects shall be made
available to researchers for the investigation into the effects of large-scale installations on the
marine environment, and to the extent practicable, educators for the purposes of educating the
public.
As described in Table 2.2-8 and -9, Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative
science with the commercial and recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and postconstruction. Fisheries and benthic monitoring studies are being planned to assess the
impacts associated with the Project on economically and ecologically important
fisheries resources. These studies will be conducted in collaboration with the local
fishing industry and will build upon monitoring efforts being conducted by affiliates
of Revolution Wind at other wind farms in the region. Additionally, Revolution Wind
will collaborate with independent researchers seeking to evaluate effects to the
marine environment, and to educators seeking to better inform the public.
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F. The Council shall work in coordination with the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management to develop a seamless process for review and design approval of
offshore wind energy facilities that is consistent across state and federal waters.
Revolution Wind supports this policy. The Project (including the RWEC) spans both
state and federal waters and will benefit from a seamless, consistent review process.
G. The Council shall work together with the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, NOAA, fishermen's organizations, marine pilots, recreational boating
organizations, and other marine safety organizations to promote safe navigation, fishing, and
recreational boating activity around and through offshore structures and developments, and
along cable routes, during the construction, operation, and decommissioning phases of such
projects. The Council will promote and support the education of all mariners regarding safe
navigation around offshore structures and developments and along cable routes.
Revolution Wind has worked and continues to regularly work with all the agencies
and entities listed above to promote safe navigation, fishing, and recreational boating
during development, construction, and operation of the project. Revolution Wind’s
Marine Affairs teams posts twice-weekly Mariners Briefings to our website
(https://us.orsted.com/wind-projects/mariners), which is also published in the USCG
Local Notice To Mariners. The Marine Affairs team also briefs the greater southeastern
New England maritime community at each of the USCG’s quarterly Port Safety
Forums. The Marine Affairs team has three Fisheries Liaisons for the northeast region
who regularly attend local and regional fishing industry meetings (such as the New
England Fishery Management Council) to provide Project updates and seek mariner
feedback, and also visit fishing docks in Rhode Island to ensure continuous contact
with stakeholders. Throughout these engagements and as new potential conflicts are
identified, Revolution Wind will continue to work with potentially affect parties to
deconflict waterway usage and ensure there are no significant impacts to mariners.
H. To coordinate the review process for offshore wind energy developments, the Council shall
adopt consistent information requirements similar to the requirements of the U.S. Department
of the Interior's Bureau of Ocean Energy Management for offshore wind energy. All
documentation required at the time of application shall be similar with the requirements
followed by the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Ocean Energy Management when
issuing renewable energy leases on the Outer Continental Shelf. For further details on these
regulations see 30 C.F.R. §§ 285 et seq. The Council shall continue to monitor the federal review
process and information requirements for any changes and will make adjustments to the
Ocean SAMP policies accordingly.
Revolution Wind supports this policy. Information presented in this Category B Assent
application includes synthesis of information presented in the Project’s COP, as
published by BOEM on April 30, 2021. The Project’s COP is available on BOEM’s
project website (https://www.boem.gov/Revolution-Wind).
I. To the maximum extent practicable, the Council shall coordinate with the appropriate federal
and state agencies to establish project specific requirements that shall be followed by the
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applicant during the pre-construction, construction, operation and decommissioning phases of
an offshore development.…
Revolution Wind supports this policy. The Project (including the RWEC) spans both
state and federal waters and will benefit from a seamless, consistent review process.
J. The Council identifies the following industry goals for offshore projects. These are not
required standards at this time but are targets project proponents should try to meet where
possible to alleviate potential adverse impacts:
1. A goal for the offshore wind farm applicant and operator is to have operational noise from
wind turbines average less than or equal to 100 dB re 1 μPa2 in any 1/3 octave band at a
range of 100 meters at full power production.
2. The applicant and manufacturer should endeavor to minimize the radiated airborne noise
from the wind turbines.
3. A monitoring system including acoustical, optical and other sensors should be established
near these facilities to quantify the effects.
Not applicable; the Project’s wind turbines are located in federal waters and are not
subject to this Category B Assent application.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.8 Application Requirements in State Waters
A. Applicants shall meet the site assessment plan (SAP) requirements in § 11.10.5 of this Part
and the following: (text of subparts A.1-A.9 omitted)
Revolution Wind’s SAP for Lease Area OCS-A-0486 was approved by BOEM in October
2017. CRMC issued concurrence in file #2017-09-034 on September 8, 2017. Therefore,
Revolution Wind has complied with the SAP requirements in Section 11.9.8(A),
including all reporting requirements of the approved SAP.
B. Applicants shall meet the construction and operation plan (COP) requirements in § 11.10.5
of this Part and the following: (B.1-B.7 omitted)
Revolution Wind’s COP is consistent with the requirements in Section 11.10.5. On April
30, 2021, BOEM published a Noticed of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement for the Project and published the Project’s COP to their website
(https://www.boem.gov/Revolution-Wind). The Project’s ERP/OSRP and Safety
Management System (“SMS”) are provided under confidential cover to this Category B
Assent application because it contains confidential commercial information not subject
to disclosure under Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of
Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. § 552) (see Appendix G and Appendix X, respectively).
Refer to Appendix Y for a review of the Project’s COP relative to the content
requirements in Section 11.10.5 of this Part.
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8. If the application and COP is approved, prior to construction the applicant shall submit to
the Council for approval the documents listed below in §§ 11.9.8(B)(8)(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) of
this Part: (a-e omitted)
Revolution Wind will comply with this standard and submit a facility design report and
fabrication and installation report to CRMC that complies with the requirements of this
subpart.
Revolution Wind has submitted a CVA nomination to BOEM. BOEM approved the CVA
nomination on June 10, 2021. Revolution Wind anticipates filing a similar nomination
with CRMC to satisfy this requirement of the Category B Assent application.
9. Based on the Council's environmental and technical reviews, if approved, the Council may
specify terms and conditions to be incorporated into any approval the Council may issue. The
applicant shall submit a certification of compliance annually (or another frequency as
determined by the Council) with certain terms and conditions which may include: (a-b omitted)
10. After the applicant's COP, facility design report, and fabrication and installation report is
approved, and the Council has issued a permit and lease for the project site, construction shall
begin by the date given in the construction schedule included as a part of the approved COP,
unless the Council approves a deviation from the applicant's schedule.
11. The applicant shall seek approval from the Council in writing before conducting any
activities not described in the applicant's approved COP. The application shall describe in detail
the type of activities the applicant proposes to conduct. The Council shall determine whether
the activities the applicant proposes are authorized by the applicant's existing COP or require a
revision to the applicant's COP. The Council may request additional information from the
applicant, if necessary, to make this determination.
12. The Council shall periodically review the activities conducted under an approved COP. The
frequency and extent of the review shall be based on the significance of any changes in
available information, and on onshore or offshore conditions affecting, or affected by, the
activities conducted under the applicant's COP. If the review indicates that the COP should be
revised, the Council may require the applicant to submit the needed revisions.
13. The applicant shall notify the Council, within 5 business days, any time the applicant ceases
commercial operations, without an approved suspension, under the applicant's approved COP.
If the applicant ceases commercial operations for an indefinite period which extends longer
than 6 months, the Council may cancel the applicant's lease, and the applicant shall initiate
the decommissioning process.
14. The applicant shall notify the Council in writing of the following events, within the time
periods provided: (a-c omitted)
15. The applicant may commence commercial operations within thirty (30) days after the CVA
has submitted to the Council the final fabrication and installation report.
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16. The applicant shall submit a project modification and repair report to the Council,
demonstrating that all major repairs and modifications to a project conform to accepted
engineering practices. (a-d omitted)
Revolution Wind acknowledges requirements of Section 11.9.8(B)(9)-(16) and will
comply. Refer to Appendix Y for the Contents of the Revolution Wind COP.
C. Design, fabrication and installation standards (1-21 omitted)
Revolution Wind acknowledges and will comply with requirements of Section
11.9.8(C)(1)-(21). Revolution Wind has submitted a CVA nomination to BOEM. BOEM
approved the CVA nomination on June 10, 2021. Revolution Wind anticipates filing a
similar nomination with CRMC to support this requirement of the Category B Assent
application.
D. Pre-construction standards (1-3 omitted)
Revolution Wind acknowledges and will comply with requirements of Section
11.9.8(D)(1)-(3). Refer to Table 1.4-1 in Section 1.4 of this Category B Assent application
for a summary of other state and federal approvals that Revolution Wind will obtain.
4. The Council shall consult with the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Navy, marine pilots, the
Fishermen's Advisory Board as defined in § 11.3(E) of this Part, fishermen's organizations, and
recreational boating organizations when scheduling offshore marine construction or dredging
activities. Where it is determined that there is a significant conflict with season-limited
commercial or recreational fishing activities, recreational boating activities or scheduled events,
or other navigation uses, the Council shall modify or deny activities to minimize conflict with
these uses.
Revolution Wind has worked and continues to work regularly with all the agencies and
entities listed above to promote safe navigation, fishing, and recreational boating
during development, construction, and operation of the Project. Revolution Wind’s
Marine Affairs team posts twice-weekly Mariners Briefings to its website
(https://us.orsted.com/wind-projects/mariners), which is also published in the USCG
Local Notice To Mariners. The Marine Affairs team also briefs the greater southeastern
New England maritime community at each of the USCG’s quarterly Port Safety Forum.
The Marine Affairs team has three Fisheries Liaisons for the northeast region who
regularly attend local and regional fishing industry meetings (such as the New England
Fishery Management Council) to provide project updates and seek mariner feedback,
and also visit fishing docks in Rhode Island to ensure continuous contact with
stakeholders. Throughout these engagements and as new potential conflicts are
identified, Revolution Wind will continue to work with potentially affect parties to
deconflict waterway usage and ensure there are no significant impacts to mariners.
5. The Council shall require the assent holder to provide for communication with commercial
and recreational fishermen, mariners, and recreational boaters regarding offshore marine
construction or dredging activities. Communication shall be facilitated through a project
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website and shall complement standard U.S. Coast Guard procedures such as Notices to
Mariners for notifying mariners of obstructions to navigation.
Revolution Wind will comply. Refer to response above.
6. For all large-scale offshore developments, underwater cables, and other development
projects as determined by the Council, the assent holder shall designate and fund a third-party
fisheries liaison. The fisheries liaison must be knowledgeable about fisheries and shall facilitate
direct communication between commercial and recreational fishermen and the project
developer. Commercial and recreational fishermen shall have regular contact with and direct
access to the fisheries liaison throughout all stages of an offshore development (preconstruction; construction; operation; and decommissioning).
Revolution Wind will comply. Revolution Wind has developed a Fisheries
Communication and Outreach Plan which prescribes fisheries liaisons and fisheries
representatives to serve as conduits for providing information to, and gathering
feedback from, the fishing industry (see Appendix DD of the Project’s COP).
7. Where possible, offshore developments should be designed in a configuration to minimize
adverse impacts on other user groups, which include but are not limited to: recreational
boaters and fishermen, commercial fishermen, commercial ship operators, or other vessel
operators in the project area. Configurations which may minimize adverse impacts on vessel
traffic include, but are not limited to, the incorporation of a traffic lane through a development
to facilitate safe and direct navigation through, rather than around, an offshore development.
The RWEC-RI will be buried to sufficient depths (target burial of 4-6 feet [1.2-1.8
meters]) so as to minimize adverse impact on other user groups and not interfere with
navigation.
8. Any assent holder of an approved offshore development shall work with the Council when
designing the proposed facility to incorporate where possible mooring mechanisms to allow
safe public use of the areas surrounding the installed turbine or other structure .
Revolution Wind will comply. Refer to Section 2.2.3.8 of this Category B Assent
application for a description of temporary ADCPs that will be deployed during
construction and for one-year post-construction.
9. The facility shall be designed in a manner that minimizes adverse impacts to navigation. As
part of its application package, the project applicant shall submit a navigation risk assessment
under the U.S. Coast Guard's Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 02-07, “Guidance on
the Coast Guard's Roles and Responsibilities for Offshore Renewable Energy Installations.”
A Navigation Safety Risk Assessment is included as Appendix T to this Category B
Assent application. The RWEC-RI will be buried to sufficient depths (target burial of 46 ft [1.2-1.8 m]) so as to minimize adverse impact on other user groups and not
interfere with navigation.
10. Applications for projects proposed to be sited in state waters pursuant to the Ocean SAMP
shall not have a significant impact on marine transportation, navigation, and existing
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infrastructure. Where the Council, in consultation with the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Navy,
NOAA, the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, marine pilots, the R.I. Port Safety and Security Forums, or other
entities, as applicable, determines that such an impact on marine transportation, navigation,
and existing infrastructure is unacceptable, the Council shall require that the applicant modify
the proposal or the Council shall deny the proposal. For the purposes of marine transportation
policies and standards as summarized in Ocean SAMP Chapter 7, impacts will be evaluated
according to the same criteria used by the U.S. Coast Guard, as follows; these criteria shall not
Refer to response to 11.9.8(D)(9) above.
11. Prior to construction, the Applicant shall provide a letter from the U.S. Coast Guard
showing it meets all applicable U.S. Coast Guard standards.
Revolution will comply with all USCG permitting requirements and will provide CRMC
documentation of such permits when obtained. Additionally, Revolution Wind has met
with and will continue to meet regularly with USCG Sector Southeastern New England
to discuss RWEC-RI operations to minimize impacts to the Marine Transportation
System, and to secure USCG acceptance of Project plans.
E. Standards for construction activities
1. The assent holder shall use the best available technology and techniques to minimize
impacts to the natural resources and existing human uses in the project area.
Refer to Section 2.2.3.4 for the cable installation tools that may be utilized during
installation of the RWEC-RI within the Ocean SAMP Area. In order to determine the
most appropriate cable installation methodology, Revolution Wind will complete a
Cable Burial Risk Assessment in which the site conditions will be described in detail,
identifying features such as boulder distribution and dimensions, sandwave height and
mobility, soil strength and classification, seabed obstructions and UXO and MEC.
Following this detailed information on the installation, final technique(s) will be
selected and burial requirements will be included in the FDR and FIR, to be reviewed by
the CVA. The RWEC-RI is designed to avoid adverse impacts and, where unavoidable
impacts may occur those impacts will be minimized and mitigated.
2. The Council shall require the use of an environmental inspector to monitor construction
activities. The environmental inspector shall be a private, third-party entity that is hired by the
assent holder, but is approved and reports to the Council. The environmental inspector shall
possess all appropriate qualifications as determined by the Council. This inspector service may
be part of the CVA requirements.
Refer to Section 2.2.5.3 for Revolution Wind’s commitments to compliance monitoring
during construction. Revolution Wind will comply with this provision.
3. Installation techniques for all construction activities should be chosen to minimize sediment
disturbance. Jet plowing and horizontal directional drilling in near-shore areas shall be
required in the installation of underwater transmission cables. Other technologies may be used
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provided the applicant can demonstrate they are as effective, or more effective, than these
techniques in minimizing sediment disturbance.
As described in Section 2.2.3.2, Revolution Wind is proposing the use of HDD at the
landfall location, although the Project’s landfall location is outside the Ocean SAMP
Area. Also as described in Section 2.2.3.2, Revolution Wind is also considering the use
of jet plowing for cable installation within the Ocean SAMP area. Refer to response to
Section 11.9.8(E)(1) above regarding Revolution Wind’s evaluation of cable installation
methods.
4. All construction activities shall comply with the policies and standards outlined in the Rhode
Island Coastal Resources Management Program (RICRMP), as well as the regulations of other
relevant state and federal agencies.
Refer to Section 4 of this Category B Assent application for review of the Project’s
compliance with the CRMP. Also, refer to Table 1.4-1 in Section 1.4 of this Category B
Assent application for a summary of other state and federal approvals that Revolution
Wind will obtain.
5. The applicant shall conduct all activities on the applicant's permit under this part in a
manner that conforms with the applicant's responsibilities in § 11.10.1(E) of this Part, and
using:
a. Trained personnel; and
Revolution Wind will comply.
b. Technologies, precautions, and techniques that shall not cause undue harm or damage to
natural resources, including their physical, atmospheric, chemical and biological components.
Revolution Wind is committed to minimizing potential effects on natural resources and
existing human uses in the Project Area. Revolution Wind has proposed a suite of
measures to avoid and minimize potential impacts resulting from construction and
operation of the RWEC-RI, which are summarized in Tables 2.2-8 and 2.2-9 of this
application.
6. The assent holder shall be required to use the best available technology and techniques to
mitigate any associated adverse impacts of offshore renewable energy development.
a. As required, the applicant shall submit to the Council:
(1) Measures designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects and any potential incidental take of
endangered or threatened species as well as all marine mammals;
(2) Measures designed to avoid likely adverse modification or destruction of designated critical
habitat of such endangered or threatened species; and
(3) The applicant's agreement to monitor for the incidental take of the species and adverse
effects on the critical habitat, and provide the results of the monitoring to the Council as
required.
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Revolution Wind will comply. Revolution Wind has proposed a suite of measures to
avoid and minimize potential impacts resulting from construction and operation of the
RWEC-RI, which are summarized in Tables 2.2-8 and 2.2-9 of this application.
Revolution Wind will obtain an incidental take authorization for Project activities
pursuant to the Marine Mammal Protection Act and Endangered Species Act (see Table
1.4-1). Revolution Wind anticipates such authorizations will specify specific conditions
to avoid, minimize, and monitor potential adverse effects and incidental take of
endangered and threatened species as well as marine mammals.
7. If the assent holder, the assent holder's subcontractors, or any agent acting on the assent
holder's behalf discovers a potential archaeological resource while conducting construction
activities or any other activity related to the Assent Holder's project, the applicant shall: (a-c
omitted)
An Unanticipated Discoveries Plan is included as part of the Project’s Marine
Archaeological Resources Assessment, which is provided under confidential cover to
this Category B Assent application because it contains confidential commercial
information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. §
552) (Appendix N).
8. Post construction, the assent holder shall provide a side scan sonar survey of the entire
construction site to verify that there is no post construction debris left at the project site. These
side-scan sonar survey results shall be filed with the Council within ninety (90) days of the end
of the construction period. The results of this side-scan survey shall be verified by a third-party
reviewer, who shall be hired by the assent holder but who is pre-approved by and reports to
the Council.
Refer to Section 2.2.5.3. Revolution Wind will conduct an as-built multi-beam survey
along the entirety of the cable routes within state waters following installation and the
placement of any secondary cable protection. Revolution Wind will comply with the
stated reporting requirements in this standard.
9. All pile-driving or drilling activities shall comply with any mandatory best management
practices established by the Council in coordination with the Joint Agency Working Group and
which are incorporated into the RICRMP.
Not applicable. No piling driving will occur during installation of the RWEC-RI within
the Ocean SAMP Area subject to this Category B Assent application.
10. The Council may require the assent holder to hire a CVA to perform periodic inspections of
the structure(s) during the life of those structure(s). The CVA shall work for and be responsible
to the council.
Revolution Wind has submitted a CVA nomination to BOEM. BOEM approved the CVA
nomination on June 10, 2021. Revolution Wind anticipates filing a similar nomination
with CRMC to support this requirement of the Category B Assent application.
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F. When mitigation is required by the Council, the reasonable costs associated with mitigation
negotiations, which may include data collection and analysis, technical and financial analysis,
and legal costs, shall be borne by the applicant. The applicant shall establish and maintain
either an escrow account to cover said costs of the negotiations or such other mechanism as
set forth in the permit or approval condition pertaining to mitigation.
Noted. Revolution Wind will comply.
G. The CRMC shall convene a Wind Energy Industry-Fishery Coordination Board that will be
composed of invited representatives of wind energy developers with projects located within
state waters and the Rhode Island 2011 and 2018 GLDs, fishery representatives of the major
sectors from the states of Rhode Island and Massachusetts, and state fishery and coastal
management representatives from each state, including any other representatives of state or
federal agencies deemed necessary. The Board will meet semi-annually to discuss and resolve
fishery and wind industry interactions during and after the construction phase of each wind
energy project.
Noted.

Ocean SAMP §11.9.9 Baseline Assessment Requirements and Standards
in State Waters

A. The Council in coordination with the Joint Agency Working Group, as described in § 11.9.7(I)
of this Part, shall determine requirements for the development of baseline assessments prior to,
during, and post construction for all offshore projects. Monitoring of offshore projects is
essential to determine whether construction and operation activities may have an adverse
impact on the physical and biological components of offshore waters. In particular,
establishment of pre-construction baseline assessments of commercial and recreational fishery
resource conditions (i.e., community structure, biodiversity, and species biomass, abundance,
size distribution) is necessary for evaluation of any potential coastal effects. Assessments and
monitoring are essential to determine whether there are any potential coastal effects and
potential cumulative impacts resulting from the construction and operation of multiple wind
energy projects. Specific assessment and monitoring requirements shall be determined on a
project-by-project basis and may include but are not limited to the assessment and monitoring
of: (list omitted)
Revolution Wind has undertaken detailed analyses of the topics listed in this policy as
part of its COP and has summarized these analyses, as they related to the RWEC-RI, in
this Category B Assent application (see Section 3.2).
B. The Council shall require where appropriate that project developers perform systematic
observations of recreational boating intensity at the project area at least three times: preconstruction; during construction; and post-construction. Observations may be made while
conducting other field work or aerial surveys and may include either visual surveys or analysis
of aerial photography or video photography. The Council shall require where appropriate that
observations capture both weekdays and weekends and reflect high-activity periods including,
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but not limited to, the July 4th holiday weekend, the week in June when the Block Island Race
Week typically takes place, and other recreational boating events within Narragansett Bay, and
Rhode Island and Block Island Sounds. The quantitative results of such observations, including
raw boat counts and average number of vessels per day, will be provided to the Council.
Noted. Revolution Wind will comply if required by the Council.
C. The items listed below shall be required for all offshore developments:
1. A biological assessment of commercially and recreationally targeted fishery species shall be
required within the project area for all offshore developments for the periods specified in §
11.9.9(E) of this Part. This assessment shall assess the relative abundance, distribution, and
different life stages of these species at all four seasons of the year. This assessment shall
comprise a series of surveys, using survey equipment and methods that are appropriate for
sampling finfish, shellfish, and crustacean species at the project's proposed location. This
assessment may include evaluation of survey data collected through an existing survey
program, if data are available for the proposed site.
Refer to response to Section 11.9.9(E) below.
2. An assessment of commercial and recreational fisheries effort, landings, and landings value
shall be required for all proposed offshore developments. The assessment shall focus on the
proposed project area and any alternatives. This assessment shall evaluate commercial and
recreational fishing effort, landings, and landings value at three different stages: preconstruction (to assess baseline conditions); during construction; and during operation, as
specified in § 11.9.9(E) of this Part. At each stage, all four seasons of the year must be
evaluated. Assessment may use existing fisheries monitoring data but shall be supplemented
by interviews with commercial and recreational fishermen. Assessment shall address whether
fishing effort, landings, and landings value has changed in comparison to baseline (preconstruction) conditions.
Revolution Wind will comply with this requirement and will submit an economic
assessment of fisheries values within the Project area at the three stages specified
above.
D. The Council in coordination with the Joint Agency Working Group may also require facility
and infrastructure monitoring requirements that may include but are not limited to:
1. Post construction monitoring including regular visual inspection of inner array cables and
the primary export cable to ensure proper burial, foundation and substructure inspection.
Noted. Revolution Wind will comply.
E. Assessment standards—applicants shall provide the following biological assessments
necessary to establish the baseline conditions of the fishery resource conditions during the
project phases detailed below so that an analysis of comparison between project phases can be
completed to assess whether project construction, installation and operation has resulted in
significant adverse impacts to the commercial and recreational fishery resources.
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1. Pre-construction baseline biological assessments of commercial and recreational targeted
fishery species as specified in § 11.9.9(C) of this Part for a minimum of two (2) complete years
before offshore construction and installation activities begin;
2. During construction biological assessments of commercial and recreational targeted fishery
species as specified in § 11.9.9(C) for each year (if construction extends beyond a single year) of
construction and installation; and
3. Post-construction biological assessments of commercial and recreational targeted fishery
species as specified in § 11.9.9(C) of this Part for three (3) complete years following completion
of construction and installation activities and during the operational phase of the project.
Revolution Wind is committed to collaborative science with the commercial and
recreational fishing industries pre-, during, and post-construction. Fisheries and
benthic monitoring studies are being planned to assess the impacts associated with the
Project on economically and ecologically important fisheries resources. These studies
will be conducted in collaboration with the local fishing industry and will build upon
monitoring efforts being conducted by affiliates of Revolution Wind at other wind
farms in the region. The Project’s Fisheries and Benthic Monitoring Plan was submitted
to CRMC under separate cover on June 7, 2021.
F. The Council shall require post-construction assessments of commercial and recreational
targeted fishery species at five (5) year intervals following the post-construction monitoring
required in § 11.9.9(E)(3) of this Part. The assessments shall be conducted during the four
seasons of a year as specified in § 11.9.9(C) of this Part. If the analysis of post-construction
assessments demonstrate adverse impacts to fishery species as compared to the baseline
assessments required in § 11.9.9(E) (1) of this Part that are attributable to the construction or
operation of a wind energy project, then the Council may require mitigation measures
consistent with §§ 11.10.1(E) and (F) of this Part.
Refer to response above.

5.2 Ocean SAMP §11.10 Regulatory Standards
This section contains regulatory standards outlined in the Ocean SAMP. Pursuant to the
Ocean SAMP, Revolution Wind is addressing the following standards in this Category B
Assent application:

›
›
›
›
›
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Section 11.10.3, Prohibition and Areas Designated for Preservation, is not applicable to this
Category B Assent application because, as an underwater cable, the RWEC-RI is exempt from
this standard.

Ocean SAMP §11.10.1 Overall Regulatory Standards
A. All offshore developments regardless of size, including energy projects, which are proposed
for or located within state waters of the Ocean SAMP area, are subject to the policies and
standards outlined in §§ 11.9 and 11.10 of this Part (except, as noted above, § 11.9 of this Part
shall not be used for CRMC concurrence or objection for CZMA federal consistency reviews). For
the purposes of the Ocean SAMP, offshore developments are defined as: (1-7 omitted)
The RWEC-RI is an underwater cable and, therefore, Revolution Wind understands
is subject to the policies and standards outlined in Section 11.9 and 11.10 of the
Ocean SAMP.
B. In assessing the natural resources and existing human uses present in state waters of the
Ocean SAMP area, the Council finds that the most suitable area for offshore renewable energy
development in the state waters of the Ocean SAMP area is the renewable energy zone
depicted in Figure 1 in § 11.10.1(R) of this Part, below. The Council designates this area as Type
4E waters. In the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Program (Subchapter 00 Part 1
of this Chapter) these waters were previously designated as Type 4 (multipurpose) but are
hereby modified to show that this is the preferred site for large scale renewable energy projects
in state waters. The Council may approve offshore renewable energy development elsewhere in
the Ocean SAMP area, within state waters, where it is determined to have no significant
adverse impact on the natural resources or human uses of the Ocean SAMP area. Large-scale
offshore developments shall avoid areas designated as Areas of Particular Concern consistent
with § 11.10.2 of this Part. No large-scale offshore renewable energy development shall be
allowed in Areas Designated for Preservation consistent with § 11.10.3 of this Part.
Based on the figure provided in § 11.10.1.P, Figure 1: Renewable energy zone, the
RWEC-RI is not within the renewable energy zone around Block Island. However,
Revolution Wind does not propose a large-scale project within state waters. The
wind farm portion of the Project is proposed in federal waters beyond the threenautical mile limit of Rhode Island state waters and is therefore not considered a
large-scale offshore project that is subject to this Category B Assent application
process. The RWEC-RI is designed to avoid and minimize significant adverse
impacts. Where impacts cannot be fully avoided, they will be minimized and
mitigated.
C. Offshore developments shall not have a significant adverse impact on the natural resources
or existing human uses of the Rhode Island coastal zone, as described in the Ocean SAMP. In
making the evaluation of the effect on human uses, the Council will determine, for example, if
there is an overall net benefit to the Rhode Island marine economic sector from the
development of the project or if there is an overall net loss. Where the Council determines that
impacts on the natural resources or human uses of the Rhode Island coastal zone through the
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pre-construction, construction, operation, or decommissioning phases of a project constitute
significant adverse effects not previously evaluated, the Council shall, through its permitting
and enforcement authorities in state waters and through any subsequent CZMA federal
consistency reviews, require that the applicant modify the proposal to avoid and/or mitigate
the impacts or the Council shall deny the proposal.
As noted above and discussed throughout this application, The RWEC-RI is designed
to avoid and minimize significant adverse impacts. Where impacts cannot be fully
avoided, they will be minimized and mitigated.

As detailed in Section 1.3, Purpose and Need, the Project will provide clean, reliable
offshore wind energy that will increase significantly the volume of renewable energy
delivered to consumers in Rhode Island and Connecticut. In addition, overall, the
Project will bring substantial benefits to Rhode Island, including the marine
economic sector. Guidehouse evaluated the direct 21, indirect22, and induced jobs23;
labor earnings24; gross output25; and economic value added26 expected from the
Project (inclusive of the RWF, RWEC, and onshore Project components). Based on
this evaluation, the Project would have beneficial effects for the national economy
across both phases – construction and operation – with an expected gross output
(i.e. the sum value of all goods and services at all stages of production resulting from
the Project) of roughly $1,360.3 million and valued add (the best indicator of
economic development benefits to the local economy) of roughly $737.9 million. For
Rhode Island, the expected gross output and value add are $726.8 million and $390.6
million, respectively. This includes the generation of 3,059 direct, indirect, and
induced jobs during the construction phase, and 233 direct, indirect, and induced
annual jobs during the operations phase (Guidehouse, 2020).
D. Any large-scale offshore development, as defined in § 11.3(H) of this Part, shall require a
meeting between the Fisherman’s Advisory Board (FAB), the applicant, and the Council staff to
discuss potential fishery-related impacts, such as, but not limited to, project location, wind
turbine configuration and spacing, construction schedules, alternative locations, project
minimization and identification of high fishing activity or habitat edges. For any state permit

21

22
23
24
25
26

Direct jobs are on-site labor and professional services. On-site labor is given in job years, which are full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs
multiplied by the number of construction years. Construction jobs are given as FTE job-years since they are spread over a multi-year
construction period. Some construction jobs will last only a portion of a year while others may last the entire expected construction
period of three years. Operations jobs are given as annual FTE jobs over the entire operating period.
Indirect jobs are driven by the increase in demand for goods and services from direct on-site spending from the Project.

Induced jobs are driven by the local expenditures of those receiving payments within the first two job categories or increased household
spending by workers.
Labor earnings are the additional earnings (wages and employer paid benefits) associated with the additional local jobs.
Gross output is the sum value of all goods and services at all stages of production resulting from the Project.

Value added is the best indicator of economic development benefits to the local economy. The sum total of value added of all enterprises
and self-employed in a given state comprises that state’s gross domestic product. These values are the sum of earnings from capital and
labor or the difference between total gross output and the cost of intermediate inputs. It is comprised of payments made to workers,
proprietary income, other property type income, indirect business taxes, and taxes on production and imports less subsidies.
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process for a large-scale offshore development this meeting shall occur prior to submission of
the state permit application. ….
1. For purposes of BOEM's renewable energy program under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act, the CZMA federal consistency process cannot begin until a construction and operations
plan (COP) has been submitted for BOEM's review and approval. ….
The portion of the Project subject to this this Category B Assent application (i.e., the
RWEC-RI) is not a large-scale offshore development and a meeting with the FAB is
not required per this subpart. Revolution Wind understands that CRMC will schedule
a meeting with the FAB to discuss the broader Project as part of the requirements
under federal consistency review.
E. The Council shall prohibit any other uses or activities that would result in significant longterm negative impacts to Rhode Island’s commercial or recreational fisheries. Long-term
impacts are defined as those that affect more than one or two seasons.
Noted. Revolution Wind is committed to minimizing Project impacts on commercial
and recreational fisheries and the RWEC-RI will not result in significant impacts to
Rhode Island’s commercial or recreational fisheries. Construction and
decommissioning activities associated with the RWEC-RI are generally expected to
have short-term, localized impacts on access to fishing grounds due to safety
measures on entering the area. During O&M of the RWEC-RI, commercial and
recreational fisheries are expected to experience no effect or limited effects because
the cables will be buried beneath the seabed. Refer to Section 3.2.8 and Appendix S
of this Category B Assent application for evaluation of fisheries in the RWEC-RI
corridor. Finally, Revolution Wind has developed a Fisheries Communication and
Outreach Plan in consultation with relevant stakeholders and remains committed to
continuous dialogue with these stakeholders (see Appendix DD of the Project’s COP).
F. The Council shall require that the potential adverse impacts of offshore developments and
other uses on commercial or recreational fisheries be evaluated, considered and mitigated as
described in § 11.10.1(G) of this Part.
Noted. See the response to § 11.10.1(E) above.
G. For the purposes of fisheries policies and standards as summarized in Ocean SAMP Chapter
5, Commercial and Recreational Fisheries, §§ 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 of this Subchapter, mitigation is
defined as a process to make whole those fisheries user groups, including related shore-side
seafood processing facilities, that are adversely affected by offshore development proposals or
projects. Mitigation measures shall be consistent with the purposes of duly adopted fisheries
management plans, programs, strategies and regulations of the agencies and regulatory
bodies with jurisdiction over commercial and recreational fisheries , including but not limited
to those set forth above in § 11.9.4(B) of this Part. Mitigation shall not be designed or
implemented in a manner that substantially diminishes the effectiveness of duly adopted
fisheries management programs. Mitigation measures may include, but are not limited to,
compensation, effort reduction, habitat preservation, restoration and construction, marketing,
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and infrastructure and commercial fishing fleet improvements. Where there are potential
impacts associated with proposed projects, the need for mitigation shall be presumed (see §
11.10.1(F) of this Part). Mitigation shall be negotiated between the Council staff, the FAB, the
project developer, and approved by the Council. The final mitigation will be the mitigation
required by the CRMC and included in the CRMC's Assent for the project or, included within the
CRMC's federal consistency decision for a project’s federal permit application.
Noted. See the response to § 11.10.1(E) above.
H. The Council recognizes that moraine edges, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 in § 11.10.2 of
this Part, are important to commercial and recreational fishermen. In addition to these
mapped areas, the FAB may identify other edge areas that are important to fisheries within a
proposed project location. The Council shall consider the potential adverse impacts of future
activities or projects on these areas to Rhode Island’s commercial and recreational fisheries.
Where it is determined that there is a significant adverse impact, the Council will modify or
deny activities that would impact these areas. In addition, the Council will require assent
holders for offshore developments to employ micro-siting techniques in order to minimize the
potential impacts of such projects on these edge areas.
Noted. Refer to response to Section 11.10.2(C)(3) below.
I. The finfish, shellfish, and crustacean species that are targeted by commercial and
recreational fishermen rely on appropriate habitat at all stages of their life cycles. While all fish
habitat is important, spawning and nursery areas are especially important in providing shelter
for these species during the most vulnerable stages of their life cycles. The Council shall protect
sensitive habitat areas where they have been identified through the Site Assessment Plan or
Construction and Operation Plan review processes for offshore developments as described in §
11.10.5(C) of this Part.
Noted. Refer to Section 11.10.2(C)(3) below and the response to § 11.10.1(E) above.
J. Any large-scale offshore development, as defined in this Part, shall require a meeting
between the HAB, the applicant, and the Council staff to discuss potential marine resource and
habitat-related issues such as, but not limited to, impacts to marine resource and habitats
during construction and operation, project location, construction schedules, alternative
locations, project minimization, measures to mitigate the potential impacts of proposed
projects on habitats and marine resources, and the identification of important marine resource
and habitat areas. For any state permit process for a large-scale offshore development, this
meeting shall occur prior to submission of the state permit application. ….
1. For purposes of BOEM's renewable energy program under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act, the CZMA federal consistency process cannot begin until a construction and operations
plan (COP) has been submitted for BOEM's review and approval. ….
The portion of the Project subject to this this Category B Assent application (i.e., the
RWEC-RI) is not a large-scale offshore development and a meeting with the HAB is not
required per this subpart. Revolution Wind understands that CRMC will schedule a
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meeting with the HAB to discuss the broader Project as part of the requirements under
federal consistency review.
K. The potential impacts of a proposed project on cultural and historic resources will be
evaluated in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act and Antiquities Act, and
the Rhode Island Historical Preservation Act and Antiquities Act as applicable. Depending on
the project and the lead federal agency, the projects that may impact marine historical or
archaeological resources identified through the joint agency review process may require a
marine archaeology assessment that documents actual or potential impacts the completed
project will have on submerged cultural and historic resources.
BOEM is the lead federal agency reviewing the Project and is required to satisfy Section
106 of the NHPA, which requires consultation with SHPOs, THPOs, and other interested
parties, as well as assessment and mitigation of any adverse effects to historic
properties. BOEM initiated Section 106 consultation for the Project on April 2, 2021.27
Revolution Wind has submitted to BOEM a Marine Archaeological Resources
Assessment. A copy of this report is provided under confidential cover to Category B
Assent application because it contains confidential commercial information not subject
to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552) (Appendix N).
L. Guidelines for marine archaeology assessment in the Ocean SAMP area can be obtained
through the RIHPHC in their document, “Performance Standards and Guidelines for
Archaeological Projects: Standards for Archaeological Survey” (RIHPHC 2007), or the lead
federal agency responsible for reviewing the proposed development.
Noted. Revolution Wind has completed marine archaeological surveys consistent with
state and federal guidelines and in consultation with SHPOs and THPOs.
M. The potential non-physical impacts of a proposed project on cultural and historic resources
shall be evaluated in accordance with 36 C.F.R. § 800.5, assessment of adverse effects,
including the introduction of visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic features. Depending on the project and the lead
federal agency, the Ocean SAMP Interagency Working Group may require that a project
undergo a visual impact assessment that evaluates the visual impact a completed project will
have on onshore cultural and historic resources.
N. A visual impact assessment may require the development of detailed visual simulations
illustrating the completed project’s visual relationship to onshore properties that are
designated National Historic Landmarks, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, or
determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Assessment of
impacts to specific views from selected properties of interest may be required by relevant state
27

The regulations at 36 CFR § 800.8 provide for use of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process to fulfill a Federal agency’s
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 review obligations in lieu of the procedures set forth in 36 CFR § 800.3 through
800.6. This process is known as NEPA substitution for Section 106 and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) is using this
process for the Project.
https://www.boem.gov/sites/default/files/documents/renewable-energy/stateactivities/BOEM_NEPASubstitution_ConsultingPartyGuide_Final.pdf
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and federal agencies to properly evaluate the impacts and determination of adverse effect of
the project on onshore cultural or historical resources.
O. A visual impact assessment may require description and images illustrating the potential
impacts of the proposed project.
As a submarine cable, the RWEC-RI will not result in visual impacts.

Ocean SAMP §11.10.2 Areas of Particular Concern
A. Areas of Particular Concern (APCs) have been designated in state waters through the Ocean
SAMP process with the goal of protecting areas that have high conservation value, cultural and
historic value, or human use value from large-scale offshore development. …
Noted. Refer to response to Section 11.10.2(C) regarding APCs applicable to the portion
of the RWEC-RI in the Ocean SAMP area.
B. The Council has designated the areas listed below in § 11.10.2(C) of this Part in state waters
as Areas of Particular Concern. All large-scale, small-scale, or other offshore development, or
any portion of a proposed project, shall be presumptively excluded from APCs. This exclusion is
rebuttable if the applicant can demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that there are no
practicable alternatives that are less damaging in areas outside of the APC, or that the
proposed project will not result in a significant alteration to the values and resources of the
APC. When evaluating a project proposal, the Council shall not consider cost as a factor when
determining whether practicable alternatives exist. Applicants which successfully demonstrate
that the presumptive exclusion does not apply to a proposed project because there are no
practicable alternatives that are less damaging in areas outside of the APC must also
demonstrate that all feasible efforts have been made to avoid damage to APC resources and
values and that there will be no significant alteration of the APC resources or values.
Applicants successfully demonstrating that the presumptive exclusion does not apply because
the proposed project will not result in a significant alteration to the values and resources of the
APC must also demonstrate that all feasible efforts have been made to avoid damage to the
APC resources and values. The Council may require a successful applicant to provide a
mitigation plan that protects the ecosystem. The Council will permit underwater cables, only in
certain categories of Areas of Particular Concern, as determined by the Council in coordination
with the Joint Agency Working Group. The maps listed below in § 11.10.2(C) of this Part
depicting Areas of Particular Concern may be superseded by more detailed, site-specific maps
created with finer resolution data.
Revolution Wind has sited the RWEC-RI to avoid APC to the extent practicable. To the
extent any portion of the RWEC-RI subject to this Category B Assent application
overlaps with APC, no practicable alternatives exist that are less damaging in areas
outside of the APC, and the RWEC-RI will not result in a significant alteration to the
values and resources of the APC. Revolution Wind will take all feasible efforts to avoid
damage to APC resources and values, and there will be no significant alteration of APC
resources or values as a result of the RWEC-RI. Refer to response to Section 11.10.2(C)
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below regarding APCs applicable to the portion of the RWEC-RI in the Ocean SAMP
area.
C. Areas of particular concern that have been identified in the Ocean SAMP area in state
waters are described as follows:
1. Historic shipwrecks, archeological or historical sites and their buffers as described in Ocean
SAMP Chapter 4, Cultural and Historic Resources, Sections 440.1.1 through 440.1.4, are Areas
of Particular Concern. For the latest list of these sites and their locations please refer to the
Rhode Island State Historic Preservation and Heritage Commission.
Revolution Wind understands shipwrecks are designated as APCs per the Ocean SAMP.
Within the portion of the RWEC-RI corridor subject to the Ocean SAMP (i.e., from the
mouth of the Narragansett Bay to the three nautical mile state water line), one
shipwreck was identified during Project surveys and the Project’s QMA has
recommended a 50-meter avoidance buffer around this resource (see Appendix N).
The RWEC-RI will avoid this shipwreck and associated buffer to the extent practicable.
BOEM is required to satisfy Section 106 of the NHPA, which requires consultation with
SHPOs, THPOs, and other interested parties, as well as assessment and mitigation of
unavoidable adverse effects to historic properties.
2. Offshore dive sites within the Ocean SAMP area, as shown in Figure 2 in § 11.10.2 of this
Part, are designated Areas of Particular Concern. The Council recognizes that offshore dive
sites, most of which are shipwrecks, are valuable recreational and cultural ocean assets and are
important to sustaining Rhode Island’s recreation and tourism economy.
There are no dive sites located within the RWEC-RI corridor. The nearest dive site, as
identified on Figure 2 of Section 11.10.2 is located approximately 115 feet (35 meters)
from the western edge of the RWEC-RI corridor. The dive site is approximately 1,000
feet (305 meters) west of the RWEC-RI routing, as shown in Appendix A.
3. Glacial moraines are important habitat areas for a diversity of fish and other marine plants
and animals because of their relative structural permanence and structural complexity. Glacial
moraines create a unique bottom topography that allows for habitat diversity and complexity,
which allows for species diversity in these areas and creates environments that exhibit some of
the highest biodiversity within the entire Ocean SAMP area. The Council also recognizes that
because glacial moraines contain valuable habitats for fish and other marine life, they are also
important to commercial and recreational fishermen. Accordingly, the Council shall designate
glacial moraines as identified in Figures 3 and 4 in § 11.10.2 of this Part as Areas of Particular
Concern.
Three benthic habitat types which are direct remnants of glaciation were identified

within the Ocean SAMP area subject to this Category B Assent application based on

site-specific data collected during 2019/2020 site investigation surveys: Glacial Moraine
A, Glacial Moraine B, and Bedrock (see Appendix P). Bedrock habitats consist of

exposed outcroppings of bedrock, either present as solitary outcrops or in groupings
of large bedrock outcrops. Glacial moraine habitats, on the other hand, are complex
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habitat classification categories composed of consolidated and unconsolidated

geologic debris directly deposited by glacial movement (rather than reworking from
meltwaters or transgressive seas) and are limited in distribution along the outer

continental shelf near New England. A distinction was made between Glacial Moraine A
and Glacial Moraine B habitats to distinguish between areas of unconsolidated

geological debris (Glacial Moraine A) and consolidated geological debris (Glacial

Moraine B). The surface of Glacial Moraine B deposits appeared poorly sorted and

dense with very high boulder densities resulting in greater structural complexity and

permanence. By comparison, the surface of Glacial Moraine A units was reworked with
sand and gravel deposits resulting in less structural complexity and permanence.

Glacial Moraine A and B habitats comprised 0.3% (5 acres) of the habitats mapped

within the RWEC-RI Project Area in the portion of the Ocean SAMP area subject to this
Category B Assent application (i.e., from the mouth of Narragansett Bay to the three
nautical mile state water line). The data included in Appendix P to this Category B

Assent application represent more detailed, higher resolution data to supplement data
depicted in Figures 3 and 4 of Section 11.10.2(C) of the Ocean SAMP.

As shown in Appendix A (Export Cable Plan Set), Revolution Wind anticipates

avoidance of Glacial Moraine A and B with siting of the RWEC-RI. Should complete

avoidance of Glacial Moraine A and B habitats not be possible due to other, currently
unknown, constraints (e.g., unexploded ordnance – refer to Section 2.2.3.5 of this

application), Revolution Wind will take all feasible efforts to avoid any damage to the
glacial moraine benthic habitats.

4. Navigation, military, and infrastructure areas including: designated shipping lanes,
precautionary areas, recommended vessel routes, ferry routes, dredge disposal sites, military
testing areas, unexploded ordnance, pilot boarding areas, anchorages, and a coastal buffer of 1
km as depicted in Figure 5 in § 11.10.2 of this Part are designated as Areas of Particular
Concern. The Council recognizes the importance of these areas to marine transportation,
navigation and other activities in the Ocean SAMP area.
Through consultation with applicable agencies, the RWEC-RI was sited to avoid
conflicts with DoD use areas and navigational areas identified by the USCG, as
applicable. As noted in Section 3.2.11 of this Category B Assent application, while the
RWEC-RI intersects the Brenton Reef Pilot Station, within the past two decades there
are no documented cases of any vessel anchoring in the pilot boarding area, nor is
there a recollection among the USCG or the Northeast Marine Pilots of any vessels
anchoring there28.

28

Personal communication with Capt. P. Costabile, April 2020
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5. Areas of high fishing activity as identified during the pre-application process by the
Fishermen’s Advisory Board, as defined in § 11.3(E) of this Part, may be designated by the
Council as Areas of Particular Concern.
Noted. Refer to Section 3.2.8 and Appendix S of this Category B Assent application for
evaluation of fishing activity within, and in the vicinity of, the RWEC-RI Project Area.
6. Several heavily-used recreational boating and sailboat racing areas, as shown in Figure 6 in
§ 11.10.2 of this Part, are designated as Areas of Particular Concern. The Council recognizes
that organized recreational boating and sailboat racing activities are concentrated in these
particular areas, which are therefore important to sustaining Rhode Island’s recreation and
tourism economy.
Revolution Wind has assessed available data regarding recreational boating and
sailboat racing areas (refer to Section 3.2.9). Revolution Wind has also reviewed the
data depicted in Figure 6 of Section 11.10.2 of the Ocean SAMP and finds that the
RWEC-RI corridor passes through the Recreational Boating APCs south of Brenton
Point. Siting of the RWEC-RI in this location was determined through detailed G&G
surveys within the proposed corridor and consultation with the DoD. The G&G surveys
identified the presence of geological obstructions extending southwesterly from
Brenton Point into Rhode Island Sound (Refer to Section 3.2.1). The presence of
shallow bedrock prohibits cable burial throughout much of this area. The G&G surveys
identified a gap in the bedrock formation where sufficient depth to bedrock below the
sediment surface would allow for cable installation. Similarly, consultation with the
DoD led Revolution Wind to avoid a restricted area south of the entrance to
Narragansett Bay. Routing around these other constraints causes the RWEC-RI corridor
to intersect with the Recreational Boating APCs south of Brenton Point.
Given Revolution Wind’s commitment to complying with TOY restrictions, construction
of the RWEC-RI will generally occur between Labor Day and February 1 and will avoid
times of the year when a heavy concentration of recreational boating is occurring in
the Recreational Boating APCs. Construction impacts will be limited in duration and
will avoid significant impact to these areas of substantial recreational value. Once
installed, the RWEC-RI will be buried below the seafloor and will not interfere with use
of these Recreational Boating APCs. Consequently, the RWEC-RI will not result in a
significant alteration of the values and resources of the Recreational Boating APCs and
Revolution Wind has made all feasible efforts to avoid affecting the Recreational
Boating APC resources and values.
7. Naval fleet submarine transit lanes, as described in Ocean SAMP Chapter 7, Marine
Transportation, Navigation, and Infrastructure Section 720.7, are designated as Areas of
Particular Concern.
Through consultation with applicable agencies, the RWEC-RI was sited to avoid
conflicts with DoD use areas and navigational areas identified by the USCG, as
applicable. Through additional consultation with the USCG and the U.S. Navy, the
RWEC-RI was sited to avoid or minimize conflicts with any of their equities in RI state
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waters (e.g. underwater sensor and weapons testing ranges, designated anchorages,
aids-to-navigation, vessel routing measures, etc.). These agencies have reviewed the
RWEC-RI installation plans and indicated there are no objections subject to regular
updates on installation schedules and discussion of potential waterway conflicts and
plans to avoid or minimize those conflicts.
8. Other Areas of Particular Concern may be identified during the preapplication review by
state and federal agencies as areas of importance.
Noted.
D. Developers proposing projects for within the renewable energy zone as described in
§ 11.10.1(B) of this Part shall adhere to the requirements outlined in § 11.10.2 of this Part
regarding Areas of Particular Concern in state waters, including any Areas of Particular
Concern that overlap the renewable energy zone (see Figure 7 in § 11.10.2 of this Part).
The Project is not proposed in the renewable energy zone around Block Island.

Ocean SAMP §11.10.4 Other Areas
A. Large-scale projects or other development which is found to be a hazard to commercial
navigation shall avoid areas of high intensity commercial marine traffic in state waters.
Avoidance shall be the primary goal of these areas. Areas of high intensity commercial marine
traffic are defined as having 50 or more vessel counts within a 1 km by 1 km grid, as shown in
Figure 9 in § 11.10.4(B) of this Part.
The portion of the Project that is the subject of this application for Category B Assent
(i.e., the RWEC-RI) does not constitute a large-scale development as defined by the
Ocean SAMP. Revolution Wind has committed to achieving sufficient burial depth of
the RWEC-RI such that it will not interfere with commercial navigation. Additionally,
the West Passage of Narragansett Bay is typically not used by commercial vessels due
to water depth limitations, air draft restrictions of the Jamestown Bridge
(approximately 30 feet less than the Newport Bridge), lack of a clearly marked
navigation channel, and the absence of marine pilots qualified to conn a ship within
the West Passage. Consequently, the majority of commercial vessel traffic transits the
East Passage of Narragansett Bay.

Ocean SAMP §11.10.5 Application Requirements
Revolution Wind acknowledges Sections 11.10.5(A) and (B) of this part and does not
restate those herein.
C. Prior to construction, the following sections shall be considered necessary data and
information:
1. Site assessment plan – A SAP is a pre-application plan that describes the activities and
studies (e.g., installation of meteorological towers, meteorological buoys) the applicant plans to
perform for the characterization of the project site. The SAP shall describe how the applicant
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shall conduct the resource assessment (e.g., meteorological and oceanographic data collection)
or technology testing activities. For projects in state waters the applicant shall receive the
approval of the SAP by the Council (see § 11.9.8 of this Part). For projects within Type 4E waters
(depicted in Figure 1 in § 11.10.1 of this Part), pre-construction data requirements may
incorporate data generated by the Ocean SAMP provided the data was collected within 2 years
of the date of application, or where the Ocean SAMP data is determined to be current enough
to meet the requirements of the Council in coordination with the Joint Agency Working Group.
The applicant shall reference information and data discussed in the Ocean SAMP (including
appendices and technical reports) in their SAP. For a SAP required by BOEM under the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act for projects in federal waters, if BOEM combines the SAP with the
COP, then the SAP and COP would be filed at the same time. If BOEM does not require a SAP
for a project in federal waters, then the SAP shall not be necessary data and information for
federal consistency reviews. (a-h omitted)
Revolution Wind has complied with SAP requirements. The SAP for Lease Area OCS-A0486 was approved by BOEM in October 2017. The CRMC issued concurrence in file
#2017-09-034 on September 8, 2017.
2. Construction and operations plan (COP) - The COP describes the applicant’s construction,
operations, and conceptual decommissioning plans for the proposed facility, including the
applicant’s project easement area. (a-g omitted)
Revolution Wind’s COP is consistent with the requirements outlined in this subpart. On
April 30, 2021, BOEM published a Noticed of Intent to Prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement for the Project and published the Project’s COP to their website
(https://www.boem.gov/Revolution-Wind).
Refer to Appendix Y for a review of the Project’s COP relative to the content
requirements of this subpart.

Ocean SAMP §11.10.6 Monitoring Requirements
A. The Council in coordination with the Joint Agency Working Group, as described in § 11.9.7(I)
of this Part, shall determine requirements for monitoring as specified in § 11.9.9 of this Part.
For CZMA federal consistency purposes the Council must identify any baseline assessments and
construction monitoring activities during its CZMA six-month review of the COP.
Revolution Wind is committed to conducting monitoring prior to, during, and post
construction and will coordinate with the Council and other key stakeholders in the
development of specific monitoring plans. Current monitoring commitments are
outlined in Tables 2.2-9 and 2.2-10 and Section 2.2.5.3, and include onshore
environmental compliance monitoring, bathymetry and cable burial surveys, fisheries
and benthic habitat monitoring, marine mammal and sea turtle monitoring for pile
driving activities, and a post-construction avian monitoring. See also the responses to
Section 11.9.9 of this Part (Section 5.1.9 of this Category B Assent application).
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B

Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the
Coast Wetland Descriptions and Wetland
Functions and Values Evaluation and Impacts

B.1 OnSS Freshwater Wetland Descriptions
Freshwater wetlands are present at the OnSS parcels. These wetlands are subject to
regulation as Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR-20-00-02) by the
CRMC. Freshwater Wetlands present include a small forested wetland, a Swamp with the
associated Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands, a Marsh and associated Area of Land
within 50 Feet of Wetlands and an off-site stream less than 10 feet (3 m) wide that projects
its 100-foot Riverbank Wetland into the Project Area. Descriptions of the wetlands are
provided below and are depicted on Figure 3.1.3 in Section 3.1.2.2.

B.1.1Wetland 2
This small (0.03 ac [0.012 ha]) Forested Wetland occupies a closed depression at the base of
the capped landfill. It is delineated by a closed circuit of flags numbered 2-100 to 2-107. At
some point in the past, Wetland 2 may have been part of Wetland 3, but may have been
isolated during land grading that created or closed the adjacent landfill. This wetland
occupies the depression created where the slopes of a natural kame meet the slopes of the
closed landfill. The vegetation in Wetland 2 consists of poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) in
the herbaceous stratum and is shaded by red maple (Acer rubrum).
Soils in this disturbed wetland are similar to the poorly drained Walpole series with a thin
layer of fill and sediment over the original soil surface. The presence of a depleted matrix
below a dark surface was the field indicator used to classify the soil as hydric. This wetland is
saturated near the surface for weeks at the beginning of the growing season and can be
quite dry through the summer. The wetland form is concave sloping west toward Wetland 3,
but it is separated from Wetland 3 by fill.
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B.1.2Wetland 3
Wetland 3 lies south and west of the of the proposed OnSS site and extends off-site. For the
purpose of functional assessment, the wetland area is approximately 26.7 acres before the
evaluation unit is broken along Mill Creek Drive and restricted by a culvert. The much smaller
on-site part of this wetland has been delineated by flags 1-100 to 1-139, 1-145 to 1-159, and
1-202 to 1-205. The gaps in the wetland line occurs where the wetland edge drifts beyond
the property limits and then returns. This Swamp is forested with common canopy
dominants consisting of red maple, American elm (Ulmus americana) and tupelo
(Nyssa sylvatica). The shrub stratum includes highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum),
winterberry (Ilex verticillata) and pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia). The heavily shaded
herbaceous stratum is often dominated by skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) in the
early spring and later by cinnamon fern (Osmundastrum cinnamomeum) with sensitive fern
(Onoclea sensibilis) also present.
As a larger evaluation unit Wetland 3 abuts roads Camp Avenue, Mill Creek Drive, and Roger
Williams Way. Along Mill Creek Drive the wetland abuts multifamily developments.
Tributaries to Mill Creek flow through Freshwater Wetland 3 north and west of the OnSS
parcel boundary. Based on their linear form and steep channel incision, these streams appear
to have been excavated and straightened in part to enhance drainage of Wetland 3.
Soils within this wetland are mapped as Swansea muck, a very poorly drained soil that
classifies with the Order of soils characterized by thick accumulations of organic matter at
the surface, Histosols. In Rhode Island all Histosols are hydric soils. These soils remain
saturated near the surface or flooded for most if not all the growing season. Pit and mound
topography is present in this otherwise near level wetland and some shallow excavated
depressions are also present.

B.1.3Wetland 4
This wetland straddles the northern boundary of the OnSS parcels. This Marsh consists of
patches of open water, few trees and shrubs scattered throughout the wetland interior and a
forested margin. The wetland form is a closed depression bounded by a natural kame
deposit to the north and northwest and steep fill slopes to the southwest, south, and east.
The portion of the wetland on the OnSS site has been delineated with Flags 3-100 to 3-145.
Scattered debris and fill are present in and around this wetland which apparently date back
to the time when this site was part of Naval Air Station Quonset Point.
Alder (Alnus incana) and willow (Salix bebbiana, S. sp.) are common shrubs scattered around
semipermanent pools of shallow open water. Red maple is common around the wetland
perimeter and on islands. Skunk cabbage and jewelweed are common herbaceous plants
occupying exposed substrates.
Soils are mapped as poorly drained Walpole sandy loam which is poorly drained, but we
found soils in most of the wetland interior more similar to the very poorly drained Scarboro
mucky sandy loam and Swansea muck. Based on observations of staining on concrete,
adventitious roots, and water stained leaves water levels may fluctuate two to three feet (0.6
to 0.9 m) from the winter to late growing season.
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Wetland 4 also functions as a cryptic vernal pool based on the findings of a vernal pool
survey conducted by VHB in spring 2020. VHB biologists identified three obligate vernal pool
species within Wetland 4: wood frog (Lithobates sylvaticus), spotted salamander (Ambystoma
maculatum), and fairy shrimp (Eubranchipus sp.). A memo documenting the vernal pool
survey is included in Appendix J.
The fill slopes within the Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands along the southwest and
southern sides of the wetland are characterized by the presence of exposed broken concrete
slabs and other demolition disposed during the decommissioning of Naval Air Station
Quonset Point. These slopes support impenetrable stands of multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora)
and Morrow’s honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii). Trees include Norway maple (Acer
platanoides), cottonwood (Populus deltoides), big tooth aspen (Populus grandidentata) and
scattered oaks (Quercus rubra, Q. velutina).

B.2 Freshwater Wetlands Functions and Values
Table B2-1 provides a summary of the functions and values provided by the three wetlands
present at the two OnSS parcels.
Table B2-1 Functions & Values of Freshwater Wetlands in the OnSS and Davisville Substation Parcels
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Notes: P=Primary or Principal Function; X = Secondary Function possible provided at a significant level; - = Unlikely to be provided.
1: Area of contiguous wetland east of Mill Creek Drive. 2: Offsite only in Mill Creek.

-

B.2.1Fish/Shellfish Habitat
Offsite portions of Wetland 3 include tributaries to Mill Creek which may provide fish habitat,
but these areas were not investigated because these properties are not within the Project
Area. Wetlands within the Project Area do not support fish and shellfish habitat.

B.2.2Wetland Wildlife Habitat
The wildlife species present within the OnSS parcels utilize the habitat resources present
both within the two properties which make up the OnSS Site along with offsite resources.
The Rhode Island Wildlife Action Plan (RIWAP) (RIDEM et al. 2015) defines habitat as a place
where an animal normally lives, often characterized by a dominant plant form (e.g.,
deciduous forest) or physical characteristic (e.g., a stream or barren). In addition to the type
of vegetative cover type, habitat also includes the resources, such as food and water, and
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conditions present in an area that produces occupancy – including survival and reproduction
– by a given organism (Hall et al., 1997). A species may utilize one or several resource areas
or vegetation cover types for its habitat. Rhode Island’s varied bedrock and surficial geology,
soils, topography, and hydrology support a range of plant communities that supports a
complex ecological framework for Rhode Island’s fish and wildlife diversity (RIDEM et al.,
2015). Table B2-2 below provides a list of species observed. Species that are listed under the
2015 RI WAP as species of greatest conservation need (“SGCN”) have been indicated in this
table.
Wildlife surveys were conducted at the OnSS site on May 6, and May 20, 2021 with a focus
on mammals, herptiles, and breeding songbirds. Vernal pool surveys were conducted in
spring 2020 and the memo documenting these findings is included in Appendix J. Wildlife
observations were also recorded in the summer of 2019 and winter of 2020-2021 during
other site investigations.
VHB recorded several wildlife observations within the OnSS Project Area for species that are
not specifically wetland dependent but may use wetlands as part of their habitat mosaic.
Throughout the OnSS Project Site, including Area of Land within 50 feet of Wetlands 3 and 4,
evidence of eastern white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), eastern cottontail
(Sylvilagus floridanus), eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis), eastern chipmunk
(Tamias striatus), southern redback vole (Myodes gapperi), and eastern coyote (Canis latrans
x Canis lycaon) was observed. It is likely that striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), Virginia
opossum (Didelphis virginiana), and raccoon (Procyon lotor) also visit the site including
wetlands but no direct evidence was observed.
Several resident and migratory passerines suited to woodland habitat were observed
including black-capped chickadee (Poecile atricapillus), tufted titmouse (Baeolophus bicolor),
white-breasted nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis), downy woodpecker (Dryobates pubescens), red
bellied woodpecker (Melanerpes carolinus) and woodland edges such as Carolina wren
(Thryothorus ludovicianus), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), American robin (Turdus
migratorius), eastern towhee (Pipilo erythrophthalmus) warbling vireo (Vireo gilvus), and
American redstart (Setophaga ruticilla) were observed. No wading birds or waterfowl were
ever observed within these wetlands and suitable habitats for these wildlife guilds are not
thought to be present.
Several bird species were also observed flying over the OnSS Project Site but there was no
indication that they utilize terrestrial habitats within this area. These include chimney swift
(Chaetura pelagica), herring gull (Larus argentatus), osprey (Pandion haliaetus), bald eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura).
Table B2-2 Wildlife Species Observed within or proximate to Freshwater Wetlands
Species

SGCN

Wetland 2

Wetland 3

Wetland 4

Reptiles and Amphibians
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Species

Spotted salamander

Northern Spring peeper
Wood frog

e

Green frog

SGCN
X
X

Birds

Red-tailed hawk
Ruby throated hummingbird
Red-bellied woodpecker
Hairy woodpecker

X

Great crested flycatcher

X

Northern flicker
Warbling vireo

X

Red-eyed vireo
American crow

Tufted titmouse

American redstart

Northern waterthrush

Common yellowthroat
Song sparrow

Northern cardinal

Red-winged blackbird
Common grackle

Brown-headed cowbird
Baltimore oriole

American goldfinch
House sparrow
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X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

w

Yellow warbler

X

X

Carolina wren

Gray catbird

X

X

White-breasted nuthatch

American robin

X

X

Black-capped chickadee

Hermit thrush

Wetland 4

X

Blue jay

House wren

Wetland 3

X

Mourning dove

Downy woodpecker

Wetland 2

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Species
Mammals

SGCN

Wetland 2

Wetland 3

Wetland 4

Silver-haired bat

X

X

X

Eastern red bat

X

X

X

Big brown bat
Hoary bat

Eastern cottontail

Eastern chipmunk
Gray squirrel

Southern red-backed vole
Eastern coyote

Eastern white-tailed deer

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Legend: SGCN: Species of greatest conservation need http://www.dem.ri.gov/programs/bnatres/fishwild/swap/
sgcncomm.pdf, e: egg masses, w: wintering, all birds assumed to be breeding unless otherwise noted.

B.2.2.1

Wetland 2
Description of Wildlife Function
This very small (0.03 ac) wetland does not provide wetland wildlife habitat at any significant
level. Wildlife utilizing the adjacent uplands may include Wetland 2 as part of their habitat
mosaic as soils in this wetland are not saturated for most of the growing season.
Proposed Impacts
As depicted on the Revolution Wind Proposed Onshore Substation Grading, Drainage, and
Utility Plan, Drawing No, C-3.00, direct impact to Wetland 2 is avoided by the OnSS design.
Construction in the vicinity of this wetland is not thought to have any detectable effect on
wetland wildlife habitat in the OnSS Project Site. Mitigation plantings of native shrubs and
grasses are proposed along the north side and south end of the wetland utilizing shrubs that
either produce mast and/or are attractive to native pollinators (Refer to Drawing No. W1.01).
The hydrology o the wetland will remain supported by directing a discharge point into the
east end (upslope) of this wetland from the development.

B.2.2.2

Wetland 3
Description of Wildlife Function
On-site Wetland 3 provides wetland wildlife habitat associated with forested wetlands. Mill
Creek does not enter either of the OnSS parcels and all riparian habitats are off-site. Direct
evidence of eastern white-tailed deer (prints) and eastern coyote (scat) were observed in
Wetland 3. Eastern gray squirrel was observed feeding on red maple seed in Wetland 3
during bird surveys. Other trees and shrubs that produce mast in this wetland include tupelo,
American elm, highbush blueberry, and winterberry.
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Green frog (Lithobates clamitans) and northern spring peeper (Hyla crucifer) were identified
within Wetland 3 from their calls.
Birds were identified through direct visual observations and vocalizations. Gray catbird
(Dumetella carolinensis), Carolina wren, common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas), northern
waterthrush (Parkesia noveboracensis), and red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus) were
visually observed within the wetland. Standing snags within this wetland likely attract cavity
nesting birds such as the four woodpeckers observed (See Table A.2-2), black-capped
chickadee, tufted titmouse, and great crested flycatcher.
During the summer of 2019 delineation of wetlands on this site it was noted that wet
depressions within this wetland supported prolific mosquito (Culicidae) reproduction. While
often considered a nuisance and disease vector, these insects are prey for amphibians,
several songbirds, and the bats observed on the OnSS site.
By far the most activity observed within Wetland 3 consisted of passerine birds. Table A2-2
lists the species observed within the three wetlands.
Proposed Impacts
As depicted on Drawing No. C-3.00 there are three areas where the proposed LOD of the
OnSS approaches Wetland 3 and its Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands. In the vicinity
of wetland flags 1-123 to 1-133 south of the OnSS a retaining wall is used to eliminate any
encroachment into Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands. For the most part there will be
no clearing of trees or shrubs because the clearing limits closely correspond to the existing
limits of the landfill cap that is periodically mowed to maintain a short grass cover. The
conversion of grassland cover to the substation yard will not significantly affect most wildlife
utilizing Wetland 3 as this area is not part of their habitat mosaic. Generalists such as eastern
white-tailed deer, song sparrow, or American robin will change their utilization patterns of
the site.
In the vicinity of flags 1-149 to 1-151 a lobe of Wetland 3 projects toward the proposed
OnSS western limits where trees will be cleared. This clearing is required to maintain a safe
open perimeter around the facility. A minimum 40-foot undisturbed, wooded Area of Land
within 50 Feet of Wetlands will be maintained and the cleared Area of Land within 50 Feet of
Wetlands along with other adjacent existing cleared area will be planted in native trees,
shrubs and grasses as shown on Drawing No. W1.01 in Appendix A. These plans are
provided under confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because it contains
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under Access to Public
Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 U.S.C. § 552).
In the vicinity of flags 1-167 to 1-169 and 1-202 to 1-205 the clearing limits for the
northwest corner of the OnSS encroach into Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands
including a small area inside the OnSS security fence. This encroachment occurs at an
existing crossing of Wetland 3 constructed in fill. In addition to planting the disturbed area
beyond the retaining wall, plantings will be placed at this crossing.
Impacts to palustrine wetland were completely avoided by shifting the orientation of the
OnSS yard and trimming corners as necessary. Work inside Area of Land within 50 Feet of
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Wetlands was further minimized by constructing 505 linear feet of retaining wall around the
southwest corner of the OnSS and another 185-foot long wall near the northwest corner of
the OnSS to shorten slope lengths. The use of retaining walls also obscures any activities
occurring within the substation from wildlife utilizing habitats below the elevation of the
substation yard.
The limited area of new impervious surfaces in the OnSS along with the use of infiltration for
stormwater management minimize impacts to wetland hydrology The OnSS will largely
occupy the closed landfill which minimizes the tree clearing requirement and puts a
brownfield with limited wildlife habitat value into productive reuse.
B.2.2.3

Wetland 4
Description of Wildlife Function
Wetland 4 is a Marsh formed by a closed depression bounded by a natural kame deposit to
the north and northwest and steep fill slopes to the southwest, south, and east. This wetland
floods seasonally and functions as a cryptic vernal pool that supports obligate vernal pool
species, including wood frog, spotted salamander and fairy shrimp. See Vernal Pool
Assessment Technical Memo in Appendix J.
The steeps fill slopes of demolished concrete slabs present an obstacle to some wildlife
seeking to enter the wetland from adjacent uplands to the south. Some of the gaps between
exposed slabs are used by small mammals such as chipmunks for escape cover and probably
den construction.
Within the wetland, species such as red-winged blackbird, common yellow-throat, and
yellow warbler (Setophaga petechia) nest in shrub thickets. Gray catbird (Dumetella
carolinensis) and American redstart (Setophaga ruticilla) were observed nesting in low trees
in the wetland. Other birds were either identified by visual observation or from vocalizations.
Wetland 4 has fewer snags and greater areas of shrub cover and open water in comparison
with Wetland 3.
The presence of bulky waste such as old tires and disposed appliances in the in this Marsh
provide an opportunity for enhancement by removing these foreign objects.
Proposed Impacts
The northeastern corner of the OnSS parallels the limits of Wetland 4. The OnSS yard will be
perched seven to nine feet above the wetland along a segment of wetland edge that drops
abruptly at the face of a fill slope. These slopes are thickly entangled with invasive species
including multiflora rose, Morrow’s honeysuckle, and Asiatic bittersweet along with scattered
trees. This existing vegetation provides a visual screen preventing attempts to view the
wetland from the top of slope.
The OnSS design completely avoids direct impact to Wetland 4. The incorporation of a 178foot long retaining minimizes encroachment into Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetlands.
Disturbed areas below the retaining wall and outside of the OnSS security fence will be
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planted with native shrubs and grasses that produce mast and/or flowers that are attractive
to native pollinators.
The OnSS stormwater management system relies on infiltration for stormwater treatment.
This technology along with the most of the OnSS yard remaining pervious will provide
continued hydrologic support of the wetland.
The vertical separation and existing vegetation present along the wetland edge adjacent to
the proposed OnSS yard mitigate impacts the presence of the facility may have on wildlife
utilization beyond that anticipated during the construction period. Further mitigation will be
implemented through hand removal or cabling out solid waste within the wetland.
The most important wildlife habitat attribute of Wetland 4 is the provision of breeding
habitat for obligate vernal pool species, including wood frog and spotted salamander. Adults
of these keystone species disperse into uplands habitats where they prey on insects and
other invertebrates and are prey species for reptiles and mammals. This function will not be
impacted by the OnSS.

B.2.3Production Export
Wetlands 2, 3, and 4 all providing varying forms of vegetation that provide mast for
breeding birds, insects, and other animals such as small mammals.

B.2.4Groundwater and Surface Water Supply
The OnSS project area is situated in stratified drift. The uplands on the site serve as
groundwater recharge sites as do wetlands during periods of depressed groundwater.
However, for most of the year wetlands serve as discharge sites. Groundwater discharge
from the wetlands on and adjacent to the site support flows in Mill Creek.
Camp Avenue and Quonset Point are served by a public water supply. The groundwater at
the OnSS site is classified as GB due to the presence of a closed solid waste facility. This
precludes any likely future use of the groundwater for public drinking.
The Project will not significantly impact the existing groundwater and surface water supply
functions provided by the three wetlands within the OnSS Project Area.

B.2.5Flood Protection
Portions of the OnSS parcels occur within the one-percent annual flood hazard area (Zone
AE) with a base flood elevation of 13 ft above North American Vertical Datum of 1988
(“NAVD88”). This floodplain (Wetland 3) extends into the northeast and northwest corners of
the OnSS Project Area. This floodplain is established from models assessing the impact
projected inland from the one percent annual chance coastal storm rather than modeled
from riparian flooding. Coastal floodplain is not a Freshwater Wetland resource. Construction
of the OnSS will not adversely affect flood heights driven by coastal storms.
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B.2.6Water Quality
All of the wetlands in the project area are presumed to provide at least a limited water
quality function. Under existing conditions, runoff from Camp Avenue enters Wetland 3
without treatment. This will not be changed by the Project and all the sediment trapping and
nutrient sequestration functions provided by Wetland 3 will not be altered. Wetland 2 likely
provides the least significant function as it is small and traps infiltrates runoff from the
stable, grassed landfill cap and adjacent forested slopes. This wetland is avoided and will be
fed by treated stormwater to maintain its hydrology. Wetland 4 will continue to trap
sediment from some of the unstable slopes along its southern edge along.

B.2.7Recreation and Aesthetics
B.2.7.1

Description of Values
The characteristics of Wetland 3 and 4 have been provided above. Wetland 4 is landlocked
and not visible from any existing public location so is not thought to provide any significant
recreational or aesthetic values. This wetland suffered significant encroachment prior to the
Freshwater Wetlands Protection Act during the demolition of Naval Air Station Quonset
Point in the early 1970s that continue to detract from its intrinsic aesthetic value.
Wetland 3 includes visible location along Camp Avenue and Mill Creek Drive. The tree
canopy of this wetland is dominated by red maple which provides attractive fall colors. There
would also be opportunities to observe birds from public access points along these roads
which could provide a recreational value.

B.2.7.2

Proposed Impacts
Construction of the OnSS will not affect the limited recreation and aesthetic values that
Wetland 3 provides under existing conditions. The same opportunities will exist after the
project has been constructed and is operational.

B.2.8RTE Species
B.2.8.1

Description of function and values
To assess whether any federal or state listed rare, threatened, and endangered (“RTE”)
species or SGCN were present within the Onshore Project Area, VHB evaluated information
from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”) Information Planning and
Conservation (“IPaC”) tool and the RIDEM ERM. Additionally, special attention was made
during the biological reconnaissance and wetland delineation field visits to identify
occurrences of rare plants. General wildlife records are based on observations made during
site investigations in July, August, and September 2019, winter observations were made
during February of 2021, and breeding bird surveys in May of 2021. The RI WAP for species
tied to specific Key Habitats within the Onshore Project Area, and other pertinent literature,
including New England Wildlife (DeGraaf and Yamasaki 2001) were also reviewed.
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VHB reviewed online data hosted by the RIDEM Environmental Resource Map (accessed on
December 28, 2020). There are no Natural Heritage Database records of state-listed species
within the Project Area; however, VHB biologists identified occurrences of sickle-leaved
golden aster (Pityopsis falcata), a plant species of state concern within Rhode Island within
an apparent former gravel excavation pit that sits at a lower elevation than the surrounding
grade and has transitioned to a sand barren over time in the southeast corner of Plat 179 Lot
001. Sickle-leaved golden aster is a highly restricted endemic plant that is found only on
sandy glacial deposits (Native Plant Trust, 2021). This plant is identifiable by its yellow
tubular disk flowers in the center and yellow ray flowers around the center. The RINHP has
records of this species occurring within a mapped natural heritage polygon approximately
400 ft (120 m) west of the OnSS parcel boundary.
In addition to review of state-managed databases, VHB generated an Official Species List
(List) from the USFWS using the IPaC tool on September 28, 2019 and December 28, 2020
for onshore portions of the Project (see Appendix M). The List indicated that the federally
threatened northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis; “NLEB”) has the potential to
occur within the Project Area. The List indicated that there are no Critical Habitats associated
with the NLEB within the Project Area and did not identify any other federally protected
species or critical habitats within the onshore portions of the Project.
VHB biologists conducted a presence/potential absence acoustic survey targeting NLEB
during July 2020 in accordance with survey guidelines developed by USFWS. Five fullspectrum detectors were deployed within suitable summer habitat along the Onshore
Transmission Cable route and within the OnSS parcels. The survey spanned two consecutive
calendar nights from July 29-31, 2020 for a total of 10 detector nights. A detector-night
spans the evening and early morning hours of two calendar dates. Call analysis determined
that there was no indication of NLEB occurring within the survey area and a determination of
potential absence was made and submitted to USFWS.
Section 7 consultation under the ESA is on-going as part of the NEPA process lead by BOEM.
Appendix L includes a list of all the species observed within the Onshore Project Area.
B.2.8.2

Proposed Impacts
The onshore Project components have been designed to avoid impacts to RTE species where
possible and minimize and mitigate impacts where feasible. Mitigation measures are
provided in Section 3.1.6.3.

B.2.9Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
The OnSS Project Area occurs in a pitted ice-contact outwash plain that includes areas that
are near level to steep-sided kames that rise to narrow summits. Some of these kames are
scarred by sand and gravel mining cut faces. Large areas of the OnSS Project Area mapped
as MU have been regraded. South of Wetland 4 building demolition is buried beneath a
veneer of soil and a closed landfill occupies much of the western OnSS Project Area.
Soils are generally sandy in texture and subsoils and substrates are generally well sorted and
structureless. At depth delta fore-set and topset beds are encountered that which consist of
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cohesive very fine sands and silts that can be susceptible to wind erosion if left exposed
without protection.
A site-specific soil erosion and sedimentation control plan has been prepared for the OnSS
construction period. This plan was prepared following standards of the RIPDES Program and
the RISESCH (refer to the separately bound SESC Plan). The contractor and all subcontractors
who participate in earth moving activities will be required to certify that they have read and
understand the plan and carry out activities in a manner consistent with the RIPDES General
Permit for Stormwater Discharge associated with Construction Activity and the SESC Plan.
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Responses to 650-RICR-20-00-02 Sections
2.10.B.4 Avoidance and Minimization
Requirement and 2.10.B.5.d (1) – (6) and
2.10.E Review Criteria for Applications to
Alter a Freshwater Wetland
B.3 Impacts to Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast
Under the CRMP Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and Management of
Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (Freshwater Wetland Rules), the CRMC is
responsible for the review of proposed actions with the mission to Preserve, protect, and
restore the purity and integrity of all freshwater wetlands located in the vicinity of the coast
within the State of Rhode Island so that these freshwater wetlands shall be available for all
beneficial purposes, and thus protect the health, welfare, and general wellbeing of the people
and the environment of Rhode Island (see 650-RICR-20-00-2.1.C.).
Consistent with the Freshwater Wetland Rules, construction of the OnSS will not directly alter
any palustrine wetland. However, there will be two types of unavoidable permanent
alteration of the Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands associated with Wetland 3 and 4
totaling 20,346 sf (0.46 ac) as provided in Table B.3-1.
Table B.3-1 Summary of Wetland Areas Altered to Construct the OnSS
Wetland Area Altered (square foot / square meter)

Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands

Wetland
No.

Palustrine
Wetland

2

0

4

0

3
Total

Source: VHB

0
0

Incorporated into OnSS

Cover Type Conversion

Square Feet

Square
Meters

Square Feet

Square
Meters

812

75.43

3,834

356.19

4,905

455.69

15,441

1434.52

NA

4,093

380.25

NA

11,607

1078.33

Table B3-1 shows that approximately 4,905 square feet (0.11 ac or 0.45 ha) of Area of Land
within 50 Feet of Wetlands will be incorporated into the new OnSS yard. An additional
15,441 square feet (0.35 ac or 0.14 ha) will be cleared of trees to create a safe zone around
the OnSS security fence and will be replanted in native warm season grasses, wildflowers,
and shrubs with mature heights under 15 feet (4.6 m). The native shrub species chosen for
this purpose have broad ecological amplitudes and either produce mast taken by wildlife,
particularly passerines, or are attractive to native pollinators. The wildflowers chosen also
tolerate poor soils and droughty sites and are visited by native pollinators. Sweet fern
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(Comptonia peregrina) was added to this list as a low shrub because it is a nitrogen fixer and
pioneer species on droughty sites.
A portion of the OnSS will be constructed on a closed landfill and buried demolition and
bulky waste deposits extend to the southern limits of Wetland 4. This makes the OnSS a
productive reuse of an existing brownfield site.

B.4 Avoidance
The following section addresses issues associated with §2.10(B)(4) of the Freshwater Wetland
Rules.
(a). Avoidance: All persons must satisfactorily demonstrate to the CRMC in the form of a
written narrative that all probable impacts to freshwater wetlands functions and values have
been avoided to the maximum extent possible. The written narrative must describe what steps
were taken to avoid impacts to freshwater wetlands. At a minimum, applicants must consider
and address the following issues:
(1). Whether the primary proposed activity is water-dependent, or whether it requires access to
freshwater wetlands as a central element of its primary purpose (e.g., a pier);
The proposed OnSS is itself not water dependent; however, the purpose of the OnSS is
to connect the water-dependent RWEC-RI (and broader Revolution Wind Farm) to the
existing Davisville Substation and support the interconnection of the Project to the
existing electrical transmission grid. The development of the OnSS will involve impact
to freshwater wetland, limited to the Area of Land within 50-ft of a Marsh and Swamp,
to achieve the Project purpose.
(2) Whether any areas within the same property or other properties owned or controlled by the
applicant could be used to achieve the project purpose without altering the natural character
of any freshwater wetlands;
Several points of Interconnection (“POIs”) were evaluated to determine the best route
of connecting the power generated from the offshore Revolution Wind Farm to the
regional transmission grid. The Davisville POI was identified as the preferred
alternative based on the existing infrastructure, proximity to the coastline to minimize
onshore transmission routes, and available lands nearby to support the OnSS
construction.
Upon selecting the Davisville Substation as the POI a real estate canvass for properties
for an OnSS was conducted, as described in (3) below.
(3) Whether any other properties reasonably available to, but not currently owned or controlled
by, the applicant could be used to achieve the project purpose while avoiding wetland
alterations. A property is reasonably available if, in whole or in part, it can be acquired without
excessive cost, taking individual circumstances into account, or, in the case of property owned
or controlled by the same family, entity, group of affiliated entities, or local, state or federal
government, may be obtained without excessive hardship;
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Revolution Wind completed an alternatives analysis before choosing the site for the
OnSS. A real estate canvas identified seven potentially available properties using the
following criteria:

›
›
›
›
›

Proximity within one mile of the Davisville Substation;

›

Availability, property is either on the market or the owner is willing to sell.

Minimum 7-ac [2.8 ha] parcel size with minimum 250-ft (76.2 m) parcel width;
Suitable topography (e.g., gently slopes, above height of coastal flood hazard);
Not zoned residential;
Absence of Sensitive Receptors (e.g., schools, day care centers, open-space or
recreational areas); and

Four properties were eliminated from consideration as they were unavailable for
purchase or long term lease. Three properties were carried forward from the canvass
and evaluated using GIS map coverages to characterize factors such as buildable area,
topography, access, soil-based limitations, soil or groundwater contamination,
sensitive natural resources (e.g., wetlands, streams, floodplains, vernal pools, rare
species), tree clearing requirements, land use and zoning, sensitive receptors for noise
or visual impacts, and potentially conflicting utilities. The three candidate properties
are described provided below.
Fujifilm Property
The 26 acre Fujifilm property is 0.25 mi from the TNEC Davisville Substation on Circuit
Drive. The property contains two Fujifilm buildings and approximately 14 acres are
undeveloped space potentially suitable for an OnSS. It is bounded on the north by a
vacant TNEC parcel and land owned by the QDC along the railroad, on the west by
Circuit Drive, on the east by Burlingham Avenue, and on the south by other properties.
The site is near level with elevations varying from 12 ft to 22 ft above NAVD88 and
most of the site at or near elevation 19 ft.
Access would likely be from Circuit Drive with only a short site drive required. The
proposed OnSS site would require underground circuits 0.4 mi long to reach the TNEC
Davisville substation. This site is the shortest overall (landfall length plus
interconnection length) for all options. Wetlands are not present on this site and the
site is outside of the CRMC 200-foot Contiguous Area from the Coastal Feature. Most
of the site is located below the 0.2% AEP floodplain at approximate elevation of 23
feet NAVD88. Floodplain compensation would not be required in a coastal flood zone.
No tree clearing would be required. This site is within the Quonset Business Park
District and is marked as Quonset Light Industrial District (“QLID”). There are no
sensitive receptors abutting this location.
The Fujifilm’s building is an Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(“EPCRA”) tier II Facility with an Environmental Land Use Restriction (ELUR) where the
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OnSS could be sited29. There is a 24-inch stormwater culvert running through the
middle of the property that may need to be relocated for the OnSS. Siting the OnSS on
this parcel would preclude future facility expansion by the owner or others in the
industrial park. The QDC recommended against siting the OnSS on this property as
other higher and better uses were planned for this area ideal for supporting future
industrial or business growth.
QDC Mainsail Drive Property
The QDC-owned Mainsail Drive property is approximately 0.2 miles from the TNEC
Davisville Substation on Mainsail Drive. The near level 9.9 acre site is fenced and
mostly paved with typical elevations between 14 feet and 18 feet above NAVD88.
Currently, this property is frequently used as a material laydown and stockpile area for
other construction sites. The site is bounded by the North Kingstown Golf Course to
the north and west, Mainsail Drive to the east and Roger Williams Way to the south.
There is one stockpile area with elevations reaching elevation 28 feet. No special
earthwork would be required to prepare a building pad. This site contains stateregulated freshwater wetlands including a tributary to Mill Creek along the northern
boundary with a 100-foot Riverbank Wetland. There is no known soil or groundwater
contamination.
Access would likely be from Mainsail Drive. An OnSS constructed at this location would
require 0.7 mi of underground conduit to reach the TNEC Davisville substation
beginning from the shore. This is the longest onshore cable route overall among the
three sites and would cross a railroad and several underground utilities.
QDC Property abutting the Davisville Substation
This undeveloped QDC property is partially open and abuts the existing TNEC
Davisville Substation. It consists of two adjacent parcels of land totaling 15.7 acres. The
site is bounded by a wetland and TNEC’s electric transmission ROW and other
undeveloped QDC properties to the north, wooded and residential areas to the west,
Camp Avenue to the south, and the TNEC Davisville Substation and Eurofins
Microbiology to the east. Access would be from Camp Avenue. Since it abuts the TNEC
Davisville Substation this site would have the shortest interconnection.
Much of this site was excavated, filled, and graded during the closure of Naval Air
Station Quonset Point with extensive areas composed of buried concrete and steel
demolition. Large segments of wetland edge are defined by the abrupt limits of fill
slopes. Direct impact to palustrine wetlands and 100-foot Riverbank Wetland would be
avoided by a new OnSS constructed at this site, however there would be
encroachments into the Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands (wetland buffer).
Portions of the site are within a FEMA Coastal Flood Zone AE one percent Annual
Exceedance Probability (“AEP”) floodplain with an elevation 13 feet NAVD 88. Most of

29

VHB review of ERM database May 9, 2020
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the site is located within the 0.2 percent AEP floodplain at elevation 23 feet above
NAVD88. Floodplain compensation is not required for fill placed in coastal floodplains.
An OnSS constructed at this brownfield site would largely occupy the Camp Avenue
Dump where demolition materials from the former Naval Air Station Quonset Point
have been interred. The dump is capped, and it is ringed with groundwater monitoring
wells around the perimeter. There is an ELUR on this site that requires approval from
the RIDEM Office of Land Revitalization and Sustainable Materials Management before
conducting earthworks. Beneficial reuse of brownfields for the OnSS is consistent with
BOEM and RIDEM policy. Because the dump is maintained in lawn grasses only about
3.3 acres (1.34 ha) of woodland will be cleared to develop the 7.1 acres (2.87 ha) OnSS
facility. This site was strongly recommended by the QDC which is the owner of the
property.
There are no known utilities on this site. The closest sensitive receptor is Fishing Cove
Elementary School 0.4 miles (0.64 km) southwest. The OnSS has four abutters (see
Appendix Z); two are residential including townhomes/condominiums with a total 137
units. There are five residential properties across Camp Avenue south of the site. The
closest residential area is the townhome community at least 280 feet (85.34 m) west of
the proposed OnSS fence. The use of these lots for an OnSS will require relief from the
QDC and Town of North Kingstown land-use regulations which will be granted through
the EFSB process.
Conclusion
Based on parcel size, ability to avoid direct impact to palustrine and Riverbank
wetlands and limited disturbance to mostly previously disturbed Area of Land within
50 Feet of Wetlands , proximity to the TNEC Substation, the visual buffer provided to
abutters, productive reuse of a brownfield site, and strong QDC preference, the QDC
Property abutting the TNEC Substation was advanced as the preferred alternative.
(4) Whether alternative designs, layouts or technologies could be used to avoid freshwater
wetlands or impacts on functions and values on the subject property or whether the project
purpose could be achieved on other property that is reasonably available and would avoid
wetlands;
The OnSS is designed to meet Rhode Island State Building Code/2015 International
Building Code, American Society of Civil Engineers (“ASCE”) Standard 7-10, ASCE 113,
ASCE 24-14, all applicable Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”)
standards, and local climate and geotechnical conditions. The engineering of these
facilities proposes gas-insulated switchgear system bay positions. All of the equipment
spacing within the substation and distances from the perimeter fences have been
designed in accordance with the National Electric Safety Code30 which provides for the

30

The NESC is an ANSI standard which covers basic provisions for safeguarding of persons from hazards arising from the installation,
operation, or maintenance of conductors and equipment in electrical supply stations, and overhead and underground electric supply and
communication lines. It also includes work rules for the construction, maintenance, and operation of electric supply and communication
lines and equipment.
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safety of the general public as well as the utility personnel that will operate and
maintain the station. Other codes that govern the design and maintenance of the
Project include the American Concrete Institute, and the American National Standards
Institute.
These standards control the design of the fence, the separation distance of the fence
to energized equipment, safe clearance distances between energized equipment above
ground, and the grounding of all equipment, fencing and surfaces within the yard and
around the perimeter of the yard. Following these design criteria, the OnSS layout that
is presented avoids direct impact to palustrine wetlands but does encroach into
portions of the Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands associated with Wetlands 3
and 4. Wetland avoidance was also achieved by modifying the shape of the yard from
a standard rectangular form, specifically to avoid palustrine wetlands. Several other
alternative layouts that had directly impacted palustrine wetlands were rejected.
The principal advanced technology used to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands is
the selection of substation equipment insulated with SF6 gas. Gas insulation technology
(versus air insulated) for electrical substations originated in Japan in the 1960, where
there was a critical need to develop substations with greatly reduced footprints. It is
significantly more expensive than conventional air-insulated substation (“AIS”)
equipment that uses atmospheric air as the dielectric gas medium. While the
conventional, AIS requires several feet of air insulation to isolate a conductor, SF6 gas
insulation only needs inches, allowing a gas insulated facility to fit into areas far
smaller than that of an air insulated facility. In the U.S. about five percent of new
substations are gas insulated as the technology is deployed only where space is limited
(Parnell, 2019).
(5) Whether the applicant has made any attempts (and if so what they were) to avoid
alterations to freshwater wetlands by overcoming or removing constraints imposed by zoning,
infrastructure, parcel size or the like; and
These factors are not constraints that cause a Freshwater Wetland to be impacted.
Construction of the OnSS will not impact a palustrine wetland, however work is
proposed in the Area of Land within 50 Feet of a Marsh and a Swamp.
(6) Whether feasible alternatives that would not alter the natural character of any freshwater
wetlands on the subject property or on property that is reasonably available, if incorporated
into the proposed project, would adversely affect public health, safety or the environment.
Construction of the new OnSS will not directly impact palustrine wetlands. As stated
above, all of the equipment spacing within the substation and distances from the
perimeter fences have been designed in accordance with the National Electric Safety
Code which provides for the safety of the general public as well as the utility personnel
that will operate and maintain the station. The OnSS must be built at the proposed
scale to achieve the Project purpose of supplying clean, renewable offshore power to
the point of interconnection, the existing Davisville Substation. Reductions in
equipment spacings below applicable code requirements to reduce the operation
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footprint of the OnSS would adversely public safety and the safety of workers in the
OnSS.

B.5 Minimization
(b) Minimization: For any impact to freshwater wetlands that cannot be avoided, the applicant
must satisfactorily demonstrate to the CRMC in the written narrative that the impact to
wetland functions and values have been reduced to the maximum extent possible. At a
minimum, applicants must consider and address the following issues:
(1) Whether the proposed project is necessary at the proposed scale or whether the scale of the
wetland alteration could be reduced and still achieve the project purpose;
The OnSS must be constructed at the scale presented to introduce the power exported
from the OSSs to the existing electrical grid serving Rhode Island and Connecticut. The
equipment list for the facility is provided in Table 2.1-2. Elimination of any piece of
equipment would prevent the OnSS from serving its design purpose.
Measures taken to minimize impacts to Area of Land within 50 ft of Wetlands include
the incorporation of 868 lf of structural wall, skewing the sides of the OnSS from
traditional perpendicular alignment and truncating corners. The arrangement and
spacing of equipment and fencing are all determined by governing electrical and
safety codes previously described in the avoidance discussion.
(2) Whether the proposed project is necessary at the proposed location or whether another
location within the site could achieve the project purpose while resulting in less impact to the
wetland;
As described in §§(3) above under Avoidance, an alternatives analysis was completed
before the proposed site for the OnSS was selected.
(3) Whether there are feasible alternative designs, layouts, densities or technologies, that would
result in less impact to the wetland while still achieving the project purpose; and
Refer to response to §§(4) under Avoidance above.
(4) Whether reduction in the scale or relocation of the proposed project to minimize impact to
the wetland would result in adverse consequences to public health, safety or the environment.
The scale of the Project cannot be reduced by removing essential electrical equipment
from the OnSS yard and still fulfill the Project purpose. A summary of the equipment
to be installed in the OnSS yard is provided in Table 2.2-1. This design ensures the safe
transmission of 115 kV of power from the OnSS to the existing Davisville Substation for
distribution to consumers in Rhode Island and Connecticut. Please see §§(4) in
Avoidance above for a discussion of the codes governing the safe design of
substations.
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B.6 Mitigation
c. Mitigation measures. Measures, methods, or best management practices to avoid alterations
of and minimize impacts to wetlands are described in § 2.9(B)(1)(d)(3) of the Freshwater
Wetland Rules.
AA. Preserving natural areas in and around wetlands;
Natural areas on the two OnSS Project Area parcels are preserved to the extent
practicable by siting the OnSS on a closed landfill. Approximately 3.3 acres of tree
clearing will be necessary on the 7.1 acre site. Tree clearing will be necessary for the
OnSS access drives, stormwater management facilities, and parts of the approximate 4
ac (1.6 ha) operational footprint of the OnSS and its safety area outside of the fenced
perimeter. Grading limits around the OnSS were also reduced through the
incorporation of 868 linear feet of structural retaining wall.
BB. Minimizing the extent of disturbed areas and encouraging the preservation of land in its
natural state;
Again, the Revolution Wind made the conscious effort to site the facility partially on a
brownfield which includes a closed landfill and other undelineated areas where
demolition materials from the former Naval Air Station Quonset Point were interred.
Much of the development will occur on previously disturbed land.
CC. Designing dense plantings of shrubs and trees between the developed areas and the
remaining natural areas: (i). to "buffer" impacts from loss of wildlife habitat and loss of natural
areas and (ii). to reduce the impacts of noise, lighting and other disturbances upon wildlife and
the remaining natural areas;
Over one acre of perimeter plantings consisting of native warm season grasses,
wildflowers, and native shrubs are proposed as buffer and general habitat
enhancement at the OnSS facility. Trees cannot be planted within 30 ft of the OnSS
perimeter fence due to restrictions in the electrical codes governing the OnSS design.
(DD) Maintaining unrestricted fish and wildlife passage;
The Project will not impact any palustrine wetland or aquatic habitat potentially
occupied by fish. Wildlife that crossed through the OnSS Project Area to reach
wetlands will divert around the 4-acre (1.6 ha) OnSS operational footprint but will
continue to have free access to all habitats both onsite and offsite.
(EE) Designing structures and alterations so that they are located outside of flood plain,
floodway, areas subject to flooding, flowing bodies of water or other freshwater wetlands;
The OnSS development does not occupy a floodway and avoids all flowing bodies of
water and palustrine wetlands. Some unavoidable encroachment into the Area of Land
within 50 feet of Wetlands is needed to construct the OnSS (4,905 sf or 0.11 ac [0.05
ha]), and an additional 15,441 sf (0.35 ac [0.14 ha]) will be converted from wooded or
other cover type. These converted areas will be planted with native warm season
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grasses, wildflowers, and shrubs that either produce fruit sought by wildlife or are
attractive to native pollinators.
Portions of the OnSS are shown in Zone AE with a base flood elevation of 13 feet
driven by the water height of the coastal storm. Much of the OnSS is shown in Zone X
at risk for the 0.2 percent chance annual coastal storm. The OnSS is being designed so
that substation equipment is above the height of the 0.2 percent annual chance flood
height. Compensation is not required for fill in coastal floodplains based on the coastal
storm.
(FF) Using best management practices for the stabilization of disturbed areas and the selection,
use, and maintenance of temporary or permanent soil erosion and sediment controls in
accordance with the latest version of the RI Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook and
the RIDEM “Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules”, 250-RICR-150-10-8;
The OnSS Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Plan (Appendix A and E) appended to this
application strictly adheres to the practices provided in the 2016 update of the
RISESCH and the latest version of the Stormwater Management, Design, and
Installation Rules (250-RICR-150-10-8).
(GG) Using best management practice selection and design criteria in accordance with the
latest version of the RIDEM “Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules,” 250RICR-150-10-8, to reduce post-development stormwater flows and maximize the control,
treatment and maintenance of systems that reduce stormwater impacts to acceptable levels;
The Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U) with completed forms and
computations details the Project compliance with 250-RICR-150-10-8.
(HH) Minimizing impervious surface areas such as roads, parking, paving or other surfaces;
Impervious surface have been minimized to a 50 foot paved apron at the site entrance
on Camp Avenue and equipment foundations. All other access roads inside the OnSS
fence and leading to the facility will be constructed with crushed stone with crushed
stone shoulders. Parking will be on open areas of crushed stone inside the OnSS yard.
The OnSS yard will also be constructed of crushed stone to ensure water is quickly
conducted below grade and infiltrated through a gravel and sand layer to avoid
puddling which can be hazardous in a substation.
It should be noted that the substation will not be manned and that the number of
vehicle trips generated by the operating facility over a given time period is generally
less than that of a single-family home.
(II) Incorporating compensatory flood storage area(s) where necessary and in compliance with
these Rules;
Compensatory flood storage is not required for fill placed in a coastal flood hazard
zone.
(JJ) Encouraging infiltration of non-contaminated run-off into uncontaminated soils;
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Design of the OnSS relies on infiltration of non-contaminated runoff as the primary
form of treatment of stormwater. The RIDEM Office of Land Revitalization and
Sustainable Materials Management has approved the use of infiltration for the portion
of the OnSS that will be constructed over the closed landfill, with the limitation that
only precipitation can be infiltrated to this area. Other infiltration BMPs are described
in detail in the Stormwater Management Report (see Appendix U).
(KK) Preventing channelization or piping of run-off and encouraging sheet flow;
Stormwater is designed to flow overland across the gravel access drives and through
gravel shoulders. Most of the rainfall falling within the OnSS operational footprint will
immediately soak into the crushed stone layer before infiltrating though a layer of
sand and gravel. If flows exceed the infiltrative capacity of the substrate, they will be
collected by underdrains and directed to an infiltration basin capable of handling the
volume from the 100-year storm. Details of the stormwater management design are
provided in the separately bound Stormwater Management Report (see Appendix U).
(LL) Landscaping with gradual slopes to maximize sheet flow and infiltration while minimizing
channelization;
The creation of steep slopes was avoided through the use of structural retaining walls
to make some of the greater elevation transitions from the OnSS yard to existing
ground outside of the operational footprint. Most landscaping will be with native
shrubs, wildflowers, and grasses planted in areas where existing grades will not be
substantially modified. Note that most of the rainfall falling within the OnSS yard will
immediately infiltrate and not leave the yard as sheet flow.
(MM) Minimizing or eliminating the use or increase of any pollutants, fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, or any other chemical or organic application which increase pollutant and nutrient
loadings;
These products will not be used for the construction of the OnSS. Herbicides may be
used to control nuisance vegetation, especially invasive species, that threaten to
encroach into the perimeter of the OnSS yard during the operational phase of this
Project. Any herbicide applications will be conducted by state-licensed professionals.
(NN) Maximizing setbacks of septic systems and other land disturbances from wetlands; and
Not applicable.
(OO) Minimizing the withdrawal of surface water or groundwater from wetlands or uplands
adjacent to wetlands, especially during dry periods, and minimizing any reduction in river or
stream flow.
There will be no withdrawals of water for this Project.

B.7 Proposed OnSS Wetland Mitigation Proposal
In addition to adhering to the mitigation criteria provided in the Freshwater Wetland
Regulations, Revolution Wind proposes to implement some additional measures to enhance
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the wildlife function of the disturbed Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetlands and some of
the adjacent “buffer zone” beyond the 50-feet zone from Wetlands 3 and 4 (Refer to
Drawing Nos. W1.01 and W1.02) The plan consists of planting native shrubs, wildflowers and
grasses. Revolution Wind have chosen a palette of four shrub species: gray dogwood (Swida
racemosa), Staghorn sumac (Rhus typhina), New Jersey tea (Ceanothus americanus) and
bayberry (Morella pensylvanica). These shrubs were chosen for their wide ecological
amplitude and low stature which allows them to be planted within 30 feet of the OnSS.
These species also produce fruit or seeds mostly taken by songbirds and are attractive to
native pollinators. Approximately 1.1 acres of these shrubs will be planted around the OnSS
within disturbed or existing open Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetlands and “buffer” areas
within 100 feet of wetlands as shown on the drawings in Appendix A. Additional plantings
are continued within the OnSS Project Area along graded slopes more distant from wetlands.
These plans are provided under confidential cover to this Category B Assent application
because it contains confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under
Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL § 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”;
5 U.S.C. § 552).
Native grasses and wildflowers will also be sown among the shrub plantings. Creeping red
fescue (Festuca rubra), a cool season grass native to Europe, will be used as a nursery crop to
hasten soil stabilization. This grass will be out competed by the taller native warm-season
bunch grasses in the seed mix within two or three growing seasons. The wildflowers in the
mix are capable of establishing in droughty, nutrient poor sites and also attract native
pollinators. An exception is sweet fern (Comptonia peregrina) included in the mix as a hardy
pioneer plant capable of establishing on droughty nutrient poor sites that was selected for
its ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen. It is also a host plan for grey hairstreak (Strymon
melinus), a native butterfly.
Beyond these plantings Revolution Wind proposes to remove solid waste and demolition
debris scattered across the surface of wetlands and the Area of Land within 50-feet of
Wetlands within the OnSS Project Area. This will involve materials that can be collected by
hand (e.g., cans, metal shards, rebar) or cabled out (e.g., tires) without causing extensive
damage. It is presumed that this activity would be exempt from the Freshwater Wetland
Regulations under Rule 2.6.C.1.j. Removal of manmade trash from watercourses and other
wetlands without causing any change in the profile or general character of any watercourse or
other wetlands. This will not only improve the aesthetics of the wetlands but also expose
more natural substrate capable of supporting plant growth and the biogeochemical
processes that occur on and within wetland substrates.

B.8 Review Criteria
1. The CRMC will evaluate all projects to determine the extent to which the proposed project
will have an impact, either individually or cumulatively, upon wetland functions or values as
described in this Rule.
2. All such projects shall:
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a. Be subject to all of the review criteria contained herein and must incorporate those best
management practices, best available technologies, and any maintenance or inspection
schedules necessary to comply with the applicable criteria;
Each individual criterion is addressed below.
b. Not adversely affect any wetland so as to cause any of the impacts identified in § 2.10(E)(3)
of this Part below; and
This criterion is addressed below in 2(c) and 3(a) through (z) in this part.
c. Shall not result in any random, unnecessary or undesirable alteration of freshwater wetland.
The Project is not random or unnecessary because the OnSS is an essential component
to support the transmission of renewable electric energy generated from the offshore
Revolution Wind Farm into the existing Davisville Substation and wider electric
transmission grid serving consumers in Rhode Island and Connecticut. The Project has
been proposed in response to the renewable energy directives in Rhode Island and
Connecticut. In response to this expressed need and demand, the Project has been
awarded three Power Purchase Agreements (“PPAs”) to-date, totaling 704 MW of
generation capacity: 1) a 200 MW contract with the State of Connecticut approved in
December 2018; 2) a 400 MW contract with the State of Rhode Island approved in
February 2019; and 3) a 104 MW contract with the State of Connecticut approved in
November 2019. The Project is being developed to fulfill its obligations to Connecticut
and Rhode Island in accordance with the PPAs. For a more detailed description of the
purpose and need for this Project please refer to Section 1.3 of this Category B Assent
application.
3. Before issuing a permit, the CRMC must be satisfied that a proposed project or alteration
will not result in:
a.

Significant reduction in the overall wildlife production or diversity of a wetland;
Construction of the OnSS avoids all direct impact to palustrine wetlands and converts
0.11 acres of existing Area of Land within 50 feet of the Wetland to non-habitat. The
OnSS is not envisioned to have any effect on wildlife diversity in wetlands beyond the
construction period where construction activity may cause wildlife to alter habitat
utilization patterns.

b. Significant reduction in the ability of a wetland to satisfy the needs of a particular wildlife
species;
The most significant wetland habitat provided by the OnSS Project Area wetlands is
the vernal pool habitat associated with Wetland 4. Construction of the OnSS avoids
direct impact to this wetland. Indirect impacts are minimized through the very limited
creation of new impervious surfaces and the use of infiltration for stormwater
management. By continuing to recharge groundwater through infiltration of
stormwater, the OnSS will continue to support the spring hydroperiod of Wetland 4.
The proposed wetland alteration will not reduce the ability of Wetland 4 to support the
needs of wildlife species. Freshwater Wetland 4 will continue to provide vernal pool
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habitat for obligate species. In addition, the Applicant proposes to remove existing
waste from within the wetland further enhancing the habitat.
The OnSS also avoids direct impact to Wetlands 2 and 3. Approximately half of the
OnSS will be constructed on a closed landfill currently providing limited upland
habitat.
The OnSS will not be staffed and once operational will be visited a few times per week
by maintenance staff. Larger wildlife species utilizing the OnSS Project Area as part of
their habitat have habituated to the presence of human disturbance surrounding the
site and will habituate after the OnSS is fully constructed.
c.

Significant displacement or extirpation of any wildlife species from a wetland or
surrounding areas due to the alteration of the wetland;
The proposed wetland alterations are minor and limited to fringes of the Area of Land
within 50 Feet of Wetlands. The OnSS was designed to avoid direct wetland impacts,
minimize impacts to the wildlife that have been documented to utilize the site, and
minimize impacts to other species that may utilize the wetland habitat in the OnSS
Project Area.

d. Any reduction in the ability of the wetland to ensure the long-term viability of any rare
animal or rare plant species;
There are no direct impacts proposed to palustrine wetlands within the OnSS Project
Area and there are no known rare animal or plants species within the Freshwater
Wetlands.
e.

Any degradation in the natural characteristic(s) of any rare wetland type;
There are no rare wetland types within or adjacent to the Project Area.

f.

Significant reduction in the suitability of any wetland for use by any resident, migratory,
seasonal, transient, facultative, or obligate wildlife species, in either the short- or long-term
as a travel corridor; feeding site; resting site; nesting site; escape cover; seasonal breeding
or spawning area;
The OnSS will be constructed outside of palustrine wetlands and its presence will not
affect travel corridors which may exist between Wetland 3 and 4. Pool breeding
amphibians migrating to and from Wetland 4 will not be obstructed from reaching or
leaving the resource area.
The reliance on infiltration for stormwater treatment will help to sustain the existing
hydrologic regimes in each of the wetlands as discussed in the Stormwater
Management Report (Appendix U).

g. Any more than a minimal intrusion of, or increase in, less valuable, invasive or exotic plant
or animal species in a wetland;
Due to its past use as a landfill and disposal area for demolition, there are well
established populations of invasive species across the OnSS Project Area. This is
especially true for the Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands south and west of
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Wetland 4 which is an impenetrable thicket of multiflora rose, Morrow’s honeysuckle,
and Asiatic bittersweet. The presence of the OnSS with its crushed stone surface and
the proposed mitigation planting plan may help to slow the spread of invasive species
across the OnSS Project Area.
h.

Significant reduction in the wildlife habitat functions and values of any wetland which
could disrupt the management program for any game or non-game wildlife species carried
out by state or federal fish, game, or wildlife agencies;
The construction and operation of the OnSS is not anticipated to result in a significant
loss of existing wildlife habitat values that could disrupt the management programs for
any game or non-game species. Wildlife utilizing wetland habitats that exist on and
continue beyond the property limits are habituated to human disturbance surrounding
the OnSS Project Area.

i.

Significant reduction in overall current or potential ability of a wetland to provide active or
passive recreational activities to the public;
The wetlands within the OnSS Project Area are on QDC-owned property that is posted
and there is no public access. Views of Wetland 3 distant from the Project Area are
available from Camp Avenue and Mill Creek Drive. These viewpoints along public roads
will continue to afford limited bird/wildlife watching opportunities that would not be
diminished by the Project.

j.

Significant disruption of any on-going scientific studies or observations;
The wetlands in the Project Area are not known to be used for any on-going scientific
studies or observations.

k.

Elimination of, or severe limitation to traditional human access to, along the bank of, up or
down, or through any rivers, streams, ponds, or other freshwater wetlands;
There is no public access to the wetlands within the OnSS Project Area. Due to the
presence of the closed landfill the property is gated and posted by QDC.

l.

Any reduction in water quality functions and values or negative impacts to natural water
quality characteristics, either in the short- or long-term, by modifying or changing: water
elevations, temperature regimes, volumes, velocity of flow regimes of water; increasing
turbidity; decreasing oxygen; causing any form of pollution; or modifying the amount of
flow of nutrients so as to negatively impact wetland functions and values;
Construction of the OnSS will not remove trees or vegetation from within wetlands or
otherwise disturb the wetland substrate. The OnSS has been designed to minimize the
creation of new impervious surfaces and relies on infiltration as the final treatment of
stormwater. A site specific SESC Plan has been prepared for the OnSS following
guidance from the 2016 update to the Rhode Island Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
Handbook (see Appendix E), and consistent with the Rhode Island Stormwater
Management, Design, and Installation Rules. Together these measures will mitigate
any affects to water quality function and values as well as negative impacts to natural
water quality characteristics.
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m. Any placement of any matter or material beneath surface water elevations or erection of
any barriers within any ponds or flowing bodies of water which could cause any hazards to
safety;
The Project will not create any hazards to safety in this manner.
n.

Significant loss of important open space or significant modification of any uncommon
geologic features or archaeological sites that are listed on the National Register of Historic
Places or eligible for listing;
Revolution Wind has performed surveys to identify buried archaeological sites in areas
of potential ground disturbance focusing on the Onshore Project Area. Revolution
Wind is continuing to investigate the potential for impacts to terrestrial archaeological
resources in consultation with RIHPHC and Native American Tribes. A copy of the
Project’s current Terrestrial Archaeological Resources Assessment is provided under
confidential cover to this Category B Assent application because it contains
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 382-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552)( (Appendix K).
The site does not contain uncommon geologic features and this QDC-owned property
is not listed as open space.

o. Significant modification to the natural characteristics of any wetland area of unusually
high visual quality;
Only Area of Land within 50 Feet of Wetlands 3 and 4 will be altered. The areas
affected are not visible from public viewpoints beyond the property limits and do not
possess unusually high visual quality.
p. Any decrease in the flood storage capacity of any freshwater wetland which could impair
the wetland's ability to protect life or property from flooding or flood flows;
The Project will not reduce flood storage capacities. The flood hazard area mapped
within the OnSS Project Area is driven by the height of the coastal storm at the coast
and not finite flood volumes associated with riparian floodplains.
q. Significant reduction of the rate at which flood water is stored by any freshwater wetland
during any flood event
No fill will be placed within a palustrine wetland. The Project will not significantly
reduce the rate at which flood water is stored by freshwater wetlands.
r.

Restriction or significant modification of the path or velocities of flood flows for the 1-year,
10-year, or 100-year frequency, 24-hour, Type III storm events so as to cause harm to life,
property, or other functions and values provided by freshwater wetlands;
Construction of the OnSS will not significantly modify the path of flood flows. As
described above, no significant changes to drainage patterns within the Project Area
are proposed. No restrictions to path of flood flows are proposed.

s.
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No floodways are present within the OnSS Project Area.
t.

Any increase in run-off rates over pre-project levels or any increase in receiving
water/wetlands peak flood elevations for the 1-year, 10-year, or 100-year frequency, 24hour, Type III storm events which could impair the wetland's ability to protect life or
property from flooding or flood flows;
The OnSS stormwater management system has been designed such that there will be
no increase in stormwater runoff peak flows for any of the design storms analyzed.
Documentation of the pre- and postconstruction drainage analyses are provided in the
Stormwater Management Report (Appendix U).

u.

Any increase in run-off volumes and discharge rates which could, in any way, exacerbate
flooding conditions in flood-prone areas;
No increase in stormwater runoff peak flows are proposed for the 1, 10, and 100-yr
storm events. Stormwater volumes are also managed through the use of infiltration
such that there are no increases post development. See the Stormwater Management
Report for further details and analysis.

v.

Significant changes in the quantities and flow rates of surface or groundwater to or from
isolated wetlands (e.g., those wetlands without inflow or outflow channels);
Freshwater Wetland 4 would be considered isolated in the context of this review
criterion. Freshwater Wetland 4 is Design Point-3 under existing and proposed
conditions in the Stormwater Management Report. Peak discharge rates to the design
point are reduced under proposed conditions for all design storms, and the volume
(quantity) of water directed into Wetland 4 directly is reduced by about 10 percent for
the one-year storm (2,864 cu ft existing to 2,601 cu ft proposed). Under existing
conditions, the discharge from a one-year storm is capable of raising the water level in
Wetland 4 by about 0.37 in (0.94 cm). Under proposed conditions the water level could
be temporarily raised by as much as 0.34 in (0.85 cm). This difference (0.03 in) for the
one-year storm from one part of the contributing watershed is not significant. Actual
water levels reached in Wetland 4 are more likely to be influenced by antecedent
conditions in the wetland rather than by the small reduction in the volume discharged
during this once in a year predicted storm event. The Project has exceeded its goal by
infiltrating the entire volume for events as large as the 100-year storm. Infiltration will
sustain groundwater elevations critical to supporting the minimum vernal pool
hydroperiod in Wetland 4 necessary for spotted salamander and wood frog larvae to
complete metamorphosis and emerge from the wetland before it dries.
The Project also maintains hydrologic support for the much smaller Wetland 3 which
does not provide vernal pool habitat. Wetland 3 is not isolated with offsite tributaries
flowing into Mill Creek.

w. Placement of any structural best management practices within wetlands, or proposal to
utilize wetlands as a detention or retention facility;
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The Project does not propose to place any structural BMPs within wetlands or use
wetlands as a detention or retention facility beyond that provided as a natural
function.
x.

Any more than a short-term decrease in surface water or groundwater elevations within
any wetland;
Existing drainage patterns were maintained to the maximum extent practicable. Post
construction watersheds maintain discharge points to each wetland around the facility.
The Project will not withdraw any water from the site.

y.

Non-compliance with the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
“Water Quality Regulations,” 250-RICR-150-05-1; or
The Project was designed in accordance with 250-RICR-150-10-8 and as such complies
with 250-RICR-150-05-1.

z.

Any detrimental modification of the wetland's ability to retain or remove nutrients or act
as natural pollution filter.
The Project will not result in the loss of wetland areas that currently provide nutrient
removal and water quality functions.
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Conservation Commission Agenda Item
Report
Submitted by: Becky Lamond
Submitting Department: Planning and Development
Meeting Date: October 28, 2021

Agenda Action:
Discussion and Recommendation: CRMC File Number: 2021-07-010 - Application of Revolution Wind, LLC, 56
Exchange Terrace, Suite 300, Providence, RI 02903 and The Narragansett Electric Company, 280 Melrose Street,
Providence, RI 02907, for a State of Rhode Island Assent to construct and maintain: A new Interconnection facility
(ICF) and associated overhead interconnection circuits located at Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 005, Camp Avenue, North
Kingstown. The proposed ICF is a land-based component as part of the Revolution Wind 704 megawatt (MW)
offshore wind project. Application to Alter Freshwater Wetlands for the proposed construction of the ICF that includes
work within CRMC regulated freshwater wetlands in the vicinity of the coast.

Motion:

ATTACHMENTS
 2021-07-010 CRMC.pdf
 Appliation to alter wetlands-executive summary.pdf
 Application to Alter - summary.pdf
 Application to Alter - wetlands funtion and value assessment.pdf
 Application to Alter-CRMC Prelim Determination.pdf
 Application to Alter-endangered species.pdf
 Application to Alter-impact avoidance mini and mitigation.pdf
 Application to Alter-project layout and wetlands impacts.pdf
 Application to Alter-site evaluation report.pdf
 Application to Alter-site evaluation report-2.pdf
 Application to Alter-site photos.pdf
 Application to Alter-Vernal pools report.pdf
 Snips from Application to Alter Freshwater Wetalnds.pdf
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Oliver Stedman Government Center
4808 Tower Hill Road; Suite 116
Wakefield, RI 02879
401-783-3370

60-Day PUBLIC NOTICE

CRMC File Number:

2021-07-010

Date:

October 15, 2021

This Office has under consideration the application of:
Revolution Wind, LLC
56 Exchange Terrace, Suite 300
Providence, RI 02903
and
The Narragansett Electric Company
280 Melrose Street
Providence, RI 02907

for a State of Rhode Island Assent to construct and maintain: A new Interconnection facility (ICF)
and associated overhead interconnection circuits located at Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 005, Camp
Avenue, North Kingstown. The proposed ICF is a land-based component as part of the Revolution
Wind 704 megawatt (MW) offshore wind project.
Revolution Wind, LLC (“Revolution Wind”) and The Narragansett Electric Company have filed
with CRMC an Application to Alter Freshwater Wetlands for the proposed construction of the ICF
that includes work within CRMC regulated freshwater wetlands in the vicinity of the coast. The
proposed activity will alter approximately 0.02 acres of a marsh (Wetland 4), 0.08 acres of a special
aquatic site (Wetland 5), 0.27 acres of perimeter wetland (area of land within 50-feet), and
approximately 145 linear feet of an area subject to stormwater flowage. The proposed project is
considered a regulated activity pursuant to Rule § 2.5 under the CRMC Rules and Regulations
Governing the Protection and Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast
(650-RICR-20-00-2).
Revolution Wind, LLC proposes to construct an offshore wind farm in federal waters that will
deliver approximately 704 MW of renewable energy to the States of Rhode Island and Connecticut.
The purpose of the proposed ICF is to support the interconnection of the Revolution Wind project to
the regional electrical transmission grid. The proposed ICF will be adjacent to and co-located on the
same lot as the existing Narragansett Electric Davisville electric substation.
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Figure 1: Proposed Interconnection Facility on Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 005
Plans of the proposed work may be seen at CRMC offices in Wakefield. Please call (401) 783-3370
to make an appointment. Plans may also be viewed online at the CRMC website:
http://www.crmc.ri.gov/windenergy/revolution.html
The Revolution Wind project also includes the construction of a new onshore substation located at
North Kingstown Assessor’s Plat (AP) 179, Lots 001 and 030 along Camp Avenue that is adjacent to
the proposed interconnection facility, and the installation of two submarine export cables co-located
within a single corridor within state waters through the West Passage of Narragansett Bay with the
landfall location planned at the Quonset Point Business Park in North Kingstown, RI. The CRMC
is issuing a separate joint agency public notice with the RI Department of Environmental
Management under file 2021-07-005, as the installation of the submarine cable in state waters
requires a RIDEM Water Quality Certification (File: WQC 21-135) and RIDEM Dredge
Permit (File: DP21-187), in addition to the CRMC Assent.
The CRMC has also issued a separate public notice under file #2021-06-029 for the
portion of the Revolution Wind project located exclusively within federal waters, namely the wind
farm itself and a portion of the export cables, that are subject to CRMC Federal Consistency review
authority pursuant to Section 307 of the Coastal Zone Management Act. Revolution Wind’s
construction and operation plan along with other project information are available on the BOEM
website at: https://www.boem.gov/Revolution-Wind.
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In accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act (Chapter 42-35 of the Rhode Island
General Laws) you may request a hearing on this matter.
If you wish to comment on CRMC File 2021-07-010, you must attend the scheduled hearing and
give sworn testimony. A notice of the time and place of such hearing will be furnished to you as
soon as possible after receipt of your request for hearing. If you desire to request a hearing, to
receive consideration, the request should be in writing and be received at this office on or before
December 15, 2021.
Comments that pertain to this NOTICE must be submitted in writing and must be addressed to:
Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council
Oliver H. Stedman Government Center
4808 Tower Hill Road
Wakefield, RI 02879
(401) 783-3370
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Executive Summary
Revolution Wind, LLC (formerly known as DWW Rev I, LLC) (“Revolution Wind”), which is a
50|50 joint venture partnership between Orsted North America Inc. (“Orsted”) and
Eversource Investment LLC (“Eversource”), proposes to construct the Revolution Wind Project
(“Project”), an offshore wind farm that will deliver approximately 704 megawatts (“MW”) of
renewable energy to the States of Rhode Island and Connecticut. The Project will provide
clean, reliable offshore wind energy that will significantly increase the renewable energy pool
available to Rhode Island and Connecticut and reduce carbon emissions across the region.
The Project will displace electricity generated by fossil fuel-powered plants, improve energy
system reliability and security, and enhance economic competitiveness by attracting new
investments and job growth opportunities.
Revolution Wind developed the Project in direct response to the ambitious clean energy
goals of the State of Rhode Island. The Project significantly advances Rhode Island’s
renewable energy directives set forth in the State energy plan—Energy 2035, which calls for
Rhode Island to “increase sector fuel diversity, produce net economic benefits, and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 45 percent by the year 2035” in part “through support for state
and federal offshore wind projects.” The Project plays an integral role in advancing Rhode
Island’s goal of procuring 1,000 MW of renewable energy by 2020 and a 100 percent
Renewable Energy Future by 2030, as set forth in former Governor Gina Raimondo’s
Executive Order No. 20-01. Moreover, the Project helps to meet the State of Rhode Island’s
needs under the Resilient Rhode Island Act to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to eighty
percent (80%) below 1990 levels by the year 2050 (Executive Climate Change Coordinating
Council [EC4], 2016).
Rhode Island and Connecticut have awarded Revolution Wind five Power Purchase
Agreements (“PPAs”) to-date, totaling approximately 704 MW of generation capacity. These
PPAs help meet the region’s expressed need and demand for additional renewable energy
resources. The Project will fulfill Revolution Wind’s obligations to both Connecticut and
Rhode Island in accordance with the PPAs and provide substantial environmental and
economic benefits.
The Project includes an offshore wind farm in federal waters on the Outer Continental Shelf
(“OCS”) and within the designated Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (“BOEM”)
Renewable Energy Lease Area OCS-A 0486 (“Lease Area”), which at its closest edge, is
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approximately 15 miles southeast of the Rhode Island coast. The boundaries of this Lease
Area were established by BOEM utilizing the diverse and detailed research data sets
commissioned for the preparation of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(“NOAA”) Office of Coastal Management federally-approved Coastal Resources Management
Council (“CRMC”) Ocean Special Area Management Plan (“Ocean SAMP”). The Project’s two
subsea export cables (referred to as the Revolution Wind Export Cable (“RWEC”)) travel north
from the Lease Area before trending in a northwest direction after entering Rhode Island
State Waters. The RWEC travels north through the West Passage of Narragansett Bay to a
landfall location at Quonset Point in the Town of North Kingstown. The Project’s point of
interconnection is The Narragansett Electric Company’s (“TNEC”) Davisville Substation, also
in North Kingstown.
Revolution Wind and TNEC are submitting this Application to Alter Freshwater Wetlands
(“Application”) in compliance with the Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and
Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR-20-00-2)
(“Freshwater Wetland Rules”). This Application addresses the Interconnection Facility (“ICF”)
and TNEC right-of-way (“ROW”) portion of the Project (collectively referred to as the “ICF
Project”). Revolution Wind and TNEC propose to construct and operate the ICF and
overhead infrastructure within the TNEC ROW to support the interconnection of the Project
to the regional electrical transmission grid. The ICF and TNEC ROW are located on property
owned by TNEC and, as co-applicants, Revolution Wind is responsible for the design,
permitting and construction of these facilities while TNEC will be the owner and operator.
Based on consultation with CRMC, Revolution Wind filed other Project components within
CRMC’s jurisdiction, including the portion of the RWEC in Rhode Island State Waters,
Landfall Work Area, Onshore Transmission Cable, Onshore Substation, and Interconnection
ROW, under a separate Category B Assent Application with Revolution Wind as the sole
applicant (filed with CRMC on June 30, 2021). This application approach was described in the
Project’s Preliminary Determination Application (File No. 2021-02-031) and CRMC’s written
response dated April 20, 2021 confirmed that this Application and the Category B Assent
Application will be heard together before the Council (Appendix A CRMC Preliminary
Determination Report of Findings).
Revolution Wind and TNEC believe the ICF Project complies with the letter and spirit of the
policies and regulations contained within the Freshwater Wetland Rules and offers a
meaningful opportunity to reduce future carbon emissions in the Rhode Island region.
Revolution Wind and TNEC respectfully request that the CRMC approve this Application to
Alter Freshwater Wetlands.
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6
Summary
Revolution Wind proposes to construct the Revolution Wind Project which includes the
installation of an offshore wind farm and associated transmission facilities that will deliver
approximately 704 MW of clean wind power to the States of Rhode Island and Connecticut.
This Project will provide clean, reliable offshore wind energy that will significantly increase
the renewable energy delivered to Rhode Island and Connecticut, reducing carbon emissions
across the region.
The offshore windfarm is proposed within the designated BOEM Renewable Energy Lease
Area OCS-A 0486, which at its closest edge, is approximately 15 miles southeast of the
Rhode Island coast. Project components include offshore WTGs, IAC, OSSs, an OSS-Link
cable in federal waters, RWEC and RWEC-RI which traverses the West Passage of
Narragansett Bay to the landfall location at Quonset Point in North Kingstown. The POI is the
TNEC existing Davisville Substation, also located in North Kingstown. To facilitate
interconnection of the Project to the Davisville Substation, a new OnSS and ICF, along with
associated interconnection circuits, will be constructed as part of the overall Project.
This Application addresses the ICF and associated overhead interconnection circuits within
the TNEC ROW connecting to the Davisville Substation (refer to Figure 2 in Appendix C) with
TNEC and Revolution Wind as joint applicants, while other Project components which
include the RWEC-RI, Landfall Work Area, Onshore Transmission Cable, OnSS, and
Interconnection ROW have been filed concurrently as a separate Category B Assent
Application with Revolution Wind as the sole applicant.
The ICF Project has been designed to avoid impacts to freshwater wetlands to the greatest
extend possible. The ICF layout and TNEC ROW expansion avoid permanent fill to palustrine
wetlands but will include vegetation clearing and management within Wetland 5, a small
portion of Wetland 4, and the Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetland 4. Approximately 145
linear feet of the ASSF will be cleared of vegetation and 40 linear feet will be culverted
beneath the proposed access road to the TNEC ROW. Disturbance related to the clearing is
considered temporary because it will occur only during the construction period, however, the
change in habitat cover type from forested to a managed herbaceous and scrub-shrub cover
type will be permanent because the cleared areas will be subject to a periodic vegetation
management cycle to maintain safe clearances between vegetation and electrical equipment.
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A summary of the wetland impacts is provided in Table 6-1 below. Figure 4 in Appendix C
depicts the wetland impact areas.
Table 6-1

Temporary and Permanent Impacts During the Project
Temporary
Impact (Area
SF/Ac)

Temporary Impact
(Vol.)

Permanent Impact
(Area SF/Ac)

Permanent Impact
(Vol.)

Wetland 3

0

0

0

0

Wetland 4

0

0

900/0.02

0

Wetland 5

0

0

3,470/0.08

0

Area of Land within
50-Feet of Wetlands

0

0

11,680/0.27

0

ASSF

0

0

145 Linear Feet*

Floodplain

0

0

0

CRMC Resource

0

* 145 linear feet reflect the entire length of the ASSF that will be impacted due to vegetation clearing. 40 linear feet of the
ASSF will be culverted.

The Wetland Mitigation Plan (Sheet W-1.0 in Appendix H) proposes to plant native shrubs
within the impacted area of Wetland 4 and the perimeter of Wetland 5. Note that Site Plans
in Appendix H are provided under confidential cover to this Application to Alter because
they contain confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA
(RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552). Disturbed areas not proposed to be surfaced with
crushed stone or riprap will be planted with native seed mix. Vegetation will be managed on
a five-year cycle through integrated procedures combining removal of danger trees, hand
cutting, targeted herbicide use, mowing, selective trimming, and side trimming. This
vegetation management is necessary to allow for the proper clearance between vegetation
and electrical conductors.
This proposed work is considered a regulated activity under the Freshwater Wetland Rules
because it will include tree clearing and construction within regulated freshwater wetland
resources (Freshwater Wetland Rules § 2.5). Revolution Wind and TNEC believe the ICF
Project complies with the letter and spirit of the policies and regulations contained within
the Freshwater Wetland Rules and offers a meaningful opportunity to reduce future carbon
emissions in the Rhode Island region. Revolution Wind and TNEC respectfully request that
the CRMC approve this Application to Alter Freshwater Wetlands.
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› Visual Quality /Aesthetics – Evaluates visual and/or aural quality of the wetland. High
values are associated with wetlands with multiple cover types and landforms in settings
that are accessible to the public yet removed from development.

› Threatened or Endangered Species Habitat – Evaluates the wetland for special heritage
values such as critical habitat or the presence of protected species or other intrinsic
qualities.
Freshwater wetlands are ecological systems performing functions that directly benefit the
health, welfare and general wellbeing of people and the environment (CRMC, 2018). The
evaluation of wetland functions and values provided in this Section follows the “Descriptive
Approach” provided in the USACE Highway Methodology Workbook Supplement (USACE,
1999). The functions and values of the Project Area wetlands were identified and evaluated
by one or more of the following factors: landscape position, substrate, hydrology,
vegetation, history of disturbance, and size. Each wetland may provide one or more of the
listed functions or values at a significant level.
The determining factors that affect the level of function provided by a wetland can often be
broken into one of two categories. The effectiveness of a wetland to provide a specified
function is generally dependent on factors within the wetland, whereas the opportunity to
provide a function is often influenced by the wetland’s position in the landscape and
adjacent land uses. For example, a large wetland depression with a restricted outlet may be
considered highly effective in trapping sediment due to the long residence time of runoff
passing through the system. If this wetland is located in gently sloping woodland, however,
there is no significant source of sediment in the runoff. Therefore, the wetland is considered
to have a little opportunity for providing this function.
A principal function or value is an important physical component of a wetland ecosystem,
and/or considered of special value or significant to society, from a local, regional, and/or
national perspective.

4.2 Freshwater Wetlands Functions and Values
Assessment
Table 4-1 provides a summary of the functions and values the wetlands present within the
Davisville Substation Parcel and discussions of primary functions and values are detailed
below.
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Table 4-1

Functions & Values of Freshwater Wetlands in the Project Area

Sediment
Stabilization

Recreation &
Aesthetics

P

X

P

P

P

X

X

-

-

-

P

X

P

-

P

-

-

-

-

Wetland 5

-

P

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

ASSF

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

Floodplain

-

X

-

-

P

X

-

-

-

-

Rare, Threatened
and Endangered
(“ RTE” ) Species
Habitat

Nutrient Removal/
Transformation

-

Wetland 4

Groundwater
Discharge/
Recharge

Wetland 3

Fish/Shellfish
Habitat

Sediment Toxicant
Removal

Societal Values

Flood Alteration

Water Quality

Production Export

Hydrologic

Wildlife Habitat

Biological

Notes: P=Primary Function; X = Secondary Function; - = Not provided

4.2.1 Fish/Shellfish Habitat
Fish and shellfish habitats were not identified on site during field surveys conducted in 2019,
2020 or 2021.

4.2.2 Wetland Wildlife Habitat
Wetlands 4 and 5 function as vernal pools and provide important wetland and wildlife
habitat for obligate vernal pool species including wood frog, spotted salamander, and fairy
shrimp that were observed during vernal pool surveys completed in 2020 and 2021 (see
Appendix G for vernal pool memos). Adult wood frog and spotted salamander use these
pools to breed in the spring and once the young have metamorphized they disperse into the
surrounding upland habitats where they prey on insects and other invertebrates and in turn
become prey species for reptiles and mammals.
In CRMC’s response to the Project’s Preliminary Determination Application (File No. 2021-02031), CRMC suggested the ASSF may potentially function as an amphibian migration
corridor. VHB scientists posit that the ASSF is unlikely to perform this function for the two
obligate amphibians present on the Site, wood frog and spotted salamander, because once
the breeding and metamorphosis period has been completed, adults spend their lives in
uplands. Migration out of the pools by adults would be radial back toward the upland
habitats of origin and there would seemingly be no ecological benefit of traveling back and
forth between pools. There is the potential for the ASSF to be used as a migration corridor
by facultative amphibians; however, amphibian species would likely be able to adapt to an
at-grade road crossing that is proposed because the gravel access road will support very
little traffic. It is worth noting that the functions of Wetlands 4 and 5 as vernal pools does
not appear to be hindered given their proximity to the existing Davisville Substation, existing
TNEC ROW, and the access roads connected to this infrastructure.
Wetlands present within the Davisville Substation parcel also provide habitat for facultative
vernal pool species, such as spring peeper (Pseudacris crucifer), and attract other wildlife that
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may utilize the wetlands as foraging grounds such as eastern garter snake (Thamnophis
sirtalis sirtalis), racoon (Procyon lotor), and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus).
Refer to the list in Appendix M Observed and Potential Wildlife in the Project Area.

4.2.3 Production Export
Wetlands 4 and 5 are vernal pools and provide production export in terms of egg masses
and larvae providing food sources for wildlife. Species such as newts and other amphibians
feed on egg masses and larvae provide a food source for birds and other amphibians.
Additionally, Wetlands 3, 4, and 5 all support vegetation that provide mast for songbirds.

4.2.4 Groundwater and Surface Water Supply
The wetland setting in stratified drift indicates that wetlands and uplands within the Project
Area serve as groundwater recharge sites during periods of depressed groundwater and
wetlands serve as discharge sites when groundwater levels are elevated. Groundwater
discharge from the wetlands on and adjacent to the Project Area support flows in Mill Creek.
Camp Avenue and Quonset Point are served by the North Kingstown public water
supply. The groundwater at the Davisville Substation parcel is classified as GB due to the
presence of a closed solid waste facility. This precludes any likely future use of the
groundwater for public drinking.

4.2.5 Flood Alteration/Floodplain
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”) Flood Insurance Rate
Maps (“FIRM”) No. 44009C0104J the northeast and northwest corners of the Davisville
Substation parcel occur within the one percent coastal annual flood hazard area (Zone AE)
with a base flood elevation of 13 ft above the North American Vertical Datum of 1988
(“NAVD88.”) This floodplain is established from models assessing the impact projected
inland from the one percent annual chance coastal storm rather than modeled from riparian
flooding. The only area within the Davisville Substation parcel where the grade are below 13
feet is within Wetland 4. The ICF Project Area is outside of the Limit of Moderate Wave
Action associated with the coastal flood event as indicated on the referenced FIRM.

4.2.6 Water Quality
All of the wetlands in the project area are presumed to provide significant water quality
functions.

› Wetland 4 traps sediment from some of the unstable slopes along its southern edge
along with wash off from discarded demolition including concrete slabs.

› Wetland 5 likely filters sediment from stormwater runoff.
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4.2.7 Recreation and Aesthetics
The ICF Project Area is within private property therefore a recreational value is not provided.
Views into Project Area wetlands from public rights of way are limited, therefore an aesthetic
value is not provided.

4.2.8 RTE Species
VHB reviewed online data hosted by the RIDEM ERM (accessed on December 28, 2020 and
June 7, 2021). There are no Natural Heritage Database records of state-listed species within
the ICF Project Area; however, during field investigations conducted by POWER Engineers
Consulting, PC. (see resume in Appendix D) in December 2020, biologists identified potential
habitat for sickle-leaved golden aster, a plant species of state concern within Rhode Island, in
a disturbed upland along the small sliver of land that connects the parcel to Camp Avenue
(refer to Figure 3 in Appendix C). VHB biologists had previously identified occurrences of the
same plant within adjacent parcels during summer surveys in 2019 and 2020 along the
southeast boundary of the AP 179 Lots 001 030 (refer to Figure 3 in Appendix C). These
observations were made within a habitat type identified as a ruderal pitch pine barren which
is an apparent former gravel excavation pit that sits at a lower elevation than the
surrounding grade and has transitioned to a sand barren over time. Sickle-leaved golden
aster is a highly restricted endemic plant that is found only on sandy glacial deposits (Native
Plant Trust, 2021). This plant is identifiable by its yellow tubular disk flowers in the center and
yellow ray flowers around the center. The ICF Project avoids occurrences of this rare plant.
In addition to review of state-managed databases, VHB generated an Official Species List
(List) from the USFWS using the IPaC tool on September 28, 2019 and December 28, 2020
for onshore portions of the Project and the List indicated that the federally threatened
northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis; “NLEB”) has the potential to occur within the
Project Area. The List indicated that there are no Critical Habitats associated with the NLEB
within the Project Area. The List is provided at Appendix N USFWS Official Species List.
VHB biologists conducted a presence/potential absence acoustic survey targeting NLEB
during July 2020 in accordance with survey guidelines developed by USFWS. Five fullspectrum detectors were deployed within suitable summer habitat along the Onshore
Transmission Cable route and within the parcels adjacent to the Davisville Substation parcel
that have been proposed for the development of the OnSS. The survey spanned two
consecutive calendar nights from July 29-31, 2020 for a total of 10 detector nights. A
detector-night spans the evening and early morning hours of two calendar dates. Call data
was auto classified with Bat Call Identification East and priority calls (e.g. those auto classified
within the Myotis genus and call classified as unknown by the software) were manually
reviewed to analyze call characteristics to determine if they were consistent with NLEB. The
qualitative analysis confirmed that there was no indication of NLEB occurring within the
survey area and a determination of potential absence was made by VHB and submitted to
USFWS. The survey area did not include the Davisville Substation parcel because it was not
considered part of the Project at the time; however, the survey findings can be extrapolated
to the Davisville Substation parcel because it expands the footprint of the Project’s onshore
components by only 6 acres and the survey effort was sufficient to cover the USFWS
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minimum survey effort for non-linear projects which is eight detector nights per 123 acres of
suitable habitat. Including the Davisville Substation parcel the total footprint of the onshore
Project components is 34 acres. Therefore, the completed survey satisfied the survey USFWS
guidelines.
These results are consistent with records kept by RIDEM regarding the known records of
NLEB in Rhode Island. According to the RIDEM’s lead bat biologist, Charlie Brown,
hibernating NLEB have been identified on Jamestown, but no surveys have been conducted
by RIDEM to identify maternity roosting trees in Rhode Island. Occurrences of NLEB within
Rhode Island are tracked by the RIDEM and no new occurrences were recorded during the
2020 summer survey season (pers. comm. Charlie Brown, 2021).

4.3 Impacts to Freshwater Wetlands Functions
and Values
4.3.1 Fish/Shellfish Habitat
Fish and shellfish habitat is not present within the Project Area therefore there will not be
any impact to this resource.

4.3.2 Wetland Wildlife Habitat
Habitat alteration and land disturbance resulting from the construction of the ICF Project will
create habitat conversion when the forested wetland and upland habitat within the Project
Area is cleared and the land graded for construction of the facilities. A small portion of
Wetland 4, the Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetland 4, and all of Wetland 5 will be cleared
of trees and managed in accordance with TNEC’s ROW Integrated Vegetation Management
(“IVM”) practices to accommodate the new infrastructure. The ICF Project will not discharge
any fill within wetlands and the proposed mitigation which includes the removal of debris in
and around the wetlands will improve habitat conditions within Wetlands 4 and 5.
Assessing the benefit of converting existing forested wetland to shrubland wetland is
complicated when the change may be detrimental to species reliant on forest habitat but
beneficial to other species that are more suited to the newly converted habitat (e.g.
passerines adapted to grassland and shrubland such as Gray Catbird (Dumetella carolinensis)
and Common Yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas). Historically, the occurrence and distribution
of shrublands and other early successional cover types in the Northeast were largely
influenced by humans. While there is some debate about the extent of Native American
influence (Lorimer 2001, Foster and Motzkin 2003), there is widespread agreement that
European settlers created a spike in grassland and other early successional cover types
between the late 1600s and early 1900s by converting millions of acres of northeastern
forests to farmland and pastures and by cutting forests for timber and fuel (Askins 2000,
Foster and Motzkin 2003). The widespread abandonment of these farms in the early half of
the 20th Century (Litvaitis 1993, Askins 2000), coupled with an increase in suburban
development and human control of stochastic events such as fire, caused the amount of
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early successional cover types in the Northeast to consistently decline through most of the
20th Century (Litvaitis 1993, Litvaitis 2003, Brooks 2003). The decline of shrublands and other
early successional cover types in the Northeast has contributed to the significant decline of
shrubland-dependent bird species that require such cover types for breeding (Witham and
Hunter 1992).
Today, forest is the dominant cover type in New England, accounting for 81 percent of the
total land area (Trani et al. 2001, Schlossberg and King 2007), while all early successional
cover types together are estimated to comprise just 12 percent of the land area (Schlossberg
and King 2007). With this understanding, the portion of forested habitat removal that will
occur as a result of the ICF Project will be small relative to the available forested habitat in
the surrounding area. In addition, the conversion to early successional habitat is beneficial to
bird species and other wildlife that are specialized to this type of habitat. The functions of
Wetlands 4 and 5 as vernal pools will not change because the proposed Project will not
directly impact these wetlands and the once constructed the ICF and associated
infrastructure will occupy a relatively small space of upland habitat surrounding the vernal
pools.
The habitat conversion that will result from the proposed Project may create habitat that is
better suited to shrubland species than the existing forested landscape but the overall
function and value of the wetland habitat for wildlife will not change.
A potential indirect impact to wildlife species resulting from land disturbance and habitat
alteration resulting from construction of the ICF and TNEC ROW includes displacement or
avoidance behavior of individuals. Impacts from construction, such as vegetation removal
and noise generated by construction equipment can create avoidance behavior in
individuals. However, any avoidance behavior is expected to be temporary and normal
wildlife usage of wetland habitat within the Project Area is expected to resume following
completion of construction.
The area cleared for the TNEC ROW and the perimeter surrounding the fenced ICF will be
converted from forested to shrub habitat. Power lines managed in shrub cover provide an
early succession habitat cover type sought by several bird and small mammal species
(DeGraaf and Yamasaki 2001).

4.3.3 Production Export
The production function of Wetlands 4 and 5 as food sources related to their function as
vernal pools will not be impacted by the proposed Project. Wetlands 4 and 5 are expected to
continue to function as vernal pools once the ICF Project is operational and will therefore
continue to provide an export function in terms of food resources related to egg masses and
larvae. Additionally, although forested areas surrounding Wetland 5 and within a small
portion of Wetland 4 will be cleared and managed as an herbaceous and scrub-shrub cover
type, the proposed native plantings will still provide mast for songbirds and other wildlife.
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4.3.4 Groundwater and Surface Water Supply
The Davisville Substation parcel is located in an outwash plain that consists primarily of
proglacial outwash near the coast and pitted ice-contact stratified drift. Holocene deposits of
freshwater peat and mucks and alluvium are also present at the Davisville Substation parcel.
Quonset Point is characterized by high levels of disturbance of the original Pleistocene-aged
surficial deposits by previous development. The site is a portion of the former Quonset Point
Naval Air Station originally commissioned in 1941, later demolished, and converted to an
important industrial manufacturing area for the State of Rhode Island.
There is very limited water quality data available for the Davisville Substation parcel except
for Rhode Island Surface Water Quality Standards (RIDEM 250-RICR-150-05-1, Effect 2018). If
groundwater is encountered during construction, BMPs will be in place and any
contaminated groundwater would be managed in accordance with the RIPDES Remediation
General Permit (RIPDES Permit No. RIG850000) and the Soil and Groundwater Management
Plan developed in accordance with the conditions set by the ELUR.

4.3.5 Flood Alteration/Floodplain
The Project Area is beyond the Limit of Moderate Wave Action identified on FEMA FIRM
Panel No. 44009C0104J. Impacts to flood storage are avoided by constructing above
projected flood elevations with adequate safety factors. No compensation will be required
for displaced coastal floodplain.

4.3.6 Water Quality
The ICF Project is designed using low impact development measures consistent with the
Stormwater Management, Design, and Installation Rules (RIDEM 250-RICR-150-10-8, effect
2018) to treat the required water quality volume for all of the new impervious surfaces. Most
of the ICF yard will remain pervious by providing a crushed stone surface. Spill prevention
and control countermeasures have been incorporated into the design of the transformers.
The transformers that will be used in the station are designed with intrinsic self-containment
as a precaution against spills of the oil used to insulate and cool the transformer.
Stormwater from the site will pass through the best management practices described in the
Stormwater Report and depicted on the Grading and Drainage Plans before being
discharged. This compliance is further documented in the Stormwater Report.
Tree clearing within the TNEC ROW for the transmission tap lines will require trees to be cut,
but stumps will not be grubbed and the existing duff layer will be preserved to the extent
feasible to minimize soil exposure and risks for erosion. Tree clearing and grubbing will be
necessary for the operational footprint of the ICF and associated stormwater management
features.
Once the ICF Project is operational, any runoff flows that may be generated by larger storms
will travel overland to collect in the stormwater infiltration basin on the eastern edge of the
property. From this location, treated stormwater will evaporate or infiltrate and be transpired
from the root zone or recharge the groundwater. According to the most recent Integrated
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Water Reports List (2018-2020), Mill Creek and its tributaries are classified as Category 3
waters, meaning that there is insufficient or no data and information available to determine
if the designated uses are attained or impaired (RIDEM, 2021).
During operation, the ICF Project will not withdraw any surface water or groundwater. During
construction, dewatering may be necessary, and any dewatering effluent would be managed
within the construction site in temporary basins or frac tanks. The ICF Project is not
anticipated to negatively impact the water quality functions and values listed in
§ 2.10(E)(3)(l).

4.3.7 Recreation and Aesthetics
The ICF Project is situated on private property that has not afforded recreational
opportunities to the general public in the past and this situation will not change with the
proposed development. The aesthetic quality of the property will be preserved by locating
the ICF Project set back from the road, screened from public view. Views from Camp Avenue
will be largely unchanged.

4.3.8 RTE Species
The ICF Project has been designed to avoid occurrences of sickle-leaved golden aster. No
impacts to this species are expected.
Acoustic bat surveys targeting the NLEB resulted in a determination of potential absence for
this species. These results have been communicated to the USFWS and will be used to
support the Section 7 ESA consultation for the complete Revolution Wind Project. Section 7
consultation under the ESA is on-going as part of the NEPA process lead by BOEM. An effect
determination is anticipated between Q1 and Q3 of 2023.
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Appendix A: CRMC Preliminary
Determination Report of Findings
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
New England Ecological Services Field Office
70 Commercial Street, Suite 300
Concord, NH 03301-5094
Phone: (603) 223-2541 Fax: (603) 223-0104
http://www.fws.gov/newengland

In Reply Refer To:
Consultation Code: 05E1NE00-2021-SLI-0836
Event Code: 05E1NE00-2021-E-02498
Project Name: Revolution Wind LLC, Onshore Facilities

December 28, 2020

Subject: List of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed project
location, and/or may be affected by your proposed project
To Whom It May Concern:
The enclosed species list identifies threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species, as
well as proposed and final designated critical habitat, that may occur within the boundary of your
proposed project and/or may be affected by your proposed project. The species list fulfills the
requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under section 7(c) of the
Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.).
New information based on updated surveys, changes in the abundance and distribution of
species, changed habitat conditions, or other factors could change this list. Please feel free to
contact us if you need more current information or assistance regarding the potential impacts to
federally proposed, listed, and candidate species and federally designated and proposed critical
habitat. Please note that under 50 CFR 402.12(e) of the regulations implementing section 7 of the
Act, the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90 days. This verification can be
completed formally or informally as desired. The Service recommends that verification be
completed by visiting the ECOS-IPaC website at regular intervals during project planning and
implementation for updates to species lists and information. An updated list may be requested
through the ECOS-IPaC system by completing the same process used to receive the enclosed list.
The purpose of the Act is to provide a means whereby threatened and endangered species and the
ecosystems upon which they depend may be conserved. Under sections 7(a)(1) and 7(a)(2) of the
Act and its implementing regulations (50 CFR 402 et seq.), Federal agencies are required to
utilize their authorities to carry out programs for the conservation of threatened and endangered
species and to determine whether projects may affect threatened and endangered species and/or
designated critical habitat.
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A Biological Assessment is required for construction projects (or other undertakings having
similar physical impacts) that are major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment as defined in the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)
(c)). For projects other than major construction activities, the Service suggests that a biological
evaluation similar to a Biological Assessment be prepared to determine whether the project may
affect listed or proposed species and/or designated or proposed critical habitat. Recommended
contents of a Biological Assessment are described at 50 CFR 402.12.
If a Federal agency determines, based on the Biological Assessment or biological evaluation, that
listed species and/or designated critical habitat may be affected by the proposed project, the
agency is required to consult with the Service pursuant to 50 CFR 402. In addition, the Service
recommends that candidate species, proposed species and proposed critical habitat be addressed
within the consultation. More information on the regulations and procedures for section 7
consultation, including the role of permit or license applicants, can be found in the "Endangered
Species Consultation Handbook" at:
http://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa-library/pdf/TOC-GLOS.PDF
Please be aware that bald and golden eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.), and projects affecting these species may require
development of an eagle conservation plan (http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/
eagle_guidance.html). Additionally, wind energy projects should follow the wind energy
guidelines (http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/) for minimizing impacts to migratory birds and
bats.
Guidance for minimizing impacts to migratory birds for projects including communications
towers (e.g., cellular, digital television, radio, and emergency broadcast) can be found at: http://
www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/towers.htm; http://
www.towerkill.com; and http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/
comtow.html.
We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages
Federal agencies to include conservation of threatened and endangered species into their project
planning to further the purposes of the Act. Please include the Consultation Tracking Number in
the header of this letter with any request for consultation or correspondence about your project
that you submit to our office.
Attachment(s):
▪ Official Species List
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Official Species List
This list is provided pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and fulfills the
requirement for Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary of the Interior information whether
any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a proposed
action".
This species list is provided by:
New England Ecological Services Field Office
70 Commercial Street, Suite 300
Concord, NH 03301-5094
(603) 223-2541
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Project Summary
Consultation Code: 05E1NE00-2021-SLI-0836
Event Code:

05E1NE00-2021-E-02498

Project Name:

Revolution Wind LLC, Onshore Facilities

Project Type:

DEVELOPMENT

Project Description: The Onshore Facilities will include an up to 500 foot (ft) (150 meter (m))
segment of the RWEC, the Landfall Work Area, the Onshore
Transmission Cable and an Onshore Substation (OnSS) adjacent to the
existing Davisville Substation with up to two interconnection circuits
(overhead or underground) connecting the OnSS with the existing
substation, referred to as the Interconnection Cable Route.
Project Location:
Approximate location of the project can be viewed in Google Maps: https://
www.google.com/maps/place/41.58583829058749N71.42881666964098W

Counties: Washington, RI
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Endangered Species Act Species
There is a total of 1 threatened, endangered, or candidate species on this species list.
Species on this list should be considered in an effects analysis for your project and could include
species that exist in another geographic area. For example, certain fish may appear on the species
list because a project could affect downstream species.
IPaC does not display listed species or critical habitats under the sole jurisdiction of NOAA
Fisheries1, as USFWS does not have the authority to speak on behalf of NOAA and the
Department of Commerce.
See the "Critical habitats" section below for those critical habitats that lie wholly or partially
within your project area under this office's jurisdiction. Please contact the designated FWS office
if you have questions.
1. NOAA Fisheries, also known as the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), is an
office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of
Commerce.

Mammals
NAME

STATUS

Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Critical habitats
THERE ARE NO CRITICAL HABITATS WITHIN YOUR PROJECT AREA UNDER THIS OFFICE'S
JURISDICTION.
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5
Wetland Impact: Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation
5.1 Impacts to Freshwater Wetland
As described in Section 3.2, the ICF Project will result in permanent impacts to SAS, Marsh,

and Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetlands, in terms of vegetation clearing and habitat
cover type conversion and ASSF in terms of vegetation clearing and grading for the
installation of a culvert. No permanent fill is proposed within palustrine wetlands or the Area
of Land within 50-feet of Wetlands.

5.2 Avoidance
The following section addresses issues associated with §2.10(B)(4).
(a). Avoidance: All persons must satisfactorily demonstrate to the CRMC in the form of a
written narrative that all probable impacts to freshwater wetlands functions and values have
been avoided to the maximum extent possible. The written narrative must describe what steps
were taken to avoid impacts to freshwater wetlands. At a minimum, applicants must consider
and address the following issues:
(1) Whether the primary proposed activity is water-dependent, or whether it requires access to
freshwater wetlands as a central element of its primary purpose (e.g., a pier);
The ICF Project is not water dependent.
(2) Whether any areas within the same property or other properties owned or controlled by the
applicant could be used to achieve the project purpose without altering the natural character
of any freshwater wetlands;
Because the ICF is an expansion of the Davisville Substation, only the Davisville
Substation parcel was evaluated for the location of the ICF and the expansion of the
TNEC ROW. Section 3.1 of this application narrative details the design alternatives for
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the ICF that were evaluated. The proposed design includes the least amount of impact
to freshwater wetlands.
(3) Whether any other properties reasonably available to, but not currently owned or controlled
by, the applicant could be used to achieve the project purpose while avoiding wetland
alterations. A property is reasonably available if, in whole or in part, it can be acquired without
excessive cost, taking individual circumstances into account, or, in the case of property owned
or controlled by the same family, entity, group of affiliated entities, or local, state or federal
government, may be obtained without excessive hardship;
The Davisville Substation parcel is the only property that is reasonably available for the
ICF Project. The adjacent parcels owned by QDC (AP 179 Lot 001 and 030) are being
used for the development of the OnSS and the design would not be able to also
accommodate the ICF infrastructure without further encroachment into regulated
freshwater wetland resources. As described above, proximity to the Davisville
Substation must be maintained as part of the ICF design so it is not reasonable to
consider the ICF Project on other properties.
(4) Whether alternative designs, layouts or technologies could be used to avoid freshwater
wetlands or impacts on functions and values on the subject property or whether the project
purpose could be achieved on other property that is reasonably available and would avoid
wetlands;
The ICF Project must be designed, built and maintained consistent with all applicable
safety codes so that the health and safety of the public are protected. As such, the
layout of the equipment must follow certain design criteria. For example, all the
equipment spacing within the substation and distances from the perimeter fences have
been designed in accordance with the NESC which provides for the safety of the
general public as well as the utility personnel that will operate and maintain the
station. Other codes that govern the design and maintenance of the ICF Project include
the IEEE, the ASCE, the American Concrete Institute, and the American National
Standards Institute. These standards control the design of the fence, the separation
distance of the fence to energized equipment, safe clearance distances between
energized equipment above ground, and the grounding of all equipment, fencing and
surfaces within the yard and around the perimeter of the yard. Following these design
criteria, the ICF layout and TNEC ROW expansion that are presented herein avoid
permanent fill to palustrine wetlands but will include vegetation clearing and
management within Wetland 5, a small portion of Wetland 4, and the Area of Land
within 50-feet of Wetland 4. Approximately 145 linear feet of the ASSF will be cleared
of vegetation and 40 linear feet will be culverted beneath the proposed access road to
the TNEC ROW. Other alternative layouts were evaluated which were found to cause
greater impacts to wetlands and were consequently rejected.
(5) Whether the applicant has made any attempts (and if so what they were) to avoid
alterations to freshwater wetlands by overcoming or removing constraints imposed by zoning,
infrastructure, parcel size or the like; and
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These factors are not relevant here and are not constraints that cause a freshwater
wetland to be impacted for the ICF Project. A separate application for a Development
Plan must be submitted to the QDC for review and approval as part of the advisory
opinion process under the EFSB.
(6) Whether feasible alternatives that would not alter the natural character of any freshwater
wetlands on the subject property or on property that is reasonably available, if incorporated
into the proposed project, would adversely affect public health, safety or the environment.
The ICF Project must abide by safety code standards described above and must be
built at the proposed scale to achieve the Project purpose of interconnecting the new
OnSS with the existing Davisville Substation and the regional transmission grid. Other
locations and designs of the ICF and TNEC ROW expansion were evaluated within the
Davisville Substation parcel but were not selected for reasons described previously.

5.3 Minimization
(b) Minimization: For any impact to freshwater wetlands that cannot be avoided, the applicant
must satisfactorily demonstrate to the CRMC in the written narrative that the impact to
wetland functions and values have been reduced to the maximum extent possible. At a
minimum, applicants must consider and address the following issues:
(1) Whether the proposed project is necessary at the proposed scale or whether the scale of the
wetland alteration could be reduced and still achieve the project purpose;
The ICF Project must be built at the proposed scale to achieve the Project purpose of
interconnecting the power supply from the new OnSS with the existing Davisville
Substation. As part of the System Impact Study in accordance with ISO-NE’s Open
Access Transmission Tariff, the Project requires the 115-kV side of Davisville Substation
to be converted to a 115-kV six-breaker ring bus to enable a connection between the
OnSS (two 115-kV underground duct bank connections), the existing two 115-kV
overhead Transmission Tap lines, the existing Davisville Substation, and the ISO-NE
Transmission System. The design selected to achieve this connection minimizes the
impact to the surrounding freshwater wetland resources. The proposed Project does
not place any structures within palustrine wetland or the Area of Land within 50-ft of
Wetlands, though it does necessitate vegetation removal and management to ensure
the safe operation of the transmission infrastructure.
(2) Whether the proposed project is necessary at the proposed location or whether another
location within the site could achieve the project purpose while resulting in less impact to the
wetland;
As described in Section 3.1 of this narrative, the ICF is an expansion of the Davisville
Substation and must be located proximate to the substation to fulfill the ICF Project
purpose of interconnection between the proposed OnSS and the regional transmission
grid. The proposed placement and design of the ICF and TNEC ROW within the
Davisville substation parcel has the least impact on freshwater wetland resources while
still achieving the ICF Project purpose.
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(3) Whether there are feasible alternative designs, layouts, densities or technologies, that would
result in less impact to the wetland while still achieving the project purpose; and
See above responses to items 1 and 2.
(4) Whether reduction in the scale or relocation of the proposed project to minimize impact to
the wetland would result in adverse consequences to public health, safety or the environment.
The scale of the ICF Project cannot be reduced and still fulfill its purpose. A summary
of the equipment needed is provided in Table 3-1. The NESC dictates separation
distances between equipment within the ICF and the proposed transmission towers
within the TNEC ROW. This design ensures that the safe transmission of power from
the OnSS to the existing Davisville Substation for distribution to consumers in southern
New England.

5.4 Mitigation
c. Mitigation measures. Measures, methods, or best management practices to avoid alterations
of and minimize impacts to wetlands are described in § 2.9(B)(1)(d)(3) of the Freshwater
Wetland Rules.
AA. Preserving natural areas in and around wetlands;
Although the ICF Project will require vegetation clearing and management within 900
square feet (0.02 ac) of Wetland 4, 3,470 square feet (0.08 ac) within Wetland 5, and
11,680 square feet (0.27 ac) Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetland 4, the work will not
require the placement of structures or fill within these regulated areas. This vegetation
clearing is necessary to maintain safe clearances for the structures within the TNEC
ROW and for the equipment within the ICF yard. The 145-ft (44 m) length of ASSF will
also be cleared and 40-ft (12 m) of it will be culverted beneath a new gravel access
road to the TNEC ROW to maintain drainage under the roadway.
Disturbed areas not proposed to be surfaced with crushed stone or riprap will be
planted with native seed mix and the impacted area of Wetland 4 and perimeter of
Wetland 5 will be planted in native shrubs in accordance with the Wetland Mitigation
Plan included on Sheet W-1.0 in Appendix H. Note that Site Plans in Appendix H are
provided under confidential cover to this Application to Alter because they contain
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 382-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552). Vegetation will be maintained periodically in accordance
with TNEC’s IVM procedures.
BB. Minimizing the extent of disturbed areas and encouraging the preservation of land in its
natural state;
The ICF Project is designed to meet the requirements of the ISO-NE System Impact
Study. There are no unnecessary components to the ICF Project that can be separated
from the design presented that would preserve additional land. The wetlands that will
be impacted by vegetation management will be cleared of invasive species in
accordance with TNEC protocols and will be planted with native shrubs and seed mix in
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accordance with Wetland Mitigation Plan included on Sheet W-1.0 in Appendix H. Note
that Site Plans in Appendix H are provided under confidential cover to this Application
to Alter because they contain confidential commercial information not subject to
disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552).
CC. Designing dense plantings of shrubs and trees between the developed areas and the
remaining natural areas: (i). to "buffer" impacts from loss of wildlife habitat and loss of natural
areas and (ii). to reduce the impacts of noise, lighting and other disturbances upon wildlife and
the remaining natural areas;
Once constructed, the ICF will not create traffic activity that would be disruptive to
wildlife usage or the aesthetics of the wetlands as viewed from Camp Avenue. The area
cleared for the TNEC ROW will be converted from forested to herbaceous and scrubshrub habitat. Power lines managed in shrub cover provide an early succession habitat
cover type sought by several bird and small mammal species (DeGraaf and Yamasaki
2001).
(DD) Maintaining unrestricted fish and wildlife passage;
The ICF Project will not impact any habitat occupied by fish. The ICF will be fenced but
wildlife will be free to navigate around the ICF once it is operational. The TNEC ROW
will be maintained in shrub-level vegetation that will be accessible by wildlife.
(EE) Designing structures and alterations so that they are located outside of flood plain,
floodway, areas subject to flooding, flowing bodies of water or other freshwater wetlands;
The ICF Project avoids the placement of structures within palustrine freshwater
wetlands, Area of Land within 50 Feet, and floodplain. To maintain the function of the
ASSF, which supports drainage from isolated Wetland 5 to the larger Wetland 4,
approximately 40 linear feet (12 m) of the ASSF will be conveyed through a reinforced
concrete culvert under the proposed gravel access roadway. SESCs will be maintained
during construction to minimize impact to freshwater wetland resources.
(FF) Using best management practices for the stabilization of disturbed areas and the selection,
use, and maintenance of temporary or permanent soil erosion and sediment controls in
accordance with the latest version of the RI Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook and
the RI DEM “Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules”, 250-RICR-150-10-8;
The Stormwater Management Report prepared for this application followed the BMP
selection guidance and design criteria provided in the Stormwater Management,
Design and Installation Rules (RIDEM 250-RICR-150-10-8, effect 2018). See the
discussion about Stormwater Management in Section 3.3 of this application narrative
and see the Stormwater Management Report in Appendix J and the SESC Plan in
Appendix I. Note that Appendix I is provided under confidential cover to this
Application to Alter because it contains confidential commercial information not
subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552).
(GG) Using best management practice selection and design criteria in accordance with the
latest version of the RI DEM “Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules,” 250-
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RICR-150-10-8, to reduce post-development stormwater flows and maximize the control,
treatment and maintenance of systems that reduce stormwater impacts to acceptable levels;
The Stormwater Management Report details Project compliance with
250-RICR-150-108.
(HH) Minimizing impervious surface areas such as roads, parking, paving or other surfaces;
Impervious surface will be minimized by using crushed stone for the 16-foot access
drive between the ICF and the Davisville Substation. Impervious surfaces are limited to
the bituminous pavement drive within the fenced perimeter of the ICF and the
proposed control building. The interior yard of the ICF and the exterior perimeter of
the paved access drive will be surfaced in crushed stone which is designed as QPA as
defined in 250-RICR-150-10-8.
(II) Incorporating compensatory flood storage area(s) where necessary and in compliance with
these Rules;
Compensatory flood storage is not required because the ICF Project will not displace
existing flood storage.
(JJ) Encouraging infiltration of non-contaminated run-off into uncontaminated soils;
The perimeter drive around the ICF structures will have a slight crown to convey
stormwater to either side of the access drive and into the exterior or interior stone and
gravel shoulders which are designed as QPAs. A stone and gravel basin will be
constructed to provide stormwater retention and groundwater recharge. The perimeter
of the ICF has been designed with riprap swales to allow the stormwater runoff from
the offsite (south and southeast) abutting properties to drain around the ICF. As
designed, the ICF Project will infiltrate 100 percent of the stormwater runoff up to and
including the 100-year storm. These measures are detailed on the plans in the
Stormwater Management Report which is included in Appendix J.
(KK) Preventing channelization or piping of run-off and encouraging sheet flow;
Stormwater is designed to flow overland across the access drives and into the exterior
or interior stone and gravel shoulders where it will contribute to groundwater
recharge. A low gradient diversion swale will intercept run on from adjacent properties
and convey it around the ICF. The swale gradually widens toward its terminus to
encourage sheet flow across vegetated areas upon discharge.
(LL) Landscaping with gradual slopes to maximize sheet flow and infiltration while minimizing
channelization;
Landscaping is not proposed; however, the Wetland Mitigation Plan in Appendix H
includes native shrub plantings within the cleared area of Wetland 4 and the perimeter
of Wetland 5. Note that Site Plans in Appendix H are provided under confidential cover
to this Application to Alter because they contain confidential commercial information
not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552).
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(MM) Minimizing or eliminating the use or increase of any pollutants, fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, or any other chemical or organic application which increase pollutant and nutrient
loadings;
These products will not be used for the construction of the ICF Project; however,
herbicides may be used for future vegetation maintenance within the perimeter of the
ICF and within the TNEC ROW. Any herbicide applications will be conducted by a
licensed professional.
(NN) Maximizing setbacks of septic systems and other land disturbances from wetlands; and
Not applicable. The ICF Project does not include a septic system.
(OO) Minimizing the withdrawal of surface water or groundwater from wetlands or uplands
adjacent to wetlands, especially during dry periods, and minimizing any reduction in river or
stream flow.
Not applicable. There will be no withdrawals of water for the ICF Project.

5.5 Review Criteria
1. The CRMC will evaluate all projects to determine the extent to which the proposed project
will have an impact, either individually or cumulatively, upon wetland functions or values as
described in this Rule.
2. All such projects shall:
a. Be subject to all of the review criteria contained herein and must incorporate those best
management practices, best available technologies, and any maintenance or inspection
schedules necessary to comply with the applicable criteria;
Each individual criterion is addressed below.
b. Not adversely affect any wetland so as to cause any of the impacts identified in § 2.10(E)(3)
of this Part below; and
This criterion is addressed below.
c. Shall not result in any random, unnecessary, or undesirable alteration of freshwater wetland.
The Project is not random or unnecessary because the ICF Project is a necessary
component to support the interconnection of electricity generated from the offshore
Revolution Wind Project to the existing Davisville Substation and regional transmission
grid so that it may be distributed to consumers in Rhode Island and Connecticut.
The Project has been proposed in response to the renewable energy directives in
Rhode Island and Connecticut. In response to this expressed need and demand, the
Project has been awarded PPAs totaling 704 MW of generation capacity with Rhode
Island and Connecticut. The Project is being developed to fulfill its obligations to
Connecticut and Rhode Island in accordance with the PPAs.
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3. Before issuing a permit, the CRMC must be satisfied that a proposed project or alteration
will not result in:
a.

Significant reduction in the overall wildlife production or diversity of a wetland;
The impacts of the ICF Project on Wetlands 4 and 5 and the Area of Land within 50-ft
of Wetland 4 are limited to vegetation removal and management for the safe
operation of the ICF and the TNEC ROW. These impacts to vegetation have been
minimized to the maximum extent practicable and are unlikely to have a significant
reduction in the overall wildlife production or diversity associated with Wetland 4.
Construction activities may temporarily displace individuals, though this impact is
expected to be short-term with wildlife usage likely to resume after the project is
operational.

b. Significant reduction in the ability of a wetland to satisfy the needs of a particular wildlife
species;
The proposed wetland alteration will not reduce the ability of Wetlands 4 or 5 and the
Area of Land within 50-ft of Wetland 4 to support the needs of wildlife species. Both
Wetlands 4 and 5 will continue to provide vernal pool habitat for obligate species.
c.

Significant displacement or extirpation of any wildlife species from a wetland or
surrounding areas due to the alteration of the wetland;
The proposed wetland alterations are minor and designed to minimize impacts to
wildlife that may be utilizing habitat in the Project Area. The ICF Project will not cause
significant displacement or extirpation of wildlife.

d. Any reduction in the ability of the wetland to ensure the long-term viability of any rare
animal or rare plant species;
There are no known rare animal or plants species within Wetlands 4 or 5 or the Area
of Land within 50-ft of Wetland 4. Occurrences of sickle-leaved golden aster that
occur in uplands within the Project Area are avoided by the ICF Project.
e.

Any degradation in the natural characteristic(s) of any rare wetland type;
In accordance with the definitions provided in §2.4 of the Freshwater Rules, “rare”
refers to freshwater wetland types that are listed as threatened, endangered, of
special interest or of special concern under the Natural Heritage Program, by the
RIDEM Division of Fish and Wildlife, or under the federal ESA. There are no such rare
wetland types within or adjacent to the Project Area.

f.

Significant reduction in the suitability of any wetland for use by any resident, migratory,
seasonal, transient, facultative, or obligate wildlife species, in either the short- or long-term
as a travel corridor; feeding site; resting site; nesting site; escape cover; seasonal breeding
or spawning area;
Construction activities may temporarily reduce habitat utilization patterns by wildlife.
Once construction is complete, wildlife usage of the area surrounding Wetlands 4 and
5 is expected to resume. The overall distribution of the cover type within these
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wetlands will be changed only slightly due to the Project and wildlife are anticipated
to habituate to the new ICF and TNEC ROW and re-establish habitat usage.
g. Any more than a minimal intrusion of, or increase in, less valuable, invasive or exotic plant
or animal species in a wetland;
There are several invasive plants species present within and adjacent to the Project
Area. The proposed construction will follow TNEC protocols that will minimize the
opportunity to introduce or exacerbate the establishment of invasive species.
h.

Significant reduction in the wildlife habitat functions and values of any wetland which
could disrupt the management program for any game or non-game wildlife species carried
out by state or federal fish, game, or wildlife agencies;
No significant loss of existing wildlife habitat values is anticipated to result from the
implementation of the project that could disrupt the management of programs for
any game or non-game species.

i.

Significant reduction in overall current or potential ability of a wetland to provide active or
passive recreational activities to the public;
The wetlands are located on private property and there is no public access.

j.

Significant disruption of any on-going scientific studies or observations;
The wetlands in the Project Area are not known to be used for any on-going scientific
studies or observations.

k.

Elimination of, or severe limitation to traditional human access to, along the bank of, up or
down, or through any rivers, streams, ponds, or other freshwater wetlands;
There is no public access to the wetlands near the Project Area.

l.

Any reduction in water quality functions and values or negative impacts to natural water
quality characteristics, either in the short- or long-term, by modifying or changing: water
elevations, temperature regimes, volumes, velocity of flow regimes of water; increasing
turbidity; decreasing oxygen; causing any form of pollution; or modifying the amount of
flow of nutrients so as to negatively impact wetland functions and values;
The removal of forested vegetation along edge of Wetlands 4 and 5 will allow for
more sun exposure in these small areas of the wetland. However, based on the overall
size of Wetland 4 this vegetation removal is not expected to have a significant effect
on the overall function and values of the water quality within this wetland. Increased
sun exposure within Wetland 5 may increase water temperatures temporarily until the
ROW vegetation reestablishes and provides shading.
The only other potential impact to water quality within the project area wetlands is
the temporary increase of turbidity during construction, however, erosion and
sedimentation controls will be used to minimize these impacts. Regular site
inspections will occur in accordance with the project’s SESC Plan.
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m. Any placement of any matter or material beneath surface water elevations or erection of
any barriers within any ponds or flowing bodies of water which could cause any hazards to
safety;
The ICF Project will not create any hazards to safety in this manner.
n.

Significant loss of important open space or significant modification of any uncommon
geologic features or archaeological sites that are listed on the National Register of Historic
Places or eligible for listing;
In accordance with BOEM’s Guidelines for Providing Archaeological and Historic
Property Information Pursuant to 30 CFR Part 585, avoidance and mitigation actions
for cultural resources will be developed through Section 106 consultation with BOEM
as the lead federal agency, the Rhode Island Historic Preservation and Heritage
Commission (“RIHPHC”) and Native American Tribes. Coordination with RIHPHC and
Native American Tribes regarding potential archaeological features is on-going. The
site does not contain uncommon geologic features.

o. Significant modification to the natural characteristics of any wetland area of unusually
high visual quality;
Wetlands within the ICF Project Area are not visible from Camp Avenue.
p. Any decrease in the flood storage capacity of any freshwater wetland which could impair
the wetland's ability to protect life or property from flooding or flood flows;
The ICF Project will not reduce flood storage capacities.
q. Significant reduction of the rate at which flood water is stored by any freshwater wetland
during any flood event;
The ICF Project will not significantly reduce the rate at which flood water is stored by
freshwater wetlands.
r.

Restriction or significant modification of the path or velocities of flood flows for the 1-year,
10-year, or 100-year frequency, 24-hour, Type III storm events so as to cause harm to life,
property, or other functions and values provided by freshwater wetlands;
The ICF Project will not significantly modify the path of flood flows. As described
above, no significant changes to drainage patterns within the project area are
proposed. No restrictions to path of flood flows are proposed.

s.

Placement of any structure or obstruction within a floodway so as to cause harm to life,
property, or other functions and values provided by freshwater wetlands;
The ICF Project will not place any structures or obstructions within a floodway.

t.
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The ICF Project will result in an increase in impervious surface; however, there will be
no increase in stormwater runoff peak flows. Documentation of the pre- and
postconstruction drainage analyses is provided in the Stormwater Management
Report (Appendix J).
u.

Any increase in run-off volumes and discharge rates which could, in any way, exacerbate
flooding conditions in flood-prone areas;
No increase in stormwater runoff peak flows are proposed for the 1, 10, and 100-yr
storm events. See the Stormwater Report for details.

v.

Significant changes in the quantities and flow rates of surface or groundwater to or from
isolated wetlands (e.g., those wetlands without inflow or outflow channels);
There will not be any significant changes in the quantities and flow rates of surface or
groundwater to or from isolated wetlands. The existing ASSF that conveys discharges
from isolated Wetland 5 to the larger Wetland 4 will be culverted beneath the
proposed gravel access road to maintain the drainage pattern between these two
wetlands.

w. Placement of any structural best management practices within wetlands, or proposal to
utilize wetlands as a detention or retention facility;
Revolution Wind and TNEC do not propose to place any structural BMPs within
wetlands or use wetlands as a detention or retention facility.
x.

Any more than a short-term decrease in surface water or groundwater elevations within
any wetland;
Existing drainage patterns have been maintained. The ICF Project will not withdraw
any water from the site.

y.

Non-compliance with the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
“Water Quality Regulations,” 250-RICR-150-05-1; or
The ICF Project is designed in accordance with 250-RICR-150-10-8 and as such
complies with 250-RICR-150-05-1.

z.

Any detrimental modification of the wetland's ability to retain or remove nutrients or act
as natural pollution filter.
The ICF Project will not result in the loss of wetland areas that currently provide
nutrient removal and water quality functions.
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December 18, 2019
Email [laura.ernst@nationalgrid.com]
Ms. Laura Ernst
Lead Environmental Scientist
National Grid
40 Sylvan Road
Waltham, MA 02451
Re:

Site Evaluation Report

[LEC File #: NG\19-414.01]

109 Circuit Drive (Davisville Substation)
(Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 5)
National Grid Work Order #90000198459
North Kingstown, Rhode Island
Dear Ms. Ernst:
As requested, LEC Environmental Consultants, Inc., (LEC) conducted a site evaluation and Wetland
Resource Area Analysis at the above-referenced site in North Kingstown, Rhode Island. The purpose of
the evaluation was to determine Freshwater Wetland boundaries located on the property. The evaluation
was conducted in accordance with the federal Clean Water Act (“CWA”; 33 U.S.C. 1344, s.404) and its
Regulations (“CWA Regulations”; 33 CFR and 40 CFR), the Rhode Island Fresh Water Wetlands Act
(“Act”; Sections 2-1-18 through 2-1-15 of the R.I.G.L.) and its implementing Rules and Regulations
Governing the Administration and Enforcement of the Fresh Water Wetlands Act (“Act Regulations”;
revised July 16, 2014), and the Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and Management of
Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (“CRMC Regulations”; CRMC 2008). The following
report provides a general site description, wetland delineation methodology, a description of the
Freshwater Wetlands, and potential regulatory implications.
General Site Description
The 6.10-acre site, herein referred to as the Davisville Substation, is located south of Roger Williams
Way and north of Camp Avenue, in proximity to Quonset Point Naval Air Base in eastern North
Kingstown, RI (Attachment A, Figures 1 & 2). The site is bordered by commercial buildings to the east,
residential lots to the south and forested uplands and wetlands to the north and west.
The substation and associated mechanical equipment are encompassed by a 10-foot chain-linked fence,
and located on a topographic high-point within the northeastern portion of the site. The substation is
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situated atop a flat gravel/stone base, and topography slopes steeply downgradient towards the forested
uplands and wetlands in an east and west direction. The site is accessible via an asphalt driveway
extending within an easement located on adjacent parcels to the east of the site originating from Camp
Avenue and Circuit Drive. A transmission line right-of-way extends in a northerly direction from the
substation towards Roger Williams Way.
As further described below, three on-site Freshwater Wetlands were delineated by LEC. The Freshwater
Wetland Resource Areas are present immediately east and west of the substation. The remaining portion
of the site is generally characterized as previously-disturbed forested areas. Evidence of recreational allterrain vehicle use was observed within the southern portion of the site.
According to available land records and as indicated by on-site signage, the site is the subject of an
Environmental Land Use Restrictions (ELUR) which is recorded at the North Kingstown Land Evidence
Records in Book 2024, Page 1. According to the ELUR, the property was previously utilized by the
Quonset Point Naval Air Station (NAS) for mining operations, and was subsequently filled with waste
material and topped with sand. Additionally, waste materials, including construction debris, roofing tar,
ship parts, and other industrial wastes were reportedly disposed of on and adjacent to the site.
Contaminants of concern have been confirmed on-site within the top four feet of the soil profile and
within the groundwater.
Vegetation observed within the upland portions of the site includes a moderately dense canopy layer of
northern red oak (Quercus rubra), white oak (Quercus alba), Norway maple (Acer platanoides), red
maple (Acer rubrum), eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides), eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginiana),
eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), black cherry (Prunus serotina), and sassafras (Sassafras albidum).
The moderately dense understory is comprised of saplings from the canopy layer, and a shrub layer of
sweet pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia) and the invasive species listed below. The sparse groundcover layer
includes garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata), raspberry (Rubus sp.), poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans),
and seedlings from the overstory. Entanglements are common throughout. Dense patches of poison ivy,
common greenbrier (Smilax rotundifolia), and invasive species listed below are common throughout
portions of the forested upland.
Generally speaking, invasive plant species were observed throughout the forested portion of the site in
varying densities. However, the forested areas immediately abutting the access road and substation
appeared to have the highest density of invasive plant establishment. LEC determined that is was not
practical to delineate and GPS locate invasive plant species establishment on-site due to the extent of
invasive growth. In addition to the native upland vegetation listed above the following invasive
vegetation was observed in various quantities interspersed with native vegetation throughout the site:
•

Glossy buckthorn (Rhamnus frangula)

•

Autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata)

•

Bush honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.)

•

Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)
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•

Staghorn sumac (Rhus typhina)

•

Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii)

•

Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora)

•

Asiatic bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus)

According to the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil Survey (Web Soil Survey and
State of Rhode Island: Bristol, Kent, Newport, Providence, and Washington Counties, Version 18,
December 6, 2018), the site consists of Merrimac-Urban land complex, 0 to 8 percent slopes. NRCS
describes Merrimac-Urban land complex soils as somewhat excessively drained fine sandy loam soils.
LEC inspected soil conditions within the upland portions of the site using a Dutch-style soil auger and
generally observed a 12-inch or greater layer of fill/human transported material (HTM) with a soil matrix
color of 10YR 3/1. Due to soil conditions observed within the topsoil and the potential for contaminants
in the soil, the soil underlying the HTM was not evaluated. No redoximorphic features or evidence of
hydrology (i.e. groundwater, oxidizes rhizospheres, etc.) were observed within the top 12 inches of the
mineral soil profile. This soil profile is not considered ‘hydric’ in accordance with the Field Indicators
Guide.
Natural Heritage Program Designation
According to the Natural Heritage Area layer provided on the Rhode Island Department of
Environmental Management (RIDEM) Environmental Resource Map, the site is not located in a Natural
Heritage Area (Attachment A, Figure 3).
Flood Plain Designation
According to the October 16, 2013 FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FEMA FIRM) for the Town of
North Kingstown, Rhode Island (Community Panel 44009 C 0108J), the site is located within a Zone X
(shaded) – Areas subject to the 0.2% annual chance flood and a portion of the paved driveway entrance is
mapped within Zone X (unshaded) – Areas outside the 1% annual chance flood. A Zone AE (el. 13) –
Areas subject to inundation by the 1% annual chance flood extends into the northwestern and eastern
portions of the site (Attachment A, Figure 4).
Wetland Boundary Determination Methodology
On December 10, 2019, LEC conducted a site evaluation to identify and characterize existing protectable
Freshwater Wetlands located on or adjacent to the site. The Freshwater Wetland boundaries were
delineated through observations of the existing plant communities, using the "fifty percent criteria" to
determine dominance of wetland/upland vegetation, the interpretation of soil characteristics, and other
indicators of wetland hydrology in accordance with the Appendix 2 of the Rules and Regulations
Governing the Administration and Enforcement of the Freshwater Wetlands Act (July 16, 2014), the Field
Indicators for Identifying Hydric Soils in New England (2018), and the Regional Supplement to the Corps
of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Northcentral and Northeast Region (January, 2012).
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LEC utilized a Trimble Handheld GEO XH-7000 Global Positioning System (GPS) unit to locate the
established Freshwater Wetland flags, as shown on Attachment A and provided the raw and shapefile data
to National Grid on December 18, 2019.
The boundaries of the Freshwater Wetlands were demarcated in the field with orange surveyors tape
embossed with the text “LEC Wetland Resource Area” in bold, black print. The wetland flags are
numbered A1 – A8, B1 – B9, and C1 – C11 (Attachment B). LEC completed U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (U.S. ACOE) Wetland Determination Field Data Forms at one representative transect for each
Freshwater Wetland to support the wetland boundary delineation (Attachment C). Representative
photographs of the site and each Freshwater Wetlands were also taken on December 10, 2019
(Attachment D).
Freshwater Wetland and Other Jurisdictional Areas
Freshwater Wetland Areas and additional jurisdictional areas associated with the site include Freshwater
Wetland, Perimeter Wetland, Area Subject to Storm Flowage (ASSF), and Flood Plain. A brief
description of the Freshwater Wetland Areas is provided below.
Freshwater Wetland
Wetland is defined at 33 CFR Part 328.3(b) as those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do
support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
and s
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs,
imilar areas.
Freshwater Wetland is defined at Rule 4.00 of the Act Regulations and Section 2.4(A)(35) of the CRMC
Regulations as those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances, do support, a prevalence of
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
Furthermore, Appendix 2 (A) provides specific criteria for identifying Vegetated Wetland edges as the
landward edge of vegetated wetlands (i.e., bogs; marshes; swamps; emergent, shrub or forested
wetlands; or similar types, including wetland complexes of these types), shall, under normal conditions,
be identified as the place where the plant community associated with the vegetated wetland is no longer
dominated by hydrophytes/hydrophytic vegetation (i.e., the plant community is composed of less than or
equal to fifty percent (50%) hydrophytes/hydrophytic vegetation).
Three Freshwater Wetlands (FW) are located on the subject parcel. Two FWs are contiguous with an
expansive wetland system located off-site to the northwest (wetland flags A1 – A8 and B1 – B9) and
the remaining FW is an isolated wetland (wetland flags C1 – C11). The FW characteristics are further
detailed below.
Forested Freshwater Wetlands (A-series and B-series)
The A and B series FWs are a part of an expansive wetland system associated with the perennial stream,
Mill Creek, located off-site to the northwest approximately 840 linear feet from the northwestern parcel
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boundary (Attachment A, Figure 1). Additionally, the FWs appear to be hydrologically influenced by a
high groundwater table and surface runoff from the upgradient substation. Topography slopes steeply
downgradient from the upland portions of the site towards the FW boundaries, which are well defined
along the abrupt toe of slope. Topography within the B-series FW slopes gently downgradient towards
the north and topography within the A-series FW slopes gently towards the northeast. The two FWs
exhibit gentle pit and mound microtopograhy and contained at least six inches of standing water within
20-30 feet of the FW boundary at the time of LEC’s site evaluation.
The A and B-series FWs can be characterized as forested wetlands, dominated by both deciduous and
coniferous trees greater than 20 feet tall with scattered patches of saplings and shrubs. Wetland
vegetation within the two FWs is similar, consisting of a moderately dense canopy layer dominated by red
maple (Acer rubrum) with scattered patches and individuals of tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica), swamp white oak
(Quercus bicolor), red oak (Quercus rubra), and eastern white pine (Pinus strobus). The understory
contains scattered individuals of saplings from the canopy layer, and scattered patches of sweet
pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia), highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum), winterberry (Ilex
verticillata), and alder (Alnus sp.). The groundcover layer is generally sparse, as the site evaluation took
place outside the growing season, however; vegetation observed in the groundcover layer includes
cinnamon fern (Osmunda cinnamomea), poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans), tree clubmoss
(Lycopodium obscurum), and seedlings from the overstory. Small patches of common greenbrier (Smilax
rotundifolia) and poison ivy entanglements are common throughout.
Scrub-Shrub/Special Aquatic Site Freshwater Wetland (C-series)
The C-series FW is situated within a small topographic depression measuring approximately 25 feet by 60
feet wide and appears to be hydrologically influenced by a high groundwater table and surficial
stormwater runoff from the substation. At the time of LEC’s site evaluation, approximately one to two
feet of standing water was observed within the FW and the edge of the surface water was approximately
one to three linear feet downgradient of the FW boundary. A slightly meandering, manmade ditch
measuring approximately five feet wide by five feet deep extends from wetland flag C1 in a northwest
direction and connects with the B-series FW at flags B6. This area is further described below in the Area
Subject to Storm Flowage (ASSF) Section.
The C-series FW can be characterized as a scrub-shrub/special aquatic site, as the FW edges contain
woody plants less than 20 feet tall and the FW contains less than 1/4 acre open standing water. Trace
amount of aquatic vegetation was observed within the inundated portion of the FW and the inner edges of
the FW consist of individual red maple saplings, sweet pepperbush, and cinnamon fern. The eastern and
southern edges of the FW are dominated by dense concentrations of common greenbrier, Asiatic
bittersweet, and multiflora rose.
As noted above, the C-series FW exhibits the characteristics of a special aquatic site (i.e., Vernal Pool);
however, due to the time of year, LEC was unable to perform a formal survey to confirm the
presence/absence of obligate and/or facultative amphibian breeding activity. Based on the historic aerial
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imagery and LECs field observations, it appears that the FW is likely capable of supporting and providing
habitat for aquatic lifeforms; however, the groundwater contamination associated with the site may affect
the success of any breeding activity within the FW. Further survey during the active breeding season
would be necessary to determine the presence/absence of obligate and/or facultative amphibian breeding
activity.
Freshwater Wetland Invasive Species
LEC observed invasive vegetation within portions of the A, B and C series FWs. The eastern portion of
the B-series FW contains dense patches of honeysuckle and the eastern and southern portions of the Cseries FW contain dense patches of honeysuckle, Asiatic bittersweet, and multiflora rose. The western
portion of the A series FW also contains honeysuckle, Asiatic bittersweet, and multiflora rose along its
eastern boundary.
Perimeter Wetland (Area of Land Within Fifty Feet)
Perimeter Wetland (Area of Land within Fifty Feet) is defined at Rule 4.00 of the Act Regulations and
Section 2.4(A)(5) of the CRMC Regulations as a freshwater wetland consisting of the area of land within
fifty feet (50') of the edge of any freshwater wetland consisting in part, or in whole, of a bog, marsh,
swamp or pond, as defined by these Rules. For purposes of identification, this area shall be measured
horizontally, without regard for topography, from the edge of such a wetland.
The 50-foot Perimeter Wetland extends horizontally from the edge of the aforementioned Freshwater
Wetland boundaries. The Perimeter Wetland includes paved portions of the National Grid substation and
forested uplands.
Area Subject to Stormwater Flowage (ASSF)
Rule 4.00 of the Act Regulations and Section 2.4(A)(7) of the CRMC Regulations defines ASSF as
drainage swales and channels that lead into, out of, pass through or connect other freshwater wetlands or
coastal wetlands, and that carry flows resulting from storm events, but may remain relatively dry at other
times.
ASSF is associated with the aforementioned man-made ditch which extends between wetland flags C1 –
C11 and B5 – B6 (Attachment A). The ditch measures approximately five feet wide by five feet high and
did not contain any standing or flowing water at the time of LEC’s site evaluation. The ditch is generally
unvegetated, with the exception of a few dense patches of invasive honeysuckle.
Flood Plain
Flood Plain is defined at Rule 4.00 of the Act Regulations and Section 2.4(A)(31) of the CRMC
Regulations as that land area adjacent to a river or stream or other flowing body of water that is, on
average, likely to be covered with flood waters resulting from a one hundred (100) year frequency storm.
A storm of this nature is one that is to be expected to be equaled or exceeded once in one hundred (100)
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years, and hence may be said to have a one percent (1%) probability of being equaled or exceeded in any
given year.
As previously noted, a Zone AE (el. 13) extends into the northwestern and eastern portions of the site and
is contained within the A and B-series FWs.
Summary
LEC identified and delineated the boundaries of three Freshwater Wetlands located at 109 Circuit Drive
in North Kingstown, Rhode Island. Additional jurisdictional areas identified on the site include Perimeter
Wetlands, Areas Subject to Storm Flowage, and Flood Plain. The aforementioned Freshwater Wetlands
are protected under the federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344, s.404) and its Regulations (33 CFR and
40 CFR), the Rhode Island Fresh Water Wetlands Act (Sections 2-1-18 through 2-1-15 of the R.I.G.L.)
and its implementing Rules and Regulations Governing the Administration and Enforcement of the Fresh
Water Wetlands Act (revised July 16, 2014), and the Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and
Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (CRMC 2008). Any proposed alteration
within the Freshwater Wetlands may require filing the necessary permit applications with the Department
of the Army Corps of Engineers, Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management, and/or the
Coastal Resource Management Council.
We appreciate the opportunity to work with you on this project. If you should have any questions or
require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us at (508) 746-9491 or
ajohnson@lecenvironmental.com.
Sincerely,
LEC Environmental Consultants, Inc.

Andrew Johnson

Mark L. Manganello

Environmental Scientist

Assistant Director of Ecological Services
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Attachment A
Figure 1: USGS Topographic Map
Figure 2: Aerial Orthophoto
Figure 3: Natural Heritage Map
Figure 4: FEMA FIRM
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Attachment B
Aerial Orthophoto: GPS Survey
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Attachment C
U.S. ACOE Wetland Determination Field Data Forms
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Attachment D
Photographic Log
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Client Name: National Grid
Photo No.
Date:

1

Site Location: Davisville Substation

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
N

Description:
View of the site entrance
and the Davisville
Substation.

Photo No.

2

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
E

Description:

View of the Davisville
Substation.
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Photo No.

3

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
E

Description:
View of wetland series A.

Photo No.

4

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
E
Description:
View of wetland series A
with standing water
present within the offsite
portion of the wetland.
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WAKEFIELD, MA

WORCESTER, MA

RINDGE, NH
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Photo No.

5

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
N

Description:
View of the western
portion of wetland series
B. A significant amount
of concrete and other
construction debris was
present within the
eastern portion of the
wetland.

Photo No.

6

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
N
Description:
View of the eastern
portion of wetland series
B depicting dense
vegetation consisting of
asiatic bittersweet
(Celastrus orbiculatus)
and honeysuckle
(Lonicera sp.).
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Photo No.

7

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
N

Description:
View of the northern
portion of wetland series
C.

Photo No.

8

Date:

12/10/19

Direction Photo
Taken:
N
Description:
View of the southern
portion of wetland series
C.
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August 6, 2020
Email [laura.ernst@nationalgrid.com]
Ms. Laura Ernst
Lead Environmental Scientist
National Grid
40 Sylvan Road
Waltham, MA 02451
Re:

Site Evaluation Report

[LEC File #: NG\19-414.01]

109 Circuit Drive (Davisville Substation)
(Assessor’s Plat 179, Lot 5)
National Grid Work Order #90000198459
North Kingstown, Rhode Island
Dear Ms. Ernst:
As requested, LEC Environmental Consultants, Inc., (LEC) conducted a follow-up site evaluation on July
13, 2020 at the above-referenced site in North Kingstown, Rhode Island. The purpose of the evaluation
was to further assess a wetland on the property in the context of its potential designation as a Special
Aquatic Site (i.e. Vernal Pool) and confirm that a feature previously delineated as an Area Subject to
Stormwater Flowage (ASSF) is not an intermittent stream. LEC was also asked to confirm that there are
no known state or federally listed rare species onsite.
The evaluation was conducted in accordance with the federal Clean Water Act (“CWA”; 33 U.S.C. 1344,
s.404) and its Regulations (“CWA Regulations”; 33 CFR and 40 CFR), the Rhode Island Fresh Water
Wetlands Act (“Act”; Sections 2-1-18 through 2-1-15 of the R.I.G.L.) and its implementing Rules and
Regulations Governing the Administration and Enforcement of the Fresh Water Wetlands Act (“Act
Regulations”; revised July 16, 2014), and the Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and
Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (“CRMC Regulations”; CRMC 2008).
Overview
On December 10, 2019, LEC conducted an initial site evaluation to identify and characterize existing
protectable Freshwater Wetlands located on or adjacent to the site. The Freshwater Wetland boundaries
were delineated through observations of the existing plant communities, using the "fifty percent criteria"
to determine dominance of wetland/upland vegetation, the interpretation of soil characteristics, and other
indicators of wetland hydrology in accordance with Appendix 2 of the Rules and Regulations Governing
the Administration and Enforcement of the Freshwater Wetlands Act (July 16, 2014), the Field Indicators
for Identifying Hydric Soils in New England (2018), and the Regional Supplement to the Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Northcentral and Northeast Region (January, 2012).
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Upon completion of the site evaluation mentioned above, LEC produced and distributed a Site Evaluation
Report, dated December 18, 2019, to the project team which detailed the general site conditions, an
assessment of applicable available rare species data, and a description of jurisdictional Freshwater
Wetlands which were delineated onsite.
Upon review of LEC’s Site Evaluation Report, Burns & McDonnell requested a further assessment of the
potential Special Aquatic Site (i.e. Vernal Pool), ASSF, and rare species data. In response, LEC
conducted a follow-up site evaluation on July 13, 2020 and has prepared this report. The following report
provides a summary of LEC’s site observations relative to the potential Vernal Pool and ASSF, and an
assessment of the available rare species data.
Scrub-Shrub/Special Aquatic Site Freshwater Wetland (C-series)
The C-series Freshwater Wetland
(FW) is situated within a small
topographic depression measuring
approximately 25 feet by 60 feet wide
and appears to be hydrologically
influenced by high groundwater and
surficial stormwater runoff from the
substation. As noted in the previous
Site Evaluation Report, the C-series
FW exhibits the characteristics of a
Special Aquatic Site (i.e., Vernal
Pool); however, due to the time of
year and absence of standing water
within the feature, LEC was unable to perform a formal survey to confirm the presence/absence of
obligate and/or facultative amphibian breeding activity. LEC did not encounter any transforming juvenile
amphibians within the leaf-litter within and around the perimeter of the FW.
As depicted in the above photograph, no standing water was observed within the FW at the time of LEC’s
site evaluation; however, evidence of staining and previous observations suggest that the depression may
hold up to 2 feet of standing water during the spring hydroperiod. The FW edges contain woody plants
less than 20 feet tall, and the FW contains less than a 1/4 acre open standing water (dry). Trace amount of
(exposed) aquatic vegetation was observed within the central portion of the FW. The inner edges of the
FW consist of individual red maple (Acer rubrum) saplings, sweet pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia), and
cinnamon fern (Osmunda cinnamomea). The eastern and southern edges of the FW are dominated by
dense concentrations of buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), and
entanglements of common greenbrier (Smilax rotundifolia), Asiatic bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus),
and grape vine (Vitis spp.).
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LEC did observe an adult wood frog (Lithobates sylvaticus) within the FW as well as several species of
insects and invertebrates. It appears that the FW contains the physical characteristics necessary to provide
habitat for species commonly found in Vernal Pools (i.e., it is an isolated depression with a sufficient
seasonal water column and contains attachment sites for egg masses). However, it is important to note
that the groundwater contamination associated with the site may affect the success of any breeding
activity within the FW. Further survey during the active vernal pool breeding season would be necessary
to definitively determine the presence/absence of obligate and/or facultative amphibian breeding activity.
Based on our observations to date, LEC recommends that the project engineering and development plans
consider this FW/feature to be a Special Aquatic Site, unless determined otherwise based on site
evaluations during vernal pool breeding season.
Area Subject to Stormwater Flowage (ASSF)
Rule 4.00 of the Act Regulations and Section 2.4(A)(7) of the CRMC Regulations defines ASSF as
drainage swales and channels that lead into, out of, pass through or connect other freshwater wetlands or
coastal wetlands, and that carry flows resulting from storm events, but may remain relatively dry at other
times.
Rule 4.00 of the Act Regulations and Section 2.4(A)(7) of the CRMC Regulations defines
Stream/Intermittent Stream as Any flowing body of water or watercourse other than a river that flows
long enough each year to develop and maintain a defined channel. Such watercourses may carry
groundwater discharge or surface runoff. Such watercourses may not have flowing water during extended
dry periods but may contain isolated pools or standing water.
ASSF is associated with the man-made
ditch which extends between wetland
flags C1 – C11 and B5 – B6. As
depicted in the photo on the left, the
ditch measures approximately five feet
wide by five feet high and is one
hundred and fifty feet long. The feature
did not contain any standing or flowing
water at the time of LEC’s 2019 and
2020 site evaluations. The ditch is
generally unvegetated, with the
exception of a few dense patches of
invasive honeysuckle bush.
During both of LEC’s site evaluations, the feature was observed to be dry. Upon evaluation of soils
within the underlying feature, no redoximorphic features or other hydric soil indicators (i.e. oxidized
rhizospheres, soil saturation, free-standing water within the test pit, etc.) were identified which would
indicate that the feature experiences infrequent surficial flow exclusively as a result of stormwater runoff
Page 3 of 5
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and is not influenced by shallow groundwater. While leaf staining was observed within the feature, no
scouring, leaf dams, and/or other evidence of channelization or flow was observed, further indicating that
the feature is man-made, flow is infrequent, and that minimal channelization has developed since the
feature was constructed. Furthermore, the feature is not depicted on the United States Geologic Survey
(USGS) Topographic Map (atttached) as an intermittent or perennial stream. Based upon our initial
evaluation and the evaluation noted above, LEC maintains the assertion that the feature is accurately
characterized as an ASSF under the Act Regulations.
Rare Species Assessment
A brief description and evaluation of the available rare species data is provided below.
Rhode Island Natural Heritage Program Designation
According to the Natural Heritage Area layer provided on the Rhode Island Department of
Environmental Management (RIDEM) Environmental Resource Map, the site is not located in a Natural
Heritage Area (attached). However, LEC recommends that a formal request for rare and endangered
species information at the project site be requested from the Rhode Island Natural History Survey.
United Stated Fish and Wildlife Service
According to an unofficial Information for Planning and Consultation Report (IPAC) from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (attached), the Northern Long Eared Bat (NLEB, Myotis septentronalis) is
present throughout all of Rhode Island. Further consultation with the USFWS is recommended if the
project involves tree-clearing activities, potentially including time of year restrictions on tree clearing
and/or field surveys/habitat assessments to confirm activities are not located within 0.25 miles of a known
hibernacula or 150 linear feet of a known maternity roost tree in compliance with the NLEB Final 4(d)
rule under the ESA, effective 2/16/2016.
Additionally, the range of 12 species of migratory birds are known to exist in or in proximity to the site.
Tree clearing activity shall be conducted in accordance with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, The Bald and
Golden Eagle Protection Act in compliance with guidance provided in National Grid Environmental
Guidance Document 303 (EG 303).
Summary
LEC conducted a follow-up site evaluation to conduct a Vernal Pool assessment and to confirm that a
feature previously delineated onsite as an Area Subject to Stormwater Flowage (ASSF) is not an
intermittent stream on the property located at 109 Circuit Drive in North Kingstown, Rhode Island. LEC
also conducted a further assessment of applicable available rare species data. While the Freshwater
Wetland contains the physical characteristics of a potential Vernal Pool, a formal Vernal Pool survey
during the active breeding season in 2021 is necessary to definitively determine if it is a Special Aquatic
Site/Vernal Pool. LEC recommends that the project engineering and development plans consider this
FW/feature to be a Special Aquatic Site, unless determined otherwise. LEC confirmed that the previously
identified ASSF is not an Intermittent Stream. LEC confirmed that there are no known state or federally
Page 4 of 5
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listed rare species onsite. However, consultation with the USFWS and RINHS is recommended during
project development to ensure that a Northern Long Eared Bat survey is not required and/or time-of-year
restrictions for tree clearing activities are applicable.
We appreciate the opportunity to work with you on this project. If you should have any questions or
require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us at (508) 746-9491 or
ajohnson@lecenvironmental.com.
Sincerely,
LEC Environmental Consultants, Inc.

Andrew Johnson

Mark L. Manganello

Environmental Scientist

Assistant Director of Ecological Services
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Attachments
USGS Topographic Map
Natural Heritage Map
IPAC Resource List, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Revolution Wind Interconnection Facility
Photo Log

Photo 1: A view of Wetland 5 looking northeast towards the existing Davisville Substation. This Special Aquatic Site (SAS) functions as
a vernal pool as indicated by the presence of wood frog larvae and fairy shrimp. Photo date: May 6, 2021

Photo 2: A view of the “ASSF” looking southeast towards Wetland 5. This ASSF is an excavated ditch that may provide a surface
hydrological connection between Wetland 5 and Wetland 4 during extreme rainfall events or sudden snow melt. However, no
evidence of directional flow was observed. The ditch bottom is covered with last fall’s leaves. Photo date: May 6, 2021

\\vhb.com\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\docs\Permits\State Permits\RI CRMC\FWW Application\Appendices\App_E Site Photos\RevWind__ICF_Photo Log.docx
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Revolution Wind Interconnection Facility
Photo Log

Photo 3: View of Wetland 5 looking northeast. Lower water levels in this photo expose waste that was submerged in Photo 1
including the tire pieces visible in the foreground. The proposed Wetland Mitigation Plan includes the removal of large waste items
to restore the health of the wetland. Photo date: May 20, 2021.

Photo 4: A view of the upland on the west side of Wetland 5. This area will be cleared for the development of the ICF and the
expansion of the TNEC ROW. Garlic mustard, Asiatic bittersweet, poison ivy, and Japanese honeysuckle provide most of the
groundcover.
\\vhb.com\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\docs\Permits\State Permits\RI CRMC\FWW Application\Appendices\App_E Site Photos\RevWind__ICF_Photo Log.docx
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Revolution Wind Interconnection Facility
Photo Log

Photo 5: View of the existing TNEC transmission ROW at the TNEC Davisville Transmission Tap Lines. The TNEC ROW will be widened
to accommodate new overhead lines from the ICF to the TNEC Davisville Substation and from the ICF to the TNEC Davisville
Transmission Tap. Photo date: May 20, 2021

Photo 6: A view of sickle-leaved golden aster (Pityopsis falcata), a state species of special concern, within the adjacent AP 179-001.
Potential habitat for this species has also been identified along the southwestern border of the Davisville Substation parcel . The ICF
Project design avoids impacts to this species which requires open sites with full sun and a dry exposed sand substrate .
Photo date: July 30, 2019
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To:

Mark Roll
Senior Project Lead
Revolution Wind, LLC

Date: September 21, 2020

Project #: 73030.00
From: Chelsea Glinka ENV SP

Re: Vernal Pool Survey Memorandum for Revolution Wind Onshore
Facilities
Parcel ID 179-030 & 179-001
Camp Avenue, North Kingstown, Rhode Island

Proposed Project and Site Description
This Vernal Pool Survey Memorandum has been developed to supplement the Onshore Natural Resources & Biological
Assessment Technical Report (Appendix K of the Construction and Operations Plan) for the Revolution Wind Project
(Revolution Wind, LLC). The Onshore Facilities of the Revolution Wind Project include the Landfall Envelope Area (LEA),
Onshore Export Cable, Alternative Cable Route Segment, the Onshore Substation (OnSS) and the transmission
interconnection, collectively the Project Site. The OnSS is proposed to be located within two parcels identified by the
North Kingstown Tax Assessor as 179-030 and 179-001. The transmission interconnection will be partially located within
the adjacent parcel 179-005.
The Project Site occurs within Quonset Point in North Kingstown, Rhode Island which was developed by the United
States Department of Defense as the Naval Air Station Quonset Point, commissioned in 1941 and decommissioned in
1974. Today, most of the land is owned and managed by the Quonset Development Corporation and has been
developed as a business park. The two areas within the Project Site that are undeveloped include the western limits of
the LEA and the parcels proposed for the OnSS.

Wetlands and Vernal Pool Resources
Freshwater wetlands were delineated within the Project Site between July 2019 and August 2019 by VHB wetland
scientists, and by LEC Environmental Consultants, Inc. (LEC) on December 10, 2019. There are five wetlands within the
Project Site. Four of the wetlands were investigated for vernal pool indicators by VHB biologists on March 27, 2020, and
the fifth wetland within parcel 179-005 was surveyed by LEC on July 13, 2020 (refer to Figures 1 and 2 in Attachment
A).

Vernal Pool Identification Criteria
The Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RI DEM) does not provide a definition of vernal pools on
its website (RI DEM, 2020). However, vernal pools are regulated in Rhode Island under the Freshwater Wetland Rules
(650-RICR-20-00-2) as part of the larger Freshwater Wetland which envelops them or as Special Aquatic Sites if they are
isolated from other wetlands. Special Aquatic Sites are defined as:
“…a body of open standing water, either natural or artificial, which does not meet the definition of pond, but which is
capable of supporting and providing habitat for aquatic life forms, as documented by the:
a. Presence of standing water during most years, as documented on site or by aerial photographs; and
b. Presence of habitat features necessary to support aquatic life forms of [wetland] obligate wildlife species, or the
presence of or evidence of, or use by aquatic life forms of [wetland] obligate wildlife species (excluding biting flies).”

\\vhb\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\tech\Onshore Natural Resources and Biological Assessments\Vernal Pool
Survey\Vernal Pool_Memo_RevWind_FINAL_FINAL.docx
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Vernal pools are seasonal water bodies that pond water continuously for a minimum period beginning in the winter or
early spring and typically extending into the early summer. They may be situated within larger wetland systems or occur
as hydrologically isolated features situated in uplands. In the northeastern United States, they are characterized by
vernal-pool-dependent fauna, certain amphibian and invertebrate species (indicator species) that require the pools to
complete at least a portion of their life cycles (Colburn, 2004).
The common and scientific names for Rhode Island species considered by Calhoun and Klemens (2002) to be obligate
biological indicators of vernal pool habitat are listed within Table 1.

Table 1. Vernal Pool Obligate Species
Common Name

Scientific name

Jefferson Salamander

Ambystoma jeffersonianum

Blue-spotted Salamander complex

Ambystoma laterale

Spotted Salamander

Ambystoma maculatum

Marbled Salamander

Ambystoma opacum

Wood Frog

Lithobates sylvaticus

Fairy Shrimp

Eubranchipus sp.

Vernal Pool Survey Methodology
Vernal pools were surveyed by VHB biologists on March 27, 2020 by traversing the wetlands to find potentially suitable
pools. Once potential vernal pools were identified, VHB biologists logged any auditory cues (e.g., wood frog chorusing)
and searched the pools for egg masses while wearing waders and polarized sunglasses. Biologists used dipnets to search
for wood frog and spotted salamander adults, egg masses and larvae, and fairy shrimp. Discretion was used during
dipnet sweeps, such that small, shallow areas containing obligate vernal pool indicators were disrupted as little as
possible (i.e., mucking-up of cryptic pools was avoided). Field notes were recorded on the Connecticut Association of
Westland Scientists (CAWS1) Vernal Pool Observation Forms (Attachment B) and supporting photographs were taken
at vernal pools (Attachment C). Biologists hung flagging around the perimeter of vernal pool and located flags using a
global positioning device.
On behalf of the property owner, parcel 179-005 was investigated by LEC on July 13, 2020 for potential vernal pools.
LEC concluded that a vernal pool survey is required during the active breeding season in 2021 to determine if this
resource meets the criteria of a vernal pool. A vernal pool survey for wetlands within this parcel will be conducted at a
later date.

1

RI DEM does has not published a comparable vernal pool documentation form.
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Findings
VHB biologists identified one vernal pool within the Project Site that meets the vernal pool criteria described above. The
vernal pool was contained entirely within Wetland 4 which is classified as a Marsh2 under the RI DEM Freshwater Wetland
Rules. Wetland 4 has a forested perimeter along the northern boundary of the OnSS parcels (see Figure 2 – Attachment
A for the location of the vernal pool). Obligate species identified within the pool included adult wood frogs, wood frog
egg masses, salamander egg masses, and fairy shrimp. A description of the vernal pool is provided below.
Vernal Pool 1
Vernal Pool 1 is a cryptic Vernal Pool within Wetland 4 along the northeastern boundary of parcel 179-030. Based on
existing topography and aerial photos, Wetland 4 may have originated as a kettle hole, however, due to anthropogenic
disturbance including filling and cutting, the natural form of this feature has been obscured.
No watercourse enters or leaves this wetland. Water depth within Vernal Pool 1 ranged from six inches to two feet in its
deepest points at the time of the field survey. The bottom is semi-firm with a leaf litter and muck substrate. Filamentous
algae were present near the surface of the pool at the time of the investigation and impaired the search for vernal pool
fauna in some areas. Dense shrubs and tannin-stained waters also impaired the ability to observe egg masses in some
portions of the pool. The wetland is forested and dominated by red maple (Acer rubrum) and cottonwood (Populus
deltoides). Canopy closure was estimated to be 80 percent.
During the investigation, adult wood frogs were heard chorusing within the pool along with spring peepers (Pseudacris
c. crucifer) across the wider wetland. The survey yielded estimated counts of 50-75 wood frog egg masses and 20
spotted salamander egg masses. Adult wood frogs were also observed in the pool. Fairy shrimp were captured with a
dip net. Facultative vernal pool species include backswimmers (Notonectidae).

Conclusions
In March 2020, VHB biologists identified one vernal pool within the Project Site. Vernal Pool 1 is a cryptic vernal pool
within Wetland 4. A summary of findings is presented in Table 3 below. The appended CAWS Vernal Pool Observation
Forms provide further data on each of the pools (Attachment B). Photos of the pool are also appended (Attachment
C).

Table 3. Summary of Findings
Pond ID

Area (SF)

Inlet/Outlet
Flowing

Vernal Pool 1

1,300

No

Obligate Indicators

Fish Present

Vernal Pool
Classification

WFC, WFEM, SSEM, FS

No

Cryptic

WFC: Wood frog chorusing; WFEM: Wood frog egg masses; WFL: Wood frog larvae; SSEM: Spotted salamander egg masses; FS fairy shrimp

2

The Freshwater Wetland Rules define a Marsh as a wetland feature not less than 1 ac (0.40 ha) in size that has standing or ru nning
water during the growing season and is made up of herbaceous vegetation such as grasses and sedges and/or shrubs.
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Attachments
Attachment A: Figure 1: USGS Overview Map and Figure 2: Vernal Pool Resources
Attachment B: CAWS Vernal Pool Observation Form
Attachment C: Representative Site Photographs
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3/27/2020

C. Glinka, E. Deluski

✔

North Kingstown

VP1 - Wetland 4

Revolution Wind On-Shore Substation
cglinka@vhb.com

north of Camp Ave

✔

0"

VP 1 is a cryptic vernal pool within Wetland 4. The
vernal pool is large and takes up nearly the entire
footprint of Wetland 4, which further extends to the
National Grid property line.

✔
✔

0"

Wood frogs and spring peepers were heard chorusing
within Wetland 4.

All

1030
1215

✔
✔
✔

✔

All

GPS location was taken of
one egg mass.

20

✔

✔
✔

✔

100%

6 inches to 2 feet
X

✔

✔

Road noise is audible from the vernal pool. The road is located
>500 feet north of the pool.

red maple, cottonwood
speckled alder
X

80%

✔
✔

X

✔
X

red maple, cottonwood

0%

speckled alder
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VERNAL POOL DATA SHEET, p. 2
Survey Date: 3/27/2020
Investigator(s): C. Glinka, E. Deluski
Project/property name: Revolution Wind On-Shore Substation

Town: North Kingstown

CAWS Pool #:

SKETCH OF POOL (required)

VP1
Pool Type:

CAWS Project #:
Development:

Reference

WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS: (optional)
Checklist of Facultative Herptile Fauna (Pool & Fringe):

Draw a rough,
quick sketch of the
pool showing
approximate
locations of egg
mass rafts &
clusters in relation
to pool features, like
logs, algal mats,
and islands. Show
inlet/outlet if
present. Include
north arrow and
approxImate scale.

Green Frog
Pickerel Frog
Bull Frog
Eastern Toad
Spotted Turtle
N. Water Snake

Other Observed Fauna (Pool & Fringe):

fairy shrimp, backswimmer, wood frog

SKETCH OF TERRESTRIAL ENVELOPE AROUND POOL (required)

Draw a rough,
quick sketch of the
pool's terrestrial
envelope,
extending at least
200' from pool in all
directions. Provide
detail on
conditions &
landuses within
100 feet of edge of
pool. Include north
arrow and
approxImate scale.

Spring Peeper
Gray Tree Frog
Pickerel Frog
Painted Turtle
Snapping Turtle
Blue-spot. salam.

Circle any of the following factors that impaired your ability
to observe egg masses, and indicate severity of impairment.
Factor
Severity (Low/Mod./High)
1. Surface algae ✔ Low, higher in some areas
2. Surface pollen
3. Dark, tannin-colored water ✔ Low to moderate
4. Deep water
5. Turbidity
6. Dense shrubs ✔
7. Other (specify)

ADDITIONAL NOTES: (optional)

✔

359

Revolution Wind On-Shore Substation
Vernal Pool Survey Photo Log

Vernal Pool 1 Photos
Vernal Pool 1 - Photo 1

Description:
View of Vernal Pool 1, a cryptic vernal pool
within the larger Wetland 4. No watercourse
enters or leaves this wetland. Water depth
within Vernal Pool 1 ranged from six inches
to two feet and the bottom is semi-firm with
a leaf litter and muck substrate.

Vernal Pool 1 - Photo 2

Description:
Dense shrubs in Vernal Pool 1 made some
areas of the pool difficult to investigate.

\\vhb\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\tech\Onshore Natural Resources and Biological Assessments\Vernal Pool
Survey\Vernal Pool_Photo Log_RevWind_FINAL_20200916.docx
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Ref: 73030.00
September 21, 2020
Page 2

Vernal Pool 1 - Photo 3

Description:
A cluster of spotted salamander egg masses
on a submerged branch. On March 27, 2020
VHB biologists inventoried an estimated 20
spotted salamander egg masses within
Vernal Pool 1.

Vernal Pool 1 - Photo 4

Description:
A raft of wood frog egg masses, some
attached to submerged branches. VHB
biologists counted approximately 50-75 egg
masses on March 27, 2020.

\\vhb\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\tech\Onshore Natural Resources and Biological
Assessments\Vernal Pool Survey\Vernal Pool_Photo Log_RevWind_FINAL_20200916.docx
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To:

Mark Roll
Senior Project Lead
Revolution Wind, LLC

Date: April 26, 2021

Project #: 73030.00
From: Chelsea Glinka ENV SP
Jeff Peterson, PWS

Re: Vernal Pool Survey Memorandum for Revolution Wind
Interconnection Facility
Parcel ID 179-005
Camp Avenue, North Kingstown, Rhode Island

Proposed Project and Site Description
This Vernal Pool Survey Memorandum has been developed by VHB for Revolution Wind LLC (Revolution Wind) to
describe vernal pool resources present within the existing Davisville Substation parcel, identified by the North
Kingstown Tax Assessor as Parcel 179-005. The existing Davisville Substation parcel is owned and operated by The
Narragansett Electric Company d/b/a National Grid (TNEC) which previously contracted LEC Environmental
Consultants, Inc. (LEC) to conduct Site Evaluations of its property to document regulated environmental resources.
Environmental documentation in this parcel will support the permit filings for the proposed Interconnection Facility
(ICF) which will connect the power generated from the offshore Revolution Wind Project to the regional electric
transmission grid via the Davisville Substation. The Davisville Substation parcel is within Quonset Business Park off
Camp Avenue in North Kingstown, Rhode Island.

Wetlands Description
Wetlands within the Davisville Substation parcel were delineated by LEC on December 10, 2019. The wetland that is
the subject of this report was identified as the “C-series” wetland, herein after referred to as Freshwater Wetland 5
(refer to attached Figure 1). Wetland flags were present and legible during the field visits conducted for this vernal
pool survey. Freshwater Wetland 5 is a small topographic depression immediately southwest of Davisville Substation
which measures approximately 3,800 square feet (0.09 acres). This isolated forested wetland is seasonally flooded with
maximum water depths of four feet. Freshwater Wetland 5 has an ephemeral connection to the larger Freshwater
Wetland 4, a Marsh within the northwest corner of the Davisville Substation parcel that was previously identified as a
vernal pool by VHB1, via an Area Subject to Storm Flowage (ASSF). LEC classified Freshwater Wetland 5 as a Special
Aquatic Site under Rules and Regulations Governing the Protection and Management of Freshwater Wetlands in the
Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR-20-00-2; FWW Rules). This classification is often assigned to classic vernal pools. LEC
was unable to verify that Freshwater Wetland 5 functioned as a vernal pool because their site visits were made outside
of the season when vernal pool species are present. To follow up on this matter, VHB conducted two site visits during
early Spring 2021 to investigate the presence of vernal pool indicators.

1

Refer to separate Vernal Pool report dated September 20, 2020 which was submitted as an appendix to the Onshore Natural
Resources and Biological Assessment Technical Report in support of the Construction and Operations Plan (COP) filed with
revisions April 2021 with the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM).

\\vhb\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\tech\Onshore Natural Resources and Biological Assessments\Vernal Pool
Survey\VP survey_2021\Vernal Pool_Memo_ICF parcel_revised.docx
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Ref: 73030.00
April 26, 2021
Page 2

Vernal Pool Identification Criteria
Neither the Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) or Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management (RIDEM) provide a definition of vernal pools. However, vernal pools are regulated in Rhode Island under
the FWW Rules as Special Aquatic Sites, which are defined as:
“…a body of open standing water, either natural or artificial, which does not meet the definition of pond, but which is
capable of supporting and providing habitat for aquatic life forms, as documented by the:
a. Presence of standing water during most years, as documented on site or by aerial photographs; and
b. Presence of habitat features necessary to support aquatic life forms of obligate wildlife species, or the presence of or
evidence of, or use by aquatic life forms of obligate wildlife species (excluding biting flies).”
Special Aquatic Sites are seasonal water bodies that pond water continuously for a minimum period beginning in the
winter and extending at least into the early summer. They may be situated within larger wetland systems or occur as
hydrologically isolated features situated in uplands. In the northeastern United States, they are characterized by
vernal-pool-specific fauna, certain amphibian and invertebrate species (indicator species) that require the pools to
complete a portion of their life cycles (Colburn, 2004).
The common and scientific names for Rhode Island species considered by Calhoun and Klemens (2002) to be obligate
biological indicators of vernal pool habitat are listed within Table 1.

Table 1. Vernal Pool Obligate Species
Common Name

Scientific name

Jefferson Salamander

Ambystoma jeffersonianum

Blue-spotted Salamander complex

Ambystoma laterale

Spotted Salamander

Ambystoma maculatum

Marbled Salamander

Ambystoma opacum

Wood Frog

Lithobates sylvaticus

Fairy Shrimp

Eubranchipus sp.

Methodology to Identify Vernal Pools
A VHB biologist surveyed Freshwater Wetland 5 for vernal pool indicators on April 5 and April 19, 2021 using auditory
cues (e.g. wood frog chorusing), waders, polarized sunglasses, and a dipnet to search for wood frog and spotted
salamander adults, egg masses and larvae, and fairy shrimp. Discretion was used during dipnet sweeps, such that
small, shallow areas containing obligate vernal pool indicators were disrupted as little as possible (i.e., mucking -up of
pool bottoms was avoided). Field notes were recorded on the Connecticut Association of Wetland Scientists (CAWS)

\\vhb\gbl\proj\Providence\73030.00 RWF-Wind Farm\tech\Onshore Natural Resources and Biological Assessments\Vernal Pool
Survey\VP survey_2021\Vernal Pool_Memo_ICF parcel_revised.docx
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Vernal Pool Observation Form2 and the U.S. Army Crops of Engineers New England District Draft Vernal Pool
Characterization Form, and photographs were taken (see attached).

Findings
Freshwater Wetland 5 functions as a vernal pool. This wetland occurs within an area that has been previously
disturbed by the U.S. military which used this area as a general landfill prior to 1970. Artifacts within the wetland,
including several monitoring wells and an abandoned storage tank, indicate that the area has experienced
anthropogenic disturbance. Vegetation within and around the wetland also include areas dominated by invasive
vegetation providing further evidence of anthropogenic disturbance.
Based on field investigations and documentation from LEC, the pool floods seasonally and dries up during late
summer and fall. Freshwater Wetland 5 contributes flow to Freshwater Wetland 4 during storm events via an ASSF that
connects the two wetlands. Water depths at the deepest points of the vernal pool are between three to four feet and
the pool bottom is firm consisting of leaf litter resting on a mineral soil substrate. Vegetation within the shrub layer
consists of sweet pepper bush (Clethra alnifolia), red maple (Acer rubrum), autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata),
Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), and poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans). The
forested perimeter of the pool includes red maple, red and white oak (Quercus rubra and alba), and eastern red cedar
(Juniperus virginiana).
During the vernal pool investigations using dip net sweeps, the VHB biologist identified wood frog larvae and fairy
shrimp which are both considered obligate vernal pool species. A summary of the findings is included in Table 2.
Facultative vernal pool species observed include predacious diving beetles and backswimmers. Photos of the vernal
pool and the data forms are appended to this memorandum.
Although Freshwater Wetland 5 exhibits indicators of anthropogenic disturbance it provides vernal pool habitat. The
depth of the pool indicates that its hydroperiod during an average rainfall year is likely sufficient to allow obligate
species such as wood frog to complete their metamorphosis.

Table 2. Summary of Findings
Pond ID
Freshwater
Wetland 5

Area (SF)

Inlet/Outlet
Flowing

Obligate Indicators

Fish Present

Vernal Pool
Classification

3,800

Yes

WFL, FS

No

Classic

WFC: Wood frog chorusing; WFEM: Wood frog egg masses; WFL: Wood frog larvae; SSEM: Spotted salamander egg masses; FS fairy shrimp

2

The CAWS form was used because Rhode Island does not have a state -specific vernal pool evaluation form.
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Revolution Wind: Existing Davisville Substation/Proposed ICF Parcel
Vernal Pool Survey Photo Log
April 26, 2021
Photo 1

Description:
View of Freshwater Wetland 5 looking
northeast towards the Davisville Substation.
Freshwater Wetland 5 is a classic vernal pool;
a topographic depression within an upland
that pools seasonally and dries during the
summer and fall.

Photo 2

Description:
Freshwater Wetland 5 includes several
artifacts indicative of past anthropogenic
disturbance, including the abandoned
storage tank visible in the foreground and
several monitoring wells in the background
of the photo.
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Photo 3

Description:
This photo shows a single fairy shrimp and
one wood frog larvae. These obligate species
were captured during dip net surveys on April
19, 2021.

Photo 4

Description:
Several wood frog larvae were captured
during dip net surveys on April 19, 2021.
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4/5/21 & 4/19/21

C. Glinka

VWetland 5

North Kingstown

Revolution Wind ICF

✔

classic

cglinka@vhb.com

north of Camp Ave

None

Approximately 30 minutes of dip net sweeps on April 5, 2021
resulted in the capture of only one fair shrimp. No egg masses
were observed during that field visit.
On a follow-up visit on April 19, 2021 another 30 minutes of dip
net sweeps was performed and that resulted in the capture of
several fairy shrimp and many wood frog larvae. No egg
masses were observed during this follow-up visit.

None
All

1030
1145
✔

Egg masses were not observed

Temperature during both
surveys was ~50 F

0

75
25

4 ft at deepest point

VP is immediately southwest of Davisville Substation
red maple, oak, eastern red cedar
sweet pepperbush, red maple, autumn olive
sensitive fern
60

0
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41.592417, -71.435668

red maple
Sweet pepperbush, autumn olive
sensitive fern

VERNAL POOL DATA SHEET, p. 2
Survey Date: 4/5/21 & 4/19/21
Investigator(s): C. Glinka,
Project/property name: Revolution Wind ICF

Town: North Kingstown

CAWS Pool #:

SKETCH OF POOL (required)

Wetland 5
Pool Type:

CAWS Project #:
Development:

Reference

WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS: (optional)
Checklist of Facultative Herptile Fauna (Pool & Fringe):

Draw a rough,
quick sketch of the
pool showing
approximate
locations of egg
mass rafts &
clusters in relation
to pool features, like
logs, algal mats,
and islands. Show
inlet/outlet if
present. Include
north arrow and
approxImate scale.

Green Frog
Pickerel Frog
Bull Frog
Eastern Toad
Spotted Turtle
N. Water Snake

Other Observed Fauna (Pool & Fringe):

predacious diving beetles, backswimmers

SKETCH OF TERRESTRIAL ENVELOPE AROUND POOL (required)

Draw a rough,
quick sketch of the
pool's terrestrial
envelope,
extending at least
200' from pool in all
directions. Provide
detail on
conditions &
landuses within
100 feet of edge of
pool. Include north
arrow and
approxImate scale.

Spring Peeper
Gray Tree Frog
Pickerel Frog
Painted Turtle
Snapping Turtle
Blue-spot. salam.

Circle any of the following factors that impaired your ability
to observe egg masses, and indicate severity of impairment.
Factor
Severity (Low/Mod./High)
1. Surface algae
2. Surface pollen
3. Dark, tannin-colored water
4. Deep water
5. Turbidity
6. Dense shrubs
7. Other (specify)

ADDITIONAL NOTES: (optional)
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US Army Corps of Engineers - New England District
DRAFT Vernal Pool Characterization Form
Project File # 73030.00
Project Name Revolution Wind ICF
Pool ID Wetland 5
Observer Chelsea Glinka
Phone or E-mail cglinka@vhb.com
Landowner/Applicant National Grid d/b/a TNEC & Revolution Wind, LLC
Phone or E-mail mroll@orsted.com
Address 56 Exchange Terrace, Suite 300
City Providence
State RI
Zip 02903
Location of vernal pool: City/State North Kingstown, RI
Survey date(s) 4/5/21 and 4/19/21
Longitude/Latitude (in decimal degrees) 41.592417, -71.435668
A. VERNAL POOL CHARACTERISTICS (fill in all information known):
1. Landscape setting (check all that apply):
Pool part of wildlife corridor (4 pts)

Upland depression (4 pts; if this is also in a floodplain, use 2 pts)
Pool part of a pool complex (within 1000 feet of one or more other vernal pools) (NA)

Other:

Pool within larger wetland system (4 pts; if this is also in a floodplain, use 2 pts)

(variable pts)

2. Vernal pool condition:
Describe any recent modifications to the pool and associated landscape:

Pool is directly southwest of Davisville Substation. It has evidence of

anthropogenic disturbance, including monitoring wells, abandoned storage tank, and oily sheen on the water's surface. Invasives form a dense barrier around the pool.

3. Parent material:
Glacial fluvial ("outwash")

Loose till

Peat

Dense till

Alluvium

Coastal marine sediments

4. Aquatic resource type that best applies to this pool (choose dominant):
Forested wetland (4 pts)

Herbaceous wetland (4 pts)

Floodplain (overflow/oxbow) (3 pts)

Shrub wetland (4 pts)

Open water (2 pts)

Other:

Peatland (acidic fen or bog) (4 pts)
5. Pool canopy cover (%):

(variable points)

Intermittent stream reach (2 pts)

60

6. Predominant substrate:
X Mineral soil

Organic matter (peat/muck)

Depth 4 ft

Sampling location (e.g., deepest zone, edge, etc.) Deepest section is approximately 4 ft

7. Pool size:
a. Approximate dimensions of pool (at maximum capacity; include units):

Length
Area:

b. Maximum depth at deepest point at time of survey (include units):

Width

100 ft

75 ft

0.09 acre

4 ft

8. Hydrology:
a. Estimated hydroperiod (unless actual, observed hydroperiod value(s) is(are) known, use the presence of these example indicator
species to best predict the expected hydroperiod of the pool):
Dries between early March and early July (e.g., Thelypteris palustris, Carex stricta, Impatiens capensis, Ilex verticillata) (6 pts)
X

Dries between early July and early September (e.g., Sagittaria latifolia, Scirpus cyperinus, Dulichium arund., Cephalanthus occ.) (8 pts)
Dries between early September and early November (e.g., Eleocharis palustris, Glyceria cana., Utricularia spp., Decodon vert.) (8 pts)
Dries between early November and late December, or intermittently exposed (e.g., Nuphar spp., Potamogeton spp.) (2 pts)

b. Inlet/outlet (pick one):
No inlet/outlet (8 pts)

Permanent inlet or outlet (channel with well-defined banks and permanent flow) (2 pts)

Temporary inlet/outlet (6 pts)
9. Water quality:
Clear
22

High turbidity
TOTAL for Pool Characteristics (out of 28 max.)

High algae content

Tannic
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DRAFT

Pool ID

B. VERNAL POOL ENVELOPE (100 ft) AND CRITICAL HABITAT AREA (100-750 ft) CHARACTERISTICS (fill in all information known):
1. Landuse type and approximate percentage within the 100-ft vernal pool envelope:
Forested 75

% (16 pts)

Open (e.g., meadow, agriculture, golf course)

% (4 pts)

Shrub

% (10 pts)

Developed 25

% (0 pts)

2. Landuse type and approximate percentage within the 100 - 750-ft vernal pool critical terrestrial habitat:
Forested 50

% (16 pts)

Open (e.g., agriculture, golf course)

% (4 pts)

Shrub

% (10 pts)

Developed 50

% (0 pts)

Are there one or more barriers to vernal pool fauna movement within the envelope and/or critical terrestrial habitat? If so, check here
and see directions for explanation of how to incorporate this information.
Based on:
Field estimate
GIS
Aerial photo estimate
20

TOTAL for Pool Envelope and Critical Terrestrial Habitat Area (out of 32 max.)

C. SPECIES PRESENT IN VERNAL POOL
INDICATOR SPECIES

DATE

Wood Frog (Lithobates sylvaticus)

EGG MASSES (#)

TADPOLES/LARVAE

4/19/21

Many larvae observed

Spotted Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum)
Blue-spotted Salamander (Ambystoma laterale)
Jefferson's Salamander (Ambystoma jeffersonianum)
Marbled Salamander (Ambystoma opacum)
ABUNDANCE:many

Fairy Shrimp (Eubranchipus spp.)

4/5/21 & 4/19/21

PRESENT/ABSENT

OTHER SPECIES

DATE

PRESENCE/ABSENCE

FEW/COMMON/MANY

Facultative Species (e.g., Spring Peeper (Pseudacris crucifer), Gray
Tree Frog (Hyla versicolor), Caddisflies (Limnephilidae,
Phryganeidae), American Toad (Anaxyrus americanus), Eastern
Spadefoot Toad (Scaphiopus holbrookii), Fowler's Toad (Anaxyrus
fowleri), Fingernail Clams (Sphaeriidae, Pisidiidae))(list):

Rare Species (list): None

Predator Species (e.g., Bullfrog/Green frog tadpoles, Fish) (list):
None

Other species (e.g., Ducks, Turtles, etc.)(list): None
Presence of Indicator Species

Yes

No

SUMMARY:
22

TOTAL for Pool Characteristics

20

TOTAL for Pool Envelope and Critical Terrestrial Habitat Area

Other comments (append photographs, additional notes, sketch of pool and surrounding landscape):
Vegetation within the shrub layer consists of sweet pepper bush (Clethra alnifolia), red maple (Acer rubrum), autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata), Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora),
and poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans). The forested perimeter of the pool includes red maple, red and white oak (Quercus rubra and alba), and eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginiana).

9-6-2016
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Application to Alter Freshwater Wetlands
Existing Conditions
2.1 Site Location and Environmental Setting
The ICF Project will be located within the property that includes the existing TNEC Davisville Substation which
has frontage on Camp Avenue within the Quonset Business Park in North Kingstown, Rhode Island. The existing
Davisville Substation operates at 115-kV and connects to the regional transmission grid via two 115-kV
transmission tap lines. The existing substation is located within North Kingstown AP 179 Lot 005 (referred to as
the Davisville Substation parcel and owned by TNEC) and small segments of the new TNEC ROW will extend
into adjacent AP 179 Lot 020 and 179 Lot 030 (collectively referred to as the Project Area). The Project Area is
characterized by significant levels of historic human land use. The Davisville Substation parcel is partially
developed with the existing Davisville Substation and transmission line ROW in the northeast corner of the
parcel while the remainder of the parcel is undeveloped and includes Marsh, Swamp, SAS, ASSF, coastal
floodplain, Area of Land within 50-feet of Marsh and Swamp and forested upland (see Appendix E Site Photos).
The portions of AP 179 Lot 020 and AP 179 Lot 030 that are included within the Project Area are undeveloped
and include forested upland and existing TNEC ROW within AP 179 Lot 020 and forested Area of Land within
50-feet of Marsh in AP 179 Lot 030. These parcels are owned by the Rhode Island Commerce Corporation and
managed by the Quonset Development Corporation (“QDC”), refer to Appendix B for the lease agreement for
these parcels.

Freshwater Wetlands
Freshwater wetlands are present within the Davisville Substation parcel and were delineated by LEC
Environmental Consultants, Inc. (“LEC”) (see Appendix D for resumes) on December 10, 2019 as detailed within
the Site Evaluation Report (“SER”) provided in Appendix F1. A follow-up SER was conducted in July 2020 and
that follow-up SER is included in Appendix F2. Mapped wetland resources are shown on Figure 3 in Appendix C.
These wetlands aresubject to regulation as Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR-20-0002) and include Swamp and Marsh with associated Area of Land Within 50-feet of the Wetland, SAS, and ASSF.
Descriptions of the wetland resources are provided below. The boundaries of Wetlands 3 and 4 delineated by
LEC represent a continuation of the wetland boundaries identified by VHB during summer 20191 on the
adjacent AP 179 Lot 030 and AP 179 Lot 001 where the OnSS is proposed.
Wetland 3 (LEC A-series) is a Swamp along the northeastern boundary of the Davisville Substation parcel and
continues north off site to Roger Williams Way and has been delineated by flags A-1 through A-8. This Swamp
is forested with common canopy dominants consisting of red maple (Acer rubrum), American elm (Ulmus
americana) and tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica). The shrub stratum includes highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
corymbosum), winterberry (Ilex verticillata) and sweet pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia). The heavily shaded
herbaceous stratum is dominated by skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) and cinnamon fern (Osmunda
cinnamomea) with sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis) also present.
Soils within this wetland are mapped as Swansea muck, a very poorly drained soil that classifies with the Order
of soils characterized by thick accumulations of organic matter at the surface, Histosols. In Rhode Island all
Histosols are hydric soils. These soils remain saturated near the surface or flooded for most if not all the
growing season.
Wetland 4 (LEC B-series) is a Marsh with open water, few trees and shrub cover types scattered throughout the
wetland interior and a forested margin. This isolated wetland is within the northwestern corner of the Davisville
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Substation parcel where it has been delineated by flags B-1 through B-9 and extends into the adjacent AP 179
Lot 030 where the OnSS is proposed. This wetland is confined by steep fill slopes along its southern
limits and the natural steep slopes of a kame to the north. Scattered debris and fill are present in and around
this wetland which apparently date back to the time when this site was part of the Quonset Point NAS.
Alder (Alnus sp.) and willow (Salix sp.) are common shrubs scattered around the semipermanent shallow open
water. Red maple is common around the wetland perimeter. Skunk cabbage, jewelweed (Impatiens capensis),
field horsetail (Equisetum arvense), and sensitive fern are common herbaceous plants occupying exposed
substrates.
Soils are mapped as poorly drained Walpole sandy loam, which is poorly drained, but investigations by VHB
found soils in most of the wetland interior to be more similar to the very poorly drained Scarboro mucky sandy
loam and Swansea muck. Based on observations of staining on concrete, adventitious roots, and water stained
leaves water levels may fluctuate two to three feet from the winter to late growing season. Wetland 4 also
functions as a cryptic vernal pool based on the findings of a vernal pool survey conducted by VHB in spring
2020. VHB biologists identified three obligate vernal pool species within Wetland 4: wood frog (Lithobates
sylvaticus), spotted salamander (Ambystoma maculatum), and fairy shrimp (Eubranchipus sp.). Wetland 4 is
subject to regulation as Freshwater Wetlands in the Vicinity of the Coast (650-RICR-20-00-02) and include
Swamp and Marsh with associated Area of Land Within 50-feet of the Wetland, SAS, and ASSF. Descriptions of
the wetland resources are provided below. The boundaries of Wetlands 3 and 4 delineated by LEC represent a
continuation of the wetland boundaries identified by VHB during summer 20191 on the adjacent AP 179 Lot
030 and AP 179 Lot 001 where the OnSS is proposed.
Wetland 3 (LEC A-series) is a Swamp along the northeastern boundary of the Davisville Substation parcel and
continues north off site to Roger Williams Way and has been delineated by flags A-1 through A-8. This Swamp
is forested with common canopy dominants consisting of red maple (Acer rubrum), American elm (Ulmus
americana) and tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica). The shrub stratum includes highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
corymbosum), winterberry (Ilex verticillata) and sweet pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia). The heavily shaded
herbaceous stratum is dominated by skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) and cinnamon fern (Osmunda
cinnamomea) with sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis) also present.
Soils within this wetland are mapped as Swansea muck, a very poorly drained soil that classifies with the Order
of soils characterized by thick accumulations of organic matter at the surface, Histosols. In Rhode Island all
Histosols are hydric soils. These soils remain saturated near the surface or flooded for most if not all the
growing season.
Wetland 4 (LEC B-series) is a Marsh with open water, few trees and shrub cover types scattered throughout the
wetland interior and a forested margin. This isolated wetland is within the northwestern corner of the Davisville
Substation parcel where it has been delineated by flags B-1 through B-9 and extends into the adjacent AP 179
Lot 030 where the OnSS is proposed. This wetland is confined by steep fill slopes along its southern limits and
the natural steep slopes of a kame to the north. Scattered debris and fill are present in and around this wetland
which apparently date back to the time when this site was part of the Quonset Point NAS. Alder (Alnus sp.) and
willow (Salix sp.) are common shrubs scattered around the semipermanent shallow open water. Red maple is
common around the wetland perimeter. Skunk cabbage, jewelweed (Impatiens capensis), field horsetail
(Equisetum arvense), and sensitive fern are common herbaceous plants occupying exposed substrates.
Soils are mapped as poorly drained Walpole sandy loam, which is poorly drained, but investigations by VHB
found soils in most of the wetland interior to be more similar to the very poorly drained Scarboro mucky sandy
loam and Swansea muck. Based on observations of staining on concrete, adventitious roots, and water stained
leaves water levels may fluctuate two to three feet from the winter to late growing season.
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Wetland 4 also functions as a cryptic vernal pool based on the findings of a vernal pool survey conducted by
VHB in spring 2020. VHB biologists identified three obligate vernal pool species within Wetland 4: wood frog
(Lithobates sylvaticus), spotted salamander (Ambystoma maculatum), and fairy shrimp (Eubranchipus sp.).
Wetland 4 is therefore also classified as a SAS. A memo documenting the vernal pool survey is included in
Appendix G Vernal Pool Memos. Based on observations of this wetland over two field seasons in 2020 and
2021, the extent of pooling varies. Under maximum flooding, the entire footprint of the wetland is
flooded, as was observed in early spring of 2020. In spring of 2021, pooling was concentrated towards the
middle of the wetland.
Wetland 5 (LEC C-series) is a SAS southwest of the Davisville Substation which has been delineated with flags C1 through C-11. This small forested wetland is a topographic depression that floods seasonally with maximum
water depths of three to four feet. Red maple and cottonwood (Populus deltoides) are the dominant tree
species and provide approximately 50 percent canopy closure over the wetland. Shrubs that populate the
perimeter of the wetland include Morrow’s honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii), green brier (Similax rotundifolia),
multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), sweet pepperbush, and highbush blueberry. Dominant species within the herb
stratum include fox grape (Vitis labrusca) and poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans).
VHB conducted vernal pool surveys in Wetland 5 in the spring of 2021 and identified two obligate vernal pool
species: wood frog and fairy shrimp. Based on field investigations and documentation from LEC, the pool floods
seasonally and dries up during late summer and fall. As with Wetland 4, solid waste and debris is present within
Wetland 5, including several monitoring wells and an abandoned storage tank, indicate previous anthropogenic
disturbance. Although Wetland 5 exhibits indicators of anthropogenic disturbance it provides vernal pool
habitat. The depth of the pool indicates that its hydroperiod during an average rainfall year is likely sufficient to
allow obligate species such as wood frog to complete their metamorphosis. A memo documenting the findings
of this vernal pool survey is included in Appendix G.
An ASSF appears to provide a surface hydrological connection that may convey discharge from Wetland 5 into
Wetland 4. This ASSF occupies an old excavated ditch with the spoils cast above the northeast bank. This
feature is not visible in the 1962 aerial photograph which shows land grading activity in the general area but is
clearly visible and complete in the 1972 aerial (RIDEM Environmental Resource Map (“ERM”) accessed
5/7/2021). This suggests that these activities predated the Rhode Island Freshwater Wetland Act and
federal wetland regulation under the 1972 CWA.
VHB scientists examined this feature on the morning of May 6, 2021 after two days of rain totaling 0.96 inches2
to evaluate the resource area’s classification. There was no flow at the time of the investigation and no evidence
of recent flow. The bottom of the ditch was lined with leaves accumulated from the previous year’s leaf fall
suggesting the absence of any substantial flow since fall 2020. VHB scientists looked for features that would
suggest a sustained, directional flow of an intermittent stream and found none. The ditch bottom does not
have a defined channel, and there was no evidence of drift lines, evidence of scour, algae staining, or sediment
accumulations. The ditch bottom is sporadically vegetated and includes Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera
japonica), multiflora rose, Morrow’s honeysuckle, and Asiatic bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus). Photos are
included in Appendix E. Based on these observations, the ditch appears to meet the criteria to be regulated as
an ASSF as it could convey flow in response to extreme rainfall events or sudden snow melt. VHB scientists
concur with the classification provided by LEC that this feature, if regulated, would be properly classified as an
ASSF.
Portions of the Davisville Substation parcel occurs within the one-percent annual flood hazard area (Zone AE)
which is a coastal flood zone. Coastal flood zones are not freshwater wetlands; however, flood zones associated
with rivers and stream are.
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3.2 Proposed Project Activities and Project Impacts
The ICF Project has been designed to meet Rhode Island State Building Code/2015 International Building Code,
American Society of Civil Engineers (“ASCE”) Standard 7-10, ASCE 113, ASCE 24-14, all applicable Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”) standards, and local climate and geotechnical conditions.
The ICF Project includes the following components:
• An Interconnection ROW between the OnSS on the adjacent AP 179 Lot 030 and ICF consisting of two
underground transmission lines. The northern cable (cable a) is approximately 375 feet (114.3 m) long
and the southern cable (cable b) is approximately 527 feet (160.6 m) long. Approximately 188 feet (57.3
m) of cable a and 327 feet (99.7 m) of cable b of the Interconnection ROW will be within AP 179 Lot
005 (the Davisville Substation parcel). The underground transmission line will have an approximate 40footwide ROW subject to periodic vegetation management.
• An ICF that consists of a 115kV ring-bus with an operational footprint3 of 1.6 ac (0.6 ha). Maximum
height of ICF equipment will be up to 45 ft (13.7 m) with shielding masts measuring up to 55 ft (16.7 m)
tall. The ICF will also include a paved access road, stormwater management features, and associated
landscaped or managed vegetated areas within the approximate 4 ac (1.6 ha) construction footprint.
This construction footprint includes the Interconnection ROW discussed above and the TNEC ROW
discussed below.
• The reconfiguration of overhead segments of the existing Davisville Transmission Tap lines
(approximately 122 feet) and new overhead lines approximately 744 feet long between the ICF and the
Davisville Substation on property owned by TNEC proximate to the TNEC Davisville Substation in North
Kingstown, Rhode Island.4 The transmission lines from the ICF to the Davisville Substation will be up to
474 ft (144 m) in length and will be supported on single circuit structures measuring up to 80 ft (18 m)
tall. The transmission line from the ICF to the Davisville Transmission Tap will be up to 712 ft (217 m) in
length. The two circuits will be supported on a combination of single and double circuit structures
measuring up to 95 ft (24.4 m) tall. The TNEC ROW will have up to 120-feetwide centered on each
circuit where vegetation will be periodically managed.
Project plans for the ICF are provided under confidential cover to this Application to Alter because they contain
confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under Access to Public Records Act (“APRA”; RIGL
§ 38-2-1) or Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”; 5 USC § 552) in Appendix H Site Plans.
The proposed ICF will include a six-breaker ring bus that will be an air-insulated system consisting of circuit
breakers, disconnect switches, structural steel, instrument and station service transformers, and associated
miscellaneous equipment (i.e. insulators, surge arresters, electrical fittings and hardware). To support more
timely cutovers, a new prefabricated control house will also be installed.
Construction of the ICF Project will require clearing approximately 2.8 acres (1.1 ha) of vegetation within the
construction footprint while the overall site disturbance will be approximately 4 acres (1.6 ha). The
approximately 1.2 acres that are not subject to vegetative clearing include areas with existing grass cover and
graveled areas adjacent to the existing substation and access road. The proposed clearing will primarily take
place within the Davisville Substation parcel but will also partially occur within AP 179 Lot 030 and Lot 020.
Some of the proposed clearing will occur within regulated freshwater wetland resources. Disturbance related to
the clearing is considered temporary because it will occur only during the construction period, however, the
change in habitat cover type from forested to a managed herbaceous and scrub-shrub cover type will be
permanent because the cleared areas will subject to a periodic vegetation management cycle to maintain safe
clearances between vegetation and electrical equipment. Specific impact areas and the management
schedule is provided below.
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Construction of the TNEC ROW will temporarily effect approximately 3,470 square feet (0.08 ac) of an isolated
wetland (Wetland 5) by removing the forested perimeter of the wetland, 900 square feet (0.02 ac) of forested
cover in Marsh (Wetland 4) will be cleared, and 11,680 square feet (0.2 ac) of forested area within the Area of
Land within 50-feet of Wetland 4 will be cleared. The Project layout area and the proposed wetland impacts are
shown in Figure 4 in Appendix C.
Additionally, a new gravel access road on the Davisville Substation parcel for access to the TNEC ROW will cross
the ASSF. The ASSF will be culverted to maintain drainage under the roadway, which will result in approximately
40 linear feet (12.2 m) of impact, though the entire 145-foot (44 m) length will be cleared of vegetation. The
proposed 24-inch reinforced concrete culvert will include a flared end section at the upgradient end and a
headwall with stone outlet protection at the down gradient end. Proposed culvert inverts will maintain positive
flow from east to west, consistent with existing grades. Aside from the proposed culvert, grading activities
associated with the ICF Project are sited such that they avoid impact to wetland resources. All temporarily
disturbed areas within wetland resources will be restored with a native seed mix and the cleared areas within
Wetland 4 and the perimeter of Wetland 5 will be replanted with native shrubs once construction is complete in
accordance with the Wetland Mitigation Plan provided on sheet W-1.0 in Appendix H. Note that Site Plans in
Appendix H are provided under confidential cover to this Application to Alter because they contain confidential
commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552).
Methods for tree removal involve the use of tree shears, skidder bucket equipment, aerial saws and tree
harvesting machinery. The location of the work, type of work and the degree or amount of work dictates the
type of crew and equipment to be employed. Operation of the facilities will require the vegetative community
to be converted and maintained as herbaceous and scrub-shrub habitats. In accordance with National Electric
Safety Code5 (“NESC”) requirements and TNEC vegetation management procedures, vegetation within the ICF
and the TNEC ROW will be managed through integrated procedures combining removal of danger trees, hand
cutting, targeted herbicide use, mowing, selective trimming, and side trimming. These procedures involve the
cyclical management of vegetation along the active transmission line ROW and surrounding the perimeter of
the fenced ICF yard. The vegetation maintenance cycle follows a five-year timeline and encourages the growth
of low-growing shrubs and other vegetation which provide a degree of natural vegetation control. This
vegetation management is necessary to allow for the proper clearance between vegetation and electrical
conductors.
Summary of Impacts to Freshwater Wetlands
Table 3-2 provides a summary of the temporary and permanent impacts to the freshwater
wetlands within the Project Area. Permanent impacts are reported in terms of vegetation
clearing/conversion. No permanent fill is proposed within wetlands or the Area of Land
within 50-feet of Wetlands
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The following avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures are proposed:
•

•

•

•
•

The ICF and proposed transmission structures within the TNEC ROW have been sited to avoid wetland
impact to the maximum extent possible. Wetland impacts are limited to vegetation clearing within
Wetland 5, a small portion of Wetland 4, the Area of Land within 50-feet of Wetland 4, and the ASSF
between Wetlands 4 and 5. This clearing is necessary to maintain safe clearances for the operation of
the ICF and TNEC ROW consistent with the NESC. The vegetation layer in these impacted areas will be
planted with native seed mixes and the impacted areas within Wetlands 4 and 5 will be replaced with
native shrubs.
The stormwater management design that addresses the requirements for water quality treatment and
runoff management that complies with the Stormwater Management, Design and Installation Rules
(RIDEM 250-RICR-150-10-8, effect 2018).
The removal of surficial solid waste within Wetlands 4 and 5 that is left over from the site’s previous
usage as a landfill. Existing solid waste within these wetlands include items such as an abandoned
storage tank, kitchen appliances, concrete and brick rubble, metal, and tires. Removal of such debris
will enhance the habitat of these wetlands. Any other solid waste encountered during construction of
the ICF and TNEC ROW will similarly be removed and disposed at an appropriately licensed facility.
Compliance with the existing ELUR and a project specific SMP developed in consultation with the
RIDEM OLRSMM.
The use of appropriate erosion and sediment control measures installed to minimize impacts to
wetlands from adjacent disturbed areas. These measures are detailed on the Soil Erosion and Sediment
Control (“SESC”) Plan in Appendix I which is provided under confidential cover to this Application to
Alter because it contains confidential commercial information not subject to disclosure under APRA
(RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552).

The following SESC measures are included:
•
•
•
•
•

Installation of silt sock erosion control barrier at the limit of disturbance;
Temporary dewatering basins or frac tanks will be used to filter any collected stormwater and/or
groundwater prior to discharging the filtered water in upland areas;
A stabilized construction exit to prevent tracking of debris onto local roadways; and
Establish vegetated ground cover in disturbed areas through the use of native seed mixes.
To the extent feasible, tree and shrub removal within the Project Area will occur outside the avian
nesting and bat roosting period: May 1 through August 15. If tree and shrub
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removal cannot avoid this season, Revolution Wind will coordinate with appropriate agencies to determine
appropriate course of action.
• The removal of invasive vegetation within the affected wetland areas during construction. The affected
areas of Wetlands 4 and 5 will be replanted with native shrubs based on the Rhode Island Coastal Plant
Guide, including silky dogwood (Cornus amomum), swamp rose (Rosa palustris), and buttonbush
(Cephalanthus occidentalis). A native seed mix will be applied to all disturbed areas as provided in the
Mitigation Plan Sheet (see Sheet W1.0 in Appendix H). Note that Site Plans in Appendix H are provided
under confidential cover to this Application to Alter because they contain confidential commercial
information not subject to disclosure under APRA (RIGL § 38-2-1) or FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552). Vegetation
will be managed on five-year cycles following TNEC management requirements, as described above.
• Occurrences of sickle-leaved golden aster will be flagged during the summer flowering season prior to
commencement of construction so that they may be avoided during construction.
These mitigation and avoidance measures will be included in contract specific documents so
that the selected contractor will adhere to these measures.
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